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ABSTRACT 

Racialization, Representation, and Resistance: Black Visual Artists and the Production of 

Alterity queries the relationship between Black visual representation and Black social and 

cultural politics. For the past two centuries Black visual artists throughout the African 

Diaspora have painted, sculpted, and filmed images of blackness inspired, funded, and 

otherwise supported by progressive patrons and institutions. Largely produced outside of 

mainstream art worlds, these visual representations focused on Black social and cultural 

politics and Black alterity more than mainstream tastes or stereotypes. As the coherence 

of Black social and political movements and resources declined in the late twentieth 

century, however, commercialization and the mainstream art world had increasing 

influence on Black visual culture. These changes created intense resistance and debate 

about the politics of visual representation throughout the Black Atlantic, particularly in 

the United States, Cuba, and the United Kingdom. Ethnographic observations, interviews, 

and gallery talks with artists in these three nations, including John Yancey, Vicky Meek, 

Marcus Akinlana, Kara Walker, Michael Ray Charles, Gloria Rolando, Anissa Cockings, 

and Andrew Sinclair, along with cultural and historical comparisons, provide fresh 

insight into the relationship between Black visual representation and contemporary Black 

social and cultural politics. 
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For outness is but the feeling of otherness (alterity) rendered intuitive, or 
alterity visually represented. 

SAMUEL T. COLERIDGE  (1849) 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the moment the sense of integration has taken strong hold on many of 
our younger artists, and for that matter in other fields as well. This is 
warrantable, even though it may abate temporarily the more overt kind of 
racial self-expression. It is significant that Negro art moves out into the 
mainstream of American culture, and gains a sense of solidarity with its 
national fellow-practitioners and the general world of art. In time the 
return to native materials will occur in a context free of provincialism or 
propaganda; and the Negro artist will then find full and proper 
recognition and fraternal acceptance as a creative participant in the arts. 
Meanwhile, his future is bright: he can look forward to a beneficial 
relaxation of emotional tensions, conducive to a calmer flow of artistic 
effort and a deeper current of understanding. 

Alain Locke (1953) 

Throughout the Black Atlantic for the last two centuries, a number of Black visual artists 

have consciously worked to counter the degradation of Black culture and identity.1 The 

very fact that Edmonia Lewis, an Afro-U.S. woman, actually created fine art sculpture 

was a refutation of racist theories that uplifted the entire African Race. As Afro-British 

scholar Hazel Carby has noted, the role of Black visual artists, such as Lewis, is twofold, 

“as it is formally understood in relation to art and creative practices, and as it applies to 

intellectuals who understand themselves to be responsible for the representation of ‘the 

race’.”2   The  Black  artists  role  as  cultural  worker,  organic  intellectual,  and  political 

1 Drawing from Joesph E. Harris, St. Clair Drake. Sheila S. Walker, Paul Gilroy  and others, the African
Diaspora connotes the movement of Africans, particularly their cultural and social influence as a result of a 
number of historical factors including, but not limited to, the African Slave Trade. Joseph Harris, for 
example, defines the African Diaspora as “the global dispersion (voluntary and involuntary) of Africans 
throughout history”  (Harris, et al., 1993:3. Whereas the African Diaspora describes global influence, as 
well as the complex historical, political, and social issues created by a separation from African origins, it is 
not limited in historical scope to the last six-hundred years (see for example, St. Clair Drake’s two volume 
Black Folk Here and There, which traces the influence of displaced Africans from Mediterranean antiquity 
to Medieval Europe). Alternatively, the Black Atlantic specifically describes the modern societies created  
in the Caribbean, Americas, Liberia and Sierra Leone as a result of the African slave trade. The Black 
Atlantic, as Paul Gilroy writes, describes “a complex unit of analysis…[a modern] transnational and 
intercultural” Black world (Gilroy 1993:15). I use the terms “African Diaspora” and “Black Atlantic” 
according to these distinctions. 
2 Carby 1987:164.
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activist often contrasts with the artist’s “fraternal acceptance as a creative participant in 

the arts.”3 How else could you describe the controversies that are at the center of this 

work? How do we go from Edmonia Lewis whose artistic practice could uplift the entire 

race to the shock elicited by Black artists who are celebrated by establishment art worlds 

for visual images imbedded with stereotypes and pornographic images? 

The dissertation argues that the politicization of Black art combined with the institutional 

patronage given or withheld from Black artists, shielded or exposed Black artists to Black 

traditions and cultural norms in ways that defined their aesthetic exploration. Artists 

outside of politically active Black communities, for example, are more likely to explore 

negative images of blackness. This dissertation tracks these issues from the social uplift 

politics of 19th century Black visual artists to the changing identities and practices of 

Black visual artists during the opening moves of the 21st century. 

* * * 

In the nineteenth century when Black visual artists, particularly in the United States, 

began to train in formal painting and sculpture, their work disproved racial ideologies 

that claimed Black people incapable of creating fine art. In this era of Black 

Reconstruction, the handful of working Black artists were evidence of Black humanity. 

Although the production of classical European art forms was proof against denigrating 

racial classifications, at the end of the nineteenth century, politically active Black public 

spheres called for Black visual artists to focus on Black social concerns rather than 

European and European-American aesthetics. 

3 Locke 1983: 475.
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By the early part of the twentieth century, a number of Black visual artists shifted their 

focus from mastery of mainstream canons that “proved their worth” to an aesthetic that 

sought to address the cultural heritages and social experiences of African origin people in 

Diaspora.4 This urge further politicized Black visual art Although many Black artists 

participated in the move to make art culturally and socially representative, during this 

period, their designation as “ethnic” frequently placed Black visual artists outside, or, at 

best, on the margins of mainstream art worlds and aesthetic canons. Often trained in 

mainstream institutions, professional Black visual artists turned to Black public spheres 

for support. From the beginning of the twentieth century until the end of the 1970s, 

support by Black organizations and patrons dedicated to racial uplift, including Black 

social organizations, colleges, universities, and ethnically themed galleries and museums, 

reinforced a discourse that Black artists would help to construct an affirming Black visual 

culture for Black publics.5 

 

By the mid-twentieth century, Afro-U.S. philosopher Alain Locke, the ideological 

architect of the Harlem Renaissance, argued that Black visual artists would need to 

curtail their concern with Black representational politics if they desired full recognition 

in mainstream art worlds.6 According to this argument, in order to cross over to 

mainstream art worlds, the Black visual artist would have to become a less politicized 

cultural producer and limit the production of socially oriented images such as Edmonia 

Lewis’ anti-slavery sculptures, Wilfredo Lam’s paintings of Afro-Cuban spirituality, and 

Jacob Lawrence’s depictions of Haitian rebel Toussaint L’Overture. Locke, who in the 

1920s had advocated the development a unique Negro-identified art, shifted his focus 

from the art of identity to a concern that Black artists be taken seriously. This shift also 
 

4 Carby 1987, Cooper 1998, Gaines 1996. 
5 Pindell 1987, Wallace 1990, Holland 1998. 
6 Locke 1983: 475. 
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revealed Locke’s concern that Black art respond to the political and social direction of 

the Black community, in other words, that Black art be politically expressive of the 

people’s direction regardless of the politics that it expressed. From his vantagepoint in 

the integrationist 1950s, Locke could not have anticipated that integration would not 

liberate Black alterity but would in fact place greater strain on the expression of Black 

cultural, social, and cosmological difference. Integration would, in other words, only 

liberate Black folks if they adhered to a white identity politics and disregarded the 

importance and real effects of their racialized histories, cultural patterns, and social 

beliefs. 

The importance of blackness to the robust Black identity politics that emerged during the 

second half of the twentieth century. Despite Locke’s mid-century concern that Black 

artists diversify their aesthetic repertoire, the primary focus of most professional Black 

visual artists has been and remains, for the most part, a concern with producing 

representations of blackness and its cultural and social alterity, rather than producing art 

within the realm of mainstream aesthetics.7 Black artists have been more likely to suffer 

for their ideals than for their craft, as issues of political and “racial self-expression,” 

collide with issues of patronage and institutional support. 

Toward the end of the twentieth century, changing political constructs and increasing 

access to mainstream art worlds created a new dynamic for many Black artists. They 

struggled with a static public support base in Black communities and faced new questions 

about the relationship between art as an expressive practice, and their responsibility to 

represent ‘the race’. While some artists turned to public art and alternative venues to 

continue their dedication to publically responsible art, others moved to deconstruct the 

Black aesthetic canon and, in doing so, ironically found increasing support in mainstream 

7 Patton 1998, Powell 1997.
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art worlds. 

* * * 

Racial Representations in Contemporary Black Art 

Images of Mammy, Sambo, and a Black Virgin Mary dotted with animal dung were 

probably not the kind of “Negro art” that Alain Locke thought would help the Black 

visual artist to participate more fully in the mainstream art world.8 Yet, during the last 

quarter of the twentieth century, a number of international art magazines, galleries, and 

museums began to show art that featured taboo Black sexual, racial, and  religious 

images. Because primarily Black visual artists made these representations, the critics 

divided over whether the work was subversive, or whether it was merely shock art and a 

shortcut to mainstream success. Despite public protest, images such as Kara Walker’s 

Mammy silhouettes, Michael Ray Charles’ Sambo paintings, and Chris Ofili’s Christian 

icons decorated with elephant droppings were a breakthrough success. The response was 

in many ways the mainstream art world equivalent to the controversial commercial 

success of Black exploitation films and gangsta rap music.9 With increased exposure 

magnified by the uproar over the work, collectors paid high prices and these Black artists 

grew prospered from mainstream support. 

8 Locke 1953:181.
9 The capitalization of “Black” in this text follows a similar use by other Black writers of the past two
centuries, particularly Anna Julia Cooper and W.E.B. Du Bois. Cooper, for example, chose to capitalize 
both “Black” and “Woman” as part of her emphasis on this subject position. See, for example, “Raison 
d’Etre” (1998 [1892]) where Cooper describes the point of view of the “hitherto voiceless Black Woman 
of America.” 
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Although the cadre of artists who painted stereotypes fulfilled Locke’s prophecy that 

Black visual artists would eventually find a prominent place in major art galleries and 

museums, debates and criticisms about these artists racial representations balkanized 

hostilities between Black art communities and mainstream art worlds. Many asked why 

the critical attention and financial success of Black artists who explored stereotypes 

outstripped that of other contemporary Black visual artists, particularly when mainstream 

accolades usually eluded those Black visual artists whose work was presented within 

Black cultural contexts. The resulting debates revisited old grievances, and, at the same 

time, created vital new opportunities for discussion about the role of Black artists in the 

institutional politics of race and representation. 10
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Black Visual Artists in the Black Atlantic 

 
 
 
In my effort to understand the emergence of debates about racial representations 

in contemporary visual art, I conducted research about Black visual artists in 

urban areas in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba during the last 

two years of the twentieth century and the first two years of the twenty-first. 

When I began this project, my initial appraisal of the discourse and criticisms by 

and about Black artists suggested a sharp divide between Black art worlds and 

primarily White mainstream art worlds. When I attempted to establish the 

boundaries   between   these   different   worlds,   I   found   that   they   inevitably 
 
 

10 In this sense, the term “representation” suggests both the participation of Black artists within art worlds, 
and, the body of signs and symbols that come to stand for a cultural identity or social subjectivity. 



11 Drake 1954, 1967, 1970, 1987, de la Fuente  2001, Du Bois 1901, 1926, Ferrer 1999, Gilroy 1993,
2000, Mullings 1997, Omi and Winant 1994, Pérez Sarduy and Stubbs 2000, Walker 2001, etc. 
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overlapped. Like the concept of racial identity, the separation between the two 

was less an issue of inherent attributes than it was a matter of historical and 

cultural ideology, economic access, and the politics of identity. 

To research these concerns, I compared art histories, ethnography, case studies, 

exhibitions, gallery talks, and art criticism about Black visual artists and 

administrators who maintain an ideological allegiance to the socially motivated 

traditions of Black art worlds--including John Yancey, Marcus Akinlana, Victoria 

Meek, Betye Saar, Manuel Mendive, Guillermina Ramos Cruz, Gloria Rolando, 

Andrew Sinclair, Anissa Cocking, and Brian Channer. In comparison, I also 

surveyed artists who use Black stereotypes in their work-- including Kara Walker, 

Michael Ray Charles, Chris Ofili, and Alisar Abdalá Jalil Martinez. 

Through focus on visual artists in the Black Atlantic, the project also considers 

the representation of blackness in a transnational context. The research locations 

chosen for this project have had significant social movements in which clashes 

over criteria of racial classification, civil, social, and political rights have 

influenced governmental policy, cultural behaviors, and historical memories 

about blackness. These contexts are also identifiable by the way in which an 

influx of Black-identified social subjects has been central to the racial identities of 

White-identified social subjects and attendant racial representations. The United 

States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba share anxieties about Black people and 

what it means to have their alternate identities imbedded in everyday cultural 

practices and nation-building projects.11 These characteristics are part of a 

transatlantic, though by no means exclusive, triangular trade in racial ideology 
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and  identity  politics  that  determine  how  Black  people  are  racialized  and 

represented as social others throughout the Black Atlantic.12
 

 
 
Although the three nations where I conducted research share similar histories of Black 

enslavement, social subordination, and Black stereotypes, the cultural contexts of the 

United States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba vary in the ways that Black people are 

represented in the national imaginary. In the contemporary United States, for example, 

histories of accommodation and resistance have yielded a notion of contemporary Black 

people as either assimilated to the “American Dream,” or configured as its internal 

enemies. Despite their four hundred year presence in the United Kingdom, Black people 

in this nation are represented as culturally exotic outsiders--visitors from Africa or the 

colonies who will soon go home. In Cuba, the socialist elevation of the previously 

enslaved from subalterns to enabled participants in mainstream society is represented as 

one of the triumphs of the revolution. In this sense, the Black people and culture that lend 

Cuba its unique cultural identity are liberated and elevated through the rehabilitation and 

state ownership of blackness. The ways in which Black identities are constructed in these 

three nations are variously construed as counter-cultural in the United States, tolerated as 

alternate hegemonies that “flavour” cultural life in the United Kingdom, or idealized as 

pre-socialist and ancestral, hence a past overcome, in Cuba. In whatever way blackness is 

configured, it is almost always represented as subaltern and sub-cultural in its 

contribution to national cultures, but not fundamental to their contemporary national 

projects. 

 
 
The sub-cultural positioning of Black people in these multi-ethnic nations reinforces 

racial representations that mark social subjects in the Black Atlantic as outside of rather 
 
 

12 This relationship is not exclusive to the United States, the United Kingdom, or Cuba, nor do these 
nations share an exclusive claim to practices of racialization. 
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than fundamental to normative national or social institutions. Although separated by 

physical, historical, and ideological distances, the United States, the United Kingdom, 

and Cuba also share an uncanny number of racial stereotypes. Derogatory racial 

representations in these nations tend to portray Black people as less civilized, overly 

sexual, socially subordinate, and at the same time, socially uncontrollable. Such 

stereotypes are expressed through the fine arts and literature, as well as popular culture, 

including advertising and the film industry. They include images of Black people as 

culturally starved Black savages or social subalterns, sexually licentious Jezebels, 

overbearing Mammies, cringing, illiterate Uncle Toms, “voodoo” practitioners, and 

violent Bad Niggahs. The Mammy stereotype of an enslaved or economically subordinate 

and physically large Black woman, for example, is prevalent in all of these nations as a 

kind of semi-assimilated caretaker who carefully watches over the progeny of the White 

elite.13 Images of the “Black Buck,” “savage witchdoctor” or “Santero,” configured as a 
 
powerful “Bad Niggah,” are also imagined throughout the Black Atlantic where Black 

male subordination is necessary to the social and political order. On the other hand, 

caricatures of ethnic erasure, in which the affects of racialization are erased and 

purportedly soothed by assimilation to mainstream culture, also appear as an inverse 

racial stereotype in the form of the “Oreo” or “token Black,” who is phenotypically 

Black, but ideologically (White) European or European American-identified. 

 
 
Black stereotypes originate in apologies and justifications for African enslavement and 

racial hierarchies that have facilitated a Europe-centered colonialism, social politics, and 

racialized economics; the racial terror, as Gilroy has noted, that is part of the core 

experiences that shaped the Black Atlantic.14 As such, the politics of many Black visual 
 

13Although familiar with this racial stereotype in the U.K. and the United States, I cannot express my 
dismay, nor find a way to describe my sense of discovery as I hurried to photograph the Mammy 
paraphernalia on display in tourist shops in Havana. 

 
14 Gilroy 1994. 
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artists in each of these nations often share a common concern with the representation of a 

counter-hegemonic discourse of Black resistance, social critique, and cultural alterity that 

resists, signifies on, and denies the denigrating ideologies that have fueled racism. 

* * * 

The Discourse 

To research the contexts in which Black visual artists participate in Black and 

Mainstream art worlds in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba, I divided 

this inquiry into four constituent questions: 

1. What  role  has  the  experience  of  racialization  played  for  Black  visual
artists?

2. How have the social politics of Black public spheres influenced Black
visual artists? 

3. What  does  the  emergence  of  Black  stereotypes  in  mainstream  art
worlds say about the politics of contemporary racial representation?

4. What does the development of stereotypes in Black art indicate about
contemporary Black identity politics in the Black Atlantic? 

In sum, the chapters begin with a discussion of the project methodology, followed by an 

exploration of ideas about the experience of racialization, the marginalization of Black 

artists in mainstreams, and the history of Black art words. From there, the research 

travels to ethnographic studies of artists in the Black Atlantic. 

The first chapter, Methodologies (Laughing While Crying, Telling it Like it is, and 
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Signifying), discusses the research techniques used in the study, including multi-sited 

ethnography, case studies, interviews, participant observation, and survey research. This 

chapter also locates the subject position of the researcher and the role of native 

anthropology in the interpretation of conversations, letters, and formal interviews with 

artists, arts administrators, and art audiences. 

 
 
The second chapter, Racialization and the Production of Alterity, examines the 

concepts of race and alterity through a discussion of racial subjectivity and a critique of 

the commodification of blackness. This analysis anticipates fundamental concerns about 

the ways in which Black cultural producers are racialized, and the connection between 

racialization and the interpretation of Black cultural forms, particularly through the 

epistemological gap between Black visual culture and mainstream interpretations and 

commercial exploitation of Black subjectivities. The third chapter, Anthropology, Art 

Worlds, and the Other, examines the way in which anthropologists categorize non-white 

artists in mainstream art worlds. An understanding of these narratives helps to highlight 

ways in which art worlds are dynamic pressure systems of social, ideological, and 

institutional relations of power and meaning. 

 
 
The fourth chapter, Proving their Worth: Negro Artists and Racial Uplift 1839-1939, 

proposes a relationship between the production of visual art and racial theories from the 

early nineteenth century to the Black Renaissance, which argue that Black people were 

incapable of making fine art. In response, Black visual artists formed an intimate 

connection to social movements that sought to dispute such racialist theories and 

categories of humanity and the outcome of these struggles for nineteenth century Black 

artists was the Black Renaissance. 

 
 
The fifth chapter, The Representational Politics of Black Art Worlds focuses on the 
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outcome of the two warring inclinations that emerge in Harlem and Paris during the 

1920s and 1930s, whether to make art to European or African standards. Building from 

the histories presented in the fourth chapter, this chapter outlines the development of the 

Black art worlds that led to the present period. This analysis focuses primarily on the fact 

that the Black artists of the ninetheenth and early twentieth century won their battle to 

prove Black humanity, but a new movement to prove Black alterity has changed the 

course of Black art history. 

 
 
In the next four chapters I present ethnography and other field research that describes 

contemporary Black artists in the United States, the United Kingdom and Cuba. The sixth 

chapter, To Sustain a Metaphor: An Ethnography of Afro-U.S Visual Artists, explores 

the artistic careers and experiences of contemporary Black artists who, although trained 

in mainstream art worlds, work primarily within Black Public spheres. John Yancey, 

Victoria Meek, and Marcus Akinlana discuss their commitment to Black arts institutions 

and communities in the midst of dwindling economic resources. They also describe the 

alternate means that they use to support their cultural visions while protecting their 

economic, political, and social relationships. 

 
 
The seventh chapter, The Signifier and The Signified: An Ethnography of Aunt 

Jemima and Uncle Tom, examines the response of Black art worlds to the work of 

Black artists who enter mainstream art worlds with racial and sexual stereotypes as their 

primary visual representations. Change the Joke: Slip the Yoke, a conference at 

Harvard’s Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts Center in 1997, and the signifying 

response to these artists by Betye Saar, who also deploys Black stereotypes in her work, 

and are central to this discussion. Notions of play, artistic innovation, and social critique 

through stereotypes also figure largely. 
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The eighth chapter, Yellow Circles and Positive Beautiful Things: Race, Identity, and 

Representation in Afro-British Art Worlds, notes similarities and differences between 

Black art worlds in the United States and in the United Kingdom. Through ethnography 

and interviews with Afro-British arts administrators and artists, I discuss the ways in 

which Afro-Brits respond to Black social movements through their aesthetic and identity 

politics. This chapter includes a brief discussion of Chris Ofili, made famous for his 

images of religious icons and animal dung, but focuses on an independent Black art 

group, Brian Channer and Andrew Sinclair’s Yellow Circles, which exemplifies efforts to 

create Black art communities outside of mainstream British art worlds. 

 
 
The ninth chapter, Los Ojos del Arco Iris: A Visual Ethnography of Afro-Cuban 

Artists, looks at issues of ethnicity and racial identity in contemporary Cuban visual arts. 

In addition to discussion of Afro-Cuban racial identity, I note art historian Guillermina 

Ramos Cruz and her experience of alternate Black art worlds in Cuba from the 1970s to 

the present. I also describe my experiences with Gloria Orlando, a Black Cuban 

videographer who worked for twenty years with ICAIC, the Cuban national film institute 

of Cuban Ministry of Culture, before she created the film group Imagines del Caribe to 

focus on Afro-Cuban cultures and identities. Finally, descriptions of Cuban painters 

Manuel Mendive, Alexis Esquivel, and Alisar Abdalá Jalil Martinez suggest concerns 

about the representation of blackness in contemporary Cuban art. 

 
 
The Conclusion: Black or Post-Black Art? appraises the relationship between Black 

visual art and Black identity politics in the three nations. In general, findings suggest that 

the representational politics of Black artists continues to connect to issues of Black social 

protest in order to make space for narratives of cultural difference. Black visual 

representation and a politics of alterity is important to the identity politics of Black 

artists, particularly as they move from segregated Black art worlds into mainstream art 
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worlds, for the most part because it allows for creative resistance to mainstream aesthetic 

canons. At the same time, within mainstream art worlds some Black artists have opted for 

a representational politics that has adapted, but also signified on this politics of alterity. 

This response suggests the emergence of new strategies to visually represent the stubborn 

persistence of racialization, as well as to critique contemporary Black social agendas and 

identities. 

Because I was inspired to pursue this study by the protests of Black artists to the 

exclusionary practices of mainstream art worlds, the research aims for a description of art 

worlds primarily from the perspective of artists who are critical of mainstream art worlds, 

particularly because these perspectives are often overlooked. Discussion of Black artists 

more engaged in mainstream art worlds, however, provides a balanced perspective. I 

ground this focus in my concern for the representation of Black subjectivities. As a 

whole, the dissertation seeks to create a description of racialization and alterity in 

contemporary social structures through an anthropology of the experiences of Black 

visual artists. In its focus on the methodology of native anthropology, I also seek to 

contribute to multidisciplinary scholarship in visual anthropology, cultural criticism, art 

history, transatlantic, and Black Atlantic analysis within the field of African Diaspora 

Studies. 

* * *
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I. 
 
 

Methodologies 
(Laughing While Crying, Telling it Like it is, and Signifying) 

 
 
 

Art is the residue of the artist’s process. 
 

Painter Zoë Charlton (1999) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This dissertation emerged from my research about the social activism of Black women 

visual artists. In 1998, I traveled to Europe to inquire about the lost history of Edmonia 

Lewis (ca. 1843-1911), an Afro-U.S. sculptor and social activist who moved to Italy in 

the late nineteenth century. Lewis was one of the first Afro-U.S. artists to record the 

subject positions of Black women’s consciousness, particularly political ideas about 

freedom and women’s rights, in her visual art. I sought information about Lewis’ lost 

history because there were few records about her life and work after she moved to 

Europe. Even after their loss, the social significance of Black visual artists is often 

unknown. My research on Edmonia Lewis and other Black women artists inspired me to 

research the social consciousness of contemporary Black artists. 

 
 
Debates in Black art worlds about stereotypes in the work of Black artists who have been 

promoted in mainstreams also motivated my research. In 1999, I began the formal 

ethnographic research for the dissertation when I interviewed administrators and patrons 

of Kara Walker’s Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My Passage Through the South 

and Reconfigured for the Benefit of Enlightened Audiences Wherever Such May Be 

Found, By Myself, Missus K.E.B. Walker, Colored at the McKinney Gallery in Dallas, 

Texas. Walker’s racially and sexually charged imagery contrasted sharply with the work 

of Edmonia Lewis, and set the stage for the research. In 2000, I traveled to Havana to 
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survey the Afro-Cuban Art scene, where I sought the ways in which blackness was 

expressed in the visual arts. In 2001, I traveled to Springfield, Missouri, New Orleans, 

Louisiana, and Skowhegan, Maine, to meet with Afro-U.S. artists in their homes and 

studios. In 2002, I returned to Europe and spent time in London and Middlesex, England 

to meet with Afro-British artists. Conversations with two other Black artists, who live in 

Austin, Texas, were ongoing. 

I planned much of my field research around the timing of exhibits and gallery talks. 

During this travel, I was most often able to connect with artists and administrators in the 

shielded and comfortable spaces where they lived and worked, and rarely had substantive 

interactions in the ferocious and fast-paced metropolitan art world zones where their 

work is exhibited. Many, including the artists in Cuba, traveled frequently to the hotbeds 

of art world activity in London, Paris, New York and Los Angeles, but were more likely 

to be available to chat with me in places where they could work, afford inexpensive 

studio space, or simply find respite from hectic urban living. Meeting artists on the 

margins of mainstream art worlds not only created opportunities where they could 

respond to my research project at their own pace, but also afforded me exposure to their 

creative processes outside of the intense competition where their work was displayed, 

critiqued, and hawked. In these spaces, I sought information to compare the contexts, 

institutional relationships, and ideologies of a cross-section of Black artists in three 

nations. Taken with the body of literature and arts writing on the subject, hese multi-sited 

ethnographies yielded an emerging split between Black political cultural  ideology. 

Nonetheless, one of the most interesting aspects of the ethnography was my thwarted 

expectation that I would be plunged into alien contexts, particularly in the United 

Kingdom and Cuba. No matter where I was in the African Diaspora, however, Afro-U.S. 

identities invariably appeared as a point of reference. In my travels to Cuba and the 
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United Kingdom, Black American cultures became the lingua franca, the discursive 

currency, of my interactions. In Cuba, for example, a bookseller was certain that I was a 

francophone Caribbean, perhaps because he had met so few Black people from the 

United States. When I convinced him that I was a Black “Janki,” his discourse changed 

from disbelief to excitement. He was determined to impress me with his wealth of 

knowledge about Afro-U.S. culture, and trade it for its relational exchange value. His 

responses made me uncomfortably aware that my Afro-U.S. blackness was 

internationally and economically advantageous, but also had the potential to complicate 

my project. I did not want to describe blackness as only a function of U.S.-based identity 

politics. As an anthropologist of the African Diaspora, I wanted to compare the politics of 

blackness and fine art in the U.S. to that of other nations in the Black Atlantic, not talk 

about Afro-U.S. popular culture. 

 
 
Despite my reluctance to center the United States in global culture, which in the United 

Kingdom I heard called the “Disneyification of the world,” I am compelled to take into 

account the global influence of Afro-U.S. cultures in my research methodology. Though I 

am cautious about misidentifying Black diasporic identities, I found that Black 

representations produced in the Americas, and the United States in particular, are widely 

disseminated and factored into the way that blackness is globally represented and 

received. Instead of banishing the idea that U.S. cultural productions of Black identity are 

critical to studies of African Diasporic identity, I note the influence of Afro-U.S. culture 

for its potential as an organizing trope of research in Transatlantic and Diaspora studies. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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Research Questions 
 
 
 
In order to attend to the complexity of transatlantic Black identity and the fine arts, I 

asked the following research questions based on the primary question. In order to query 

the ways in which socio-cultural politics and institutional relationships influence the 

creative output of Black visual artists, I asked: 

 
1. What role does the experience of racialization and ethnicity play for Black visual 

artists? 
 

2. How do the social politics (particularly of Black public spheres) influence Black 
artists? 

 
3. What   does   the   development   of   stereotypes   in   Black   art   indicate   about 

contemporary Black culture? 
 
 
The first questions seeks the influence of racialization in art worlds. The second question 

focuses on the relationship between art worlds and wider social and cultural concerns 

Question three queries the contemporary events that suggest a change in relationship 

between Black artists, Black public spheres, and Art worlds. The questions that drive the 

dissertation are addressed with research based on art history, historical documents, 

ethnography, case studies, interviews, public discourse, artist’s discourses about their 

experiences, gallery talks, art reviews, and to some extent, survey research. In particular, 

the research benefits from interpretation from the point of view of cultural critique and 

native anthropology. 
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* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Historical Research 
 
 
 
Black anthropologist St. Clair Drake once wrote that anthropologists need historians as 

much as historians need anthropologists, but neither was keen to admit it: 
 
 

My view is closer to that of the distinguished American anthropologist 
Sidney Mintz, who wrote, ‘we need not accept the assertion that 
anthropology would ultimately be history or else it would be nothing at all 
in order to discover that the usefulness of history for anthropology, and of 
anthropology for history, is genuine and important.’1

 

 

I situate this dissertation within Black art historical and cultural contexts in order to 

compare contemporary events with the past. The historical frame for this study focuses 

on shifts in the “post”-colonial and partially integrated, multiracial Transatlantic with a 

focus on the late twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century. During 

this decade, Black communities had increasing access to mainstream institutions coupled 

with declining participation in historically Black organizational and institutional 

equivalents. I used the work of art historians as the basis of the discussion about the 

cultural and identity politics of Black artists in the twentieth century. Similar to Drake, 

the “authors of these works here act as my informants.”2
 

 
 
 
In addition to this research method, I also sought primary sources that would make it 

possible for me to “savor some of the flavor,” as Drake puts it, of what Black visual 

 
1 Drake 1987:5. 
2 Drake 1987:6. 



3 Ibid. 
4 Gates 1994, Holland 1998, Marcus 1995. 
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artists said about their experiences.3 In 1999, during the research stage of the study, the 

archivist of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture made records available 

to me about Black artists and the politics of racial uplift and identity construction in 

Diasporic communities. I also had some access to on-line records of Afro-U.S. artists 

from the Smithsonian Museum of American Art, where I reviewed archived documents 

that described the organizational, institutional, and administrative politics of Black visual 

artists. This comparison helped me to understand the ways in which support structures 

influenced the production and discourses of Black visual artists, including the ways that 

their historical experiences and ideologies compare to the present day.4 
 
 
 
Although, these historical and archival documents affirmed that most Black artists had 

been socially motivated, I found that some Black artists were more motivated by 

aesthetic concerns. In addition, Black artists that I had originally identified as solely 

participants in Black art worlds were more often exhibited and collected by mainstream 

institutions than was initially evident. There were also Black artists in the nineteenth and 

twentieth century who consciously maintained their distance from Black “racial self- 

expression” and preferred to work within a European or mainstream art world aesthetic. 

With the nuances of history articulated through historical and archival searches, I was 

able to create a more detailed picture of the historical discourses of Black artists, 

particularly in the United States, and to some extent in Cuba and the United Kingdom. 

 
 
Multi-Sited Ethnography 

 
 
 
By multi-sited, I mean that the ethnographic research occurred in more than one 

geographical and institutional location. The multi-sited approach of the study locates 



5 Becker 1982, Clifford 1988, Foster 1995, Marcus 1995. 
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Black artists within nebulous transnational entities called art worlds. Western 

metropolitan art world systems, as anthropologists and sociologists define them, are the 

transnational social, cultural, and theoretical networks in which artists produce, exhibit, 

and market their work through arts organization, institutions, and media outlets. In Art 

Worlds (1982), sociologist Howard Becker notes that the intricate and unseen realms 

where art is produced, exhibited, and collected are part of the mystique of art.5  Becker 
 
notes, in particular, the economic relations that drive art worlds; and, he argues that art 

stars rise through the work of mainstream arts institutions, arts professionals, galleries, 

and critics who promote the artists’ work. 

 
 
Black art worlds exists because artists of African descent often require alternate networks 

of support and interpretation. Black art worlds particularly occur where Black artists are 

denied access to mainstream networks of support. Black artists are often engaged in a 

number of networks in Black and mainstream art worlds, which vary in the degree to 

which Black artists are supported, critiqued, and exhibited. Where Black art worlds are 

often supported in Black social and political institutions, mainstream art worlds mirror 

the practices of mainstream capitalist markets. Mainstream art worlds do,  however, 

invest in the cultural capital of Black art worlds, but this attention varies according to 

market demand. Hence, such irregular attention has not supported the majority of Black 

art making, nor has it supported the development of an alternate Black aesthetics. 

 
 
Anthropology that focuses on visual culture often ignores the racialized and economic 

dynamics of art worlds. Instead, anthropologists have focused on the meaning of 

aesthetic production by using non-Western contexts to ponder the meaning of human art 

making. Of the few anthropologists who have discussed the role of non-White artists in 

western  contexts,  Sally  Price  has  written  about  the  anonymity  of  the  non-White 
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“primitive” artists displayed in mainstream art worlds. George Marcus writes about the 

social politics of race and gender in the contemporary art world; Nelson H. H. Graburn 

notes the genre stereotyping of non-White artists in transnational art markets; and Hal 

Foster critiques a vogue for otherness in contemporary art markets.6 Although these 

studies provide an anthropological context for research about the everyday experiences 

and social discourses of Black artists, the study of the relationship between Black artists 

and social politics is little studied in anthropology. In the same vein, there is little direct 

study  in  anthropology  of  the  relationship  between  Black  cultural  production  and  a 

growing commercial fascination with trans-Atlantic Black identity politics and cultural 

productions. 

 
 
Participant Observation 

 
 
 
When I shared with participants that I was educated in mainstream art worlds, many were 

more than willing to make space for me to enter restricted art world zones. My research 

questions eventually brought to the fore deep concerns about ethnicity and “race” and its 

role in the lives of artists, arts institutions, and art world markets. Although most people 

found these questions to be important, these hidden tensions were more difficult to 

uncover in mainstream art worlds than in Black art worlds. On occasion, I met with 

resistance to my questions about race and racialization. An arts administrator who hosted 

the controversial Kara Walker at a gallery talk in Maine was the most reluctant. Such 

resistance was unusual, however, because I was often viewed by art world denizens as an 

artist,  or, at least, some kind of curious art reporter. 

 
 
After I explained my project methodology to participants, I needed to clarify what I 

meant by anthropology and ethnography. Over the course of an encounter, it would 
 

6 Foster 1995, Graburn 1999, Marcus 1995, Price 1989. 
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become clear that I was primarily concerned with the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors of 

people in art worlds. This understanding would sometimes bring about another kind of 

politics. Several Black artists strongly encouraged me to focus only on Black artists who 

chose to participate in Black art worlds, because, as they told me, there is not enough 

attention paid to these artists. These concerns were useful because they informed me 

about the distinct attitudes about mainstream art worlds held by many Black visual 

artists. 

 
 
Installation of exhibitions, marketing, sitting at booths, sales, and other assistance, also 

provided me with an opportunity to look more closely at the way art worlds work. I 

learned about the studio visit, for example, a largely hidden art world ritual that I was 

unaware of even as a student of the visual arts. This coveted experience occurs when a 

collector, gallery, or museum representative visits the studio of an artist and views the 

artist’s work for potential exhibition and acquisition. I observed that the artist generally 

experiences a period of intense elation when they are presented with the opportunity to 

have a studio visit by a gallery or museum. Panic quickly follows this elation because the 

studio visit may be a rare opportunity to show artwork to art world luminaries. 

 
 
The artist may have been contacted because they were spotted in the catalog of a local 

show, or recommended by a collector or associate. Before the visit, the artist is 

compelled to enact some measure of control over the chaos of her studio, or “pull all- 

nighters” to complete unfinished work. The visit sometimes takes on the character of a 

private party in which the exhausted artist performs the role of dedicated genius. At other 

times, the visit is merely a disappointingly brief stopover. Usually the curator or collector 

visits a number of artists during travel to a geographical region, and may leave the studio 

with little comment about the upcoming exhibition, or sometimes with acquisition made, 

and art in hand. Often the artist receives no subsequent response and waits for the next 
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gallery or museum to call. There are few other ways for an artist to enter the most highly 

prized exhibitions and collections than through word-of-mouth, “buzz,” as it is often 

called, or proximity to art world denizens. The system is much like the nearly impossible 

way that actors and filmmakers attempt to enter the exclusive realm of Hollywood by 

laboring in its shadows. Such proximity is sometimes created for visual artists when they 

labor in art worlds as gallery or museum staff. 

 
 
The studio visit is an art world ritual that is as essential to the discovery of new artists as 

champagne and fromage-infused art galas and exhibit openings are to the celebration of 

those artists, administrators, and critics already “in.” My interactions resembled these 

nerve-wracking studio visits, at least at first. Yet, the duration of the process would often 

minimize this formality. One artist stopped to visit me in Austin after completing work 

on a commission in a nearby state. During that period, our conversation about his 

experiences in mainstream art worlds intensified, and he shared thoughts and experiences 

that he had not talked about during my visit to his studio during the previous year. I 

believe that it was this opportunity to see me in context, that made it more possible for 

him to understand my research. I also joined this artist and his wife at his gallery space, 

in order to help him to sell his art. Hence, my ability to participate in art worlds in this 

manner, and to allow others to observe and question my process proved invaluable to the 

research. 

 
 
Interviews and Case Studies 

 
 
 
In 1983, approximately 186,000 people reported that they worked as professional fine 

artists in the United States. Of that number, 2100 Black people reported that they were 

painters, sculptors, craft artists, or printmakers; by 2000, 6800 Black people out of a total 
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238,000 thousand professional visual artists reported that they worked in the visual arts.7 

Rather than to attempt to study a macro-demographic or statistical sample of this highly 

dispersed population I chose to collect a micro-demographic sample based on case 

studies. Of an initial sample of approximately twenty-five visual artists, fourteen were 

chosen for the study based on their relevance and availability. Of the fourteen, eight were 

included as case studies, and the remaining six are included for comparison based on art 

historical and critical references. 

 
 
To explore the art world experiences of the artists in the study, I took, as Robert I. Levy 

and Douglas W. Holland have described, a “person-centered approach,” in the case 

studies and interviews to clarify “theoretically and empirically the nature of relations in 

various communities between individual members of the community and their historical 

and current socio-cultural and material contexts.”8 Although it is not possible to use 

individual data to understand whole societies, it is possible to identify some of the 

reasons that social change occurs through an analysis of the experiences of individuals 

within a cohort or subculture. In this case, it was critical to identify the specific contexts 

of Black artists discourses by studying individuals.9 

 
 
In the first year, it was initially difficult to collect data that would tell me about the 

artists’ every day politics. As I have discussed in the section on participant observation, 

the four-year duration of the study made it possible to garner a level of investment from 

the artists and the appropriate boundaries for the use of information gathered through 

interviews. The interview process also had its pitfalls including the possibility of 

interviewer coercion and/or contamination through the nature of questions asked and the 

interviewee’s  relationship  to  the  interviewer.  To  account  for  this  factor,  I  used  a 

 
7 United States Census Bureau May 2001. 
8 Levy and Hollan 1998:333. 
9 Durkheim 1915, Lieberson 1985, Weber 1949. 
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combination of closed and open interviews, which ranged from set questions to queries 

developed within the conversation to create an interview that was more along the lines of 

a conversation between two art world participants. Also to address this concern, I 

presented many of the research interviews in this project as lengthy segments taken from 

an interview or gallery talk. In addition, I crosschecked data with surveys and 

institutional documentation to contextualize the perspective expressed in the interview. It 

was often simply useful for an informant to share their opinion with me without prompt. 

 
 
As a part of the rules for conducting research with human subjects at the University of 

Texas-Austin, I was required to request consent forms from all of the interviews that I 

audio or video taped. This process asked me to fully articulate my project, explain my 

ethical obligations to the participants, and offer a way out to those who wanted to end 

their participation. The exception to the requirement of consent was in the case of public 

lectures, including gallery talks, where the resulting record was only for research 

purposes. This was a fortunate option of fair use, because it allowed me to make use of 

tapes of public events where I was not present, and of public lectures of artists who were 

too busy to be interviewed. Information noted as off-the-record, however, was not 

reported. 

 
 
While data collected in interviews are subject to the memory of the interviewee, this 

methodology privileges qualitative experiential data that historical facts and dates do not 

readily reveal. Quantitative research may miss the ways in which the subject synthesizes 

historical and cultural data. Hence, the voice of the subject is necessary in order to 

present their worldview. Where it was impossible to record individual interviews, I used 

gallery talks, visual art, or artists’ writings to demonstrate points of view. I account for 

the qualitative difference between private interviews and public lectures with a note that 

the artist often addressed the audience informally and answered queries from audience 
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members. This in effect accessed the public discourses of the artist, which I compared to 

other contexts in which they have spoken or written about their work. In the case of the 

excerpts from the two gallery talks presented in chapter six, my familiarity with the 

artists through off the record conversations suggested negligible differences between the 

subject’s unrecorded conversations and their public talks. In this case, the relied on the 

duration of the study to compose as clear a picture as possible of the ideas and positions 

of these artists. 

 
 
Interviews and case studies based on long-term interactions form an important part of this 

research. Rarely do art histories tell the personal stories of the artist; autobiographies tell 

a story in isolation; and, biographies record the history from the distance of memory and 

the impersonality of a paper trail. Interviews and case studies detail an insider’s view of 

influences, experiences, and processes. Because an individual’s view of society is partial, 

interviews and case studies make it possible to conduct a close reading of a number of 

different individuals within common social networks. 

 
 
Preparatory review of the literature suggested two categories of Black artists and arts 

administrators: those who operate primarily in Black art worlds, and those very few who 

operate primarily in mainstream art worlds. One of the ways in which I determined art 

world relationships was to use auction listings for artists. Auctions listings, such as those 

at artprice.com, are tools used by arts professionals to determine the price of work sold at 

transnational auctions. The number of listings indicates the price, amount of movement, 

or popularity, in a sense, of an artists work in international market. This measurement 

along with the locations where artists were exhibited, critiqued, and collected were 

instrumental in defining the sources of art world support for the artists in the study. 
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Of the eight cases studies, the majority were artists who identified as Black and 

independent art world participants, and two provided perspective from work in primarily 

mainstream art worlds. During the course of the research, I replaced this initial 

dichotomy of Black/mainstream with a more nuanced understanding of the politics of 

Black visual artists. It became evident that most Black visual artists moved in and out of 

Black and mainstream worlds. This revision was also relevant to the social experiences 

of Black artists in Cuba where the Ministry of Culture organizes the structure of arts 

funding, exhibition, and collection, yet Black artists create alternate art venues in defiant 

and often illegal spaces. 

 
 
The creation of alternate Black art spaces is similar to the ways in which Afro-British 

artists respond to the exhibitionary biases of the Arts Council in the United Kingdom. 

The creation of these alternate spaces clearly supported the notion that there were 

tangible differences in the ways that Black and White artists were marketed, exhibited, 

and collected in the United States, The United Kingdom, and Cuba. As a result, 

transnational Black art worlds tend to stand in defiance of mainstream art worlds and the 

ways in which Black artists are ignored. I also found that a common response to 

arguments that mainstream art worlds are racially biased, particularly because they 

virtually ignore Black artists, is that Black artists are not always professional or good 

enough (yet) to be included in the mainstream. These arguments are countered 

discursively and with the very difficult practice of creating alternate venues for support 

and exhibition. 

 
 
The case studies and interviews used in this research were an opportunity to refine 

originating theories culled from historical and theoretical analysis. Case studies allowed 

me to modify these claims with the situated experiences of the visual artists with whom I 

worked. Case studies also helped me to take into account that some professional Black 
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visual artists worked within local communities without a desire to engage the larger arts 

community. This kind of practice, which I also found to be true for some non-Black 

artists, suggests that these artists relied on (and cared more about) local communities, for 

example a Black Afrocentric and/or queer community for patronage. 

 
 
Just as the subject of a portrait created by an artist may delight or find disagreement with 

their representation, the participants in this study may or may not agree that my portraits 

look like them or that my interviews and case studies capture their worldview. I respond 

to this potential by reproducing substantial excerpts from the interviews and gallery talks 

of the artists and arts administrators in the study, in order for the reader to “savor their 

flavor” in as direct a manner as possible. 

 
 
Surveys and Questionnaires 

 
 

Although I posit this research as quantitative, I include methods borrowed from 

qualitative analysis in the use of surveys and questionnaires. This method helped me to 

compare my perceptions with those of participants. This part of the study also helped me 

to construct a schema about variations in the norms of the different sub-groups studied, 

and I sometimes asked follow-up questions to test the validity of preliminary findings. 

After surveying the artists at the beginning of the oral interview process, I found that 

there were similarities among several of their art world experiences. This helped me 

gather information, and to refine the kinds of questions that I subsequently asked in 

written surveys. In some cases, these questionnaires yielded a specific set of responses, 

such as a hostile or ambivalent attitude toward Black or mainstream art worlds, which 

helped me to frame my analysis of an artist’s art world relationships.10 I reproduce these 

written surveys in the appendices. One of the written surveys, reproduced in Appendix H, 
 
 

10 Handswerker 2001, Poag and Harrison 1998. 
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based on a study of artists conducted by sociologist Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois in 1926. This 

survey was modified to fit my specific questions about visual artists, yet it retained Du 

Bois’ query about the relationship between Black artists and social politics. 

 
 

I also worked with an audience test group to gather insight about how audiences viewed 

the representational politics of Black art. I designed a survey based on a Likert scale (a 

five point negative to positive query). This survey, discussed in Appendices E, F, and G, 

helped me to make a general assessment about the relationship between the racial identity 

of the viewer and their response to stereotypes in art. Black-identified audiences had very 

strong negative responses and very strong positive responses to racial stereotypes in art 

displayed in mainstream institutions with few ambivalent responses. White-identified 

audiences, on the other hand, were generally ambivalent with neutral to mildly negative 

responses to these same images. This data pointed to other factors to consider in this 

study, including the level of concern that stereotype had for differently identified 

audiences. 

 
 
Although the relatively small number of participants in the surveys did not warrant 

overall statistical analysis of the findings, these surveys and questionnaires were helpful 

in the assessment of the reported cases studies. The surveys and questionnaires that I 

conducted are quasi-scientific because there was no control group. The intention of this 

part of the study was not to produce statistical analysis of artists and audiences, but rather 

to inform the qualitative analysis of the findings. 
 
 
 
 
 
Cultural Critique 
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The mode of interpretive anthropology that I employ in this study includes cultural 

critique in its positioning that, as Marcus and Fisher write, “elucidate[s] how different 

cultural constructions of reality affect social action to its activation of epistemological 

and to some extent, semiotic analysis of representation.”11 This research method 

resembles, for example, the restructuring of geohistorical hermeneutics in Sheila S. 

Walker’s African Roots/ American Cultures: Africa in the Creation of the Americas; and 

the way in which Pauline T. Strong notes “hegemony-in-the making” in Captive Selves, 

Captivating Others: The Politics and Poetics of Colonial American Captivity Narratives. 

Kathleen Stewart’s A Space by the Side of the Road: Poetics and Politics in an “Other” 

America, also had a great deal of influence on the way in which I wrote this text, 

particularly because her notions of contaminated critique and cultural poetics are closely 

aligned with the traditions of native anthropology that I privilege in my research. 12 In the 

next section, I offer a discussion of native anthropology, one of the oldest forms of 

cultural critique in the discipline of anthropology, and its methodological application in 

this research. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 

II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 Marcus and Fisher 1986. 
12 Stewart’s definition of contamination is much like that of the emic or native anthropologist in its 
reflexive analysis of the researcher’s social relations and the preference for discourse of the “native,” over 
the omniscient voice of the researcher. 
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Native 
Anthropology 

 
 
 
Informed by a characteristic of Black culture sometimes called “laughing while crying; 

telling it like it is, and signifying,” a reference to Langston Hughes notion of “laughing to 

keep from crying,” this research primarily invokes descriptions of racial and identity 

politics from inside of Black public spheres. This drives the researcher to hip the reader 

that the research methodology used is consciously, and I hope conscientiously, 

contaminated through practices of signifying and cultural critique that are a part of the 

identity politics and subject position of the research subjects and the researcher. 13 This 

methodology makes it possible to describe issues of racial subjectivity that shape identity 

politics and institutional relationships. In this study, I make use of being hip to the 

specialized cultural codes of Black identity as added value to my use of other 

anthropological methodologies.14
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 1997, while sharing my research on ethnic discourses, I will never forget a comment 

by a fellow anthropology student who told me that I could not “study my own people.” 

Her reasoning was that as a Black person I was “too close” to the subject. When I shared 

 
 

13 Watch for my own signifying in the way that I use “mainstream,” when I mean, to use the terminology of 
Zora Neale Hurston, “White folks.” 
14 “Hip,” according to Clarence Major and Sheila S. Walker, is a word used in African American Creole 
with etymological origins in the West African Wolof. The Wolof “xippi,” also spelled “hipi,” means “to 
open ones eyes wide,” or  “to understand.” The word “hip” is popularly used in English to mean someone 
or something “in the know,” as in hep cat, hipster, and hip hop. In many ways, the use of this word in 
American popular culture and its etymological designation as “unknown” in Standard English dictionaries 
is a metaphor for a wide-spread lack of consciousness about the Black cultural contributions to mainstream 
public culture. Major 1994: 234, s.v. “Hip,” Walker 2001: 59-61. 
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this tale with other Black anthropologists, there was much a'wailing and a’weeping, eye 

rolling, lip pursing, and teeth sucking. Uhm, I mean, I was informed that this was what 

the profession has told Black anthropologists all along.15
 

 
 
During the 1930s and 1940s in the United States, such institutions as the Rosenwald 

Foundation first began to fund influential American anthropologists, including Franz 

Boas, Fay-Cooper Cole, Edward Sapir, Robert Redfield, and Melville Herskovits to 

conduct studies in the African Diaspora. These anthropologists sought Africans and 

African Americans interested in the social sciences to assist them in their research in 

Black communities where White ethnographers had difficulty collecting data. Though 

they worked as research assistants, most of these Africans and African Americans were 

not encouraged to attain advanced degrees in anthropology.16 Fay-Cooper Cole and 

Edward Sapir for example educated Liberian Charles Bloohah in linguistic anthropology, 

yet they were “not so much interested in having [Bloohah] obtain a degree as to see that 

he has the proper equipment to do the work for which he is fitted.”17 Although Bloohah 

was an excellent anthropologist and linguist, Cole and Sapir only considered him suitable 

to work as an assistant and interpreter for other “real” anthropologists. 

 
 
Similarly, Melville Herskovits considered his assistant, Zora Neale Hurston “too 

emotional,” to analyze ethnographic data, though he considered her knowledgeable 

enough to collect it.18 Although many anthropologists of color have contributed native 

perspectives  to  the  discipline,  anthropology  has  traditionally  valued  the  knowledge 

 
15 See also Walker 1982. 
16 In the 1930s, new anthropological theories about race and culture, and particularly the position Franz 
Boas mobilized against anti-Semitism, appealed to African Americans who aimed to investigate the 
theoretical bases of scientific racism. Their interest collided with tense inter-war political relations, 
including race riots, and a rising mainstream interest in the cultures of segregated African Americans. 
These conditions prompted several philanthropic institutions, already invested in the study of the American 
Indian, to extend their support to include studies of the American Negro. 
17 Stanfield 1985: 85. 
18 I. A. Harrison and F. V. Harrison 1999, B. Harrison 2000, Stanfield 1985. 
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claims made from the etic perspective of the White male stranger, and devalued the work 

of the native or ethnically similar ethnographer.19 Western anthropologists have often 

placed the work of the native anthropologist under the umbrella of “anecdotal,” 

“apocryphal,” or “folkloric,” by contrasting the use of the native ethnographer’s 

subjectivity to the notion of “scientific objectivity.” In his critique of the tendency in 

anthropology to reproduce this master discourse, Black anthropologist William S. Willis 

Jr. argued that social scientists have never been totally objective, nor dispassionately 

detached, because they “cannot avoid leaning to one side” of social and economic 

perspectives.20 He references, for example, ideas about ethnographic objectivity and their 

historical influence in support of racialization and colonialism. In the early twentieth 

century, when anthropology was a relatively new and White male dominated discipline, 

its system of racial classification, evolutionist theories, and studies of people in Africa, 

the Americas, South Asia, and the Pacific Islands contributed to rationales for practices 

of ethnic subjugation. In the past, colonial governments mobilized anthropologists to 

“lean” toward the side of scientific rationalizations for ethnic subordination.21 

Anthropologists could produce better social theories, Willis has suggested, if the native, 

subaltern, and post-colonial perspectives of “black and colored peoples” were included to 

balance “objective” anthropological perspectives.22
 

 
 
Since at least the 1930s, the perspectives of and criticism by native anthropologists have 

made excellent use of emic perspectives, an insider’s view, to scrutinize subject 

positions. This emic analysis includes a vigilance, which Kathleen Stewart calls a 

contaminated critique, of the anthropologist's positionality and potential contribution to 

practices of “othering.”23 My understanding of the anthropological literature suggests that 

 
19 Dunham 1946, Drake 1987, B. Harrison 2000, Walker 1980, Willis 1974. 
20 Willis 1974. 
21 Hymes 1974, Mulllings 1997. 
22 Hymes 1974. 
23 Stewart 1998. 
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anthropologists who look primarily outside of their own cultures are not yet hip to the 

value of situated emic perspectives. That is, social scientists have yet to recognize native 

anthropology as fundamental to anthropological analysis. Donna Haraway notes, for 

example, the common discourse on this subject: 

 
A commitment to mobile positioning and to passionate detachment is de- 
pendent on the impossibility of innocent “identity” politics and epistem- 
ologies as strategies for seeing from the standpoints of the subjugated in 
order to see well. One cannot “be” either a cell or a molecule-or a woman, 
colonized person, laborer, and so on--if one intends to see from these 
positions critically.24

 
 
 

Haraway  notes  an  all  too  common  anthropological  discourse  that  often  implicitly 

questions the work of the ethnographer who is racialized, female, and/or “post”-colonial. 

Too often, the native anthropologist must contend with prevailing perspectives about 

detachment and objectivity that dominate anthropology and inevitably subordinate her 

voice. To present this kind of alternate perspective requires the kind of signifying--game 

and strategy--used to traverse the multiple consciousnesses that characterize the diasporic 

experience.  As  part  of  this  strategy,  there  is slippage  in  this  dissertation,  therefore, 

between the voice of the trained anthropologist and the racialized social subject. That 

slippage characterizes the voice of the subaltern who attempts to speak as an “other” 

within dominating social structures.25
 

 
 
 
In “Can the Subaltern Speak,” Gaytri Spivak argues through a performative text that 

deploys language and theoretical critique to demonstrate that when the subaltern speaks 

 
 

24 Haraway 1991: 183-202, italics added. 
25 Katie Stewart notes an example of this revoicing in an incident in which an Appalachian man, Ellis, is 
misinterpreted by a non- Appalachian Vista worker. Stewart makes the case that this practice is a metaphor 
for the inability of the anthropologist to “explain another culture,” because “Ellis and the Vista worker are 
from different cultures with different models of action and conventions of speech (Stewart 1991: 402).” 
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to power, her language is translated through master discourses.26 At the same time, this 

argument signifies that the subaltern can speak, but such a practice must necessarily 

include double and triple-voicing, signifying, and performative language. With this in 

mind--from the perspective of the African Diaspora--the question is never can the 

subaltern speak, but in what particular creolized form will the subaltern deploy language? 

Are those listening hip to the way in which her discourse is double or triple voiced? Is the 

subaltern speaking in tongues? Is she signifying? 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The social and cultural alterity of Black cultural producers situates some of the primary 

reasons that anthropologists have studied African-origin cultures in the West. Yet, 

mainstream anthropological studies of Black cultures and identities have often placed 

Black people within fixed positions in opposition to rather than in relation to the 

authority of mainstream cultures.27 Just as anthropologists have historically catalogued 

people of color around the globe, this process “others” and segregates Black cultural 

producers from their complex renderings of cultural alterity within mainstream cultures, 

as well as against them. 

 
 
Cognizant of this racializing process, native anthropologists have demanded that 

anthropology acknowledge its stereotyping and colonizing processes and attend to its 

problems of representation in relation to interpretations of cultural meaning and the 

 
 
 
 

26 Spivak 1988. 
27 Herskovits 1958, Mintz 1970,  Szwed 1974, Whitten 1970. 
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power relations that they represent.28 Anthropologist Katie Stewart notes that the analysis 

of anthropologists inevitably “mixes with its object and includes itself as an object of its 

own analysis. The two are dialectically related in such a way that each mode must 

interrupt the other in order to constitute itself.”29The use of an emic perspective, which 

privileges the social politics and truth claims of participants, allows the researcher to 

contend with the objectifying and colonizing effects of anthropological inquiry. The 

researcher creates a space for alternate epistemologies, even when they are critical of the 

methodologies through which they share their voice. This claim is supported by an emic, 

or insider’s stake in the community studied, as well as through adherence to professional 

ethics, methods of inquiry, and disclosure of the researcher’s perspective. 

 
 
My experience of art worlds combined with my awareness of biases about this world 

made it possible to evoke the “reflexive” practice inherent in native anthropology, which 

as George Marcus notes, is the Promethean gift to the production of knowledge that 

anthropologists must keep alive as part of our methodological strategies, despite our 

anxieties about representational politics.30 By using this emic perspective with the etic 

perspective of my anthropological training, I was able to signify on and occasionally 

break the scientific frame that I brought to the research. 

 
 
I note the practice of signifying because it is a key to interpretations of the Black 

aesthetic forms, symbols, and politics of culture, and a guiding principle through which 

scholars analyze Black cultures. As Charles Long and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. have 

identified, signifying suggests a strategic formulation of meanings, intentions, and 

translations that are often doubled and trebled, coded and seemingly contradictory, yet 

 
 

28 Drake 1987, Dunham 1946, I. A. Harrison and F.V. Harrison 1999, Hurston 1950, D. Jones 1970, 
Walker 1980, 2001. 
29 Stewart 1991:395. 
30 Marcus 1986, Marcus 1999. 
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serve the multi-positionalities of alterity in relation to subalterity within European forms 

of cultural and social domination.31 Black art forms, for example, often signify through 

parody that inverts the relationships between dominator and dominated through complex 

cultural semiotics. A part of the unique creativity of African diasporic cultural forms 

arises from the juxtapositions that these performances create. It is my hope that the reader 

will be able to catch the modes of signifying that the native anthropologist attempts to 

employ in this text. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 

The issue of positionality can also be understood through the social contexts of the 

ethnographer. It was the cultural ideal of the artist as hero, and the possibility that an 

artist could transcend social rules and contradictions, along with a modicum of creative 

talent, that encouraged me to study the fine arts as an undergraduate at the School of the 

Art Institute of Chicago. Later, I sought graduate school training when I found value in 

the critical evaluation of Black cultures and societies in the African Diaspora. These 

experiences have helped me, as Sheila Walker would expect of the native anthropologist, 

to be more “hip to the jive” of art worlds than an anthropologist who had not endured 

years of canonical arts training, tense studio visits, and enervating gallery exhibitions.32
 

 
 
 
As a visual artist, anthropologist, and woman of color, I chose this dissertation project as 

a function of my awareness of the experiences of Black artists, and at the behest of the 

questions posed to me by art world peers, academic colleagues, and mentors. As an artist 

 
 

31 Gates 1988, Long 1986.al., 2000,  M. Watkins 1994. 
32 Walker 2001: 7. 
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turned ethnographer, I work as a native anthropologist, an academic, who moves between 

Black art worlds and anthropological frameworks to present an insider’s view of the 

discourses of Black artists. 

 
 
By comparing artists in the United States with those of Cuba and the United Kingdom, I 

reverted, at least partially, to the role of the cultural outsider and was able to add the 

ethnographic advantage of mis/displacement to my analytical tool kit. This mixed 

academic and acadetic perspective was enhanced by the transnational currency of Afro- 

U.S. culture, and was assisted by numerous presumptions that the researcher was a native 

when I did research in the U. K. and Cuba.33 This created experiential opportunities; just 

as my art world experience had advantages in the United States. This mixed perspective 

with its emic access and occasional etic glimpses made it possible for me to make use of 

the role of inquisitive researcher who had the advantage of possessing some but not all of 

the social and cultural codes that a “native” would be expected to know. 

 
 
A number of Black ethnographers have had similar experiences in their research in the 

African Diaspora. I reference, for example, Black anthropologist Katherine Dunham, 

who was the first visitor to stay in a remote Maroon village in Jamaica. In A Journey to 

Accompong (1946), Dunham notes that the Maroons, as the descendents of freedom- 

fighting African people who had escaped enslavement during the colonial era to form 

autonomous communities in the mountains, were particularly distrustful of strangers. 

Nonetheless, the people of Accompong responded to Dunham, and shared insider 

knowledge with her. This was because of her ethnographic skill, but also because the 

Maroons included her in their sense of Black diasporic community. 

 
 
 

33 This play on words suggests that anthropological research based on objective scientific observation of 
human behavior is actually  etic knowledge gained from outside rather than inside of lived experience. 
Hence,  the term acadetic would be  a more appropriate description  objective research, whereas academic 
would, in the logic of this signification, rely on insider knowledges. 
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Similarly, Sheila Walker’s sojourns to Cameroon, from the 1960s to the present, have 

been facilitated by a love for Afro-Caribbean and African American Salsa, Soca, Soul, 

and spirituals shared with her African hosts, as well as the commonalities they explored 

in common struggles of being “hip to the jive” of white domination, colonialism, and 

racism.34 Hence, through the ironies of racialization, a Black researcher may be included 

in the cultural practices and socialization of Black social subjects not only because she is 

seen as a Black subject, but also because she already participates in a transnational 

discourse  about  being  Black  through  its  diverse  diasporic  discursive  and  expressive 

cultural forms. 
 
 
 
During the research for this dissertation, my “native” appearance allowed me to 

participate and observe in ways that I may have missed if I had been raced as White. 

Even when my academic discourse in the United States, my U.S. English in the United 

Kingdom, or Puertoriqueño/Mejicano-inflected Spanish marked me in Cuba, I was often 

able to access a Black dialogue about what it means to be a raced subject because of my 

racialized body. Although framed by the curiosity of the researcher, such conversations 

often occurred in Black spaces where conversation drew on collective experience and 

Black discourse that explored diasporic and “post”-colonial conditions. I was also able to 

converse about similarities and differences about what it means to be Black in ‘the hood,’ 

‘across the pond,’ and ‘on the island.’ I argue that regardless of their national belonging, 

conversations about racism, for example, are not as likely to occur when the discourse 

includes a researcher believed to be a stranger to the experience of racialization. 

 
 

The people that I visited were able to inform my understanding of the specificity of their 

experiences, and at the same time, they often queried my experience of being Black in 

 
 

34 Walker 2001, Walker (Untitled), forthcoming. Following Walker, when we consider the breadth of the 
Americas, Afro-Canadians, Afro-Brazilians, Afro-Mexicans, for example, can all claim the designation 
“African American.” 
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my world. This made possible dialogue and comparison about the experiences of 

transatlantic blackness that informed my understanding about the collective experience of 

being Black in the African Diaspora. It also gave me greater insight into the differences 

in Black experiences in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba. Such 

ethnographic comparisons are one of the chief advantages of an anthropological 

methodology in which the researcher is presumed, at least at first, to be a part of the 

community studied. I hold the multi-positionality borne of these dialogues as one of the 

chief advantages of this work. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In any case, a strategy is necessary to hear, or in this case, to perceive the creativity and 

cultural codes at work in Black cultural productions. Just as it is necessary to change the 

body and shift the ear for a classical musician to hear and play jazz, so too is it necessary 

to perceive in alternate ways in order to understand the work of the Black cultural 

producer. To simplify the polyrhythmic, to resist smoothing out the jazz, as it were, is to 

be able to groove to and understand the mixed metaphor that is Black cultural production. 

Black visual art often has a polyrhythmic palette, whether on canvas or in stone, as much 

as in the social contexts that inspired, assisted, or inhibited its creators. Where 

racializations present social obstacles, Black cultural producers have the opportunity to 

signify; that is, to take European cultural and ideological forms and reformulate them to 

express Black realities. Through the split consciousness that occurs when they thrust 

themselves into realms of experience, such as the world of fine art, where they are not 

configured to belong, Black cultural producers highlight the contradictions inherent in 

racializing discourses that devalue their knowledge, culture, and identity claims. 
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Moreover, in order to get the works of a Romare Bearden or Betye Saar, it is as necessary 

to understand the art of the Renaissance and semiotic theory, as it is to understand the 

aesthetic concerns of the quilt maker and the blacksmith.35 To understand the work of 

Pablo Picasso or Andy Warhol it is necessary to understand the influence of Black 

aesthetic forms on mainstream constructions of White identities. Enter the native 

anthropologist into the third space of continual auto-reconstruction of identity in spaces 

where Black people exist, yet blackness remains politically invisible and its social and 

cultural influence deniable. Here the ethnographer contends with notions of blackness as 

distinct and indescribable, epistemologically unintelligible, and hermeneutically 

indecipherable. As a Black ethnographer, I write to understand this schizoid madness of 

racialized being and to “fit the puzzle pieces” together, to create, like Romare Bearden 

and Betye Saar, a collage of rhythm and meaning out of the multiple consciousness, 

disharmonies, and poly-rhythms of experience.36
 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In conclusion, the methodologies of this project aim to understand, first-hand, the ideas, 

experiences, and social contexts of Black visual artists, albeit from the native’s point of 

view, and in the tradition of African American anthropologists, to modify a Western 

omniscient voice with the possibilities of multiple signifying voices. I asked cultural 

producers to speak for themselves and by doing this, I attempted to bridge the gap 

between academic knowledge about blackness and racialization and its lived experience. 

As such, this dissertation is multi-voiced--it presents the voice of the emic and etic 
 

35 According to Lee Stephens Glazer, the collagist Romare Bearden, contemplated semiotic theory as part 
of his creative process (Glazer 1994). 
36 The metaphor of the scattered puzzle pieces, which I borrow from African Roots/American Cultures: 
Africa in the Creation of the Americas (Walker 2001), aptly describes the work of the native ethnographer 
who works to describe the discontinuities and continuities of historical, social, and cultural meaning that 
characterize the African Diaspora in general, and the Black Atlantic in particular. 
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perspective of the anthropologist, and the voices of the participants of the study. This 

methodology drives me to create clearly situated representations that make plain my 

fingerprints on the magnifying glass of the research. In this reference to Zora Neale 

Hurston and her critique of anthropology’s spyglass, I build on the precedents of a native 

anthropological methodology.37 I honor the intellectual fortitude and courage of this 

tradition with research that, I hope, challenges the reader to consider areas of study and 

epistemological concerns rendered marginal by inattention and lack of investment rather 

than significance. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

37 See for example Drake 1987, Gwaltney 1980, and Walker 1982. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 
 

U.S. CENSUS BUREAU CHART NO.593. EMPLOYED CIVILIANS BY OCCUPATION, SEX, 
RACE, AND HISPANIC ORIGIN: WRITERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAINERS, AND ATHLETES 1983 
AND 2000 

 
 
 
 

(Y1983) Total Employed Female Black   Hispanic Org. 
(1000) 

 

Painters, sculptors, craft-artists,  
and printmakers 186 47.4 2.1 2.3 
Musicians and Composers 55 28.0 7.9 4.4 
Athletes 58 17.6 9.4 2.3 

 

 
 
 
 

Total  Employed Female Black 
Hispanic Org. 

 
 
 
 

(Y2000) 
 
 

Painters, sculptors, craft-artists,  
and printmakers 238 46.5 6.8 4.2 
Musicians and Composers 161 34.1 13.5 6.0 
Athletes 90 19.8 10.9 5.5 
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II. 
 

Racialization and the Production of Alterity 
 
 
 

Now the fragments have been put together again by another self. 
 

Franz Fanon (1967) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The place of the other is key to an understanding of racialization, particularly because 

blackness haunts contemporary Black artists who consistently return to the themes of 

racial alterity and alienation that Fanon articulated. A volume entitled The Fact of 

Blackness: Frantz Fanon and Visual Representation, the proceedings of the Institute of 

Contemporary Arts 1995 conference “Mirage: Enigmas of Race, Difference, and Desire,” 

ponders the influence of Martiniquean psychiatrist and social activist Frantz Fanon’s 

descriptions of black identity.1 As a state of being, Fanon wrote that blackness contends 

with an internal identity alternately defined and subordinated through an external set of 

criteria construed through racialization. Afro-U.S. scholar, W.E.B. Dubois, also defined 

this state of racial alterity as double consciousness. Yet, Dubois’ binary positioning only 

defines blackness as an essential self, on the one hand, and a racialized object, on the 

other. This notion of double consciousness leaves no room for the place from which 

Dubois makes his analysis, a third state of being.2 Consider Fanon’s notion of triple 

consciousness in this description of Black subjectivity: 
 
 

I found that I was an object among other objects. Sealed into that crushing 
objecthood, I turned beseechingly to others…. I was indignant; I 
demanded  an  explanation.  Nothing  happened.  I  burst  apart.  Now  the 

 
 

1 Read et. al. 1996. 
2 Du Bois 1961, Gilroy 1993, 2000. 
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fragments have been put together again by another self. As long as the 
black man is among his own, he will have no occasion, except in minor 
internal conflicts, to experience his being through others. There is of 
course the moment of being for others of which Hegel speaks, but every 
ontology is made unattainable in a colonized and civilized society.3 

 
 

This ontological description of racialized identity appears in a chapter called “The Fact of 

Blackness,” in Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks (1967).4 Fanon’s “facts” are the facets 

of his identity that he experienced when a stranger pointed to him on the streets of Paris 

and cried “Look, a Negro.” Suddenly racialized, Fanon’s identity and existential relation 

to the world shifted as he was flooded with the realization of himself as a designated 

alien. Before the encounter, he had been only a Black man. When someone pointed to 

him and marked him as an object, a Negro, his perception splintered into the being he 

was before he was marked, the being he was in the eyes of the stranger, and the being 

who watched the two parts struggle for agency. His third consciousness is an in-between 

state, the shadowy space of being through which Fanon traveled between subject and 

object. This is the space of his difference; the state where the “other” resides, an 

unnamable something or other that is neither subject nor object, but a consciousness of 

irregularity. In fact, Fanon’s writing protests from, but also claims, this other space. 
 
 
 
In this way, racialization is a primarily visual phenomenon. As Stuart Hall notes, 

racialization “establishes between racism and what has come to be called the scopic 

drive-the eroticisation of the pleasure in looking and the primary place given in Fanon’s 

text to the ‘look from the place of the ‘Other.’”5 To be Black, then, means to resent the 

repeated trauma of having to resist being [e]raced, and to be paranoid that racial 

discourses mask your self and identity. To be Black is to be a subject who resists and, at 

 
3 Fanon 1967: 109. 
4 Fanon 1967. 
5 Hall 1996: 16. 
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the same time, assimilates this process of being objectified and fixed within this visual 

notion of otherness. This experience is played out and through multiple strategies, a 

bricolage of being that includes the politics of resistance as well as the politics of 

assimilation. Black visual artists engage such concerns when they depict the Black body. 

with oils and acrylic, in metal, textiles, and marble, and on screen, just as in the dialogics 

of reinterpretations of English through Black creolizations, the Black visual artist must 

use an often alienating form to find ways to express Black difference. 

 

Alan Reed’s edited volume, The Fact of Blackness: Frantz Fanon and Visual 

Representation, focuses on the ways in which Black visual artists often return to the 

persistent problem of racialization that Fanon signified as a split and fragmented colonial 

subject analysis. In Michelle Wallace’s essay, “Modernism, Postmodernism and the 

Problem of the Visual in Afro-American Art.” Connected by Wallace to the institutional 

predicaments of Black artists, the “problem’ remains that the very fact of blackness, as 

subject and muse, attached to a precarious racial signifier more often subjected to 

mediation outside of Black communities than inside of them. Michelle Wallace suggests 

that is nearly impossible for the subaltern to successfully represent itself within these 

conditions. Wallace notes that Black visual artists, nonetheless, consciously work to 

break the codes, change the signs, and reformulate the authorship of the ways in which 

Black subjectivities are represented.6 Black artists, she argues, have long utilized the 

visual arts as a critical site of intervention in the construction and deconstruction of the 

visual signs of race. This is a principal tradition in rebellious African Diasporic art 

histories, and includes the Black visual artists from abolitionist and feminist to 

contemporary Black artists who create conceptual art and installations, including those 

who appropriate racial stereotypes in their work. In Wallace’s essay, she analyzes such 

interpretations of Black subjectivity in the mainstream art world. In this and another 
 
 

6 Holland 1998, Powell 1998, Wallace 1992. 
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essay “Modernism, Postmodernism and the Problem of the Visual in Afro-American 

Culture,” she argues that the problem of Black representation is the futility of efforts to 

produce claims of alternate Black subjectivities against the sheer quantity of negative 

representations of Black people in Western contexts.7 Wallace identified the problem of 

Black representation in mainstream art worlds, and she also suggests that Black artists are 

inadequately represented in mainstream art worlds.8Yet the primary problem of the visual 

in Afro-American culture, linked by Michelle Wallace to the marginalization of Black 

artists, remains that the very fact of blackness, as subject and muse, is attached to a 

precarious racial signifier more often subjected to mediation outside of Black 

communities than inside of them.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The modern idea of racial classification, and its corollary racial identity, is part ethnic 

and cultural difference and part imagined ideology aged through the social and economic 

realities of European domination of non-Europeans. Thus, race in the is not a 

quantifiable human quality, although it is, in many ways, a measuring rod of 

Transatlantic historical relations visually identified and adhered to certain bodies through 

the criteria of subjugation and physical features (not ethnically, socially, or economically 

“White”), geographical point of origin (not European, Native American, or Asian), and 

ideologies about difference (not historically or culturally significant, and not 

comprehensible, and therefore opposed to Western notions of the civilized, cultured, and 

 
7 Wallace 1990. 
8 Wallace 1990 
9 Wallace 1992; hooks 1995; Gilroy 1993; Tesfagiorgis 1993 
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modern). Applied to physical and cultural differences, these abstract ideologies are part 

of the source from which emanates the persistent notion that race represents essential 

differences based on biology rather than social positioning defined by social structures, 

economic racisms, cultural alterity, and histories of domination and resistance. 

Because of the lack of scientific validity to the ambiguous concept of race, which was 

developed and has since been critiqued by anthropologists, I avoid using the term to 

describe Black alterities in this study of the Black Atlantic.10 My aim is not to replicate 

studies on the concept of race or of racial stereotypes, rather I intend to describe some of 

the processes of racial representation, social belonging, and cultural conflict in relation to 

the ways in which social imaginaries and difference are represented. Nevertheless, the 

notion of race is deployed and experienced with salient affects in the lives of racialized 

people. Instead of the term “race,” then, I deploy the term “racialization,” as it more 

precisely describes the ways in which social actors experience the affects of subalterity 

attributed to geohistorical, phenotypic, and cultural difference. In this way, my use of 

race in this text does not connote an unfortunately persistent genetic sense of human 

classification; it suggests instead the residue of biological markers that bind a collective 

sense of historical, cultural, and political belonging, the very identities expressed in racial 

representations. 

I also suggest that racializations include sexisms, heterosexisms, and classisms because I 

define these conditions as functions of imagining and socially casting geohistorical and 

cultural others outside of normative constructions of mainstream Western identities, 

particularly in relation to those identity formations that wield controlling power over 

social and representational politics. 11 Racializations in the Black Atlantic, in particular, 

10 See American Anthropological Association “Statement on Race,” www.aaanet.org. 
11 This understanding of gender, sexuality, and class as a function of racialization is more implicit than 
explicit in this work. 
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or the African Diaspora, in general, are the ideologies that render social subjects as 

subaltern through geohistorical origins, as well as through cultural, gender, social, and 

sexual differences. In addition, where I use the term “racialization,” to apply to 

identifications that may be imposed, initially at least, to social actors, I use the term 

“ethnicity” for specific cultural and social formations of identity that unlike race, are 

produced within social sub-groups. Generally, however, in the racial politics of the Black 

Atlantic  the  idea  of  race  neutralizes  the  specificity  of  African  ethnicity,  a  process 

described as “blackenization.”12
 

 
 
 
Blackenization occurs in the Black Atlantic where enslavement fractured the social 

cohesion of African ethnic identities. This process has been asymmetrical and 

idiosyncratic in African diasporic social formations, although exceptions to the dispersal 

of ethnic identities are generally found where large colonies of specific ethnic groups 

were clustered without substantial cultural input from Europeans or Native Americans. 

Examples include nineteenth and twentieth century Cuba, where social  groups 

maintained ethnic distinctions such as Nago and Lukumi, as religio-cultural identification 

with geohistorically West African and ethnically Yoruba origins. Currently, these 

ethnicities are reconstructed as religious identities that are often concurrent with other 

racial identifications, including, for example, the term “Afro-Cuban.” Because of their 

specific relationship to the multi-ethnic and multi-racial Latin American classifications of 

African-origin people, histories of racializations in Cuba are somewhat different, 

however, than those of the bifurcated racial classifications of Black people in the 

Anglophone . 

 
 
 
 

12 Blackenized is Freida W. High Tesfagiorgis’ term, which she uses to describe the ways in which 
mainstream feminisms and gender studies marginalize the struggles of Black women. For me, blackenized 
and blackenization evoke the ways in which Black differences are globally configured at the margins of 
social formations, and the way in which racialization is interpolated through global marketing of African- 
origin cultural forms. See also St. Clair Drake 1987 and Tesfagiorgis 1993. 
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Blackenization also describes the force of racializations that reduce groups of African 

origin to a monolithic ethnicity. Newly arrived African diasporic emigrants to Western 

metropoles in the twentieth century, for example, encounter blackenization. Haitians, 

Puerto Ricans, Jamaicans, Afro-Cubans, Nigerians, and Ghanaians, who move to the 

United States, attempt to maintain their ethnic distinction from Black Americans to resist 

blackenization.13   These  same  kinds  of  blackenizations  occur  in  African  diasporic 
 
populations in the United Kingdom who attempt to remain ethnically distinct as 

Jamaicans and Bajans (people from Barbados), Nigerians, Ghanaians, and South 

Africans. These ethnic groups are also subject to misidentifications through 

blackenization, as for example in the United Kingdom, when power brokers include those 

of African and Caribbean-ethnicity in their categorizations as “the Blacks.” 14
 

 

In order to understand the politics of resistance in the , it is critical to restate that a claim 

to blackness constitutes a complex and strategic identity politics. For African origin 

people identity may be situated in notions of African-ness as in Afro (as in Afro-U.S., 

Afro-Brit, and Afro-Cuban), racial categories, such as Negro or mulatto, or categories of 

class and relative freedom as in gens de colour and free people of color. None of these 

designations is particularly descriptive of phenotype, but is more likely to situate a social 

and political position in relation to those in power. During the Black power movement in 

the United States, for example, the language of blackness became a salient way to 

identify a new kind of cultural and social politics that posited blackness in resistance to 

Whiteness, and opposed to the by then assimilationist cast of the term “Negro.”15 

However, the term “Black” lost some of its resistant power in the United States and has 

come to stand simply for people of African origin regardless of their politics. The term 
 
 

13 Chamberlain et. al. 1998, B. Harrison 1997, Kinshasa 1988, Omi and Winant 1994. 
14 See especially the news coverage in the London Guardian. 
15 In the contemporary “Movimientos Negros” in the Spanish and Lusophone speaking , however, the use 
of the term “Negro” may represent an identification with Black diasporic independence and social rights 
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“Niggah,” a revoicing of “Nigger,” on the other hand, came into popular discourse in the 

late twentieth century in the United States, to represent a new kind of resistant identity 

politics that diverges from the cultural politics of the Second Civil Rights movement and 

the assimilation of the Black power movement during the twentieth century.16
 

 
 
Still in use, however, in the United States, the term Black retains its closed signification 

as not-White. The designation “Black” is deployed differently in the United Kingdom, 

however, where it carries an open multi-ethnic meaning that often includes Southeast and 

other Asians and identifies post-colonial social blocs organized to resist the 

marginalization of non-White social subjects since the 1960s. In the hip hop culture of 

British and Cuban Youth, the terms “Black” and “Niggah” have also come into play as 

Afro-U.S. identities are disseminated to these nations through the culture machines and 

music industries of the United States. To be Black then is a shifting process of auto- 

reconstruction and redefinition that characterizes the transnational identity politics of 

African-origin people. 

 
 
Where racialization suggests processes of external and internal identity construction, 

particularly in relation to “Post”-Civil Rights and “Post”-Colonial social formations, 

subalterity recognizes conditions in which specific racial hierarchies of subjects describe 

lived conditions of post-colonial social relations in flux.17 Where racialization renders its 

subjects sub-racial and sub-cultural in relation to ethnic groups in power, caste racializes 

its subjects and renders them subordinate, sub-economic, and sub-national. Hence, 

subalterity is less about race and class, per se, than it is about social formations in 

relation to histories of colonial domination. In this sense, Appalachians, the Irish, and 

 
 
 

16 B. Harrison 1997 
17 I label these formations with the scare quoted “Post,” in recognition that none of these conditions are 
completed transactions, and all of them are in flux. 
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Eastern European conditions are subaltern, in relation to Eurocentric centers of political 

power, however, as noted, subalterity does not presume racialization. 

 

Black scholars at conferences in Tanzania and the United States developed African 

Diaspora studies in the mid-1960s to study the social and cultural formations that resulted 

from the relocation of Africans. Just as Black Atlantic studies emerged within the African 

Diaspora field to focus on the displacement of Africans in the modern world, the New 

Delhi intellectuals who developed subaltern studies framed a wide array of postcolonial 

conditions, including second, third, and fourth world relations to Western metropoles.18 

Diaspora, Black Atlantic, and subaltern studies broadly discuss world historical relations 

that include racialized economics and cultural domination as experienced by non- 

European westerners and non-Europeans. Subaltern Studies informs, but does not define, 

my understanding of the question of alterity in the Black Atlantic. A critical difference 

between these research paradigms is that they are differently centered in geohistorical 

domains and temporal spans; each with varying concerns, degrees of racialization, and 

expressions of cultural alterity. In this sense, racialized experience plays a somewhat 

more intense role in the histories of the African Diaspora than in Subaltern Studies. In 

the Black Atlantic, the emphasis is on what it means to be a population commodified, 

dispersed, and reconfigured as a social caste with minimal influence on the 

representations, ideologies, and attributed histories that define identity.19
 

 
 
 
Although this study of racialized identity politics in the Black Atlantic is enhanced by 

ideas from and in comparison to subaltern studies and notions of post-colonial difference, 
 

18 The Subaltern Studies Group, whose influences are Marxist, semiotic, feminist, and post-structuralism, 
redeployed Antonio Gramsci’s description of the state of the Italian peasant to describe the condition of the 
colonized (Spivak 1996). 
19 In order to describe the complexity of racial identity politics in this discussion of racialization, I also 
suggest the term “caste” to describe racializations defined by seemingly fixed economic conditions. 
Although, the notion of caste references both ethnic group and racial determinism, an interpretation of 
caste in the  offers a description of the multiple identity politics in which social actors are defined through 
hierarchies of power, but at the same time come to define themselves through these same hierarchies. 
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this analysis remains centered in the specificities of Black Atlantic histories and cultures. 

Instead of reliance on the dominated “subaltern,” which subordinates the important 

question of social resistance, I most often make use of the term “alterity” to describe 

counter hegemonic processes of self-definition through differences deployed through 

cultural and social politics found as part of the identity politics of the artists whom I 

studied in the United States, Cuba, and the United Kingdom. 

 
 
As a metaphor for the occult power of Black difference, expressions of blackness make 

visible those subject positions that are not often seen clearly, in part because they draw 

their power from alternate systems of ritual and meaning. Black visual artists must 

contend with these dichotomies, and much of their struggle has been to rectify 

representations of Black difference and social subjugation with their own experiences of 

diverse Black identities and cultural politics. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Black Popular Culture (1992), a number of writers focus on the cultural politics of 

“post”-Civil Rights movements in the United States and the mass Caribbean migration to 

the United Kingdom. The text evolved from the “Black Popular Culture” conference held 

at the Studio Museum in Harlem and Dia’s Space in SoHo during December 1991.20 

Particularly applicable to this research are Stuart Hall’s “What is this ‘Black’ in Black 

Popular Culture” and Michelle Wallace’s “Why are There no Great Black Artists?: The 

Problem of Visuality in African American Culture.”21 Stuart Hall’s “What is this Black in 

 
 

20 Dent et al. 1992. 
21 Hall 1992, Wallace 1992. 
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Black Popular Culture?” suggests that as the U.S. has taken center stage in world politics 

since the 1940s, its unique vernacular culture, particularly Black cultural forms, have 

become increasingly marketable. As such, U.S.-based representations of blackness have 

also played a key role in contemporary typifications of Black people. 

 
 
In a dialogue that anticipates Wallace and Hall in Out There: Marginalization and 

Contemporary Cultures (1990), Black cultural critic Cornel West identifies the very 

problem of representation by Black diasporic communities. In the essay, “The New 

Cultural Politics of Difference,” West writes: 

 
The modern Black Diaspora problematic of invisibility and namelessness 
can be understood as the condition of relative lack of Black power to 
represent themselves to themselves and others as complex human beings, 
and thereby to contest the bombardment of negative, degrading 
stereotypes put forward by White supremacist ideologies. The initial 
Black response to being caught up in this whirlwind of Europeanization 
was to resist the misrepresentation and caricature of the terms set by 
uncontested non-Black norms and models and fight for self-representation 
and recognition.22

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this essay, Cornel West suggests that the development of the U. S. as a center of global 

cultural production signaled the global replacement of European “high” culture with that 

of U.S. popular culture, which is deeply indebted to Black popular culture.23 He theorizes 

that a globalized post-modern economy has capitalized on “boundless, superficial, 

ahistorical,  rootless,  and  artificial  signs  of  culture,”  which  are  easier  to  sell  in  the 
 

22 West 1990: 27. 
23 Ibid. Watkins 1998. See for example the way in which Watkins describes the incorporation of Black 
music into mainstream popular culture after the Second World War and the invigoration of a depressed 
1970s Hollywood cinema industry through the co-optation of Blaxploitation films, which took independent 
film expressions of Black alterity and parodied the Black Power aesthetic through Hollywood film 
conventions. 
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marketplace than the artifacts of culture that are rooted in expressions of history, belief- 

systems, and place. In this commodification of cultural forms over their contexts, every 

image, including stereotypes and other socially charged imagery, is as valuable a 

commodity as any other.24
 

 
 
Social subjects of African-origin have often been depicted through nostalgic racialized 

typifications in the painting, sculpture, advertisement, music, and film of the Western 

mainstream for at least the last two centuries. In the ideologies of the West, where 

whiteness is constructed as normative, outside of these stereotypes blackness is 

represented as its bizarre and incomprehensible opposition. Where whiteness is portrayed 

as civilized, Blackness is portrayed as rebellious or incapable of civilization, and 

presumed un-evolved from in its imagined primal origins, whether that of a mythical and 

prehistoric Africa or the terrorizing past of unspeakable enslavement and the present 

residuals of racial apartheid. In this way, blackness becomes sub-social and its humanity 

nearly unimaginable in mainstream Eurocentric conceptions unless altered or marked in 

some way. This relationship to difference in racial representations references the 

dominating social relationships of people in mainstream centers of power to people of 

African-origin in the West. As a result, blackness has functioned in the Western 

imagination as the unknown; and Black people cast, through racial, sexual, and religious 

stereotypes, as the uncontrollable and the unknowable. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 West 1990, McRobbie 1999. 
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It is not simply that a mainstream identity eludes the blackenized, because blackness can 

include such fashionings through the multiply-positioned and hybrid cultural practices, 

nor is blackness simply an impulse to retain the cultural preferences and cosmological 

ideologies of a distinct African-based culture. Rather it is the impure interweaving of the 

two that creates a third consciousness in expressions of Black diasporic cultural politics. 

Blackness is more than Dubois’ doubling, it is Fanon’s trebling of consciousness, at least. 

 
 
Denigrating images of people of African origin in Western representations are a 

reflection of racial theories about Africanity and blackness found throughout the 

contemporary world--from the post-colonial “New World” to Africa and the subcontinent 

of Europe. Constructing and inhabiting ideologies about difference in the Black Atlantic, 

ideologies about racialized subjects form a complex and inter-related field of discourses 

about Black social subjects. Dispersed through enslavement and colonization, these 

racialized discourses include the denigration of Black historical relevance and cultural 

significance. The historical production of these discourses, including social and cultural 

stereotypes about Black people, has manifested in many forms and articulated through 

numerous ideological apparatus, including popular cultures and high art forms. 

 
 
The most common representations of Black people in the West are stereotypes that fix 

Black  difference  to  racializing  ideologies.25    Pauline  Turner  Strong  writes  of  the 
 
 

25 Rather than investigate the histories of stereotypes in the , and hence reinscribe them, they are resisted, 
tracked, and marginalized in this footnote. I take this position because the literature reproduces notions of 
Black stereotypes through interpretations of mainstream reproductions, whereas Black cultural producers 
often subvert these definitions. Hence, the “Bad Nigger” is monstrous and violent in mainstream 
representations, but in resistant Black ideologies, the “Bad Niggah” is often depicted as a hero who  
opposes White authority. This reversal in meaning is also demonstrated by the notion of “bad” as “good” in 
African American Creole English. The Pickanniny, a depiction of Black children from an era of racial 
enslavement, is seen as too young to be a worker in racialized economies, and is therefore depicted as the 
unintelligent and useless progeny of overly sexualized Black women in ideologies of racial enslavement, 
segregation, racial apartheid, and eugenics. She may represent a carefree youth for Black social subjects, 
however, who is temporarily free from racial and sexual domination. The “Jezebel” is a characterization of 
a Black woman who uses her sexuality to tempt White men and is the result of depictions of Black moral 
difference as justification for enslavement and social control. From the point of view of the subaltern 
subject, however, she may be viewed as a cunning strategist who utilizes ideologies about the Black body 
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stereotype, for example, as a part of “taken-for-granted typifications.”26 She includes 

stereotypes, as well as figures, tropes, and ideal types in this definition of typifications, 

“as a part of the process through which the dominant social group legitimates its power 

by grounding it in a set of authoritative understandings.”27 As result of the displacement 

of African origin people, their social subalterity has often been advertised through 

representations of blackness as translated through White western paradigms, and hence 

appear hybrid and monstrous in the Western imagination. Typifications, such as 

stereotypes, cathect social anxiety through displacement on the socially vulnerable bodies 

of subaltern subjects. Yet, as Strong writes, “constructions of the Other are built not only 

on symbolic oppositions but also on continuities and resemblances.”28 Hence, Black 

representations take on the superficial appearance of Black people and cultures, however, 

their semiotics are based on epistemologies outside rather than inside Black experiences. 

I overheard an example of this commodified typifications of blackness Black 

representation when I walked past a group of young White boys who were listening to 

rap music. They were sporting baggy pants with their caps pulled down in the style of 

popular hip-hop musicians.29 One said to the other, “Man, you wouldn’t understand, 

because you’re not Black enough.” While these young people were phenotypically 

White, their assessment of knowledge was based on a commercialized reproduction of 

to gain resources. This counter-discourse is more common in Cuba and Brazil, but also exists in the United 
States. See, for example, Herrera 2000. Similarly, the “Mammy,” is generally depicted as the overbearing 
subordinate, who uses her access to power as a resource to gain authority and wield social control. 
However, her allegiances to Black and White social networks are often suspect. Typical mainstream 
representations of these stereotypes are reproduced, for example, in the Hollywood films, A Birth of a 
Nation, and Gone with the Wind, but also appear in Cuban and British popular culture, particularly the 
mammy figure in Cuba, and the “Bad Nigger,” in the U.K. Contemporary references to Oprah Winfrey as a 
modern-day Mammy are an example. While celebrated in magazines throughout the , as one of the most 
wealthy Black women, she is also critiqued in Black public spheres because her talk show and magazine 
are geared to White female audiences. 
26 Strong 1999. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Actually, the style of baggy pants evolved from the late 1970s Chicano culture of the U.S. West Coast. 
Hip hop and rap are an amalgamation of Black and Latino underground culture, which is, nonetheless, cast 
as a non-Hispanic Black phenomenon. 
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blackness. At the same time, their discourse was hip to an understanding that the Black 

culture from which they drew required interpretation through racialized experience. 

Although, as part of their teenaged rebellion, their musical, sartorial, and linguistic style 

was Black-identified, they knew that they were still not Black enough. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 

In relation to their primitive and barbarous image in the Western imagination, coupled 

with historical characterizations of Black people as unruly and resistant, Black cultural 

forms have come to be closely associated with notions of resistance, violence, death, 

criminality, and illness, and their diametric opposites, celebration, sexuality, minstrelsy, 

and play. In this sense, through absence, inversion, and negation, representations of life 

and death through Black cultural forms, for example contemporary gangsta rap, come to 

have value in certain markets in which such expressive outlets are otherwise minimal. 

The cultural logics of capitalism alternately represent blackness as a danger to social 

order and as desirable experiences ripe for controlled sale on the open market.30
 

 
 
 
In a paper, written in 1997, about the commodification of Black cultural forms, 

“Artificial Caribbean Flavoring: Signs of ‘In-authenticity’ in an Ethnic Restaurant,” I 

wrote that simulations of Black cultural identity were intentionally misrepresented as part 

of the logic of Jamesonian postmodernity and the cultural politics of late capital.31 This 

includes the ways in which racialized subjects and cultures are mined for new content as 

 
 

30 See also Barthes’ Mythologies (1972), “which provide propaganda for the new consumer society,” 
Debord on the Society of the Spectacle (1994), which “masked the continuing reality of alienation and 
oppression,” and Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation (1994) and Screened Out (2002) on the 
structures, codes, and practices of the new consumer society. 
31 Harrison 1997. 
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capitalist markets exhaust Euro-Western cultural capital. Imagined as outside  of the 

norm, blackness for mainstream consumers often carries with it an intense association 

with verboten pleasure and violence. Not really wanting to experience the risks of Black 

pleasures or violences, given their real or imagined social and cultural transgressions, 

consumers purchase a mimetic simulacra of experience, “sanitized for their protection.”32 

The example that I used in the paper was Shaggy’s, a restaurant that was represented by 

its owners as Caribbean despite the fact that no one in management or the kitchen was 

Caribbean  or  knew  anything  about  the  cuisine  of  the  region.  The  result  was  an 

extraordinarily poor rendition of Caribbean-ness-- the rice and peas, for example, were 

inedible, and the jerk sauce used to flavor the dishes was purchased at the local 

supermarket. The effect was not even a pastiche of Caribbean culture, but rather a 

simulacrum of an unconvincing virtual Caribbean-themed party. Not surprisingly, a visit 

to the restaurant would find empty tables and a full bar. During its short run, the 

restaurant inevitably relied on local reggae-style bands and alcoholic drinks such as the 

piña-colada, which was originally designed for Caribbean tourists. 

 

One of the cultural characteristics of the past twenty years in the Black Atlantic World is 

the commercialization and recirculation of Black identity politics distanced from cultural 

and political contexts.. Separated from their historical and cultural contexts and meanings 

Black cultural and aesthetic forms never translate exactly. Such a displacement leaves a 

space of absence, and fuels the consumer with desire to purchase a better version.33 The 

unfulfilled consumer returns to the market for a semblance of the real thing. The 

representation and consumption of Black aesthetic forms and meanings are subject to 

reinterpretation through commodification as either satire or threat, idealized, but 

nonetheless subordinate to hegemonic interpretations. 
 
 
 

32 Ibid. 
33 Baudrillard 1994. 
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On the other hand, I do not claim that a universal Black identity exists or is a static claim 

to specific African-origin cultures. Instead, I note blackness as a cultural process and 

ideation, which is often in response to racialization as the condition in which people of 

African heritage are construed as distinct from the identities of people in mainstream 

centers of power. People of the Black Atlantic have made varying claims to blackness, 

ranging from claims to absolute Black difference and alterity to assimilationist strategies. 

Although Black identity politics, which focused on African-heritage and aesthetics have 

existed as a politics of resistance throughout the Black Atlantic for most of the last five 

centuries, people of African-origin have also strategically engaged Eurocentric 

ideologies. These strategies include privileging White cultural forms, acting White, 

passing, and marrying based on relative criteria of whiteness, also called mestisaje, 

blanqueamiento and mejormiento de la raza. These strategies are a few among many 

tools for surviving racialization. 

 
 
It is fair play to acknowledge that there are bearers of Black identities who prefer to 

highlight the anti-essentialist proposition that ethnicity does not determine cultural 

behavior. Similarly, Black cultural production does not always attend to racialization nor 

alterity to cultural paradigms such as “Negro Soul,” negritude, Afrocentricism, 

signifying, or the “ghetto fabulous” stylings of contemporary Black rap culture, for 

example. It is possible to be black (small “b”) without these identity politics. Such anti- 

essentialist approaches miss the point, however, that for people of African origin social 

conditions remain interpolated through racializations, blackenizations, subalterity, 

whether produced through external stereotype, material conditions, or internalized 

ideologies. 
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It is also critical to note that racialization produces an identity politics of  strategy, 

whether its players are in, as Antonio Gramsci has observed, a war of social position, or 

more likely in the Black Atlantic, a war of social maneuver.34 To better understand these 

identity politics, what is needed are critical studies that attend to the processes of 

accommodation and resistance in which Black cultural producers re-appropriate and 

transform Western ideological and cultural contexts, including their imaginings of 

geohistorical displacement and the racializing discourses that characterize racial 

ideologies.  Hence,  rather  than  a  fixed  social  position,  blackness  is  a  process  of 

remembering, of participation in multiple strategies of social and cultural survival, and a 

politics of resistance and subversion to domination. In other words, to be Black is itself 

not a fact, but is rather a performative art. 

 
 

Contemporary histories of racialization reveal that assuming a relativist posture in which 

all Black subjects are equalized in the imagined absence of legal segregation, 

colonialism, racial apartheid, or for Cuba, capitalism, does not create a “color-blind 

society.” In fact, it creates deeper misinterpretations of difference by coding them 

through anti-essentialist and non-biological racisms that blame the most denigrating 

experiences of racialization on cultural difference, as opposed to racialization. The 

persistent adherence to such mis/identifications and the process of composing an identity 

politics in relation to blackenization is precisely what it means to be marked as a Black 

subject in the Black Atlantic. 

 
 
African-origin people throughout the Black Atlantic draw from a diverse pharmacopoeia 

of practices and ideologies. To miss this complexity is to privilege an essentialized notion 

of Black identity as always oppositional, or to capitulate to ideologies about blackness as 

a function of subalterity. None of these formulations is singularly accurate because they 
 

34 Gramsci 1971: 108-110. 
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all apply, though in what measure depends on the particular social contexts and identity 

strategies of the cultural producers. Because racialization remains central to Western 

relations with its non-White subjects, a notion of Black identities as strategic, in which 

alterity is rooted in political resistance to imposed positionalities rather than in biological 

or cultural ideologies, more deftly addresses the ways in which I address the Black 

identity politics and racialized identities in this study. 

 
 
These factors are key to an understanding of the relationship between Black racial 

representations the social experiences of many contemporary Black visual artists. Where 

recent studies on Black cultural studies attend to the cultural politics of  musicians, 

writers, thespians, dancers, and filmmakers in the Black Atlantic, this research addresses 

a gap in the anthropology of art and Black cultural studies about the ways in which Black 

visual artists produce symbolic and institutional politics based on racialization and 

ideologies of cultural alterity. Within a contemporary social praxis, in which Black 

alterities are subject to reinterpretation even within anti-racist paradigms and partially 

integrated social structures, the institutional and symbolic politics of Black artists 

articulates the diversity of contemporary Black social politics in response to the 

marginalization and commodification of Black cultural forms. Their alterity lives in the 

space between postmodern and diasporic historical moments, including antimony in the 

reception of Black symbolism in art worlds, the subject addressed in the next chapter. 
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III. 
 

Anthropology, Art Worlds, and the Other 
 
 
 
 
 

The construct of otherness has been an essential aspect of the construction 

of the object of reference and study in anthropology. 

George Marcus (1995) 
 
 
 
 
 

It is crucial to grasp not merely the imaginative effort that has gone into 
this creation of inside and outside…in a racist pattern of global history, 
but [also] the historical confluence of soul power rippling through an 
alteric mosaic. 

Michael Taussig (1993) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The anthropology of art evolved in the late nineteenth century from efforts to study and 

classify the spoils of colonizing conquests. For more than a century, anthropologists have 

theorized that the production of aesthetic objects is a universal human practice through 

which signs, symbols, and iconic relationships are visually expressed.1 Despite fact that 

aesthetic production is a universal human practice, the categorization of visual forms 

according to a racialized evolutionary schema is one of the ways in which anthropology 

has produced the othering of non-European cultures.2 

 

1 Balfour 1893, Banks and Morphy 1997, Barkan and Bush 1995. Boas 1927, Blundell 2000, Coote and 
Shelton 1992, Errington 1998, Hardin 1995, Hatcher 1989, Hatcher 1999, Hiller 1991, Layton 1991, 
Maquet 1979, Meyers 1995, Price 1989, Stout 1971, Torgovnick 1990. 
2 Note that non-Western, in this case, designates what anthropologists have defined as non-white, non- 
European, and pre-literate societies. The designation becomes difficult to distinguish in the Black Atlantic, 
however, where many transnational Africans consider themselves to be European Westerners and 
Afrocentric Americans and Afro-Brits may consider their identity, or a part of their cultural practice to be 
non-Western. I do my best here to honor these identity politics with the designations non-Western, non- 
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Until Boas’ published his pioneering Primitive Art in 1927, anthropologists did not 

originally categorize most non-Western aesthetic and material culture as art because, 

according to evolutionary theory, it was believed that non-Westerners were incapable of 

making Art. The capitalized “Art” references the belief that Western notions of 

Renaissance naturalism, the affect of reproducing trompe l’oeil (that which “fools the 

eye” because of its naturalism), was the pinnacle of aesthetic production, instead of the 

interest in form, abstraction, and ritual symbolism found in many non-Western aesthetic 

practices. 
 
 
As Valda Blundell has written: 

 
 

The societies that came to concern anthropology were those thought to 
represent stages of socio-cultural evolution through which Western society 
was presumed to have already passed before its attainment of 
“civilization.” Such societies were persistently referred to as “primitive” 
in contrast to the so-called “civilized” societies of the West.3 

 
 
 
Within evolutionary frameworks, anthropologists characterized European, ancient 

Eurasian, and to some extent Arabian peninsular artists, as the individual, original, and 

innovative producers of Art. In contrast, non-Eurasian artists were classified as 

communal, traditional, producers of utilitarian and ritual artifacts tied to primitive, folk, 

and subaltern cultures. Through these assessments, non-Westerners were presumed 

uninterested or unable to visually represent or comprehend the natural world. Art 

historian H.W. Janson, for example, uses a part of this schema to describe a nineteenth 

century wood sculpture from an artist of Gabon: 

 
Tribal secrets are not readily betrayed, hence the available accounts do not 

 
 

Eurasian (when Europe and Asia are categorized together), non-European, and non-White where 
appropriate. 
3Blundell 2000: 23. 
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tell us very much about the exact significance of the Bakota guardians. It 
seems reasonable, however, to explain their extreme remoteness from 
nature--and the abstract tendency of primitive art generally--as an effort to 
convey the “otherness” of the spirit world, to divorce it as strictly as the 
artist’s imagination would allow from the world of everyday appearances.4 

 
 
 
Hence, anthropology reinforced the perception of non-Western as the difference between 

the scientific advances of the West and the “backward” and “primitive” ideologies of 

non-Westerners. 

 
 
In the classification systems of the nineteenth century the term “primitive” originally 

referred to art created before the European Renaissance, including ancient, courtly 

(Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Chinese, and Indian for example), and tribal forms of material 

culture. By the 1920s, anthropologists and art historians recategorized the ancient, pre- 

Renaissance, and modern cultures associated with the Eurasian continent and the Arab 

world. Courtly Chinese and Arabic, as well as ancient Egyptian aesthetic culture, for 

example, were placed in historical time in relation to Europe, and no longer considered to 

be primitive. From then on, primitive referred exclusively to the art of people who are 

considered those without history, including the non-Eurasian, literate, and 

technologically advanced.5 Thus tribal and “ethnic” art includes American, Caribbean, 

African, Oceanic, and pre-Columbian aesthetic culture. In a similarly evolutionary and 

classist characterization, primitive sometimes also includes the art of European pre- 

history, and to a lesser extent the folk art of subalterns in the West.6  Because of the 

 
4 Jansen 1969:27. 
5 Boas 1926, Wolf 1982. Note also that literacy is falsely associated with cultural complexity and an 
interest in history. In many societies, environmental conditions make the use of paper impractical. Instead, 
history may be recorded orally or in sculpture and painting. The Benin ivories and bronzes of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth century, for example, are often historical records codified through images, 
symbols, and other markings that represent centuries of royal and ethnic history. Similarly, West African 
djalliba (griots) record centuries of history in epic narratives and songs. This use of art to record historical 
events belies conventional definitions of literacy and African cultural complexity. 
6 Occasionally, early and non-academic Eastern European material culture, for example, has sometimes 
been classified as primitive art. See Gimper Fils 1968 and Ivanov  1954. 
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biased deployment of anthropological and art historical categories, pre-modern art 

associated with cultures considered literate and technologically advanced by Western 

scholars is often called early period art, as in “early” Chinese art, rather than “primitive” 

Chinese art. Such designations reveal the subordinating, racializing, and ethnocentric 

cultural classifications shared by anthropology, art history, and western historical 

paradigms. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Franz Boas’ Primitive Art (1927) was the first widely published study in which an 

anthropologist theorized a redefinition of non-Western Native American, Eskimo, 

African, and Oceanic artifacts. Yet, his arguments went relatively ignored by the 

anthropological and art establishments. Boas argued that the expressive practices of these 

cultures held transcendent meanings beyond the simplistic anthropological definitions of 

non-Westerner cultures. Of this proposal to redefine non-Western art Boas wrote: 

 
The treatment given to the subject is based on two principles that, I 
believe, should guide all investigations into the manifestations of 
life among primitive people: the one the fundamental sameness of 
mental processes in all races and in all cultural forms of the present 
day; the other, the consideration of every cultural phenomenon as 
the result of historical happenings.7 

 
 
 
Boas’ first principle, based on a universal humanism, proposed that non-Western artists 

had the same intellectual and aesthetic capabilities as Western artists. In its challenge to 
 
 

7 Boas 1927: preface. 
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prevailing evolutionary presumptions, Boas’ second principle loosed non-Western artists 

from evolutionary categorizations, and argued that non-Western art was as much 

dependent on the changing historical and social contexts within which it was developed 

as was any other art form. In other words, Boas argued that, like Western art, non- 

Western material culture expresses more than the utilitarian or rudimentary ritual intent 

assigned to it by evolutionary theories of non-literate humanity, and that it was also based 

on the “forms that develop through mastery of technique,” which generally defines what 

we call “art.” 8  This proposal presumes that non-Western artists produce art with the 
 
same intentions and effects as Western artists. And although these are difficult 

generalization to make about all non-Western, or for that matter all Western art, Boas’ 

suggestions pointed to a notion of the social function of art. 

 
 
Most anthropological records of material culture were intended to convey the way in 

which non-Western cultures made use of objects as a reflection of cultural attributes. Art, 

however, can also reveal the difference between material conditions and cultural beliefs, 

that is; art illustrates the ability to resist, or at least subvert, structural elements, including 

language and ideology. Claud Levi-Strauss has called art “the sign of the object, not a 

literal reproduction, it reveals something that is not immediately present.”9 Art is a 

cultural practice that has the potential to create contention, to visualize the imaginary, 

and to signify gaps in systems of meaning. Hence, the referential elements in art forms 

sometimes play with the difference between signifier and signified, the relationship 

between the code used in language to designate something, and the designated thing 

itself. In his Introduction to Aesthetic Anthropology (1979), Jacques Maquet writes, 

“When applied to an aesthetic system, the notion of code becomes elusive and loose…it 

is not arbitrary to the same extent.10  In this sense, the slippage between signifier and 
 

8 Boas 1927:62. 
9 Levi-Strauss, 1969: 88-89. 
10 Maquet 1979:89. 
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signified is where meaning is simultaneously reproduced and subverted. Although it is 

not always appropriate to read non-Western material culture as the site of symbolic 

meaning within Western definitions of art, it is important to note that Boas’ arguments 

were an important challenge to an anthropology of world cultures that had taken material 

cultures out of context, and misappropriated and ignored the aesthetic complexity of non- 

Western artists. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Despite Boas’ suggestion that anthropologists study non-European art in relation to is 

historical process, the discipline did not mobilize this formula of classification for the 

better part of the twentieth century. From about the mid-1950s, the categories of analysis 

that anthropologists have used to define non-European art forms, and the ways that 

anthropologists have interpreted aesthetic meaning, has varied across the discipline, 

usually settling in one of two camps. As Fred Myers and George Marcus put it: 

 
Traditional anthropology of art has either been critical of Western 
categories, by showing the difficulty of translating Western concepts 
cross-culturally, or it has appropriated art’s own categories to valorize 
activities and cultures in its terms, e.g. by representing a non-Western 
culture as “civilized” or having “aesthetics.”11

 

 
 
Because categories of non-Western art and artifact are often displaced from their social 

and cultural contexts, their categorization is based on relative categories of national 

difference and belonging, innovation, historical significance, and scarcity. 12
 

 
11 Marcus and Meyer 1995: 4. 
12 Clifford 1988, Price 1989, Hardin 1995, Foster 1995, Marcus 1995, Graburn 1999. 
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In The Aesthetics of Action (1993), Kris Hardin suggests that the aim and ethical self- 

consciousness of the discipline did not fully develop until a chorus of repatriation 

demands and a crisis of theoretical, representational, and methodological direction rattled 

anthropology in the 1970s. In 1971, Carol Jopling edited Art and Aesthetics in Primitive 

Societies: A Critical Anthology in which David B. Stout, Daniel J. Crowley, and William 

H. Davenport problematized the “primitive.” In 1981, Robert Layton’s definitively titled 

text, The Anthropology of Art, for example, was concerned with redefining primitive art 

in order to dismantle the classificatory boundaries between Western and non-Western art 

forms. Layton reasoned, “Our interest in cross-cultural comparison sometimes reissues 

above the level of ridiculing the exotic, which seems to typify peoples’ attitudes to their 

neighbors the world over.” In her discussion of Kong aesthetic forms and everyday 

practices, Hardin argues that even when anthropologists consider their categorization of 

non-Western expressive forms, western notions of aesthetics mar their analysis. She 

suggests for example, that in the pre-colonial past, non-Westerners and non-Europeans 

did not segregate art into separate institutional structures: 

 
Rather than conceptual separations of the two domains, as is typically 
found in the Europe-American elite art world … studies suggest similar 
linkages for other non-Western societies and for subcultures within Euro- 
American societies that are peripheral to or separated from elite art 
worlds.13

 
 
 
 
Although it comes dangerously close to the utilitarian designation of non-Western 

material culture, Hardin’s criticism suggests that mainstream art worlds are burdened 

with finding ways to describe the work of artists from alternate cultural practices. This 

burden requires a formula that neither reduces non-Western artists to communal artisans 

or Western individualists. Indeed, the post-colonial West includes whole new categories 

 
13 Hardin, 1995: 282. 
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of cultural and political difference that were considered the very definition of “The 

Other.” Where artistic abstraction was once considered the realm of the spriritual 

primitive, it is now considered the mark of the rational postmodern. 

 
 
 
 
 
The Invisible Primitive 

 
 

A number of contemporary anthropologists and art historians including Valda Blundell, 

Sally Price, Lowery Sims, and Marianna Torgovnick have revealed the ways in which 

Western cultures have borrowed non-western aesthetics in the last century, often without 

attribution, in order to reinvent Western culture.14 The influence of non-Western artists 

has existed in Western culture from at least the sixteenth century when travelers brought 

back objects from abroad and displayed them in curio cabinets as evidence of their travel 

and conquest, to the influence of non-Western forms on Modern art, and the present day 

market for non-Western artifacts, sustained by a mainstream market for “authentic” 

primitive artifacts. This vogue for the work of African, Native American, Pacific, and 

Oceanic artists has been a relative constant in Western art worlds. In fact, the invisible 

“primitive” muse was essential to the creation of modernity, because as Lowery Stokes 

Sims comments, “non-Western art disrupts the concept of beauty codified in European 

traditions by confronting it with another aesthetic system that heretofore had been 

dismissed and reviled.” Despite the influence of African art on Modern European art 

movements, anthropologists and art curators archivally disciplined and displaced non- 

Western material culture. 
 
 
 
 
 

14 Blundell 2000, Price 1989, Sims 2000,Torgovnick 1996. Note the repetition of this pattern in 
contemporary popular culture, for example in the way that American Hollywood production companies 
saved their lagging finances by reproducing the Black “Ghetto” film in a genre that came to be known as 
Blaxploitation. Plus ça change… 
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As a result of the anthropological distinction between primitive and civilized cultures, 

most non-Western aesthetic forms have been exhibited in natural history museums. As 

the unnamed and unknown, such “tribal objects” have represented whole categories of 

difference, despite the decontextualized contexts in which these objects have usually 

been presented to the public. 15  In the early twentieth century, mainstream Western arts 

institutions often borrowed objects from the dusty cabinets of natural history museums, 

tidied, glamorized, and displayed them in fine arts institutions as objects of non-Western 

aesthetic otherness in contrast to Western fine art and culture. In The Predicament of 

Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (1988) James Clifford 

wrote of this transition from natural history museums to fine art worlds: 

 
Examples of movement in this direction from ethnographic “culture” to 
fine “art” are plentiful. Tribal objects located in art galleries (the 
Rockefeller Wing at the Metropolitan Museum in New York) or displayed 
anywhere according to “formalist” rather than “contextualist” protocols 
move in this way.16

 
 
 
 
Fine art museums displayed non-Western aesthetic culture as objet d’art only after 

Western artists had already co-opted the aesthetic value of this work. In the late 

nineteenth century, the creativity and natural resources of “discovered,” 

decontextualized, and colonized non-Westerners invigorated European and European 

American artists hitherto tethered to Victorian morality and trompe l’oeil aesthetics. As 

Valda Blundell notes about the influence of the work of non-Western artists: 

 
Western artists were attracted to these forms because of the innovative 
ways in which their makers dealt with certain aesthetic problems, in 
particular with how their makers had handled technical problems that 
visual artists must solve regarding the interrelating of masses and 
volumes.17 The resulting revolution in form and color in European and 
Euro-American art was codified as [Western] ‘primitivism.’ 

 
15 Sims 2002:2. 
16 Clifford 1988: 224. 
17 Blundell 2000: 26. See also Goldwater 1938 and Rubin 1994. 
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Modern Western visual artists drew from the formalist qualities in Pacific and African 

sculpture often without acknowledging their source material and often without 

understanding the cultural meanings or uses of the art they copied. In her Primitive Art in 

Civilized Places, Sally Price points out that in the transnational museums that showed 

non-Western art forms, the non-Western artist was most often presented as the object of a 

whole society created by an anonymous society. This just may have been an accurate 

portrayal of the way in which non-Western art was used in context, yet, the juxtaposition 

of the anonymous non-Western artist with that of the individualized Western artist 

reinforced Western narratives of difference that had long justified non-Western 

enslavement, conquest, and colonization. Like chocolate grown by farmers in Côte 

d’Ivoire and processed into “Belgian” or “French” chocolate by European industrialists, 

this importation of “primitive” art, the raw aesthetic material of non-Westerners, into 

Modern Western culture paralleled the cultural and economic domination, othering, and 

“disappearing” of non-Western people and cultures. 

 
 
The most significant Modern artist, Pablo Picasso, often denied the influence of the non- 

Western in his work, preferring instead to suggest that his art, such as the African and 

Pacific sculptural and mask forms in his Les demoiselles d’Avignon (1907), were 

products of his artistic imagination.18 Nonetheless, many modern artists such as 

Constantin Brancusi (1876-1957), Picasso (1881-1973), Amadeo Modigliani (1884- 

1920), Paul Klee (1879-1940), and Man Ray (1890-1976) were made famous by the 

importation of African sculptural forms into their painting, photography, and scultpture.19 

The African masks reproduced in the sculpture of Brancusi, the paintings of Klee, and the 
 

18 Documentary sources, such as Picasso’s contemplation of two Yoruba sculptures in a photo dated 1908, 
make the reason for his famous denial untenable. 
19 When Afro-Cuban painter Wilfredo Lam arrived Paris in 1938, for example,  he encountered myriad 
forms of African and Oceanic art in the studio of Pablo Picasso, much of it collected by anthropologist 
Michel Leiris  and ethnologist Marcel Griaule. (Sims 2002: 6) 
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photographs of surrealist Man Ray, for example, were never credited by artist’s name nor 

by ethnic group. 

 
 
Art historians have also archivally disciplined and displaced non-Western material 

culture. H.W. Janson’s six-hundred page History of Art (1969), for example, warehouses 

everything except Eurasian and Arabic aesthetic culture in a single sixteen-page chapter 

entitled “The Ancient World.” The arbitrary nature of art historical classifications are 

well illustrated by the section “Magic and Ritual--the Art of Prehistoric man, ” which, for 

example, includes the art of eighteenth century Nigeria, nineteenth century New Guinea, 

and twentieth century Cameroon. In line with the most common art historical and 

anthropological narratives about race and difference, the art of modern New Guinea, 

Nigeria, and Cameroon is categorized as prehistoric! While there is something to be said 

for the ways that anthropologists have classified non-Western aesthetic culture, including 

their emphasis on the ulilitarian uses of these objects, Janson’s prehistoric categorization 

of African aesthetic culture from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries is unforgivable. 

 
 
At the same time, Janson’s discussion of the ancient world is followed by chapters on the 

art of Ancient Egypt, the Near East, Aegean, Greek, Etruscan, Roman, and early 

Christian and Byzantine Art, as though this procession marked the evolution of aesthetic 

practices in human culture. Nonetheless, Janson’s art history is unequivocal in its 

assertion that non-Western material culture is indeed art. He asks: 

 
When did man start creating works of art? What prompted him to do so? 
What did these earliest works of art look like? Every history of art must 
begin with these questions--and with the admission that we cannot answer 
them.20

 
 
 
 
Perhaps to explain his categorization of the non-Western art of the last three centuries, 

 
20 Jansen 1969: 20. 
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Janson argues that: 
 
 

The decisive factor may have been their failure to develop or adopt a 
system of writing. They existed, as it were, along the outer edge of the 
historic civilizations, and their rise and fall, therefore, are known to us 
only in dim and fragmentary fashion. 

 
 
 
Nonetheless, Janson’s claim that eighteenth century West Africans were a people of 

unknown history is remarkable given at least a century of British colonialism, the 

history of which must have been available to Janson in the 1960s when he published the 

first edition of The History of Art. Janson’s presumptions were rooted in the relationship 

between the Eurocentric notions of Western art history and anthropology that influenced 

the treatment of non-Western artists for a century before he wrote his book and, to a 

relatively unmitigated extent, until the end of the twentieth century, despite articulate, if 

often ignored, critiques of such representational politics. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Institutionalization of Art 

 
 
 
A central concern for anthropologists of art, particularly those who critique arbitrary 

categorizations of non-Western aesthetic culture, is the ways in which racial, political, 

and economic formulations shape how ethnic, racialized, and subaltern artists are 

represented, what George Marcus calls the tendency to “othering” subaltern people and 

subcultures in Western society. Nelson H. H. Graburn notes, for example, that this 

othering is reproduced in the ways in which artists from non-mainstream indigenous, 

racialized, or ethnic communities are treated in Western mainstream institutions. Fred R. 
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Myers has written that these visual artists/entrepreneurs are represented through a 

“permissible [ethnicized] culture, that is, a representation that meets the approval of the 

dominant white society’s notions of ‘common humanity’.”21 The success of the ethnic 

artists in these systems often depends on the marketability of their ethnic identities and 

the mobilization of ethnic motifs, including cultural and ethnic stereotypes held by 

mainstream Western society.22 Australian Aborigine and Northwest Pacific Coast Inuit 

artists, for example, have gained access to mainstream art systems through the power of 

discourses written by anthropologists about cultural alterity and the primitive in contrast 

to modernist discourses about art.23
 

 
 
Even artists who are culturally Western have had their ethnicity come to stand  for 

Western stereotypes. In Unpacking Culture: Art and Commodity in Colonial and 

Postcolonial Worlds (1999), anthropologist Ruth B. Phillips and art historian Christopher 

Steiner suggest that when ethnically identified artists enter the mainstream they must 

inevitably access ethnically coded material and mainstream representations of ethnic 

others. They suggest that these artists often reproduce ethnic canons including 

stereotypes in order to gain a place in a commodity-driven art world. 

 

The state and the audience are also forces that influence what racialized artists produce. 

According to Peter and Christa Bürger, “the state in late capitalist society,” and in 

particular its relationship to market forces “depends on the continued concealment of its 

social function.”24 The state inevitably institutionalizes art to serve its own politics and 

ideologies, although covertly and sometimes unintentionally.25 In analysis of the work of 

Marxist art critic Theodore Adorno on the influence of social structures on the production 
 

21 Myers 1995:66. 
22 Graburn 1999. 
23 Graburn 1976, 1999. 
24 Bürger and Bürger 1992: 9. 
25 Bürger and Bürger 1992, Adorno 1984, Krakauer 1995, Benjamin 1968, Jameson 1991. 
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of art, the Bürgers argue that Adorno in particular does not offer space in his theory for 

an empirical investigation of the relationship between bourgeois society, arts institutions, 

and the creation of individual works of art. Such an analysis, the Bürgers argue, is 

possible through personal documentation of the artist’s experience in relation to their 

modes of production.26
 

 
 
In this sense, art as transformative practice, with the possibility of reimagining the “taken 

for granted” or of visualizing the poetic, is subtly redirected by state practices that fund 

the arts through, for example, grant criteria, as well as through its definitions of artistic 

practice disseminated through public education and institutional support.27 Although the 

Bürgers are specifically concerned with art in literary form, they recognize the 

institutionalization of art worlds in the practice of modern state power and the logic of 

national economies in both bourgeois and state capitalist modes of production.28
 

 
 
This discussion of the social function of art institutions applies to a critique of art worlds 

and commodification that Fredric Jameson calls “cultural logic,” and the bourgeois 

expectations of Western cultural logics in particular. Pierre Bourdieu calls the 

dissemination and support of these conventions “taste.”29 Where capitalist cultural logic 

naturalizes its symbols and values, “taste” marks and categorizes these norms as 

hegemonic: 
 
 

The concept of the norm, like that of the artistic material, belongs to those 
categories, which establish this mediation between institution and 
individual work. Whereas the institutionalized function of art and the 
material conditions of artistic production do determine the production and 

 

26 Adorno, Bürger and Bürger 1992, Benjamin 1968. 
27 Bürger and Bürger 1992. 
28 Hence, the institutionalization of the art world occurs in the United States as well as in the socialist 
economies of the United Kingdom and Cuba. 
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reception of the individual work, these conditions cannot be detected in the 
work. The situation is different in the case of both artistic material, which 
becomes part of the work after being shaped by the artist’s subjectivity, and 
norms, which function as the social object of the literary work, while they 
shape its aesthetic character even as it resists.30

 

 
 
 
Bordieu’s notion of “taste” measures normative expectations. In status quo-invested 

bourgeois society this is art for art’s sake. Other forms of art--art made from sheer 

creative force, or art made in the mode of social and political commitment--runs the risk 

of being ignored, marginalized, or at best designated as art made in  “bad taste.” 

 

It is difficult for artists outside of these normative constraints to be recognized within 

mainstream art worlds. The way in which Euro-American curator, William S. Rubin of 

the Museum of Modern Art, writes about Afro-Cuban painter Wilfredo Lam, exemplifies 

the ways in which mainstreams marginalize artists of color. Rubin, according to John 

Yau, who investigated the critical assessment of Lam’s work because it was displayed 

near the MoMA’s coat room, discounts the significance of the painter because he is 

Cuban and of African origin. 31
 

 
 
 
Rubin judges Lam according to criteria that focuses on his relationship to established 

White artists, rather than on his innovation as a transnational artist who explored Black 

aesthetic concerns.Although Lam was influential in the avant-garde art salons of Cuba 

and Europe, instead of lauding Lam as the first modern artist who addressed his African 

heritage and cultural practices in a Modern art context, Rubin judges Lam to be a minor 

artist.32 In this way, institutionalization alters the transcendent possibility of art to offer 

alternatives  to  conventional  ways  of  seeing.  Institutionalization  limits  the  symbolic 
 

30 Bürger and Bürger 1992. 
31 Yau 1990. 
32 Yau 1990. 
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potential of visual expression by fixing its monetary and aesthetic value, who will see it, 

and how it will be displayed and valued. 

 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only a handful of anthropologists have undertaken the task of addressing the issue of 

racialization and alterity in Black visual politics.33 In The Traffic in Culture: Refiguring 

Art and Anthropology (1995), for example, George Marcus and Fred Myers, suggest that 

anthropology can describe not only form, symbol and cultural aesthetics, but also social 

relations. Many of the essays suggest that art and its production reveals relationships 

between mainstream art institutions and ethnically marked communities (the former 

primitives), including relations of gender, class, and sexuality. 

 
 
In “The Power of Contemporary Work in an American Art Tradition to Illuminate Its 

Own Power Relations,” in The Traffic in Culture, George Marcus describes the social, 

representational, and institutional practices that marginalize artists of color. In a 

discussion of an exhibition called Power (Indianapolis Museum of Art, Sept. 5-Nov. 3, 

1991) about artists in the postmodern culture (PMC), Marcus describes how discourses 

about alterity influence art world processes: 
 
 

Important fault lines of inequality such as race, ethnicity, and culture, in 
which scenes of domination and resistance are played out in contemporary 
American life, are completely missing in this exhibition. From an 
anthropological perspective, it is hard to practice effective criticism 
without  dealing  sensitively  with  the  extraordinary  heterogeneity  of 

 
33 Price S. & P. 1980, 1999, Murphy 1988, Gilroy 1994, Stuckey 1994, Mercer 1994, hooks 1995, Powell 
1998, Wallace 1999, Drake 1987. 
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American society through which power is diversely exercised and just as 
diversely resisted. Introducing the contemplation of the salient dimensions 
of otherness, requiring the kind of bifocal translation previously discussed 
in ethnographic research, would radically enhance these artists’ work, too 
encompassed as it is by the largely white male conditions of the baby- 
boom PMC. If artists within the aura of the current high-culture “avant- 
garde” were to address themselves explicitly not just to other cultural, 
racial, and ethnic differences, but also to other, already existent, vibrant 
art worlds that have been created from the experience of such differences, 
this alone would be a bracing subversion of the power relations in their 
own elitist art world, which fix the boundaries of value and taste.34

 
 
 
 
Although Power included a number of important artists “who came to prominence during 

the 1970s and 1980s,” including Black photographer Lorna Simpson, Marcus argues that, 

“as a group [Black artists] are distinguished by their ambivalence about the various 

twentieth-century modernisms and avant-gardes that preceded them.”35 Simpson is 

among a very small group of Black artists shown in mainstream art worlds and the 

resulting displacement from Black art worlds, Marcus suggests, may be the price paid for 

mainstream participation. 

 
 
While Marcus has identified a salient point about the alienation of Black artists in 

mainstream art worlds, his analysis requires further elucidation. The realities of Black 

artists are complicated by the divide between Black and mainstream art worlds, but this 

does not necessarily mean that Black artists like Simpson are completely divorced from 

either world. Black artists are in a position that alternately draws from Black art world 

histories and twentieth-centruy modernisms and avant-gardes. This is particularly true 

because of the interrelation between Modernism and the diverse cultural traditions from 

which Modernism draws. 
 

34 Marcus 1995: 213. 
35 Marcus 1995: 213. 



36 Robinson 1996:35.
37 Ibid.
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My experience in both Black and mainstream art worlds demonstrates that artists like 

Simpson are not distanced from other Black artists or Black art worlds, neither through 

their identity politics nor their artistic visions, but they are charged with the difficult role 

of bringing these two realms into dialogue. In the catalog of the exhibit, Bearing Witness: 

Contemporary Works By African American Women Artists (1996), curator Jontyle 

Theresa Robinson calls Simpson “Sister,” and embraces her as part of a Black cultural 

community: 

My first response to Lorna Simpson’s works is to issue a caveat to all who 
behold them. This woman is probing into critical issues that confound 
black people in the Americas relative to their identity, their struggles, their 
perceptions, their history, and their future. Do not dismiss her brevity and 
sparsity as shallow and uncomplicated. Sister Simpson, like Sister B. Saar, 
combines two spectacular meanings, first, the utilitarian or functional in 
Wigs and 9 Props (what are wigs and props but functional items?), and 
second, the continuity of a tradition of memoriae loci or places of 
memory. Sister Simpson is a witness.36

Not only does Robinson affirm Simpson’s connection to Black histories, she 

argues that her photographs of Black women facing a blank wall, which 

emphasize skin-texture and hair, are rooted Black histories, and in particular 

Simpson’s influence by Harlem Renaissance photographer James VanDerZee.37

Although Simpson has been embraced by the mainstream art world, she has not 

necessarily abandoned Black art worlds nor its traditions. 

As a student at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in the late 1980s, I met with 

Simpson and her concern for the well being of the Black art students at the school was 
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notable and vocal.38 Robinson’s witnessing on her behalf and my own experience of this 

artist shows that it is not Simpson’s personal politics that distances her from Black art 

worlds. Instead she straddles these two spheres in a way that demonstrates the divide 

between them. The mainstream institutions that laud her work are instead liable for 

ignoring Black art traditions. Mainstream art worlds, imbedded in their own histories of 

racial exclusion, and exhilarated by their new Black participants, represent Black artists 

in a way that seems unaware that they came from “vibrant art worlds that have been 

created from the experience of such differences.”39
 

 
 
Applied to this research project, the theories of Davignaud, Maquet, Marcus and Meyers 

can be used to interpret the contemporary ways in which Black visual artists experience 

racialization in mainstream art worlds. Taking into account the ways in which Black 

visual artists interpret their art through both non-Western and Western aesthetic 

languages, it is possible to read their choices through their cultural and institutional 

identity politics. The following chapter explores these sensibilities through the 

experiences of Black artists, and the development of alternate Black art worlds that, by 

their very existence, have critiqued, resisted and subverted the power of mainstream art 

worlds. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

38 My experience Black “star artists” suggests that these artists are as engaged in Black communities as 
they are in White mainstreams. Attention paid to them by mainstreams suggests a new post-integration 
identity with little precedent. 
39 Marcus 1995: 213. 
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IV 
 

Proving Their Worth: Negro Artists and Racial Uplift 1839-1939 
 
 
 
 
 

In an instant, my blood was up. The look that passed between him and others in 
the room was unmistakable. I was not an artist to them, simply an inquisitive 
colored man. 

Edward Mitchell Bannister  (1876) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Debate about the representation of Black identity has long characterized Black artistic 

production throughout the Black Atlantic, including, for example, the influential 

transnational Negro art movements of the early twentieth century and the transnational 

Black art movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Many of these movements occurred or 

expanded within Afro-U.S. social movements. This chapter constructs the relationship 

between Black artistic movements and Black social movements centered in the United 

States, but with an eye on transnational influences and echoes. 

 
 
For most of the twentieth century Black artists who focused on representations of 

blackness made art within fine art collectives connected to Black institutions and social 

uplift organizations. These artists reflected the representational politics of the Black 

communities within which they lived and for whom they produced work. Perhaps for 

these reasons establishment art worlds all but ignored Black artists or categorized their 

work as ethnic, folk, or outsider art. As a result, Black artists who have received 

significant financial support and critical attention from both Black and establishment art 

worlds have been rare. Nonetheless, well into the last quarter of the twentieth century a 

tradition of producing an independent Black aesthetic continued within Black art 

collectives with strong historical, cultural, and political ties to Black social movements. 
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It was often necessary for Black artists to create Black art worlds because there was 

little support for them in mainstreams. At the same time, these alternate networks 

allowed Black artists to express their relationship to the cultural politics of their 

communities, and afforded them the ability to create art movements that explored the 

cultural and social alterity of Black identity. This process has often mirrored the social 

politics of class, race, and nation in Black communities, including, for example, 

competing ideologies about assimilation, Marxist internationalism, and Black 

nationalism. 

 
 
As Freida High W. Tesfagiorgis has written, the Black art world, “with its critical 

stance from the mainstream, stimulate[d] a greater sense of independence and creative 

freedom” for many Black visual artists.1 Not all Black artists have participated in Black 

art worlds, however. Nonetheless, a Black artist’s relationship to Black art world 

networks was always an important factor in their reception in Black and mainstream 

communities. This chapter surveys the relationship between Black social history, “racial 

self-expression,” and Black visual artists from the late nineteenth century to the present. 

 
 
An important part of the Black artistic movements of the late nineteenth and twentieth 

century, was, according to Hazel Carby, an attempt to gain independence from White and 

Black elite “patronage and its role in defining and limiting what could be represented.”2 

While Black art worlds have existed alongside establishment institutional structures, the 

production of what Alaine Locke dubbed racial-self expression was fostered by Black 

arts organizations, magazines, newspapers, journals, conferences, festivals, galleries, and 

historically  Black  colleges  and  universities,  where  it  was  possible  to  diverge  from 

 
 
 

1 Tesfagiorgis 1993: 234. 
2 Carby 1987: 165. 
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European aesthetics.3 Black art worlds made it possible for Black artists to generate 

dialogue about the relationship between their social experiences and their aesthetic 

choices. A study of Black social history shows an important pattern in the relationship 

between Black artists, their creation of alternate Black art worlds, and their relationship 

to mainstream art worlds. 

 
 
 
 
Proving Their Worth 

 
 

In the colonial era, Black artists in the created a diverse material culture that ranged from 

interpretations of West African pottery to European-style furniture and painting. A small 

number of Black artists were also professionally trained fine artists.4 The most widely 

documented of these artists were those from the United States who created engravings 

and portraiture in the nineteenth century, Afro-U.S engraver Patrick Henry Reason 

(1816-1898), for example, was celebrated in trans-Atlantic Black and White abolitionist 

circles for a piece entitled Am I not a Man and a Brother? (1839). A reproduction of 

White British William Hackwood’s eighteenth century abolitionist medallion. Reason’s 

image portrays a chained man on his knees who entreats an invisible patriarch to free him 

from bondage. The piteous and subordinate male subject, designed to appeal to anti- 

slavery sentiments, sits on bended knee with arms clasped in a pleading gesture. This 

image suggests the way in which Black artists of the nineteenth century reproduced 

European aesthetics and social perspectives. It was not until the mid-nineteenth that 

Black artists began to inject a Black perspective into their art. Black artists in the early 

nineteenth century were more involved in simply proving that were actually capable of 

creating fine art. 
 
 
 

3 Holland 1998, Lewis 1978, Patton 1998, Powell 1997, Robinson 1996, Tesfagiorgis 1993. 
4 Patton 1998: 19-103. 
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The accomplishments of the handful of documented nineteenth century Black visual 

artists, including Reason, Julien Hudson (1811-1844), Edward Mitchell Bannister (1828- 

1901), Robert S. Duncanson, Jr. (1821-1872), Edmonia Lewis (1845-1911), and Henry 

Ossawa Tanner (1859-1937), did not detract from widespread beliefs that people of 

African descent were incapable of creating fine art.5 Such nineteenth century notions of 

racial characteristics were prevalent, and the handful of professionally trained Black 

artists did little to disrupt them. These notions of Black aesthetic deficiency were even 

deployed to argue that enslaved people of African descent were in need of European 

acculturation in addition to liberation from slavery and economic subalterity. In a sermon 

delivered to a Bostonian audience in the 1850s, for example, antislavery preacher Henry 

Ward Beecher announced that Black people had contributed nothing to world culture, 

"not a poem, not an invention, not a piece of art would be missed from the world," he 

argued, in their absence.6 

 
 
In “What are We Worth?” written in 1892 in response to Beecher’s sermon, racial and 

gender uplift advocate Anna Julia Cooper countered Henry Beecher Stowe’s argument by 

detailing the economic and artistic achievements of Black people.7 In Cooper’s attempt to 

disrupt racist ideology, she described Afro-U.S. visual artist Edmonia Lewis as “the 

 
 

5 The last two artists made the majority of their oeuvre during the nineteenth century and are therefore 
considered to be nineteenth century artists. 
6 Stowe 1852, Cooper 1998. Henry Ward Beecher is the brother of abolitionist Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
author of the anti-slavery novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 
7 Cooper 1998(1892). Born enslaved in the United States, Anna Julia Cooper was the author of A Voice 
from the South (1892), and is noted as the foremost Black feminist of the nineteenth century. Cooper, who 
graduated from the Sorbonne at the age of 62, was a part of an influential transnational and extraordinarily 
educated Black elite. In “What are We Worth?” (1892) Cooper discussed the economic endowment of the 
Americas based on enslaved African labor, as well as the collective dollar value of Black  schools, 
churches, and privately owned real estate in the United States during the 19th century. Other scholarship 
suggests the immense monetary value created by the skills of enslaved Africans in the Americas. 
According to economic records, Joseph Inikori has written that “at least 75% of the total value of the 
American products traded during the period was produced by Africans and their descendants in the 
Americas” (Inikori 2001:131). 
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colored sculptress [who] continues to increase the debt of the world to her by her graceful 

thought in the chaste marble.” By 1867, Afro-U.S.-born Edmonia Lewis (sculpting from 

the 1860s to at least the 1890s), had exhibited a number of sculptures, including Forever 

Free (1897), a life-sized white marble sculpture formally rendered in a neo-classical 

European style.8 

 
 
The subject matter of this white Belgian marble sculpture was decidedly not produced 

within a European artistic style. Lewis exhibited a defiant and humanized Black couple, 

who are resistant and political, unlike much of the other portraiture made of Black 

subjects during the nineteenth century.9 Instead of pleading for his liberation like the 

subject in Henry Reason’s Am I not a Man and a Brother?, the male subject in Lewis’ 

Forever Free stands holding a broken chain to the sky as he proclaims his independence. 

The female figure in the piece, however, does resemble Reason’s engraving in that she is 

on bended knee, which Black art historian Judith Wilson interprets as Edmonia Lewis’ 

statement on the question of Black female suffrage.10 In this way, Lewis disrupted the 

traditional subjects and narratives that would have been her European academic models. 

Although the sculpture Forever Free is based on both a neoclassical and romantic style, 

its subjects demonstrated the artist’s engagement in Black and feminist politics. 

 
 
Despite her mastery of European aesthetic form, Edmonia Lewis was not popular in 

mainstream art worlds her support came from Black and White anti-slavery and feminist 

advocates.  Nineteenth-century  Black  public  spheres  also  hailed  her  work  for  its 
 

8 Wilson 1996, Powell 1997. 
9 Judith Wilson compares Lewis’ sculpture to that of her white contemporary Thomas Ball to highlight 
Lewis’ subversive vision. Ball’s Emancipation, also from 1867, is composed of a standing Euro-American 
male reaching out as if to pat the head of a kneeling Black slave whom he has apparently liberated. This 
image recalls an ongoing racial discourse that de-centers and erases the Black subject in Black struggles. In 
Ball’s sculpture, the political agency of Black people is reduced to background for the heroic white male 
figure. Emancipation, unlike Forever Free, exhibits no concern with Black subjectivity or Black political 
consciousness. 
10 Wilson 1996. 
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exemplary portrayals of Black consciousness. Forever Free and other sculptures by 

Lewis, such as the Freedwoman on First Hearing of Her Liberty (n.,d.), particularly 

captured the attention of Black activists and socialites such as Anna Julia Cooper in the 

United States and Afro-Canadian Mary Ann Shadd Cary.11 In Washington, D.C. during 

the late 1800s, Cooper was a member of the Corcoran Street Art Club. The informal club 

included well known Black and White intellectuals, artists, and activists throughout the 

Black Atlantic. The salon included Afro-Caribbean race leader Dr. Edmond Wilmot 

Blyden, who was born in St. Thomas; Afro-British composer Samuel Coleridge-Taylor; 

the Afro-U.S. born Civil Rights activist Charlotte Forten Grimké; her husband, orator 

Afro-U.S. born Francis J. Grimké; and Euro-U.S. born feminist and abolition activist 

Mrs. Helen Pitts Douglass, abolitionist Frederick Douglass’ second wife. The  small 

group met weekly, and was engaged in “planned, systematic, and enlightening but 

pleasurable and progressive intercourse of a cultural and highly stimulating kind.”12
 

 
 
Although focused on cultural concerns, like many such clubs and salons in the Black 

public sphere, this organization was also the site of the kind of progressive social 

discourse that Cooper espoused when she argued for Black economic and cultural 

legitimacy in 1892. Afro-Canadian activist and advocate of Black emigration to Canada 

and Africa, Mary Ann Shadd Cary was also part of a vibrant Black public sphere, and 

similar to Cooper and Whipper, she pointed to Edmonia Lewis as a shining example of 

racial uplift. Cary reported the development of Edmonia Lewis, for example, to the U.S. 

Colored National Labor Union convention in 1869. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 Frances Rollin Whipper, the first biographer of Martin R. Delany,  published under the pen name Frank 
Rollins. 
12 Cooper 1998[1951]: 311. 
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In 1867, according to his papers, another Afro-U.S. born visual artist, Edward Mitchell Bannister 

(1828 - 1901), was inspired to become a painter by an article in the New York Herald that 

opined, “the Negro seems to have an appreciation for art while being manifestly unable to 

produce it.”13 Although he disproved this notion by becoming an accomplished painter, the 

mainstream art world considered Edward Mitchell Bannister an anomaly. At the Philadelphia 

Centennial Exposition in 1876, it was a surprise to his audience that he had won the first prize 

national award. Fellow artist and contemporary, George W. Whitaker (1841-1916), retold 

Bannister’s description of the experience: 
 

I learned from the newspapers that ‘54’ had received a first prize medal, 
so I hurried to the committee rooms to make sure the report was true. 
There was a great crowd there ahead of me. As I jostled among them, 
many resented my presence, some actually commenting within my hearing 
in a most petulant manner, ‘What is a colored person in here for?’ Finally, 
when I succeeded in reaching the desk where inquiries were made. I 
endeavored to gain the attention of the official in charge. He was very 
insolent. Without raising his eyes he demanded in the most exasperating 
tone of voice, ‘Well what do you want here any way? Speak lively.’ [I 
replied,] ‘I want to enquire concerning [number] 54. Is it a prize winner? 
‘What’s that to you’ said he. In an instant, my blood was up; the look that 
passed between him and others in the room was unmistakable. I was not 
an artist to them, simply an inquisitive colored man. Controlling myself, I 
said deliberately, ‘I am interested in the report that Under the Oaks has 
received a prize: I painted the picture.” An explosion could not have made 
a more marked impression. Without hesitation, he apologized, and soon 
every one in the room was bowing and scraping to me.14

 
 
 
It is highly likely that Whitaker was able to retell this story with such detail because 

Bannister  probably  shared  and  retold  this  moment  of  triumph.  Won  after  Bannister 

 
 

13 Papers of Edward Mitchell Bannister (1877), in the archives of The National Museum of American Art. 
14 The Smithsonian Archives of American Art report that this story is recalled by a White friend, George 
W. Whitaker, in a brief biography on Bannister. 
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endured insolent, exasperating treatment, this moment was proof that a Black man could 

produce art that was laudable in mainstream art worlds. 

 

Although it is tempting to argue that Black artists were completely discriminated against 

in White art worlds, the historical record suggests that a few Black artists did participate 

to some extent, even if on the margins, on the side, and during particular “vogues for the 

Negro.” Yet, these artists were pressured to create art simply as professional artists not as 

artists who expressed a social politics. By the end of the nineteenth century, growing 

economic and social pressures including the development of racial apartheid in  the 

United States, the invasion of the U.S. in Cuba, and the beginnings of mass emigration of 

Black people from the Caribbean and Africa to the colonial metropoles, nurtured the 

roots of twentieth century Black social protest. Black artists who did not join this position 

were the subject of criticism from Black communities. Afro-U.S. artist Robert S. 

Duncanson (1821-1872), for example, painted romantic themes and landscapes, but he 

avoided explicit political symbolism and racial representations in his work. As an 

educated Black elite, family, friends, and audiences expected Duncanson to create images 

of racial uplift; and, criticized him because he refused. According to Richard Powell, 

Duncanson’s family urged him to paint Black subjects. Duncanson ambiguously 

responded, “‘mark what I say here in black and white,’ Duncanson wrote to his son (who 

wanted him in words and deeds, to be more proactively Black American), ‘I have no 

color on the brain; all I have on the brain is paint.’”15 A resident of Providence, Rhode 

Island, Duncanson was a member of the integrated Providence Art Club, which later 

founded the world-renowned Rhode Island School of Art and Design (RISDI). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15 Papers of Edward Mitchell Bannister (1877), in the archives of The National Museum of American Art. 
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Afro-U.S. artist Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller (1877-1968) had a more dissonant 

relationship with mainstream art worlds. Fuller entered the Philadelphia Museum School 

of Industrial Art at the age of seventeen on a three-year scholarship. A student much 

lauded for her talent, she received three additional years of training in France through the 

support of civic scholarships. Visual artists, including those of African descent, often 

sought their professional training in Europe where it was most widely available and 

carried the most prestige. Such training was doubly compelling for Black artists who 

idealized European culture as superior to that of the United States, and often thought 

Europe to be free from racism. In France, Afro-U.S. expatriate Henry Ossawa Tanner and 

figurative sculptor August Rodin (1840-1917) mentored Fuller at the Academie 

Colarossi, one of the few European art schools that would accept women, and remarkable 

for its acceptance of an Afro-U.S. student. Yet, American racism affected Fuller even in 

Europe. The American Girls Club in Paris, art school residence rejected her because they 

assumed that White Southern students at the school would object to her Black presence.16
 

 
 
 
The European success of Afro-U.S. Henry Ossawa Tanner may have fed an Afro-U.S. 

belief that Europe was free of racism, but Tanner was an exception, and his experiences 

were undoubtedly tempered by racial bias. Tanner was lauded as an American painter of 

dignified Black subjects and religious images who was awarded the Legion of Honor by 

France in 1923. Some authors claim that his work was all but ignored by American 

audiences and collectors until well after his death in Paris in 1937. But Sharon Patton 

argues that Tanner was well received in the United States, citing that he was the “first 

African-American artist elected to full membership in the National Academy of Design 

in 1927.” Unlike Bannister, Tanner was clear about racial representations and their 

relevance to the Negro. In an address to the Congress of Africa, at the 1893 World’s 

 
 

16 Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller papers, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. 
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Columbian Exposition in Chicago, Tanner argued that artistic “achievement proves 

Negroes possess ability and talent for successful competition with white artists.”17
 

 

Inspired by political efforts to subdue the development of Black civil rights, turn of the 

nineteenth century Black visual artists implicitly expressed their protest to popular 

representations of blackness by creating what Kevin Gains has called “dignified images 

of blacks, ideal ‘Negro types,’ as blacks proudly called them.”18 Much of this focus 

evolved from the antebellum development of a pernicious industry of Black racial 

stereotypes that expressed a disdain for Black cultural and social identities. Early 

twentieth century racial segregation and subjugation separated Black artists from 

professional arts training and mainstream exhibition. As a result, Black artists created 

space outside of mainstream institutions. Support from Black-focused organizations, 

institutions, and audiences made it possible for professionally educated visual artists, to 

create alternate visions of blackness 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Identity Politics in Early Twentieth Century Black Art Worlds 

 
 
 
The first quarter of the twentieth century heralded a quickening of progressive Black 

political activity and new visions of Black identity in the . In the United States, Alain 

Locke’s opined that the “immediate hope” of the “New Negro” of this era “rests on 

reevaluation by white and black alike of the Negro in terms of his artistic endowments 

and cultural contributions.”19 Locke looked to a “race spirit” as the key to Black cultural 

 
 

17 Patton 1998: 99. 
18 Gaines 1990: 76. 
19 Locke 1925. 
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contributions, and he encouraged Black artists to find their particular aesthetic gift. As 

Lee Stephens Glazer has written: 

 
Locke often conceptualized the ‘race spirit’ and its reformative power in 
quasi-essentialist terms, but he could also view the problems of African 
American identity formation from the perspective of Pragmatism. Indeed, 
Locke always insisted that racial consciousness and aesthetic values must 
be re-encoded at each historical moment, responding to and revising 
received stereotypes.20

 
 
 
This notion of “revising received stereotypes,” is key to the philosophies of Black artists 

in the United States and abroad. This concept had motivated Black artists involved in 

Black public spheres in the nineteenth century, and would stand as the primary 

philosophy of Black artists throughout the twentieth century. The history of Black artists 

and their relationship to Black art worlds evokes the problem of creating identity in the 

interzones between Black Diasporic and European cultures. As Robert F. Reid-Pharr has 

written “Indeed, the earliest Black American intellectuals found themselves in the 

difficult position of having to fashion out of nothing, as it were, a coherent identity.”21 In 

the early part of the twentieth century, Black visual artists garnered the majority of their 

support from activist organizations that continued the politics of nineteenth century Black 

organizations such as the Corcoran Street Art Club and the Colored National Labor 

Union. Relatively ignored by mainstream art worlds, the support and education of Black 

artists survived through scholarships and support from Black churches and college 

commissions and exhibits through arts and civil rights organizations22 Black artists also 

organized groups such as the Harlem Artists Guild (1930s, US), The National Conference 

 
 
 
 

20 Glazer 1994. 
21 Reid-Pharr 2002:30. 
22 Harrison 2002, Holland 1998 Lewis 1990, Patton 1998, Powell 1997, Ramos Cruz  2000. 
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of Artists, Inc (1950s-present,US), the Caribbean Artists Movement (1960s, UK), and 

Grupo Antillano (1978-1984, Cuba). 

 

Coverage of artists in journals such as the Crisis (US), Opportunity (US), Black Phoenix 

(UK), Third Text (UK), and the International Review of African American Art (US) 

offered an alternative structure of review for Black artists often left out of mainstream 

publications. Festivals such as the Atlanta University Arts Festival (US), Festival de 

Culturas de Origen Caribena (Cuba), the Pan-Caribbean Arts Festival (Guyana), and 

events in Nigeria and other parts of West Africa, created an alternate space not always 

available to Black artists at mainstream events such as the Whitney Biennial (US), the 

Havana Biennale (Cuba), or the Royal Academy (UK). Black artists organized groups 

such as the Harlem Artists Guild (1930s, US), The National Conference of Artists, Inc 

(1950s-present, US), the Caribbean Artists Movement (1960s, UK), and Grupo Antillano 

(1978-1984, Cuba). These Black public spheres provided what Houston Baker calls a, 

“radical critique of the dominant White society with which it coexisted,” and within these 

alternate spheres, Black visual artists constructed socially conscious arenas for racial and 

social self-creation.23
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23 Baker 1995: 12. German philosopher Jurgen Habermas’ notion of the public sphere frames the 
historical context of early European bourgeois society as one example of the spaces in which debate and 
discourse about social change is made. The characteristics of the sphere that Habermas investigated, 
however, are specific to social classes in Western Europe. For Habermas, these issues center on free and 
rational debate from middle classes invested in European public policy. Houston Baker writes that 
Habermas recognized that his articulation of the bourgeois public sphere was “exclusionary, over- 
determined both ideologically and in terms of gender, over-conditioned by the market and by history, and 
utopian in the extreme.” The study of Black public spheres articulates the ways in which community 
discourse influences social politics within African diasporic contexts 
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New Negro/Modern Primitive 
 
 

In the United States, the development the Harlem Renaissance, also called the Negro 

Renaissance, usually dated from 1917 to 1935, was a belated recognition of a Black 

social and artistic movement celebrated in Black public spheres from at least the turn of 

the twentieth century. While the spotlight on Black visual artists was focused on New 

York, Hazel Carby traces the development of activist Black artistic communities to turn 

of the century Boston, and the movement extended from the Western United States to the 

Caribbean and from a diasporic perspective could arguably include Afro-European and 

Caribbean Negritude and Afro-Cubanismo, a transnational Negro Renaissance that 

developed well into the 1930s. This twentieth century outburst of Black creativity in the 

name of a “New Negro” coincided with a vogue for the primitive in New York, London, 

Havana, and Paris.24 A mainstream interest in art made by non-White people had unusual 

consequences for Black artists working during this period. 
 
 

In New York, where the Negro renaissance received the earliest and most intense 

attention, White patrons traveled between Black Harlem and White Manhattan to see the 

work of the newly “discovered” Negro artists at the White-run Harmon Foundation, the 

primary philanthropic organization that exhibited, collected, and supported Black artists, 

and the folk-art oriented Downtown Gallery, which also showed Black artists. Art 

historian Juanita Holland paraphrases a typical exhibition liner note from “benevolent 

benefactors” who helped to, “foster the wonderfully primitive and visceral talents of an 

exotic race.”25
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 See Carby 1987. 
25 Holland 1998. 
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If their wish had been to see the art of the African American as the authentic “modern 

primitive” they would have instead found works of exceptional aesthetic diversity, 

ranging from the expressive realism of Archibald Motley, Jr. in Mending Socks (1924) 

and The Octoroon Girl (1925) to Palmer Hayden’s modernist still lives with African 

masks, Fétiche et Fleurs (1926). This diversity of style was not the kind of folk art that 

White America had come to associate with Black America, despite the work of 

professional Black artists in the previous century. As one of the two mainstream spaces 

that exhibited Black visual artists in New York, the foundation had a great deal of 

influence over the criteria of Black art publicly displayed. 

 

Harlem Renaissance artists were notable, for the most part, not because Black people had 

suddenly begun to make art in New York at the end of World War I, but rather because 

the well-meaning Harmon Foundation had brought Black artists to the attention of White 

audiences and collectors. The attention of New York art worlds was largely responsible 

for the national visibility of the New Negro movement in Harlem.26 This attention cast a 

wide net around ideas about Black creativity; amateurs who put paint to canvas were 

awarded prizes and hailed as much as professionally trained artists. Romare Bearden 

critiqued the Harmon Foundation, however, because of its unwillingness to hold Black 

art to professional standards. The Foundation, Bearden later claimed, was responsible for 

the stunted development of a distinctive Black visual art in the United States. Lee 

Stephens Glazer noted his attitude: 
 
 

While Bearden always acknowledged the communal spirit of the Harlem 
Renaissance as a vital, creative force, he also tried to distance himself 
from the artists of the period, claiming that their work was trite and 
derivative and that their patronage by white collectors and the Harmon 
Foundation encouraged paternalistic attitudes.27

 
 

26 Hazel Carby notes that the New Negro movement, had begun  at the turn of the Century among Black 
elites in Boston, as the result of national and transnational racial relations (Carby 1987). 
27 Glazer 1994: f. n. 10. See also Bearden 1934. 
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Romare Bearden suggested that this exclusion was based on the inability of the 

mainstream establishment to take Black artists seriously, and he noted that the selection 

process of White organizations and patrons was detrimental to Black art traditions by 

arguing that they exhibited any Black person who created an image regardless to their 

subject matter or professional training.28 The art of the African American was sometimes 

advertised as the work of the authentic “modern primitive,” which paralleled a 

fascination with “primitive” art in late nineteenth and twentieth century mainstream art 

worlds. If patrons traveled to Harlem to see this “primitive” they would have instead 

found works of exceptional aesthetic diversity, ranging from the expressive realism of 

Archibald Motley, Jr. in Mending Socks (1924) and The Octoroon Girl (1925) to Palmer 

Hayden’s modernist Fétiche et Fleurs (1926). This diversity of style was not the kind of 

folk art that White America had come to associate with Black America, despite the work 

of professional Black artists in the previous century. 

 
 
The financial participation of White patrons in the support of Black artists was a source 

of contention because it carried with it the problem of White influence over Black 

cultural expression. Black artists and intellectuals who did not respond to White ideals 

about Black culture were unlikely to receive support in the form of exhibition, 

publication, award, or patronage. As such, White institutional influence on Black 

creativity proved to be a central concern for Black artists. 29 The most widely known 

artist of the Harlem Renaissance, Aaron Douglas (1899-1979), was particularly critical of 

the influence of White art patrons. One of his patrons, Charlotte Mason, attempted to 
 

 
 
 

28 Bearden 1934, passim. Here we see the Bearden emphasize that the distinction between Black folk 
artists and Black fine artists is their professional arts training, and, ironically, their acknowledgement by 
mainstream art worlds. 
29 Harrison 2002, Holland 1998, Lewis 1990, Patton 1998, Powell 1997. 
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influence him to paint in a primitive style, but he resisted.30 It was not Mason’s 

suggestion that Douglas protested, but rather her sense of the ancestral roots that she 

wanted him to investigate. Many Black artists of this era wanted to explore Black 

aesthetics, including African and folk art, but they wished to do so on their own terms. 

 
 
Similar to White avant-garde artists in Europe, progressive Black artists such as Douglas 

and Bearden would seek to explore African aesthetics, not as the search for the 

“primitive,” but along the lines of Alain Locke’s argument that Black artists should, 

“recapture ancestral gifts and reinstate lost arts and skill.”31 As Lee Stephen Glazer 

writes, “Alain Locke and Aaron Douglas advocated the self-conscious imitation of 

African sculpture and design as a way of deforming both academism and exoticism and 

of mastering, with a Black difference, the formalist ideals and pure expression praised by 

avant-garde artists and critics.”32 Yet, these new ideas were not always in step with the 

ideologies of the Black intellectual elite. During the early twentieth century, this group, 

including such notables as sociologist W.E.B. Du Bois, promoted conservative Black 

ideologies of racial uplift, which meant the redemption of Black humanity through 

acculturation to dominant Western values. Explorations of primitivism, no matter how 

avant-garde, were taboo, at least for a while, in the upper echelons of the talented tenth of 

Black America. 

 
 
In the February 1926 issue of Crisis: A Record of the Darker Races, the magazine of the 

NAACP, Du Bois addressed the representation of Black people in American popular 

culture, particularly the ways in which Black people were portrayed in film and literature 

as depraved sexual villains, drunkards, and thieves. As Du Bois writes: 

 
 

30 Holland 1998; Kirschner 1995. 
31 Locke 1931. 
32 Ibid. 
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There has long been controversy within and without the Negro race as to 
just how the Negro should be treated in art—how he should be pictured by 
writers and portrayed by artists. Most writers have said naturally that any 
portrayal of any kind was permissible so long as the work was pleasing 
and the artists sincere. But the Negro has objected vehemently—first in 
general to the conventional Negro in American literature; then in specific 
cases: to the Negro portrayed in the ‘Birth of the Nation’ in MacFall’s 
‘Wooings of Jezebel Pettyfer’ and in Stribling’s ‘Birthright’ in Octavius 
Roy Cohen’s monstrosities. In general, they have contended that while the 
individual portrait may be true and artistic, the net result to American 
literature to date is to picture twelve million Americans as prostitutes, 
thieves, and fools and that such ‘freedom’ in art is miserably unfair.33

 
 
 
 
 

Du Bois was as disturbed by the work of Birth of a Nation (1915) director, D.W. Griffith, 

writer Haldane MacFall’s representations of Afro-Caribbean religions, Thomas 

Sigismund Stribling’s images of race and class in the South, and Octavius Roy Cohen’s 

fictional Black detective Florian Slappey, as he was by the way in which, “white 

publishers justified…rejecting novels dealing with the lives of cultivated colored 

people.” 34 Du Bois offered a forum, “to place this matter clearly before the thinking 

element of Negro Americans and especially before young authors.”35 He posed the 

following questions to his readers in February 1926: 
 
 

1. When the artist, black or white, portrays Negro characters is he under any 
obligations or limitations as to the sort of character he will portray? 

 
 
 

33 Du Bois 1926: 165. 
34 Du Bois critiqued the work of popular White authors who created what he considered negative 
representations of Black people. These images enjoyed popularity in an era when few other Black images 
existed outside of the elite world of Black fine art. MacFall’s Wooings of Jezebel Pettyfer (1898 and 
1925), also published as The House of the Sorcerer (1900), creates a colonial Black Barbadian landscape 
inhabited by the impish Jehu Sennacherib Dyle, the sorceress Jezebel Pettyfer, “the sour odour of negroes,” 
and practitioners of Black funerary rituals lampooned as “ghoulish” (MacFall 1925: 175). Afro-U.S. 
filmmaker Oscar Micheaux directed the black and white silent Birthright (1924) based on Thomas 
Sigismund Stribling’s novel Birthright (1919), which observed a decidedly more sympathetic view of 
Negroes. The adventures of Florian Slappey, Octavius Roy Cohen’s Black detective, appeared in short 
stories such as Ham and Exit (12/26) and The Mystery of the Missing Wash (1/38), from 1925-1938 in the 
Saturday Evening Post. Slappey’s non-standard logic and Afro-U.S. English satirized the New Negro. 
35 Du Bois 1926: 165. 
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2. Can any author be criticized for painting the worst of the best characters 
of a group? 

 
3. Can publishers be criticized for refusing to handle novels that portray 

Negroes of education and accomplishment, on the ground that that these 
characters are no different from white folk and therefore not interesting? 

 
4. What are Negroes to do when they are continually painted at their worst 

and judged by the public as they are painted? 
 

5. Does the situation of the educated Negro in America with its pathos, 
humiliation, and tragedy call for artistic treatment at least as sincere and 
sympathetic as ‘Porgy’ received? 

 
6. Is not the continual portrayal of the sordid, foolish and criminal among 

Negroes convincing the world that this and this alone is really and 
essentially Negroid, and preventing white artists from knowing any other 
types and preventing black artists from daring to paint them? 

 
7. Is there not a real danger that young colored writers will be tempted to 

follow the popular trend in portraying Negro character in the underworld 
rather than seeking to paint the truth about themselves and their own 
social class?36

 
 
 
 
Questions one, two, and four create the foundation for the discourse of Black visual 

artists in the twentieth century. They create an agenda for the artists, whether Black or 

White, to consider the role that artistic representation plays in the public image of Black 

people. In question four, Du Bois asks what the community should do, “when they are 

continually painted at their worst and judged by the public as they are painted?” It is 

tempting to apply this term “paint” as though Du Bois is speaking only of visual art. His 

application of paint in this case applies to the way in which public culture portrays Black 

people. Indeed Du Bois' focus is literature not visual art, and his own response  to 

question four--what Negroes are to do--is implied in question three. They should criticize 

the  institutions  that  publish  negative  representations  of  Black  people.  In  subsequent 

 
 

36 Ibid. The 1920s play Porgy, by Sidney Howard, was the inspiration for the U.S. stage and screen 
versions of Porgy and Bess during the 1930-1960s. 
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issues, the Crisis published replies to the questionnaire from Black and White, “thinking 

publics.” 

 
 
Respondents included Carl Van Vechten (March 1926), H.L. Mencken (March 1926), 

Walter White (April 1926), Langston Hughes (April 1926), Sinclair Lewis (May 1926), 

Jessie Fausset (June 1926), and Julia Peterkin (September 1926).37 Focused on the 

politics of literary artists, in April 1926 Harlem Renaissance poet Langston Hughes wrote 

five succinct lines that expressed his liberal attitude about the representation of Black 

people: 
 
 
 
 

I think like this: What’s the use of saying anything--the true literary artist 
is going to write about what he chooses anyway regardless of outside 
opinions. You write about the intelligent Negroes; Fisher about the 
unintelligent. Both of you are right. Walpool pictures the better class 
Englishman; Thomas Burke the sailors in Limehouse. And both are worth 
reading. It’s the way people look at things, not what they look at, that 
needs to be changed.38

 
 
 
 
In the same issue, Walter White, author and assistant to James Weldon Johnson of the 

NAACP, also responded to the questions posed by Du Bois.39 Mentored by author H. L. 

Mencken, Walter White is better known for his work with the NAACP and his centrality 

in the Harlem Renaissance lifestyle than he is known for his novels including: The Fire 

in the Flint; Flight, and Rope and Faggot. White noted that the importance of the issue of 

representation is that Black art was also a reflection of Black culture. The problem for 
 
 

37 Van Vechten, a White patron of the Harlem renaissance, was the only visual artist who responded. He is 
also the author of Nigger Heaven; his attempt to represent Black parallels to White social life, however, 
were regarded as controversial and patronizing. 
38 Langston Hughes to the editor,  “The Negro in Art: How Shall He Be Portrayed, A Symposium,” April 
1926, 277. 
39 Mentored by author H. L. Mencken, Walter White is best known for his work with the NAACP and his 
centrality in the Harlem Renaissance lifestyle than he is known for his novels including: The Fire in the 
Flint; Flight, and Rope and Faggot. 
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Black artists during this era was their novelty. They were, as White notes, sometimes 

“valued by some people, as Dr. Johnson said of the first women preachers, not because 

they preached well but because of the surprise that they could preach at all.”40 White’s 

response to question four is typical of contemporaneous Black discourse: 
 

 
4. When Negroes are painted only at their worst and judged accordingly 
by the public, Negroes must write stories revealing the other side and 
make these stories of such excellence that they command attention. 

 
 
 
Although Black authors and visual artists had some White patronage that made it 

possible to be published and exhibited, White’s suggestion that Black people 

create their own institutions forecasts the single most important idea that would 

pervade Black discourse for the next sixty years. 

 
 
In June, Jessie Fauset, Crisis literary critic and novelist of several works, 

including There is Confusion (1924) and Comedy: American Style (1933), 

responded to Du Bois’ sixth question about the effect of the, “continual portrayal 

of the sordid, foolish, and criminal among Negroes.” Fauset agreed with Du Bois: 

 
6. I think this is true. And here I blame the publisher for not being a ‘better 
sport.’ Most of them seem to have an idée fixe. They, even more than the 
public, I do believe, persist in considering only certain types of Negroes 
interesting and if an author presents a variant they fear that the public 
either won’t believe in it or won’t ‘stand for it.’ Whereas I have learned 
from an interesting and rather broad experience gleaned from speaking 
before white groups that many, many of these people are keenly interested 
in learning about the better class of colored people. They are quite willing 
to be shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

40 Walter White to the editor,  “The Negro in Art: How Shall He Be Portrayed, A Symposium,” April 
1926, 278. 
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By canvassing the White public, Jessie Fauset claimed to have found an audience for a 

Black politics of racial uplift.41 Indeed the respondents to Du Bois’ call for a 

conversation with Black intellectuals included an overwhelming response from White 

intellectuals. This suggests that the project of uplifting the Negro through the arts was in 

many ways dependent on conversation with and support from White intellectuals. The 

cloistering and mentoring of Black artists may have created a popular concern with the 

role of the Black artist in social movements. 

 
 
The conversation about representation in Black art culminated in Du Bois article, 

“Criteria of Negro Art” presented at the Chicago conference of the NAACP in June 1926 

and published in the October 1926 Crisis: 

 
I do not doubt but there are some in this audience who are a little 
disturbed at that the subject of this meeting and particularly at the subject I 
have chosen. Such people are thinking something like this: ‘How is it that 
an organization like this, a group of radicals trying to bring new things 
into the world, a fighting organization which has come up out of the blood 
and dust of battle, struggling for the right of black men to be ordinary 
human beings--how is it that an organization of this kind can turn aside to 
talk about Art? After all, what have we who are slaves and black to do 
with Art?’ 

 
 

Du Bois answers this question by arguing that, “we have within us as a  race  new 

stirrings; stirrings of the beginning of a new appreciation of joy, of a new desire to create, 

of a new will to be; as though in this morning of group life we had awakened from some 

sleep that at once dimly mourns the past and dreams a splendid future; and there has 

come the conviction that the Youth that is here today, the Negro Youth, is a different 

kind of Youth, because in some new way it bears this mighty prophecy on its breast, with 

a new realization of itself.” 42
 

 
 

41 Fauset 1926: 71-72. 
42 Du Bois 1926b: 292. 
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This discussion contrasts a vision of Black humanity that calls attention to mainstream 

desire to see, “Uncle Toms, Topsies, good ‘darkies’ and clowns” in the art of the Negro. 

In this speech, Du Bois also makes note of visual artists more often than in any previous 

part of the symposium. He refers to the work of Black artists, including Negro sculptor 

Augusta Savage and painter Richard Brown, as part of his proof that there are artists of 

African origin, and that they produce work that defies racial stereotypes. Du Bois 

concludes his discussion by arguing, “Thus all art is propaganda and ever must be, 

despite the wailing of the purists. I stand in utter shamelessness and say that whatever art 

I have for writing has been used always for propaganda for gaining the right of black folk 

to love and enjoy. I do not care a damn for any art that is not used for propaganda.”43 In 
 
many ways, Du Bois’ sentiments were, and remain, important concerns in Black art 

worlds. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Despite the high-pitched excitement in Black and White intellectual circles around the 

production of Black art, conservative White art critic, George S. Schuyler, was not so 

convinced that there was a difference between White and Black artists that could define a 

distinct Black arts tradition. In “The Negro Art Hokum,” written in 1926 in response to 

the Negro Renaissance in the United States, Schulyer argued: 

 
As for the literature, painting, and sculpture of Aframericans--such as 
there is--it is identical in kind with the literature, painting, and sculpture of 
white Americans. This, of course, is easily understood if one stops to 
realize  that  the  Aframerican  is  merely  a  lamp-blacked  Anglo-Saxon. 

 
 

43 Du Bois 1926b: 296. 
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Again, the Aframerican is subject to the same economic and social forces 
that mold the actions and thoughts of the white Americans. 44

 
 
 
 
 
 

Schuyler’s argument suggests that Black American social and cultural conditions are 

identical to those of White Americans. As an anonymous editor in the Crisis writes in 

response to Schuyler, “Mr. Schuyler denied the existence of any purely Negro Art in 

America…How then can the black American be expected to produce art and literature 

dissimilar to that of the white American?”45 Through his probably well-intentioned desire 

to see Black people as social equals, not only did Schuyler ignore the ways in which 

racial segregation produced different treatment in mainstream public spheres, but he also 

ignored distinctive Black aesthetic concerns and cultural practices. In this way, he 

suggested an assimilationist ideology, which prevailed not only for White Liberal 

Americans but also for many elite Afro-Americans. Social critic Cornel West suggests 

that such practices characterized the ways in which Black social activists during this era 

used assimilationist concepts that limited Black humanity to White categories of 

subjectivity: 
 
 

These avant-garde yet limited Black efforts to combat racist cultural practices 
uncritically accepted non-Black conventions and standards in two ways. First, 
they proceeded in an assimilationist manner that set out to show that Black people 
were really like White people--thereby eliding differences (in history, culture) 
between Whites and Blacks. Black specificity and particularity was thus banished 
in order to gain White acceptance and approval.46

 
 
 
 
Put into context, however, Schulyer’s discourse may have been more in line with the 

Victorian  politics  of  the  conservative  racial  uplift  community  than  with  the  Black 

 
 

44 Schuyler 1926: 662-63. 
45 Anon 1926: 245. 
46 West 1990: 27. 
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aesthetic that evolved out of the era of the Negro Renaissance. This new aesthetic sought 

release from stifling notions of “culture” such as European neo-classical form and 

formulae. In this way Black and White artists in the West were simultaneously seeking to 

define the emerging social experiences of the twentieth century. But more specifically, 

in Black communities the issue often fell along notions of racial uplift that had 

increasingly Black establishment and classist tones. One of the intellectual challenges 

that emerged during the Negro Renaissance of the 1920s was whether to continue to 

prove the worth of the “race” by imitating European aesthetics, or whether it was time to 

express their own cultural heritages and social experiences at the expense of European 

hegemony.47
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Institutional Independence 

 
 
 
 
 
The U.S. economic Depression of 1929 virtually ended White patronage of Black artists, 

which created the possibility of more “racial self-expression” and the necessity of 

institutional independence. During the late 1930s, Augusta Savage was instrumental in 

getting Black artists into the Works Progress/Project Administration’s (WPA) art projects 

and was responsible for helping to secure other important public commissions for Black 

artists. 

 
In an historically significant coup de grace, Savage was able to convince otherwise 

skeptical Works Progress Administration officials of the history, capability, and diversity 

of Black artists and artwork in the United States. Savage approached the Harmon 

Foundation, the largest repository at that time of the work of Afro-U.S. artists. She chose 
 

47 Powell 1997: 78. 
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representative work to show the WPA committee that there was indeed a solid Black arts 

tradition in the United States.48 Savage also created a number of vital Black art spaces, 

including the Harlem Art Workshop (1933-1937), the Harlem Community Art Center 

(1937-1942), and the Savage Studio of Arts and Crafts (ca. 1932-1945).49 Fueled by 

Savage’s seemingly inexhaustible energy, the Savage Studio of Arts and Crafts (1935- 

1941) existed at the same time that she ran the Harlem Art Workshop (1933-1937) at the 

135th street library.50 Savage’s studio was sponsored by the Harlem Adult Education 

Committee (of which Savage was a member), and the state sponsored the Harlem 

Community Art Center (1937-1942), where Savage was director. The Harlem Artists 

Guild was the only organization that existed without direct federal support in an era when 

such funding issues drove the viability of community art centers. The Guild was an 

independent institution, although its was at least partially possible because of the artist’s 

participation the federally funded projects and exhibition spaces that supported the 

artists, including Savage, Elba Lightfoot, and Charles Alston, in the group. 
 

 
 
Savage also participated in Studio 306 a group of artists, including Charles Alston, Jacob 

Lawrence, and Romare Bearden) who met during the 1930s at Alston’s West 141st 

studio.51 As Juanita Holland suggests, “support provided by the African American 

community allows us also to gauge what kinds of identity constructions were favored by 

African Americans, individual community leaders, and community institutions.”52 In a 

letter dated October 10, 1935, Arturo Schomburg, the founder of what was to become the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, reminded actor and social activist Paul 

Robeson about, “a great effort to complete the amount needed to finish paying for the 

 
 

48 Bearden 1988, Holland 1998. 
49 Holland 1998: 25. See also Patton 1998: 147. 
50This library is a  the  present day Schomburg Center for Research on Black culture. 
51 Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 1988. 
52 Ibid. 
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excellent and artistic marble-bronzed sculpture of Othello by Calve, and present it to the 

Negro Collection of the New York Public Library as a memorial to Ira Aldridge who was 

born in New York City.”53
 

 

The loss of institutional support and White patronage after the Depression also spawned 

the development of several independent Black arts organizations. Without the 

constraining obligations of governmental funding, the Harlem Artists Guild was the 

center of free expression in these Black art worlds. Johnathan Harris’ descriptions of the 

role of community art centers in public life during the Depression suggest that such 

centers played a role in the Black Public Sphere. As Harris writes of their organizing 

function, “A community center is a place for talk—talk in the forms of club meetings, 

political rallies, or literary lectures, in small groups or large—talk in the form of the 

casual conversation with people with common interests.”54 Such spaces were the locus of 

Black popular and intellectual discourse, particularly for people involved in creating and 

sustaining Black art worlds. 
 
 
 
Like the Arts and Crafts guild of Chicago of the same period, the Harlem guild was a 

forum for planning social and political activities: 

 
The Harlem Artists Guild was an independent artists’ group whose 
founders--Augusta Savage, Elba Lightfoot, Charles Alston,  and 
bibliophile Arthur Schomburg--created a forum for artists to discuss and 
plan strategies to foster the visual arts in the community, and to focus 
generally on social, political activities and issues of concern to African- 
American artists. One major issue was the WPA's reluctance to engage 
African-American artists in projects and to appoint them to local WPA 
boards. The Guild became for African Americans an alternative forum to 
majority white artist’ groups, such as the Artists’ Union.55

 
 
 
 

53 Schomburg to Robeson October 10, 1935. Schomburg Papers, Center for Research in Black Culture. 
54 Harris 1991, passim. 
55 Patton 1998, passim. 
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Outside support for Black artists was generally infrequent, and shows like 

Contemporary Negro Art (1939) at Baltimore Museum of Art were rare. The Black 

artists most likely recognized in mainstreams have been those whose work drew from 

mainstream aesthetic traditions. 

* * * 
 
 
 
Examples of the artistic experiences of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, 

the Black artists discussed in this chapter illustrated how important they deemed it to 

find acceptance in European and European American society by imitating European 

aesthetics. These actions demonstrated the social importance of these artists, and 

their role in cultural and intellectual leadership, particularly when these artists used 

Black themes in their work. This latter choice propelled the cause of Black 

representation further when, by claiming a unique Black aesthetic, they challenged the 

racial ideologies of European and European American societies. 

 
 

These conditions demonstrated the numerous reasons that spurred the independent 

organizational development and politicization characteristic of Black art worlds. 

Throughout the Black world, the arts remained a proving ground and locus of 

political attention for the remainder of the twentieth century. 

 
 
These issues, discussed in the next chapter, formed the focus of Black art during 

mid- twentieth century, but it was the deep connection between Black artists and 

institutions working for racial uplift and social justice, described in this chapter, 

that formed the structure of the late twentieth century events examined in the 

ethnographic portion of this study. 
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V. 
 

The Representational Politics of Black Art Worlds 
 
 
 

[Black] intelligentsia paid considerable attention to the formulation of 
cultural theories such as négritude that still influence the post-colonial 
discourse globally. 

Verle Poupeye (1998) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Black art histories, more so than other art histories, are tied the cultural, social, and 

political movements of Black communities. While nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Black artists sought purchase in European societies by imitating European aesthetics, a 

number of Black artists challenged the racial ideologies of these societies by claiming a 

unique Black aesthetic. Beginning with the Black Rennaisance of the 1920s and 1930s 

and waning in the late 1980s, Black artistic movements worked even more closely with 

anti-colonial, civil-rights, and anti-racist movements. Artists in such national and 

transnational movements as Négritude, Afrocubanismo, the Caribbean Arts Movement 

(CAM) in Britain, and the Black Arts Movement (BAM) in the United States asserted 

ideologies of Black aesthetic independence in league with ideologies of Black political 

and social independence.. Emboldened by philosophies of Black Nationalism and Pan- 

Africanism, Black artistic leadership began to institute an aesthetic boundary around 

blackness itself. These cultural and political boundaries inspired some audiences, 

alienated others, and ultimately, lengthened the distance between between politicized 

Black artists and the to the European and European American art world. Even so, as the 

1980s approached and European and other American artists rediscovered the relationship 

between politics and art, the political impulse reached a crossroads in Black art worlds. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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Négritude 

 
 
 
Négritude, which Richard Powell writes “grew out of Paris’s 1931 International Colonial 

Exhibition,” was the expression of Black intellectuals from Africa, Asia, and the 

Caribbean who used “their various talents toward reporting their own first hand accounts 

of ‘the Black world.” In her Caribbean Art (1998) Veerle Poupeye writes: 

 
[Black francophone] intelligentsia paid considerable attention to the 
formulation of cultural theories such as négritude that still influence the 
post-colonial discourse globally. Cultural self-affirmation was deemed a 
critical part of decolonization and art was recognized as a powerful 
nation-building tool. The schools [of art] that emerged in this context were 
primarily concerned with the exploration of indigenous aesthetic values 
and national cultural identity.1 

 
 
 
According to Sharon Patton, Négritude is the pan-African cultural nationalism “initiated 

by French-speaking West African and Caribbean black intellectuals...and was about the 

values manifested in black African Culture.”2 Négritude was dominated by Caribbean 

and African writers and political figures such as Aimé Césaire, Léon Damas, and 

Léopold Sédar, who sought to describe blackness as a distinct form of culture and 

consciousness. that had survived despite European domination. Because Négritude was 

the philosophical and aesthetic assertion of Black cultural alterity, and its expression was 

inevitably political. 

 
 
The politics of Black racial and cultural uplift influenced virtually all domains of trans- 

Atlantic Black art including painting, sculpture, poetry, literature, theater, and music. The 
 
 

1 Poupeye 1998: 50. 
2 Patton: 128. 
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difference between Afro-U.S., Afro-European, and Afro-Cuban blackness in the early 

twentieth century was the way in which each ethnic group had embraced, or in fact, 

retained African traditions.3 In the United Kingdom, for example, Caribbean expatriates 

Ronald Moody and Aubrey Williams were influenced by Indian, Chinese, and Mayan 

imagery during the nineteen twenties and thirties, but evolved a more Caribbean-centered 

perspective. Their involvement with the British Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM) in 

the mid- nineteen sixties responded to decades of marginal immigrant status and the 

resulting  institutional  neglect  of  Black  communities  in  general  and  Black  artists  in 

particular. The Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM), similar to other politicized cultural 

movements of post-colonial people throughout the world, reflected the efforts of African- 

descended people to find a place in British society. Similar to other Black movements 

around the world, the primary concern for these artists was the effort to be recognized as 

Africans of a distinctive transnational cultural heritage. 

 
 
Afrocubanismo 

 
 
 
Ironically, by the early 1920s, the African, Oceanic, and Native American art that 

influenced European Modern art made it legitimate for Afro-Cuban and Euro-Cuban 

artists to explore a Black-identified symbolic repertoire that became known as 

Afrocubanismo or africanía.4 As Robin Moore writes about this shift in Cuba, “from 

about 1927 through the 1930s, until Afrocubanismo emerged in the mainstream discourse 

 
3 An Afro-Diasporic research maxim uses historical data to suggest that the sheer numbers and social 
arrangement of Black people who landed and stayed in the Caribbean made it possible for Afro-Caribbean 
cultures to maintain some African traditions intact. Whereas Afro-U.S. populations were more likely to be 
scattered among White populations and more often reinvented Africanity from remembered and disparate 
cultural threads. This generalization is useful for understanding the relationship between cultural patterns 
in the African Diaspora and one of the reasons for comparing them socially and historically. This maxim 
does not account for the kind of transnational movement that spread information and culture throughout the 
Diaspora. See for example, W. Jeffrey Bolster’s Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail 
(1997). Such movement was highly likely between Cuba and the United States for centuries, including the 
later part of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
4 Sims 2002: 35, Pérez Sarduy and Stubbs 2000. 
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about Cuban culture in the 1920s, these traditions and their adherents were treated as 

immoral and backward holdovers of a little understood cultural continuum. An 

Afrocubanophile frenzy pervaded the country, affecting the attitudes of the white 

majority toward the noncommercial expression of Afro-Cubans themselves and inspiring 

Afro-Cubanist works among their own ranks.” 5 The Afrocubanismo of Afro-Chinese 

Cuban painter Wilfredo Lam, for example, connected his interest in European 

abstraction, which was in turn appropriated from African and Oceanic art.6 

 
 
Similar to his Afro-U.S. contemporaries, Lam completed his arts education in Europe and 

created an oeuvre from myriad cultural resources and intentions. He modified this 

aesthetic practice with references to his Afro-Cuban identity. This separated his discourse 

from his more continentally bound Afro-U.S. contemporaries in its transnational Latino 

identification and ease of movement between Caribbean, American, and European 

circles.7 Author of Wilfredo Lam and the International Avant-Garde 1923-1982 and 

Executive director of the Studio Museum of Harlem, Afro-U.S. art historian and curator 

Lowery Stokes Sims notes that Lam was stimulated by urban life of Europe, but not that 

of Havana suggests the ways in which Black artists were not a part of mainstream Cuban 

art worlds in the 1920s. Even in European art history, Lam, who was an important figure 

in the European Surrealist movement, is acknowledged only as a minor player. His 

paintings were often based on Afro-Cuban religious symbology that was, and remains, 

poorly understood by art historians.8 

 
 
Titled in French and Spanish (Lam was quite a Diasporado, my term for a Black 

transnationalist, in his residence, language, and naming practices), Lam’s Autel pour 
 

5 R. Moore 1995: 2. 
6 Lam is unusual in this interest, because, according to art historian Veerle Poupeye, most Caribbean artists 
ignored abstractionism until the 1950s (Poupeye 1998:50). 
7 Lam was of African and Chinese descent, but there is little reference to his Chinese heritage in his work. 
8 Yau 1990, Sims 2002. I have discussed Lam’s reception in the mainstream art world in Chapter 3. 
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Elegua (Altar for Elegua) (1944), Ibaye ( 1950), Osun and Elegua (Osun, Elegua for 

Yemanja) (1962), Les Abaloches Dance for Dhamballa, God of Unity (1970), and Meta 

de Chango (1982) are replete with references to Afro-Cuban religious figures and 

symbolic politics.9 The paintings, produced over a forty-year period, name the sacred 

names of African divinities, their relationships, and practices associated with their 

celebration. Such intimate naming practices suggest that despite his choice of European 

materials and surrealism, the artist was rooted in a Diasporic consciousness far broader 

and more involved even than his Afro-U.S. and Afro-European contemporaries. Despite 

the fact that his symbolism was poorly understood, Lam’s engagement with African 

cultural forms had a deep impact on Afrocuban and European aesthetics: 

 
Through his engagement of motifs from his Afro-Cuban culture, therefore, 
Lam’s work reoriented the trajectory of modernism, forced a confrontation 
of terms and language, and put an individual face on the artist from a 
“primitive” culture. During his sixty-year career (1923-1982) Lam was to 
pave the way for contemporary artists of African, Asian, Pacific, and 
Native American descent in the international art world.10

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
The Black Arts Movement 

 
 
 
By the 1930s and well into the 1940s, a thriving Black anti-fascist movement linked the 

vagaries of Jim Crow segregation in the United States to colonialism in the Caribbean 

and Africa. Black Chicagoans and New Orleanians, for example, protested the Italian 

invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 by organizing boycotts and volunteering to fight against 

 
 

9 Elegua, Yemanja (also spelled Yemonja), Shango, Osun, for example, are a part of the divine cosmology 
of Yoruba religious traditions retained throughout the African Diaspora, particularly Cuba and Brazil. 
10 Sims 2002: 2. 
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Italy, while Black intellectuals such as W.E.B. Du Bois, Mary McLeod Bethune, Walter 

White, and Paul Robeson emphasized Black activism and anti-colonial lobbying on an 

international stage. 11 As White wrote, the Second World War renewed for “the Negro a 

sense of kinship with other colored-and other oppressed peoples of the world."12 During 
 
the this period, an increasingly international discourse and praxis emerged throughout the 

African Diaspora as part of Black public spheres including educational institutions, 

churches, businesses, including retail stores and beauty salons, and civic organizations 

that continued the racial uplift work of earlier Black organizations and self-help groups. 

13 

 
 
 
Sculptor and printmaker Elizabeth Catlett (b. 1919) exemplifies the way that Afro-U.S. 

artists connected to transnational politics. A socialist internationalist Catlett expressed 

her political views during a post-World War II period of persecution against socialists in 

the United States.14  Her experiences  in the United States drew her to immigrate to 
 11 W.E.B. Du Bois is well known for his early activism and leadership in the founding of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People. He was ousted by this organization in 1948, however, 
because of his views on international socialism. In 1916 Afro-U.S. writer Walter White worked as the 
assistant to James Weldon Johnson at the NAACP, and became its executive director in 1929. Mary 
McLeod Bethune was the first woman to found a four-year accredited educational institution, which began 
as the Daytona Educational and Industrial Training School for Negro Girls, now Bethune-Cookman, in 
Daytona Beach, Florida. Appointed to work as an advisor to Herbert Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and 
Harry S. Truman, she represented Truman at Liberia’s presidential inauguration in 1952, and was an 
important international representative of civil rights and racial uplift. Paul Robeson was an Afro-U.S. 
orator, stage and screen actor, and socialist civil rights activist whose internationalist socialism made him a 
transnational Civil Rights figure and an outcast in the United States. Ironically, Walter White was one of 
his detractors, who wrote negative commentary about his leadership when he refused to denounce 
communism in 1951. 
12 Von Eschen 1997: 7. 
13 Identification with Africa, for example, has long been a critical part of Afro-U.S.  organizational, 
cultural, and social politics, including the colonial-era African Free Schools founded in the 1720s, the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church founded in the 1790s, the African Grove Theater of the 1820s, and 
the Pan-African Congresses of the twentieth century. Immigration movements in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century sustained an idealistic African American drive to connect with the continent, and during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, African Americans maintained this connection in their 
protests against European invasion of Africa. By the 1920, Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro 
Improvement Association influenced many to develop a positive association with the history, politics, and 
cultural legacy of its people. 
14 According to Rafala Green, a Minnesota public works sculptor who interviewed Catlett in the early 
1990s, Catlett was "outted" as a socialist in the mid-1940s, which threatened her community center 
teaching jobs and many of the middle class Afro-U.S. patrons of her work. As a result, Catlett decided to 
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Mexico where she carved (and continues to create) a legacy of activism in words, wood, 

and metal. In 1975, Catlett summarized her decades-old resolve to work as a 

transnational artist activist: 

 
It’s not possible for me to work within what’s called the Universal, or 
Modern Art, movement. I can’t do what white people with money want at 
the same time I’m doing what Black people need. Trying to bring these 
two extremes together only creates chaos. ... I decided a long time ago that 
[my work] is with the only people in the United States that call each other 
brother and sister, and with the Mexicans who are trying to get food and 
freedom for everybody--so that the way one is going to live or lose his life 
is not predetermined by somebody’s greed. What comes out in my 
sculpture or prints can only reflect this level.15

 
 
 
 
Community-centered Black artists such as Catlett produce art centered in social politics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Public Funding and the Blackstream 

 
 
 
In the mid-1960s, issues of political ideology and funding were, once again, significant 

indicators of Black art world politics. A small but significant group of Black visual artists 

responded to assimilationist politics and the lukewarm reception of Black artists with a 

rebellion that railed against White institutions and symbolic politics.16 The creation of the 

Black Arts Movement in the United States, the Caribbean Artists Movement in the 

United Kingdom, and Grupo Antilleano in Cuba, addressed Black artists’ frustrations 

 
 

take a scholarship in Mexico, where she lived full time during most of the second half of the twentieth 
century. The Octogenarian Catlett currently travels a great deal, but usually splits her time between New 
York City in the U.S. and Cuernavaca, Mexico. 
15 Catlett 1975, Catlett 1991. 
16 A spin off from the New York-based Spiral Collective, the Muntu group was named after Jahnheinz 
Jahn’s Muntu: An Outline of the New African Culture, and exemplifies the ironic hybridity of Black 
cultural forms so often passionately essentialized as authentic during this era. According to Virginia Hiltz 
and Mike Sell, the Muntu Group established the formal and ethical boundaries of Black Art as a 
revolutionary tradition of metaphysics and creative endeavor (Hiltz and Sell 2003). See also Jahnheinz 
1961. 
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with mainstream art worlds.17 While the artists in these movements sought independence 

from mainstream institutions, they also competed with these institutions for the attention 

of art publics and public arts funding. 

 
 
In dialogue with Black power politics in the African Diaspora and growing independence 

movements in Africa, the Black Arts Movement (BAM) blossomed into a literary and 

visual arts tradition that burned with a passion to make the Black subject, and the Black 

artist in particular, a respected and powerful social actor.18 In 1971, Larry Neal wrote: 

 
The Black Arts Movement is radically opposed to any concept of the artist 
that alienates him from his community. Black Art is the aesthetic and 
spiritual sister of the Black Power concept. As such, it envisions an art 
that speaks directly to the needs and aspirations of Black America. In 
order to perform this task, the Black Arts Movement proposes a separate 
symbolism, mythology, critique, and iconology.19

 
 
 
 
Neal also announced that Black art should be made within certain conditions that he 

prescribed as, “the destruction of white ways of looking at the world.”20  Primarily 

focused on literature, for Neal this concept meant the end of all “protest art,” which he 

characterized as work made to address White audiences. 21 BAM writings idealized the 

Black artist as part of the revolutionary cadre of a community facing the failure of half a 

century of assimilation politics. Strongly linked to Black Power ideals, the discourse of 
 
 

17 Similar to the situation in the United States, during the 1970s and 1980s, Black artists such as Rafael 
Quenedito Morales in Cuba and Eddie Chambers in the U.K. participated in state-sponsored art worlds, but 
found that their explorations of Black aesthetics contrasted with national ideologies and their points of  
view remained marginal to mainstream art worlds. The Caribbean Artist Movement and Grupo Antilleano 
are discussed in chapter 6 and 8, respectively. 
18 In an article about the florescence of Black art in the 1990s, Henry Gates, Jr. claimed that the Black Arts 
Movement was the “shortest and least successful’ Black cultural movement (Gates 1994: 74). I argue that 
the Black Arts Movement never died, and instead remains the ideological heart of the contemporary Black 
art world. However, I agree that the attention given to the Black Arts Movement by mainstream critics was 
short-lived and its significance is the not well analyzed by critics outside of the Black arts community. 
19 Neal 1971: 272. 
20 Neal 1971: 271. 
21 Neal 1971: 273. 
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BAM artists proclaimed that theirs was a revolutionary art “for the people.” 
 
 
 
In 1972, as part of the Black Arts Movement, Lerone Bennett Jr. wrote, “The Task of the 

Black Artist” as one of defining Black identity and humanity in a segregated society.22 

Organizations such as The National Conference of Artists, Inc. (NCA), (1959-present), 

New York’s Spiral Collective, and Chicago’s AfriCobra flourished with the stated 

mission to support Black artists, Black culture, and grassroots movements.23 These 

organizations argued for a Black arts aesthetic linked, as the NCA Michigan Chapter 

notes on its website, “to preserve and support African American Culture through the 

visual arts.”24 During 1959, the National Conference of Artists--begun during an Atlanta 

University Arts Festival and still in existence--organized to address the specific concerns 

of Diasporic Black artists. The NCA created coalitions throughout the United States to 

attend to the critical representational and funding needs faced by Afro-U.S. artists, and 

they organized transnational travel and conferences to enhance communication with 

Black artists in Africa, Europe, South America, and the Caribbean. 
 

 
 
Around the same time that Larry Neal wrote his assertions about the Black Arts 

Movement, Elsa Honig Fine wrote about Mainstream, what she called Blackstream art 

worlds, and the Black Art Movement. Unlike Neal, Fine wrote a criticism of community- 

centered Black artists whose work she derided as, “boldly patterned murals painted on 

the decaying walls of ghetto buildings.”25 Fine wrote that the “Blackstream” artist 

responded “emotionally and intellectually to the political turmoil of which he is a part 

with a political statement painted in the styles and techniques of contemporary art.” In 

contrast to the Blackstream, Fine defines Mainstream artists in roughly the same manner 
 

22 Bennett 1972. 
23 The name AfriCobra may be a signifying reference to Cobra an acronym of Copenhagen, Brussels, and 
Amsterdam, the cities where the members of this mid-1930s surrealist artist collective lived. 
24 NCA Michigan Chapter Website, May 2000. 
25 Fine 1971: 374. 
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used here, an artist whose work was primarily supported aesthetically and financially by 

mainstream art worlds. Fine argues that the Blackstream produced propaganda not art. 

 
 
Although the context of her critique is not available to me, the he distinctions that Fine 

made in the early 1970s were most significant in their assertions that there were, indeed, 

deep aesthetic, cultural, and historical differences and contemporary conflicts between 

Black and mainstream art worlds. The Black Power politics of the Black Arts movement 

were a radical statement about Black identity and social politics that were deeply out of 

step with the integrationist tactics of middle class Black America. 

 

In an article about the florescence of Black art in the 1990s, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

claimed that the Black Arts Movement, which most art historians suggest lasted from the 

mid 1960s to the mid 1970s, was the “shortest and least successful’ Black cultural 

movement.26 I argue that the Black Arts Movement never died, and instead remains the 

ideological heart of the contemporary Black art world. However, I agree that the attention 

given to the Black Arts Movement by mainstream critics was short-lived and its rebellion 

not well received or understood by critics outside of the Black arts community. The 

artists in this movement rejected White-populated art worlds, and in turn, these art worlds 

dismissed the Black Arts Movement. 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While discourses in Black art worlds reached their anti-establishment height, government 

 
26 Gates 1994: 74. 
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spending for art programs increased. The government pumped this money into Black 

communities in the late 1960s and 1970s with the intention of quelling social unrest.27 As 

this money poured into communities of color, the very real funding needs of Black artists 

and arts institutions undermined their desire for independence. According to Sharon 

Patton, in this transitional period, “African Americans established their own art 

institutions, galleries, and museums, sometimes in the mainstream art districts, 

sometimes in black communities.”28 If government funding did not come directly from 

city, state, or federal resources for private Black galleries, it was often the source of 

grants for the Black artists they represented. 
 

 
 
Like those of most established museums, much of the seed money for Black arts 

institutions such as the Studio Museum of Art in New York and the Du Sable Museum in 

Chicago, came from government funding. Although such institutions were often created 

at the proverbial “kitchen table,” grassroots organizers did not generally have the 

financial resources necessary to buy land or build permanent structures. Public funding 

often strained the independence of such institutions, and these concerns were sometimes 

balanced with an institutional commitment to Black leadership and the idea of that after 

of years of social, economic, and political neglect governments should help to build 

Black cultural institutions, despite potential “strings attached.” This institutional 

compromise is another example of the dilemmas faced by Black arts communities in the 

last quarter of the twentieth century. 

 
 
Like Bearden, White, and Thomas before them, a number of Black artists in the mid- 

1970s, such as Martin Puryear (b. 1941), Barbara Chase Riboud, and Sam Gilliam (b. 
 

27 The data suggests that the Black Arts Movement in the 1960s was, similarly, the response to a reduction 
in public support for Black artists. See, for example, Larry Neal on the fate of Harlem Arts organizations in 
1964. See also George Yudice who writes that the money spent in Black communities in the late 1960s and 
1970s was, in his words, “a complex mechanism for crisis management” (Yudice 1999:289). 
28 Patton 1998: 212. 
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1933) evolved a non-figurative visual language, whose monumental steel, stone, wood, 

and leather sculptures gained a measure of critical respect in mainstream art worlds from 

the Americas to Europe. Beginning in the late 1960s, a few Black artists such as Betye 

Saar (b. 1926), Faith Ringgold (b. 1934), and Robert Colescott (b. 1925) a broad 

spectrum of audiences, Black and White, recognized these artists. Bolstered by 

independent Black arts communities, these artists became more prominent when the 

mainstream returned its attention to the human figure in the 1970s. What is most critical 

about these artists is that they continued to make art regardless of their relationship to 

Black or mainstream art worlds. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
The Culture Wars 

 
 
 
Increasingly, issues of support and patronage pressed on Black visual artists. Federal and 

private grants, projects, and programs helped to relieve this pressure. Nevertheless, this 

support sometimes compromised the prospects of an artist who wished to express Black 

Nationalist perspectives. 

 
 
In January 1981, after just a few in days in the presidential office, Ronald Reagan 

recommended a 50% reduction in the budget for the National Endowment for the Arts. 

The federal government reduced its arts funding by 10%, from $158.79 million to 143.79 

million.29 Community arts organizations took the brunt of the cuts and where possible 

had to turn to other sources, including private foundations and fundraising. Many did not 

survive. As Martha Rosler predicted in 1982: 
 
 

29 Percentage data are from Art Matters (1999), calculations based on reported percentages in the NEA 
report from 1990. 
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Many small, community-based, and community-oriented cultural 
organizations must have a steady income to stay in existence. A gap of 
even a couple of months would force many to fold. Yet, the next few years 
are considered a transition period in which adequate money must be 
successfully solicited from the private sector to replace withdrawn federal 
money. Therefore, many small organizations, especially those serving 
ethnic communities, will close.30

 
 
 
 
The culture wars include debates about arts funding during the presidencies of Ronald 

Regan and George Bush I. During this period, for example, hyper-conservatives such as 

Jessie Helms argued that public art should represent “American Values.” Such attacks 

suggested that artists of color who protested the status quo were not appropriate 

recipients of public money. As Senator Jesse Helms has noted, “no artist has a 

preemptive claim on the tax dollars of the American people; time for them, as President 

Regan used to say, to go out and test the magic of the marketplace.’” 

 
 
As money retracted, Black arts communities sought new ways to support and exhibit 

their art. Lucy Lippard has written that in general, “artists with a message began to 

compete with mainstream advertising and mainstream artists, without access to the deep 

pockets available to both.”31 Others moved into academia or worked in the margins of 

mainstream art worlds. Many Black artists entered the realm of commercial art  by 

shifting from original work to the sale of reproductions and posters. 

 
 
The emergence of a major ideological split between Black artists in the late 1990s 

emerged from these fundamental issues of financial and institutional support. With their 

non-commercial and community-based institutions threatened with extinction, a number 

of artists in Black art worlds struggled to maintain the ideological and aesthetic practices 
 
 

30 Rosler 1999: 282. See also Schonenberg 1982. 
31 Lippard 1999: 55. 
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upheld by the Black Arts Movement and the Black social and identity politics of their 

communities. Others sought a way to represent Black identity in mainstream venues. The 

only constant in this struggle was a focus on the role of the Black artist in relation to the 

representation of blackness. 

Despite a lack of widespread representation in mainstream galleries and museums, by the 

1980s the number of Black artists who attended mainstream educational institutions 

increased. Black artists during this period had to maneuver between complex institutional 

politics and social expectations that they would represent the Black communities. This 

expectation is perhaps the most important point that I have attempted to make in this 

chapter. Even by the end of the twentieth century Black artists remained a part of an 

intellectual elite connected to the politics of Black cultural representation. Yet, as the 

number of Black artists increased during this period, so too did conflict about exhibition 

spaces, funding sources, and political ideology. That conflict would heighten in the 1980s 

and 1990s with the political and economic pressures that erupted during the culture wars. 

One of the features of the culture wars was the emergence of attention to artists whose 

work challenged the boundaries of meaning, purpose, and style. In many ways, the 

culture  wars  challenged  artists  to  become  more  political,  as  if  controversy  itself 

legitimized art. Ironically, this politicization had almost always been a feature of Black 

artists but in the early 1980s, these political agendas were circumscribed by the agendas 

set by the Black arts movements of the past two decades. Perhaps more importantly, 

these movements turned politically and aesthetically away from mainstream interests. 

These events helped to focus attention on artists whose work pushed the boundaries of 

tradition. Artists such as Jean-Michel Basquiat, who used stereotypes in ambiguous ways, 

for example, appealed to a number of different, sometimes competing, audiences. 
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Jean-Michel Basquiat: Blackness Outside of the Blackstream 
 
 
 

In the early 1980s, the star-making Mary Boone-Michael Werner Gallery, the Annina 

Nosei Gallery, and Tony Shafrazi Gallery took a chance on the enigmatic Jean-Michel 

Basquiat. The emergence in mainstream art worlds of this Haitian-Puerto Rican 

American painter, who had been living on the streets of New York City, was hailed as the 

long awaited discovery of the postmodern Black visual genius. With the exception of 

intermittent interest in Black male artists such as Robert S. Duncanson, Henry Ossawa 

Tanner, Jacob Lawrence, and Romare Bearden, Basquiat became the first really famous 

Black artist in mainstream art worlds. 

 

Basquiat’s work drew from a schizophrenic graffiti language of alterity that included 

images of African Art, skulls, animal teeth, Mammies, Sambos, and Black phalluses 

aggressively imagined in a riot of color. He also created images that referenced his mixed 

Puerto Rican and Haitian ethnic heritage, including Arroz con Pollo (1981), and Después 

de un Puño (1987). His work sometimes evoked the Haitian vèvè, and he painted 

diasporic heroes such as Jack Johnson and Toussaint L’Overture.32 Across nearly every 

image he scrawled a running commentary of free association interspersed with sarcastic 

social critique that narrated the identity of a man strained by his experience of Black 

alterity. 
 
 
 
In his Untitled (Detail of Maid from Olympia) (1982), Basquiat reconfigured Edouard 

Manet's painting Olympia (1863). Basquiat’s painting omits the white prostitute that is 

the subject of Manet’s famous work, and, instead, focuses on a Black maid who appeared 

 
 

32 Vodun vèvès are cosmograms, similar to sand paintings. Often made of cornmeal, they are meditatively 
drawn by a spiritual initiate or group during a ritual service as a road map for divine forces to find the 
party. 
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in the background of the original painting. In Basquiat’s painting, the maid is the sole 

figure, a cartoon-like Mammy-figure surrounded in red. In Irony of Negro Policemen 

(1981), Basquiat presents a monstrous figure of Black assimilation, and in Obnoxious 

Liberals (1982), the words “not for sale” appear on the torso of a figure that stands next 

to a chained Black strongman. On the right of the painting, an armless pink vampire 

approaches the scene with dollar signs scrawled across his chest. 

 
 
Basquiat rose to mainstream fame with little or no engagement with Black public 

spheres, he had no identifiable associations with Black arts organizations, Black 

galleries, or museums, and unlike previously celebrated Black artists, his popularity with 

major galleries and collectors afforded him scant recognition in the Black public 

sphere.33 Black popular culture critic Greg Tate’s article “Black like B” is fervent in its 

comparisons of Basquiat with Black cultural traditions despite Basquiat’s alienation from 

Black Publics. Tate writes that, “Blackness in Basquiat’s work is not the blackness of the 

cultural nationalists, though it has their intensity and anger--albeit as an emotional 

gateway through which to translate other passions--but a blackness that demands 

hermeneutic intervention, ardor, and respect.”34 Basquiat’s representations of blackness 

were not the images and subjects appreciated by Black communities, however. 

Nonetheless, White establishment art critics received his work as a view of Black life that 

was somehow more honest than the more traditional view of race pride produced in 

Black art traditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

33 As a young art student in the late 1980s, I noticed that few of my Black peers knew of 
Basquiat who had just died a month after I entered art school. Even as I began to travel in 
the Black Atlantic, I noticed that he was not well known outside of art worlds. It was not 
until painter Julian Schnabel produced a film about Basquiat in 1994 that he became 
more publicly known. 
34 Tate 1992: 58. 
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Despite his success, Basquiat’s success was as a freakish.35 Art critic Jeffrey Deitch, for 

example, called him “the wild boy raised by wolves.” 36 Basquiat was portrayed as an 

incredibly  profitable,  drug,  and  disease  infested  Black  maniac.  Phoebe  Hoban  who 

detailed Basquiat’s sexual exploits in Basquiat: A Quick Killing in Art, for example, 

wrote, “He stared through people and mumbled in ironic monosyllables, no doubt 

enhanced by his profligate use of drugs.”37 Although Basquiat earned the attention of 

mainstream art worlds, attended by a profoundly alienating racial discourse. Basquiat 

was the token Black wild child of postmodernity; he was the commercially marketable 

“Bad Niggah.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Although he sold million of dollars worth of art in the United States and Europe between 

1981 and 1988, his contracts earned him little respect and little of the earnings. 

 
 
In 1992, after Basquiat’s death, Dick Hebdige wrote: 

 
 
 

Basquiat was always regarded as a dubious contender for entry into the art 

world Hall of Fame. Like a graffiti tag sprayed onto the side of a subway 

carriage, the name ‘Basquiat’ circulated too publicly, too fast, and across 

too many boundaries to earn the unmitigated approval and respect of the 

appropriate validating bodies.38
 

 
 
Fully aware of his image and his exploitation in the art world, Basquiat created paintings 

with titles such as the aforementioned Obnoxious Liberals (1982), Hollywood Africans 

 
35 Hebdige 1992, Hoban 1999, Tate 1992, Thompson 1992. 
36 Deitch 1982: 50. 
37 Hoban 1999: 203. 
38 Hebdige 1992: 60. 
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(1983), and Mr. Greedy (1986). Today, Basquiat’s works remain among the hottest 

properties in the art market. Perhaps his outness was a deception, a trick that helped him 

to profit from his ritual alterity as an artist multiplied by his blackness produced the 

ultimate in marketable alterity. 

 
 
By the time of his death from a drug overdose in 1988, Basquiat had changed the way in 

which mainstream art establishments looked at the marketability of Black artists. Many 

of the young Black artists in the mainstream after Basquiat’s death also used racial and 

sexual stereotypes and, similar to Basquiat had loose or non-existent ties to Black art 

worlds. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What began for Black artists in the nineteenth century as an involvement in the politics of 

racial uplift evolved in the late twentieth century into separate ideologies about the role 

of the Black artist. As socially concerned Black artists became increasingly political, 

their support wavered and waned, according to the political consciousness of their 

supporters. ideologies. In the latter decades of the twentieth century, Black artists, similar 

to their communities, split into multiple ideological camps. Most Black artists continued 

to make work about social, racial, and cultural concerns, but issues of artistic exploration, 

identity politics, and the social and cultural politics of institutional allegiance became 

contentious. In the following chapters, I introduce the voices of contemporary Black 

visual artists who describe their relationships to Black visual representation, identity, and 

social politics. 
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VI. 
 
 

To Sustain a Metaphor: 
John Yancey, Victoria Meek, and Marcus Akinlana-- 

Case Studies of Community-focused Afro-U.S. Artists 
 
 

Perhaps nowadays only an artist pained by an indifferent, unjust society and 
constantly trying to relate their work to its deep generative social currents, 

deserves the appellation "artist". 
 

Mike Mosher (2001) 
 
 

African American art, as an independent cultural development, is in flux. 
 

John Yancey (2002) 
 
 
 

I 
 
 
 
In “The Culture War Within the Culture Wars: Race,” Michelle Wallace opines that 

contemporary Black artists are subjected to “too much public neglect--that is, too small 

an audience, too few collectors, too little access to the few powerful dealers, too little 

media coverage, and too little fame.”1 In contrast, Afro-U.S. artist Marcus Akinlana notes 

his lack of interest in this part of the art world: 

 
‘Mainstream’ is a term used to confound us and keep us from being competitive. 
Mainstream is like saying that we are a minority, or worse. The Studio of 
Museum of Harlem, the National Black Arts Festival, FESTAC, The National 
Conference of Artists--that is the mainstream to me. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Wallace 1999. 
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This chapter presents conversations and ethnography with John Yancey (b. 1949), Vicky 

Meek (b. 1950), and Marcus Akinlana (b. 1966) based on their experiences in art worlds 

from 1980 to the present. These artists share a focus on uplifting images of Black 

diasporic culture and history, and a commitment to work with and within Black 

communities and organizations. Each developed their combination of art and social 

activism from mentors and models in Black art worlds. Legendary painter Charles White 

and the grass roots South Side Community Art Center mentored Yancey; for Meek, 

Augusta Savage modeled institutional administration and artistic productivity; and for 

Akinlana the Chicago Mural Society and the Afro-U.S. muralist traditions were support 

and inspiration. While Akinlana works full-time as a visual artist and lectures on 

occasion, Yancey and Meek are full-time arts educators and administrators. At the same 

time, each of these artists has built a community-base. Yancey and Akinlana, for 

example, work within communities to create public art works; and Meek is director of an 

institution dedicated to securing arts access for Black audiences. These artists have also 

found that producing public art works are a productive way to reach Black communities. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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II 
 
 
 

To Sustain A Metaphor: 
 

John Yancey’s Figurative Black Landscapes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the fall of 1974, an African American teenager named John Yancey paused at street level on 

Michigan Avenue and Adams and scanned the African lions at the front entrance of the Art 

Institute of Chicago. It was his first day of college in the basement of the building. In the coming 

years, he would not go through the front doors of the building. Instead, he would walk three 

blocks to its back doors on Columbus Drive. Yancey's was headed for the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago, a century-old college of art located in buildings at the stern of the world- 

renowned art museum. 

 
 
Born on the south side of Chicago in 1959, Yancey remembers Chicago as a place where Black 

institutions “protected and sustained the community.”2 Yet, by the time he got to the School of 

the Art Institute, Black arts institutions in Chicago were in decline. As Yancey recalls: 
 

 
The South Side Community Art Center was not really functioning and the grassroots 
African American artists weren’t around. People like Eldzier Cortor were off the scene. I 
spent a little time with painter Charles White, but, by the time I entered art school, White 
had left the city for Mexico.3 

 
 
 
Before attending the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (also known as SAIC or more simply, 

the school), Yancey had tangled with authorities in Catholic school and had gotten involved in 

student organizing during the Black Power movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. He was 
 

2 Personal communication August 2002. 
3 Personal communication August 2002. 
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profoundly affected by the day in 1967 when Chicago Police officers fired several rounds of 

ammunition through the bedroom door of Black Panther Fred Hampton as he slept. The officers 

justified their use of deadly force on the suspicion that Hampton was armed. Although conflicted 

because he was going to college at a mainstream institution, John saw his art as part of a 

tradition of social protest and political praxis. He was going to make art about blackness and 

social injustice. 

 
 
Yancey also recalls that by 1974 government forces had quelled Black social unrest with what he 

describes as “cool out tactics”--money for education that flooded the Black community in what 

he calls “the guise of integration.” In his article “Artist!,” Mike Mosher describes perhaps the 

largest of these programs as: 

 
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) received federal 
funding from 1975 until 1981. CETA arts programs fell under two sections: Title 
II and Title VI. Title II accounted for 12 percent of CETA positions by 1978, and 
was targeted at economically disadvantaged communities including African 
Americans, Latinos, underprivileged whites and seniors. Title VI programs, which 
accounted for 54 percent of CETA positions by 1978, provided counter-cyclical 
public service employment that gave jobs to artists and others in the midst of 
rising unemployment. Overall, arts jobs accounted for only two percent of Title 
VI public service jobs. A public service orientation gave priority to projects 
serving the greatest number of people, or economically disadvantaged groups 
traditionally under-served by cultural institutions. CETA's arts contribution took 
the form of murals, paintings, photography and sculpture in public parks, public 
schools, agency lobbies and waiting rooms.4 

 
 
 
One of the results of such funding was that Black people like Yancey saw a viable future in the 

arts and began going to institutions of higher education in unprecedented numbers. Until the late 

1960s, SAIC had had a few Black students every decade or so. According to estimates, that 

number increased ten fold by the mid-1970s. 
 
 
 
 
 

4 Mosher. www. 
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At the first school event that Yancey attended, a performance artist intentionally submerged and 

nearly drowned himself. John was repulsed because he did not comprehend this White artist’s 

intentions. Was this the place to make uplifting art about Black people? Despite his misgivings, 

Yancey had something in common with this artist. In the 1970s, many artists rebelled against the 

commercial production of art for art sake. What emerged was an art that expressed concerns 

about authority, sexuality and the body, endangered natural resources, and the environment-- 

issues that responded to the Vietnam conflict, the Gay Rights movement, gas-shortages, and 

pollution. Artists and critics were turning away from the pop art of the 1960s, which, in its own 

time, had rebelled against pre-war figurative painting and abstract expressionism. Characterized 

by Andy Warhol’s paintings of Campbell soup cans and celebrities and Roy Lichtenstein’s 

paintings of cartoons, pop art’s critique of post-war homogenization had lost its meaning in the 

post-Nixon era. 

 
 
In contrast to this new wave of performance art, happenings, earth and bodyworks, Yancey was a 

part of a small group of painters who had come to SAIC to paint the human figure, which was 

slowly returning to popularity after decades of Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art. Unlike 

some of the other painters at the school, however, John was not necessarily interested in the 

study of Classical, Renaissance, or other mainstream canonical studies of the figure; instead, he 

hoped to explore Black representations in the alternate tradition of Afro-U.S. painters Charles 

White and Eldzier Cortor. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the 1970s, the School of the Art Institute was an institution world renowned for 

innovative artistic exploration. Like most art schools, however, the artists clustered in 
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distinct clans. The painters always had the best studios, on the top floor, optimally with 

shiny wood floors, or near the only windows--they needed the natural light. Their hot-rod 

expansive, Shango-like personalities, at times arrogant and rebellious, at others heroic 

and ebullient, diametrically opposed the quiet, bulky macho of the sculptors, whose 

woodcarving, welding, and bronze casting happened down in the sub-basement on dull 

cement floors.5 Unlike the wild-haired painters, the sculptors were often clean-shaven for 
 
safety. Ogun-like, they covered their bodies in leather for protection from ripsaws and 

molten lead, hydrogen arcs and chemical explosions. These protective coverings gave the 

sculptors the appearance of a menacing motorcycle gang. 

 
 
The silver and goldsmiths had mercurial and metallic personalities. Their workspaces 

were locked and heavily chained to protect their precious materials. This lent a medieval 

aura to their secretive guild. Part-carver, part-image maker, the versatile printmakers 

defied classification. They needed almost as much space as the painters and sculptors, 

and bustled around rooms filled with bottles of colored inks, drying racks, and 

dangerous-looking machinery. As they moved from carving blade to press, their multi- 

layered process created the impression of never-finished creativity. 

 
 
On the other extreme of the art world spectrum, the clay workers shared vegetarian meals 

and hearts with their tribe over the spinning potter’s wheel. At the Art Institute in the 

1970s and 1980s, their home was a subterranean cave a half floor up from the basement, 

and a few steps down from the front door of the school. Their red clay prints trailed in an 

out of the school lobby, but they were the most palatable of the art clans, its warm, 

muddy earth children. The electronic, film, photography, and video people lived in the 

 
 

5 These symbolic comparisons to Yoruba signifiers reference the semiotics of Black Diasporas, from West 
Africa to South America, particularly in cultures where West African cosmologies form the basis of cosmic 
interpretation. Archetypes of force and power, Shango and Ogun encapsulate numinous energies, one the 
expansiveness of light, the other the contractive forces of the metallic and magnetic core of the earth. 
Maferefun! 
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cool dark, irritated moles. These documentary realists and existential philosophers kept 

night hours and crept around looking miserable (probably for lack of funding for their 

expensive craft). 

 
 
The weavers, a mystical group, inhabited the fabric-strewn second floor studio on the 

second floor of the building. They were often dressed in loose Yoga clothes with blocky 

open weave jackets (with big 1980s-style shoulder pads). These textile people were quiet 

and disciplined, perhaps due to the long meditative hours they spend making cloth by 

hand. In contrast, the fashion designers were impeccable fashion victims who were often 

capable of making their own shoes. They bragged that they planned and ironed their 

fabulous outfits one week in advance. It took a lot of fuss to be that flashy. These 

fashionistas often inhabited the Museum auditorium, avoided the clay workers in the 

basement, and planned for fashion shows as if they were the school’s Drama group. 

 
 
All of the distinct tribes found their way to the extensive collections of the Art Institute. 

The students, who had free admission, draped along the walls scowling at the huge 

collections donated by Chicago’s shipping and department store millionaires. They 

cocked their heads to the side at Impressionist art and gaped at the works of Henri 

Matisse and Andy Warhol. The African, Pacific, and Oceanic collections were a pain to 

find because they were tucked away in a dark second floor hallway, but were always 

worth the discovery. The Japanese and Chinese Art on the first floor along the bridge 

between the school and the Museum were placed to send the visitor into aesthetic frenzy. 

The museum also had a small collection of African American art--Henry Tanner, 

Archibald Motley, Hale Woodruff, and Charles White--but these were not usually on 

display. 
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The Art Institute had a bourgeois straight-laced administration and most of the students 

were wealthy and White or foreign-born. In no way did the African American population 

mirror their percentage in the Chicago population. Nevertheless, for the most part, the 

school was a relatively diverse group of students and instructors, which included a few 

people of color from Chicago and other major metropoles, as well as a large international 

crowd, largely from Japan and Europe. These descriptions recall the school in the late 

1980s, when it was expanding up from the back rooms of the Art Institute. The school 

would eventually own three of the skyscrapers that outlined Chicago’s downtown, and 

because of its expansion and diversity of technologies, it would be rated one of the top 

three U.S. art schools from the mid-1990s to the present. 

 
 

When Yancey attended, the school was in the process of moving to new buildings in the 

rear of the school. Despite this modernization, the school was holding out as an 

experimental outpost of the minimalism, earthworks, and performance experimentation 

that characterized the reductive anti-aesthetic of the post-modern art scene. As he 

remembered: 

 
It was much more of a bohemian environment [in the 1970s than the 1980s]. At that time, 
the school was underground. It was in a maze of underground tunnels under the Art 
Institute. It didn’t have any of the kinds of accoutrements and corporate appearance that 
it does today.6 

 
 
 
The famous painter of abstract sexualized flowers, Georgia O’Keefe, attended from 

1905-1906, and Black artists including Archibald Motley, Hale Woodruff, and Charles 

White graduated from the school between the 1940s and 1960s. Even the Playboy 

magnate, Hugh Hefner, went to SAIC for a semester in the 1960s and eventually donated 

his Playboy Mansion to the school when he moved to California in the 1980s. Despite its 

avant-garde history, when Yancey returned to the Art Institute in the late 1980s to teach 
 

6 Personal communication August 2002. 
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African American art history and painting, there was no study of Black artists in the 

curriculum. Although there was a collection of African art and a few Black artists in the 

museum collection, the influence of Black Atlantic artists on mainstream Abstraction and 

Cubism was never mentioned in core classes.7 According to these standards, Black artists 

in mainstream art worlds were anomalies who belonged to another world of folk art, 

graffiti, and public art. This classification continues to separate many Black artists from 

mainstream art worlds. Facilitated by familiarity with Yancey’s work and his role as my 

undergraduate art history instructor, my interview with John Yancey went into depth 

about the way in which Black artists are perceived: 
 
 
Tape 3/Side A 
Interview with John Yancey 
By Bonnie Harrison 
August 7, 2002 
John’s Home and Studio 
Austin, Texas 

 
 
 
 
BH:  Do  you  have  the  role  of  being  a  community-based  artist  who  does  not  get 
recognition from the mainstream? 

 
JY: Well, you understand the dynamics at some point and the reasons why. I think what 
is troubling is when you are developing and you don’t understand, really understand why 
[this is the case]. And sometimes you think the way that you are conditioned to think that 
if you are not getting recognition by this kind of deal that it is a comment on your work 
(worth?) on your validity and so on. Ultimately you start to realize, even if you know, 
okay, the art world is a race-driven economy, a market-driven thing. Still, until you 
develop, have enough experience, or kind of become secure enough in your own skin, 
even if you intellectually know that there are other levels, you’re not sure, you’re not 
convinced. You still think that you’re not good enough. Like I said, that’s why I’m glad 
about the mural movement. 

 
 
 
BH: How do you see yourself in relation to the mainstream art world? 

 
JY: In terms of how I see myself? That is really hard because with the ‘80s and with the 
ideas of postmodernism, even though I am aware of... and I am capable, if I chose, of 

 
 
 

7 Neal 1971, Murphy 1993. 
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implementing those strategies, I have not chosen those strategies, not particularly. The 
typical postmodernist strategy that I might have used sometimes is basic juxtaposition. 

 
BH: But that is an African American thing. 

JY: Very much. 

BH: So we could even say that Postmodernism is borrowing from this other tradition? Is 
there a convergence? 

 
JY: African American art, as an independent kind of cultural development, is in flux, 
right now. Once you open up a few doors, all of a sudden the solidarity, that identity that 
comes through total exclusion gets lost. And now that we have artists out there who are 
marketable, it is hard to say where African American Art[istic] identity is right now. 
Because when [the mainstream art world] points to them, because that is who they know, 
they say [to artists like me], why don’t you be like them? I don’t take anything away 
from those artists. It’s just that it is generational, because these younger artists find an 
intersection between what they do, and where the [mainstream] art world is. 

 
 
Yancey’s assessment of mainstream art worlds is that they operate based on fashion and 

trend, with particular focus on the marketability of the artist, rather than the artist’s talent. 

Of his own participation in mainstream art worlds, Yancey expresses concern that 

attention to a group of young, “hip hop” Black artists in mainstream art worlds has merit, 

except for the way in which it gains more attention than the work of Black artists outside 

of mainstreams. Yancey explains: 

 
 
Tape 3/Side A, Continued. 

 
JY: The Black community itself doesn’t understand most of these [Black] artists who are 
out there now [in the mainstream art world. They don’t understand] Kara Walker and 
Michael Ray Charles, period.8 Still he [Charles] is an interesting case to look at. Most 
[Black] people have never looked at Michael Ray’s work, really. I’m not to saying that 
Michael Ray is always on target. Michael Ray has his moments. You shake your head 
[shakes head] and say... 

 
BH: …you missed that one. [Laughs]. 

 
JY: Yeah, but when you look at his work, uh, there is depth, there is a quality, and there 
is an incisiveness. 

 
 

8 Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles are key figures in contemporary debates about racial and sexual 
stereotypes in the work of younger Black artists. Their work is discussed in Chapter 7. 
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BH: Humor? 
 
JY: And humor. But it’s sharp. Its sharper than people will give him credit for, or ever 
see, because they are hit with what the art world wants. High impact. [Slaps fist into 
palm]. See, once you get slapped in the face, you are not thinking about stories any more. 
You get slapped in the face, and you are reacting. It is a gut reaction. The art world wants 
gut reactions. That is why they like him. The reasons I like him are not even celebrated. 
Once you start looking at the work, and the way that he is using certain kinds of 
symbolism and certain kinds of relationships, [his work] is some pretty serious stuff. 

 
Same with Kara Walker, I mean, you know, I’ve known her. I have been associated her 
father, Larry Walker at the University of Georgia. Larry Walker has been on the scene 
forever. Larry Walker is an excellent example of a mid-career artist. Uh, you know, an 
excellent artist. He has been working all his life as an excellent artist. He has never been 
acknowledged because he is not young and malleable, and he's not dead. That puts him in 
the middle. All of a sudden, his daughter is [making art]…she’s 21 years old, and the art 
world says, oh well, we’ll take the 20-something year old. 

 
BH: Could we say that she is where she is because of her father? 

 
JY: Certainly in terms of how she knows how to make art, how to envision art, growing 
up with art. That is a perfect example of a mid-career artist versus a younger artist [shows 
one hand then the other] in terms of the art world and marketability. If you look at the 
artists that the art world has picked up and promoted, half of them are under 30. Very, 
very rarely will there be an artist [promoted by the mainstream who is] in their 40s or 
50s. 

 
BH: Who is promoted? 

 
JY: If you haven’t already picked up marketability by then... 

BH: Then it is not going to happen? 

JY: You have late bloomers. It is possible in that in your 60s that something clicks. But, 
you have that middle range. 

 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
A huge title mural in the 5,000 square foot studio waits nearly ready for the gateway of 

the 11th/12th street Black corridor in Austin, Texas. On another wall, Architectural 

drawings of two 6-foot paintings of a San Antonio project to commemorate Ellis Island, 
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an area of San Antonio, Texas where Black people were moved in the 1950s in order to 

make room for the San Antonio Convention Center. A pool table, fridge, and art, 

including that of colleague Michael Ray Charles, fill the many wood-paneled rooms of 

John’s studio building. 

 
 
Working on a mural in his studio is a change from his usual work outdoors where he 

interacts with the community, and is able to create daily dialogue as the mural develops. 

In the months to years that it takes to complete a mural, the artist usually becomes well 

known in the community where he works. Yancey’s teaching and administrative work at 

the University of Texas is consuming, however, and to make art that follows the 

community-based model that is his ideal, he would have to find independent funding, an 

existing organizational groundwork, and community-based arts activism that he says 

Austin just does not have. Instead, John’s murals are commissions from city, state, and 

federal dollars, but he hopes that future work will return to a more community-base. 

 
 
John Austin mural is about the black community on the Eastside of Austin, a 

neighborhood that is changing as developers move into this predominately Black and 

more recently Hispanic neighborhood. Black people lived on the West and North sides of 

Austin--St. Johns, Wheatsville, and Clarksville--at the end of Slavery in the late 

nineteenth century, but during the 1950s, Austin expanded and built a highway through 

the city. Black people were relocated to the East side of the new interstate (I-35). The 

images of Black married couples, homes, and children working on bicycles in Giddings 

Park in Yancey’s tile mural, come from an archival photo and historical documentation. 

Nonetheless, the commissioning organization asked him to make sure that there were 

images of Mexicans in the piece. Yancey pointed out that the mural was meant to 

commemorate the richness of African American life of the East side of Austin as it has 

existed for most of the past 50 years, but they were insistent. John recognized this need 
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for ethnic representation, but was more concerned about historical integrity. Although he 

shared with the committee his belief that the African American history in the area was in 

danger of being lost and changed, the committee would not budge. To appease them, 

Yancey added an ambiguous brown figure who never appeared in the original archival 

photo. “There,” he smiles. The brown figure he added would stand for the Mexican 

American presence in the neighborhood. 

 
 

John wonders how to awaken a city without a passion for visual art, including poor 

funding and lacking newspaper coverage and critique, despite its large population of 

visual artists. He compares his experience of doing community-based murals in Chicago, 

with his frustration with the way that Austin handles the relationship between the 

community and the mural process. Austin seems to miss this step; it lacks vision about 

including the community by hiring of neighborhood members, not just as consultants, but 

also as installers and artists. The dedication process that gives the mural to the 

community is also missing in Austin he says. A wall that was initially clean--not claimed 

by graffiti--is fair game, but is inoculated against future graffiti claims through the 

dedication ceremony. The dedication ceremony officially gives the art to the community. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Much of John Yancey’s painting reflects a landscape of Black figures juxtaposed with 

paintings of Yoruba sculptures. The sculptures surreally act as human figures, and 

African divinities dance on the edges of his frame. The work is also conceptual, and his 

images suggest his philosophical beliefs. In DOA (1999), for example, a Yoruba 

sculpture lies buried under purple velvet cloth, the folds of which suggest the inter- 
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dimensional wrinkles in time. The figure lies prone under the fabric with a tag attached to 

his foot that reads “hip hop.” On each side of the painting, separated by yellow 

measuring tape, Yancey has painted an image of Esu Elegba, the Yoruba the cosmic 

force that represents the crossroads of decision and the arbitrariness of human 

communication. 

 

Yancey’s work takes note of the rise and fall of hip hop, a once resistant community- 

based form of communication, represented as the wooden, dead, sculpture. Even as the 

figure lies in luxurious surroundings, in the absence of its original Black context it has no 

life force, and seems to have nothing more to say. Yancey’s measured critique of the 

death of hip hop, makes use of an African sculpture as the sign of difference, which 

outside of its original system of signs and meanings is reduced to an unintelligible 

stereotype that nonetheless still fascinates mainstream cultural consumers. As 

decontextualized Black cultures cross boundaries from Black worlds into mainstream 

spheres, Yancey notes that they gain new displaced meanings through assimilation. In his 

painting, Yancey rejects this process by encircling the figure with the image of the 

trickster. This juxtaposition suggests that the death of hip hop is but a ruse. Similar to the 

spiritual power infused into many African sculptural forms, the seemly dead statue hints 

at the potential rebirth of Black cultural forms. He also hints at this possibility in his use 

of a African cosmic symbolism, which, like many African cultural forms, emerges 

unrecognized in mainstream popular cultures through the assimilation of the cultural 

practices of millions of Black people throughout the .9 Like Esu Elegba’s appearance on 

the edges of DOA, the presence of African cultural forms in the Americas remains very 

much on the margins of mainstream consciousness. Yancey deploys this knowledge in a 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 See for example the way in which Black religious practices influence popular forms of entertainment 
such as music and dance. 
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way that evokes the meaning of “hip,” to be in the know, and “hop,” to sail past common 

knowledge into an altogether “other” realm of Black cultural alterity. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
TAPE 2, SIDE B 

 
Interview with John Yancey 
By Bonnie Harrison 
August 7, 2002 
John’s Home and Studio 
Austin, Texas 

 
 
 
 
 
BH: Who are your collectors? Do you have a group of people who buy your art? 

 
JY: I sell here and there. But, since a gallery does not represent me, the selling is not 
consistent because selling “someone” [in the] market is a process. There is a certain 
degree of promotion and machinery that goes behind making that happen. And not only 
do you have to be with a gallery, you have to be with a solid commercial gallery, a main 
gallery, for that to happen. Most artists still don’t sell more than 2, 3, or 4 works a year. 
And that is someone who is very active, very good, and is exhibiting in galleries, and 
those [mainstream] galleries are picking them up. 

 
People who sell a lot [of work] are people who are picked up by major galleries, and the 
art world is controlled by a relatively small number of those major galleries. They are the 
ones who, when they put promotion behind [you], all of a sudden, you do sell. And you 
sell a lot… and then it becomes a moneymaking process for you. 

 
And so it depends. For myself, I am glad not to do that. Because in order to do that you 
have to somehow adjust what you visually are as an artist into a language and you have 
to conform to the language. You can still say all kinds of things but your language has to 
conform to the language that is condoned and sanctioned as part of the marketable trend 
or stream. I’m glad not to, frankly. 

 
BH: You don’t want to be pushed into that corner. 

 
JY: I think that when I go on in [to a meeting] with my work. I can go to a community 
group or go to a board, or go to someone and explain what I’m doing, and what it means 
to them, and what it might mean to an audience. I don’t take a job unless I’ve got some 
connection or can say something to that audience. 
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There were times when I did murals for churches and banks that were like really awful 
churches. You know, at that point, it was hard because there was no intersection between 
me and who this audience was. If there is an intersection between how a community 
might accept or relate to either the content or the language that I am using, then fine. But 
if there is no intersection at all? Then why would I? I don’t get involved in anything like 
that. Because it won’t make sense to me. Then it would be a problem. Then why would I 
get involved in that? That is what those in the dominant culture, gallery system think that 
public art is--a series of compromises. [They think] you’ve got to compromise your 
artistic integrity. 

 
BH: Is that what they say? 

 
JY: Robert Colescott told me that galleries and the art world will hold public art against 
you. That is fine. I am very fortunate that my life has gone in a way that I am able to 
support my way of thinking. [It is better] when you are in a position to support your point 
of view. I am making it work so how wrong can it be? Maybe that is materialistic or 
something, but that’s the way it is. When you have a point of view that you know is out 
of sync [with the mainstream] and you’re broke then... [Laughs]. 

 
BH:  [Laughs]. Then that [being broke] is the problem! 

 
JY: To really connect to the life, the people around you is not simply a process of 
making an image that somehow the art world sees as part of a movement that it can 
market. Much like fashion, right? What is fashion about? Fashion is about creating a 
movement, so that you then have obsolescence. And then you have to bring in the new. 

 
 
 
Despite the fact that he was warned that public murals would disqualify him from 

attaining art world fame, Yancey chose the public mural as a way to express his vision of 

Black culture and identity. And like the images in his art, this life choice has more than 

symbolic meaning. It carries with it Yancey’s deeply held convictions about the need for 

a connection between the artist and the community. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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III 
 
 
 

victoria meek and fine art of activism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The art world remains one of the remaining bastions of racial segregation in the Western 
world. 

 

Victoria Meek (1999) 
 
 
 
 
 

Trained at the Rhode Island School of Art, and Tyler College of Art in Pennsylvania, 

Victoria Meek characterizes her relationship to mainstream art worlds as distant. On the 

other hand, Meek draws her inspiration from a number of Black women in the arts who 

have developed an activist practice within Black art worlds. Her model for both her 

institutional and activist practices is Afro-U.S. sculptor Augusta Savage (1892-1962). 

Savage’s search for arts funding and education often exposed her to the prejudice and 

liberal racism of White art worlds in the 1930s. Savage became an arts activist who 

helped to create and run a number of Black art organizations and institutions including 

the Harlem Adult Education Center, the Harlem Community Arts Center, the Harlem 

Artist’s Guild, Studio 306, and the Savage Studio of Arts and Crafts.10 Meek notes that 

the need for such institutions has not changed much since Savage’s era. 
 
 
 

In “Art (World) & Racism: Testimony, Documentation and Statistics,” Black artist, 

activist, and theoretician Howardena Pindell demonstrates the preponderance of racial 

bias   in   art   worlds   with   examples   from   curator   interviews,   magazine   articles, 
 

10 Bearden 1988, Holland 1998. 
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correspondence, and statistical analysis of major New York museum exhibitions during 

the 1980s-- including the Brooklyn Museum, the Guggenheim Museum, the Metropolitan 

Museum, the Museum of Modern Art, the Queens Museum, Snug Harbor Museum, and 

the Whitney Museum of American Art.11 Pindell also surveyed sixty-four art galleries 

and found that the majority showed only White artists, and the remainder only 

occasionally showed an artist of color. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 

In the mid 1970s, an organization called the Southwest Black Artists Guild, including 

artists Stephen Meeks (not related to Victoria Meek) and Marilyn Clark, campaigned for 

an art center in the Black Dallas community. In 1986, the South Dallas Cultural Center 

(SDCC) was born after more than a decade of struggle to create a home for Black art in 

the eighth largest U.S. city. According to Meek, the goal of the SDCC is to show case the 

visual and performing arts of the African Diaspora. In November of 1999, I began to talk 
12 

with Meek about her views of the mainstream art world. In this excerpt from an 
 

audiotaped conversation, Meek discusses the South Dallas Cultural Center and her vision 

for centers of Black culture. 
 
 
 
Excerpt of Tape 16/Side B 
Interview with Victoria Meek 
Bonnie Harrison 
October 18, 2002 
By Phone 

 
[Following off-the record conversation] 

 
 

11 Pindell 1987:175-189. 
12 Personal communication with the artist, September 1999. 
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BH: You just made a comment off the record about Fanon and our institutions being 
axioms of where we are. 

 
VM: Okay. The comment that I made was that we so completely illustrate Fanon’s point 
about the pathology of the oppressed. Because we are constantly developing institutions 
that are so philosophically weak, because they do not stand on a foundation of ideology, 
but of adoration and self-aggrandizement, so often, that the moment the person…[cell 
phone rings]. Boy, this is like Grand Central Station [answers]. 

 
Anyway, you know I am at the South Dallas Cultural Center. This is a place that has 
existed since 1986. In my estimation, if this place had had a founding on a philosophical 
framework, it would be further along by now. Instead, it was created with personalities in 
mind. Its roller coaster history has had it coming up and down, up and down. I should 
have come in here with something that could have just allowed me to really take off. 
Instead, I had to come in and literally start from scratch. Building a program that had in 
fact a mission as its base. And then creating an audience for those programs, because 
there was none. In the past, if people didn’t like the new director—they wouldn’t come. 
[BH: laughs]. People don’t necessarily have to know me, but [now] they are coming for 
the programs. 

 
BH: Is that because of the kind of programs that you develop? 

 
VM: And that’s the whole point. I try to tell people this all of the time; I tell them it ain’t 
about me. I say well look, if I leave here, and this thing falls apart, then I feel that I 
haven’t accomplished anything. So I’ve surrounded myself with people who are strong 
ideologically, as well as mentally, so that they can handle the battles that need to be 
fought, and who will not sway or swerve in any way away from the mission. Because that 
is our [the Black arts community's] problem, because we don’t have a mission and 
therefore we are rudderless.13

 
 
 
 
In the tradition of Augusta Savage, the Center’s mission statement notes that exhibits and 

classes, “help inspire in both the young and old a love of art from the African 

Diaspora.”14 Meek stands out as an arts administrator whose Afrocentric leadership 

fiercely claims an intention to maintain the traditions of Black art worlds. 
 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 

13 Meek, Vicki, Tape 16/Side B, interview by Bonnie Harrison, audiocassette, October 18, 2002. 
14 http://www.dallasculture.org/sdcc (April 2002). 
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Despite her intense schedule as an arts administrator, Meek manages to find time to work 

on her art. Although much of her work is conceptual and based on what she calls 

“recapturing memory.” One piece, Divine Memories (1999), which she showed Women 

and their work in 1999, included glass shelves occupied with the divining tools of Old 

and New World Yoruba-based religious traditions. Cowry shells and an Opon, a divining 

tray, are the main tools of this system of Ifa. This binary digital system, based on 

readings of open and closed energy patterns, predates the age of computer technology by 

at least a millennium. Meek accompanied the installation of Divine Memories with oral 

chants in honor of Osun, the cosmic force of identity and community agency.15 Her use 
 
of Yoruba mixed with English reminded the viewer that African traditions are oral, and 

that this oral tradition, like the identity and community agency of the Yoruba people, has 

survived the middle passage. 

 
 
In 2000, Meek also showed Bad Mammy Jammas: Black Women Defying Categories at 

an exhibit called Our New Day Begun: African American Artists in the New Millennium 

presented by the University of Texas in Austin. Bad Mammy Jammas celebrates an Afro- 

U.S. woman, Ida B. Wells, whose journalistic dispatches told the story of the lynching of 

Black people in the South, which she often wrote after visiting the murder scenes. Meek 

noted this as one of her more mainstream pieces. The exhibit, Our New Day Begun, at 

which she showed the focused on a wide range of Black artists from the mid-1950s to the 

present. Notably missing were University of Texas faculty John Yancey and Michael Ray 

Charles. Speculation suggests that Yancey’s work as a muralist precluded his inclusion, 

and the controversy over Charles’   use of stereotypes also left him out of this exhibit, 

 
 

15 Sometimes represented by a mirror, the Yoruba Orisa Osun is described as the goddess of beauty, 
comprable the Roman Venus. This translation reduces the significance of this numinous Yoruba signifier.  
A deeper understanding reveals that Osun’s mirror represents the process of self-identification and 
community-belonging, more comparable to the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage of 
ego development. 
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although there are other possible explanations, such as the curator’s aesthetic taste, for 

the exclusion of these artists in this mainstreamed exhibit. 

 
 
Similar to Yancey, Meek feels that mainstream audiences often miss her symbolic 

politics, and she feels comfortable with limited representation in those spheres. When she 

does make work for mainstream audiences, like the piece that she made for the 

University of Texas, she says that she has to become more literal and less conceptual so 

that her audiences will get it. Instead of deploying Black cosmological symbols, her 

series on Black women, for example, asked her viewers to remember Black political 

struggles through historical images. Meeks reserves more conceptual work for audiences 

who are more familiar with the more specific languages of Black culture. In our 

conversations, Meek was particularly critical of her need to find alternative venues for 

her art. 

 
Victoria Meek 
Du Bois Survey I 
Bonnie Harrison 
February 11, 2003 
By Internet 

 
BH: In general how do you feel mainstream gallery owners and museum curators handle 
the work of Black artists? 

 
VM: Since so few of them actually represent Black artists, that's hard to answer. I rarely 
see work by Black artists represented in the permanent collections of major museums 
around the country, or the work is not routinely displayed. Most often it’s seen as a part 
of some survey show or some racially specific show. If it is in the permanent collection, 
the issue is that it is not often brought out for exhibit. 

 
BH: Is the artist, Black or White, under any obligations or limitations about the kinds of 
racial representations they present in their work? 

 
VM: To whom? No artist is obligated to do anything other than what their spirit calls 
them to [do]. 

 
BH: Should an artist be criticized for exploring racial, sexual, or religious stereotypes in 
their work? 
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VM: Criticism comes with the territory, whether it's for subject matter or techniques 
used. Nothing is above criticism. How one justifies what they do is another matter 
because like criticism, justification for a particular creative discourse also comes with the 
territory. 

 
 
 
Although, she clearly opposes mainstream exclusion, Meek expresses a kind of 

ambivalence about critiques of Black visual artists who produce stereotypes in their 

work. Meek has also explored racial and sexual stereotypes and she feels that the critics 

are not the problem. Like Yancey, she mentions Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles 

without prompting from the interviewer, and notes that the issue for these artists is their 

disconnection from Black art traditions. Located in a deeply Afro-U.S. tradition, Meek 

has little patience for the way these artists address cultural figures such as Mammy and 

Sambo. In her view, these characters have already been explored in Black art worlds, and 

this community has moved on from protesting the mainstream representation of 

blackness to a focus on Black symbols. Meek’s expression of Yoruba cultural forms and 

her focus on Black historical figures is an expression of this belief. 
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IV 
 
 
 

The Bosom of Osun: 
 

Marcus Akinlana and the politics of blackness 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ORGANIZE! ORGANIZE! ORGANIZE! 
 
Kwame Ture (Stokely Carmicheal) (1989) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
In 1989, Marcus Abubakari Akinlana (née Jefferson) and a small group of fellow artists 

and musicians went to 95th Street and Halstead on Chicago’s South Side to protest the 

Gulf War with signs, marches, and street theater. The idea was to disrupt the everyday 

life of the toiling masses with motions of power and beauty that would awaken their 

consciousness to the injustice of war. Although the group of oddly dressed Black youth 

would make up marches and songs, and do uninhibited performance art, they noticed that 

no one seemed to care. The group was sincere, they were trying to carry on tradition; but 

the audience had stopped listening. As Akinlana noted in conversation about these 

protests, “Chicago is a working town; people’s minds were focused to come there and 

work in factories to make money.” Akinlana justified his audiences’ indifference by 

arguing that they were too busy trying to get home from work to pay attention to the 

artists’ political protests. 

 
 
By 1990, the Black community faced a new economic crisis, along with new terrors in 

the form of Crack, a highly processed an addicting form of cocaine, and an invasion of 

the HIV virus into the community bloodstream. Like most crises, this era produced a new 
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dimension in the collective identity of the Black community. In combination with 

middle-class bourgeois aspirations, the children of the Civil Rights and Black Power 

movements developed a more vocal Afrocentric cultural politics that took over where 

separatist Black Nationalism left off. For Akinlana and others involved in Black public 

spheres in the Black Atlantic, this emerging Black identity politics was located in post- 

Civil Rights U.S. notions of transnationalism that were deeply inspired by the escalating 

Anti-Apartheid movement in South Africa. 

 

Akinlana recalls being made conscious of transnational Black struggle through the 

Afrocentric public sphere in Chicago and the instruction of Prexy Nesbitt, one of a 

handful of Black instructors at the School of the Art Institute.16 Nesbitt’s class read about 

South Africa, Nambia, El Salvador, in both novels and academic texts. The artists were 

required to read and discuss the books in class, but many of the Black artists at the school 

also circulated in Chicago’s Black Public sphere. They met, for example, in Bookstores 

with names like Freedom Found and the Underground (FFUG) and Third World Books. 

Kwame Ture, formerly Stokely Carmichael of the Southern Leadership Conference and a 

staunch Pan-Africanist whose life was dedicated to freedom movements in the Black 

Atlantic, was a frequent visitor to FFUG. People like Ture and Nesbitt inspired a new 

generation of Afro-U.S. youth to consider their political ideologies and social 

relationships to other Black people in the Africa and the African Diaspora. Their 

influence was deeply felt by those young Black artists who felt that their work should 

assist in the liberation of the minds of Black people. As a popular slogan of the day 

declared, these artists wanted to “decolonize your mind.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 

16 Personal communication with the artist, August 2002. 
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February 1989 
Chicago 
Hyde Park 

 
 
 
At a party on a frigid Chicago night in February, Black Art Institute artists mixed with a 

revolutionary crowd of Pan-Africanists from other schools. Brothers with freshly 

Africanized names like Marcus Akinlana and Zuberi Badili mingled in the crowd with 

flamboyant gay brothers who wore skirts in broad daylight. The contrast energized the 

party as eyes darted through the room often followed by nervous laughter and raised 

eyebrows. Two deadlocked Black men, one from each tribe--the flamboyant and the 

radical-- stood talking by the appetizers. These two tan young men stood in contrast--one 

willowy, homosexual, and biracial from the neighborhood, the other a South African 

medical student, medium build, who had been brought to the U.S. on amnesty after 

working in the underground as a freedom fighter (or so he claimed). The South African 

talked of seeing kidnappings and murders, and was ambiguous when asked about his role 

in the movement back home. Crowded in the tiny studio apartment, the two men pulled 

their dreadlocks out of their eyes and chatted nervously. 

 
 
In a moment that spoke of the strange concoction of Black Diasporic social and cultural 

politics of the 1980s, the South African asked the biracial Jamaican-Hungarian, “Who do 

you follow?” The response came quickly, “hunh?” The question was posed again. With a 

jazz track playing in the background, the filmmaker quickly rattled off a list of influential 

directors, flicked his dreadlocks, and let loose a huge smile of brilliant satisfaction. The 

freedom fighter was appalled. He had asked the filmmaker who he followed. He wanted 

to know the political ideology of this stranger, the names of the social and political 

writings he read--Frantz Fanon, Eric Williams, Ngugi Wa Thiongo, at least--not the 

frivolous American filmmakers he watched. Lines were drawn. The formerly free mix of 
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partygoers chatting over cheese turned into battle lines--the artistes sprawled by the bed 

and the revolutionaries huddled by the appetizers. 

 
 
At the Art Institute a month before, Prexy Nesbitt, a registered foreign agent, had begun 

an eager class of art students with a greeting to the unknown CIA agent in the class. With 

his imposing height and graying hair, Nesbitt is the very picture of the distinguished 

professor. Nesbitt who also worked as a consultant for the socialist Mozambique 

government was acutely aware that he was under surveillance. Although Nesbitt,  a 

citizen of the United States, was a legally registered agent for a foreign government, he 

was also aware that his nation looked with suspicion at any citizen with socialist or Third 

World allegiances. Nonetheless, he was unafraid to talk about precisely what he thought 

was important about the political struggles of people in the “so-called Third World.” 

 
 
During Nesbitt’s tenure at SAIC, he contributed an improbable tone of black 

consciousness to the school’s curriculum. His course the “Literatures of Resistance and 

Change” looked at the works of African, Middle Eastern, and Latin American authors. 

Akinlana remembers that Nesbitt and his classes were an inspiration: 

 

He was a big influence like that--traveling the world, being an activist. He was an 

inspiration; he introduced us to many new African and Black authors and books. 

He introduced us to the Diasporic struggles of African people. Prexy was the one 

who opened my eyes to the international Black struggle-- he had us reading the 

Negritude poets, books from South Africa, Angola, Zimbabwe, Palestine, El 

Salvador…17
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

17 Personal communication with the artist, August 2002. 
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The presence of a handful of Black instructors like Nesbitt was part of an informal social 

settlement, a response from SAIC to the demands of its Black students and the Chicago 

City Council after a battle the previous year over a painting hung in the lobby of the 

school. The painting depicted Harold Washington, the first Black mayor of the city, in a 

pink bra and panties. The White artist of the work denied that it was racist and explained 

that his work expressed his understanding of the Mayor’s sexuality. The Black public, 

headed by Black members of the Chicago City Council and the Black press, was 

incensed. The city had recently lost their beloved Harold to a sudden and suspicious heart 

attack, and they argued that freedom of expression was not a good enough reason for the 

Art Institute to display this image. I heard about the incident on the television in a dorm 

room at the University of Illinois in Urbana/Champaign, where I was holed up waiting 

for my acceptance letter to the Art Institute. I remember talking to my mother about the 

national scandal, the press, and the bad blood that the incident created. She commented 

with concern that the school I hoped to attend was a maelstrom of controversy. 

 
 
In 1988, the spring after I arrived at the Art Institute, the press and controversy returned 

to the school; this time it was a young Black man self-named Dread Scott who drew 

national attention.18 His Bachelor of Fine Art’s graduate piece What is the Proper Way to 

Display an American Flag? pitted the first amendment right to freedom of expression 

against the dictate against desecrating the American Flag or letting it touch the ground. 

Scott’s flag piece also referenced Gregory Lee Johnson, whose burning of the United 

States Flag in front of the Republican National Convention in 1984 protested Reagan’s 

support of the Nicaraguan Sandinistas. Johnson was convicted and eventually adjudicated 
 

18 Dread Scott renamed himself in reference to his locked hairstyle and in honor of enslaved litigant Dred 
Scott. In 1846, Scott and his wife Harriet brought a lawsuit in the Missouri Supreme Court for their 
freedom from slaveholder  John Emerson. The Scotts, who claimed their freedom because they were living 
in a non-slave state, lost the case in 1852, and again in Federal Court in 1854. In 1857, the United States 
Supreme decided  against  Scotts’ appeal in a landmark  decision that claimed the enslaved  were not 
citizens and could not file a lawsuit. The Scotts’ case was a critical issue in the subsequent conflict over 
state’s rights and the development of the U.S. Civil War. See Dred Scott Chronology , University of 
Washington , St. Louis, Missouri (http://library.wustl.edu/vlib/dredscott/chronology.html, April 2003). 
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by the United States Supreme Court, which argued that, despite its distaste for the act, it 

was a First Amendment right to desecrate the U.S. Flag. For the Black art students who 

rallied around Scott that spring, the flag was not the issue. What mattered was the fact 

that a Black artist was being threatened. 

 
 
The Black and radical students at the school, many Prexy Nesbitt’s students, rallied 

around Scott. Like the groups who had protested the painting of Harold Washington, we 

staged sit-ins and protests as the school deliberated and finally removed Scott’s piece. 

We also crowded around Scott when hostile individuals spat at him at the entrance to the 

school. The conservative wing of my family took notice of national news reports and 

called to caution me about getting involved. 

 
 
There were picketers outside of the school lobby, who called the school and its 

administration anti-American. Then President George Bush Sr. called Scott’s flag 

installation disgraceful. A contingent of Vietnam Vets shouted that they had died for that 

flag; and Dread received death threats for months. The press intercepted any Black 

student passing through the front lobby of the school, causing many to escape out back 

ways and side doors. I remember the internal strife many of us had about how to present 

our position to the public. At one point, a group of students addressed the press with a 

long statement of solidarity with Dread Scott that linked his flag on the floor piece with 

the history of Black and Third World disenfranchisement. I remember standing in the 

background committed to Scott and vaguely conflicted about what my family would say 

[some of my relatives actually knew his family and I was sure everyone back home was 

watching the story unfold]. Despite our solidarity with Scott and our belief in his right to 

represent his views, we asked him to remove the red and white checked scarf that he 

wore to the press conference. He liked the effect it gave him in the news coverage 
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because he looked like similarly clad Palestinians who threw rocks at armed Israeli 

soldiers and tanks in the West Bank. Scott refused to remove the scarf. 

 
 
My first year at the School of the Art Institute was full of strife, but ultimately satisfying 

because the Washington Painting and the flag on the floor piece proved that in the late 

1980s, art could still incite riots, politicians, and intense family debates. This was a good 

sign for the artists who had come to the school to make art in the service of social 

change. 

 
 
Nonetheless, events around the flag on the floor controversy exacerbated an already 

lukewarm response to Black students at the school. The Black student body graduating 

and incoming in the late 1980s was the largest Black population the school had ever seen, 

even in a city that was at least forty-two percent African American in 1988. Although 

SAIC had hired Black faculty including John Yancey, Danille Taylor Guthrie,  and 

Joanne Scott these faculty were part-time and limited contract workers. In 1990, 

following incidents of violence against students of color, Black students called the press 

and formed the Chicago Action Committee for Positive Change. This time the 

controversy did not reach national stature. By 1991, many of the Black faculty had left 

the school. Guthrie had been denied Tenure, Scott was no longer on contract, and Nesbitt 

had moved to Roosevelt University. John Yancey, with whom I took classes on Black Art 

history, moved to Georgia to earn his Master’s degree. 

 
 
The presence of these faculty had mediated the experience that many of the Black artists 

at the school had in other classes. I recall that many felt that the school was hostile to 

their presence and the political nature of their work. To be fair many instructors were 

mildly helpful. More often, the work of the artist of color was met with indifference. 
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Racism may not always the most direct explanation for this indifference, perhaps the 

problem was simple lack of understanding and fear, or the reluctance of many instructors 

to incite more controversy about racialization and politics. Nonetheless, the theme of 

indifferent instructors is one that I have heard uttered by Black artists who went to other 

institutions such as Pratt in New York and The University of Texas in Austin. 

 
 
By 1991, the year my graduating class had its BFA show the school had recovered 

somewhat from the traumas of 1987 and 1988, and may even have been thirsting for the 

attention that these events had brought. The student who won top prize in the Bachelor of 

Arts Graduate show was a young Afro-British woman who exhibited a 

painting/photograph collage of an enslaved Mammie figure with a White child nestled at 

her breast. Instead of controversy, this image it brought nostalgia and keen admiration to 

the young woman who had recreated it. The art world was changing its relationship to 

certain kinds of racialized and politicized art. 

 
 
Akinlana notes the acceptance of Black art about salient political issues as a function of 

timing: 

 
 
The main controversies that I get in my work are [about the] religious [imagery]. 

I really don’t get too much controversy about the political nature of my 

work...that doesn’t really surprise anybody. It depends on the timing--like that 

flag on the floor thing. I know that artist had been doing that for two or three 

years, because we went to school together... things [with Scott] went down based 

on the timing of that exhibit. Faith Ringgold had “DIE NIGGER” written on a 
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United States flag in the ‘70s...Nobody said anything then. [For Scott] it was the timing--

-the social time that caused all that.19
 

Since the early 1990s, Marcus Akinlana has become known on three continents, 

including North and South America and Western Eurasia, for his images of historical 

Black figures, and interpretations of Diasporic religious cosmologies. Some of his best- 

loved work includes a print of Osun, the numinous force who is the patron of identity and 

society. A native of Washington, D.C. and a current resident of New Orleans, Akinlana 

was inspired to become an artist by the grand vision of the Mexican and Black 

Revolutionary and WPA muralists, including Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, Harlem 

Renaissance muralist Aaron Douglas, painter Charles White and sculptor/printmaker 

Elizabeth Catlett. Specifically inspired by the famous “Wall of Respect” created by the 

Black Muralists in Chicago, Akinlana was inspired to attend the Art Institute, in part, to 

have access to the Chicago Mural movement.20
 

 
 
 
Despite the alienation and political battles that he faced, Akinlana rates his experience of 

the Art Institute as fair. After graduating, he had a mission to bring art to the people, and 

developed a business called Walls of Nayabingi Fine Arts Mural Society. In the early 

1990s, Walls of Nayabingi won city commissions to paint murals in Chicago 

neighborhoods, at the new Harold Washington Public Library, and for the O’Hare airport. 

Although Akinlana moved his business to New Orleans in 1992, he has continued to 

make fine art and create public art works. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

19 Schiffert Craig and Marcus Akinlana, “The Healing Power of Art: An Interview with Marcus Akinlana,” 
(unpublished transcript) September 14, 1992, New Orleans. This also suggests that timing played a role in 
the mainstream success of Black artists who used stereotypes such as Kara Walker and Michael Ray 
Charles in the 1990s, despite the relative lack of response to Ringgold and Betye Saar in the 1970s. Were 
mainstream audiences ready to see this type of racialized art in the 1990s because they felt that racism was 
no longer an issue? Perhaps the issue of timing had to do with the way in which rap groups like NWA 
(Niggaz with Attitude) had made   racial slurs commercially viable in the late 1980s. 
20 Shiffert 1992. 
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By the mid-1990s, Akinlana’s organization was commissioned to teach and paint murals 

in Brazil, England, and Italy, and he scored major painting and sculpture commissions in 

the Denver airport and a new wing of the Philadelphia airport. Some of these projects 

have taken years and a great deal of patience with government bureaucracies to complete. 

Begun in 1999, the Philadelphia airport installation was in progress for the duration of 

the research and write-up of this dissertation. With a cast of studio assistants and 

carpenters going full speed, his team completed the project in early 2003. Although it 

took a great deal of time, personnel, and effort, Akinlana had to make it all happen with 

the original $300,000 budget. These projects have afforded Akinlana and his family the 

kind of independence that has allowed him to focus on his family and his art. 

 
 
According to an interview in 1993, Akinlana showed resistance to making any kind of 

symbolic changes in his work to suit market tastes. During one of our interviews in 

August 2001, Akinlana suggested that he had to find a new equilibrium between his 

changing idealism and the marketing of his art. With his business partner and wife, Sierra 

Leone-borne, and Liverpool, England-raised Fatu Akinlana, and their growing family of 

five, Marcus had become more philosophical about an art market that he had disdained as 

a student. Located in the tourist center of New Orleans, Akinlana’s gallery, Positive 

Creations Fine Arts, has found a steady market from which to generate regular income. 

In the 1990s, this kind of marketing of Black images reached a new high throughout the 

United States with traveling art shows like the Black Art Expo, the Philadelphia Black 

Heritage Art Show, and a surge in independent Black art galleries, and on-line art 

venues. Marcus explains in the following excerpt from a telephone conversation: 

 
 
At first, when we were making cards to sell, I would not make any Christmas 

cards. But you know, it’s about business. The people want those kind of images 

so I started making them for the gallery [at the French Market]. I will not make 
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negative images of Black people, but I’ve begun to concede that some people will 

not get some of what I say unless I bring it to something that they are familiar 

with. I don’t necessarily like it, but I’m not as idealistic. The people still get to see 

positive images of Black people. You know, at some level, it’s about business 

[laughs]. This marketing allows me to feed the family. It is regular income, Fatu 

handles the market, and goes there with the baby and sits; she works like an 

African market woman. When she’s tired, I go to the market. We work full-time 

on art from the market level of $5 to $200 to public art projects and my paintings 

in the studio. Fatu handles the art project proposals. This way we control our own 

destiny.21 

 
 
The gallery at the French Market is also a low-key way to disseminate his positive 

images of Black culture to a wide public. While his original works of art, which range 

from $2500 to $10,000, are often out of range for most of his customers, through the 

gallery the Akinlanas have found a way to create a family business that has sustained 

them for over a decade. In a vacuum of positive representations and a changing art 

market, their purpose, he says, remains steadfast; the business of the Akinlanas is to 

present affirming images of Black people in as many formats as possible. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Watching Yancey and Akinlana and other muralists work, I have concluded that there is 

something masochistic, and at the same time, very macho about painting a mural. It takes 

months of planning, designing, tons of paperwork, qualified part-time staff, and finally 
 

21 Personal Communication with the artist, July 2001. 
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the installation of the work itself. The bare fourteen-foot wall of the Walgreen’s Drug 

Store at 71st and Jeffery is a good example of the intensity of the mural process. To 

create South Shore Rises like the Spirit of Benu, Marcus Akinlana had to create themes 

for the mural that would speak to the symbolic politics of a diverse South Shore 

community. In order to make the project happen, he commanded troops of painters and 

sculptors, apprentices, paint, and equipment. The community saw the artists transform the 

enormous wall into a bright declaration of pan-African and trans-diasporic cultural 

symbolism. They would often walk by and add their two cents. Commentary like “What 

is that supposed to be?” changed to ownership and investment. After a while, regulars 

who walked past the mural as they walked home from work would stop and offer 

encouragement, “What did you all get done today?” and “That looks good!” showed a 

community moved from ambivalence, and sometimes antagonism, to pride towards the 

mural crew who had come to create beauty in their neighborhood. 

 
 
The following is an excerpt of an impromptu interview conducted over the phone in early 

February 2003. Akinlana called on break from a mural project to answer a set of 

questions that I had mailed to him. He said that he didn’t have time to write back, but 

could answer the questions over the phone. I turned on the computer and wrote down his 

responses, which nicely summed his outlook. 
 
 
 
MAA: Hey, do you have a pen? I’m working on this project [The Philadelphia Airport 
Installation] and that’s the best way for me to answer your questions. 

 
BH: [Hurries to get to the computer] Okay, here’s the first question:  In general, how do 
you feel mainstream gallery owners and museum curators handle the work of Black 
artists? 

 
MAA: I wouldn’t know that we’re not the mainstream. Just because we are not 
swimming in their stream doesn’t make them mainstream. I think of us as mainstream, 
but if we were to say that, we would be ethnocentric. Mainstream is a term used to 
confound us and keep us from being competitive. That’s like saying that we are a 
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minority, or worse. The Studio of Museum of Harlem, the Black Arts Festival [in 
Atlanta], FESTAC that is my mainstream. 

 
 
 
BH: Okay the second question. Is the artist, Black or White, under any obligations or 
limitations about the kinds of racial representations they present in their work? 

 
MAA: The artist has a moral obligation, because they are a role model, and what they do 
will impact people psychologically, which puts you in a position of leadership. You must 
take into account that you have a moral obligation to humanity. 

 
BH:   Should an artist be criticized for exploring racial, sexual, or religious stereotypes in 
their work? 

 
MAA:  An artist can be criticized for anything. The answer is an indirect yes. The artist 
can paint flowers and they will be criticized positively and negatively anyway. They 
should put out their concepts and let the chips fall where they may. 

 
BH: How do you compare the experiences of Afro-U.S. artists with those of other 
Black artists in the African Diaspora? 

 
MAA: I would have a limited answer. I have had interactions with African artists and 
Brazilian artists. I met artists in Cuba, but I don’t remember meeting any Black ones. The 
artists in Brazil were selling their work to tourists. They weren’t living in the favelas 
[ghettos]. They had houses. I know that. My interaction was sharing ideas. It’s not that 
we got together and talked about people not respecting us. Someone would say, I like the 
way you are presenting the Orisa, or this is politically charged, this would be radical in 
Nigeria. We were enthusiastic. It is not that I’ve done a survey about Black artists around 
the world. I also did mural workshops in Italy and England. We talked about directions 
that we wanted to take Black art. I know there was a lot of interest in the political thing, 
and Black culture, and there was a lot of interest in Orisa culture. 

 
 
 
Similar to Yancey and Meek, Akinlana is skeptical about his role in the mainstream art 

world, and does not rely on it for income. Instead he has created a thriving independent 

art gallery and a very strong public art practice. Akinlana is committed to Black arts 

organizations like the National Conference of Artists, and, when possible, he travels to 

Black art conferences around the world. Akinlana is firmly dedicated to  producing 

images of Black identity and culture, but he also is resolute about the artist’s freedom of 

expression. While he expresses his dislike of stereotypes, in general he is not adverse to 

the idea of Black art in mainstream art worlds. In fact, Akinlana argues that his work is 
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mainstreamed in that he operates a successful business and the murals that he creates are 

exposed to wide audiences. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV 
 
 
 
The three artists discussed in this chapter, John Yancey, Victoria Meek, and Marcus 

Akinlana, share similar relationships to Black and Mainstream art worlds. While they 

were trained in mainstream institutions, they privileged their relationships to Black 

communities when possible. For John Yancey this translated into his commitment to 

public art in Black communities; for Victoria Meek her dreams for the South Dallas 

Cultural Center; and for Marcus his commitment to Black arts and social organizations, 

as well as his public art. These artists also share a commitment to Black symbolic politics 

in the tradition of the Afro-U.S. artists who taught them and inspired their work. 

 
 
I also note that these artists share a strong commitment to alternate symbologies that 

express a Black cultural politics of alterity. I initially conceptualized this chapter as a 

way to talk about the institutional and symbolic of Black artists who work within Black 

art worlds. In the course of analyzing these three artists I recognized that they work with 

symbols that derive from African religious cosmologies found in the . Based on 

ethnography and case studies, I have concluded that these artists participate in what is 

sometimes called the Cultural Heritage Movement, which is the most recent development 

of contemporary post-nationalist Black power politics. Akinlana confirmed this 

connection by reminding me of GABA, the “Golden Age of Black Art” that in 1990 the 
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National Conference of Artists declared as the agenda for Black artists for the last decade 

of the twentieth century. GABA called for Black artists to control the means of 

production for their own art, which he says inspired the proliferation of independent 

Black art worlds during the 1990s. 

 

The social and institutional politics of these artists maintain a close relationship with this 

new direction in the Black Arts Movement.22 With the use of Yoruba symbolism, many 

Afro-U.S. artists have found a symbolic repertoire in common with many of their 

Diasporic colleagues in Nigeria, Cuba, and Brazil. Esu Elegba, the one who opens the 

door to Asé, power, for example, appears as a prominent figure in the work of John 

Yancey. Among other cosmic representations, Osun and Shango, forces of identity 

creation, passion, justice and power, are represented in the work of Akinlana. The work 

of Vicky Meek reimagines the Opon, a divining tool used by Orunmila, the Yoruba 

witness to creation. 
 
 
 
This expression of Yoruba-based Diasporic symbolism suggests a cultural politics of 

alterity in which Black cultural producers find connection to the more esoteric aspects of 

Black cultures that still clearly symbolize Black epistemological difference. Just as the 

new and complex formulations of bebop changed strategies of Black jazz, which had 

become mainstreamed in the United States by the 1940s, the incorporation of complex 

African Diasporic symbolisms into the work of these artists draws on the identity politics 

of the Black Atlantic.23 Esoteric to the majority of viewers, this expression of an alternate 

identity is connected to a transnational Black vision of social power, including the search 

 
22 Religious histories of the transatlantic slave trade generally suggest that the Yoruba religion was not 
practiced in the United States, unlike its resilience in Cuba and Brazil. After 1959, however, the exodus of 
Cuban exiles into the United States and the infusion of Black visitors to the island, attracted to the anti- 
racist rhetoric of Cuba, created opportunities for Yoruba religion to migrate to the United States. 
23 A number of other Afro-U.S. and Afro-Cuban artists, including Wilfredo Lam, Manuel Mendive, Gary 
Simmons, Renee Stout, André Leon Gray, and Houston Conwill have also used African religious imagery 
in their work. 
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for identity, justice, and cosmic purpose exemplified by the forces depicted in these 

artists’ work. These observations in the United States, particularly those about the 

expression of an alternate symbolic politics, bolstered my quest to better understand the 

social histories, including the institutional and symbolic politics, of Black artists in other 

parts of the Black Atlantic, as well as those whose primary audiences are hegemonic 

mainstream art worlds. In the next chapter, I explore the social and institutional 

experiences of Black artists in the United Kingdom. 

 
 

* * * 
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VII. 
 
 

The Signifier and the Signified: 
Aunt Jemima and Uncle Tom in Afro-U.S. Art 

 
 
 

Aunt Jemima and Uncle Tom are dead, their places taken by a group of 
amazingly well-adjusted young men and women, almost as dark, but 
ferociously literate, well-dressed and scrubbed, who are never laughed at, 
who are not likely ever to set foot in a cotton or tobacco field or in any but 
the most modern of kitchens. 

 

James Baldwin (1955) 
 
 

The  (post)  integration  era  mind  is  peopled  with  real,  fictional,  even 
fantastical entities brilliantly set adrift by certain African American 
artists and thinkers since at least the 1970s. 

 
Kara Walker  (1998) 

 
 
 

The signified is not a thing, but the notion of a thing. 
 
 
 
John Sturrock (1979) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Post) Integration Aunt Jemimas and Uncle Toms 
 
 
 
In Notes of a Native Son, written during the same era that Alain Locke predicted that 

Black artists would join the mainstream, Afro-U.S. writer James Baldwin wrote that 

racial desegregation had forced Black stereotypes underground. He also noted that the 

Western sophistication and polish of integrated Black people would continue to abate 

stereotypes or at least reformulate them. To this hope, Baldwin added a caution: 

 
 
 
Before our joy at the demise of Aunt Jemima and Uncle Tom approaches the 
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indecent, we had better ask whence they sprang, how they lived? Into what limbo 

have they vanished?1
 

 

By the 1960s, the Quaker Oats company had replaced Aunt Jemima’s head rag with a 

beauty-shop hairstyle, and, despite his actual literary heroism, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 

Uncle Tom had become a metaphor for the Black token who compromised his 

community for his own advantage and the benefit of White people.2 At the same time, 

mainstream representations continued to wax nostalgic about the passive and assimilated 

Negro in the form of television and film. Television’s Julia (1968-1971), for example, 

was the helpful and well-spoken Black nurse played on television by Diahann Carroll, 

and Sidney Portier portrayed the educated and assimilated Black man in films such as A 

Patch of Blue (1965) and Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967). By the 1970s, 

mainstream media began to feature such blaxploitation characters as the sly and sassy 

Foxy Brown and the badass pimp Superfly. These images were representations of Black 

political resistance to the “Man,” but were, nonetheless, co-opted and mainstreamed 

representations of blackness. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1 Baldwin 1968: 22. 
2 According to Marilyn Kern-Foxworth, the pancake box icon Aunt Jemima was based on Billy Kersand’s 
minstrel song “Old Aunt Jemima.” After he saw the Black minstrel team of Baker and Farrell perform the 
song in Missouri in 1889, Miller Chris L. Rutt borrowed the name for his self-rising pancake mix. The 
image of Aunt Jemima on the famed mix was modernized in the late 1960s. Her red headscarf was replaced 
by a straightened hairstyle and headband in 1968, and the red checked dress and apron she had worn for 
more than 90 years was replaced in 1989 with a conservative lace blouse and suit. See for example Kern- 
Foxworth 1994, Turner 1994, and Roberts 1994.The character Uncle Tom is from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 
anti-slavery novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) The Uncle Tom in Stowe’s text betrays a Black would be 
runaway. His motive, however, was to protect the Black people of the plantation from the violence of 
enslavers. Lter in the narrative, Uncle Tom heroically sacrifices himself for the benefit of the enslaved 
community. Additionally, according to writer, Clarence Major, editor of Juba to Jive: A Dictionary of 
African-American Slang, the derisive use of Uncle Tom has been in use since at least the 1940s, discussion 
of its reference to Black sell-outs is also noted in Kathleen M. Grange’s Current Slang (1968), Edith Folb’s 
Black Vernacular Vocabulary (1972), and David Claerbaut’s Black Jargon in White America (1972). 
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During the 1970s, a number of Black visual artists, including Murray Depillar Betye 

Saar, Jon Onye Lockard, and Robert Colescott had portrayed and critiqued contemporary 

Black social consciousness with racial and sexual stereotypes. These artists signified on 

stereotypes to warn that the mainstream image of conciliatory blackness was a mass 

delusion.3 In Betye Saar’s (b. 1926) The Liberation of Aunt Jemima (1972), for example, 

a ceramic Black Mammy holds a broom in her right hand and a high-powered shotgun in 

her left. The face of the ceramic figure subverts the typically worn expression of enslaved 

women with a knowing expression matched by the power of her akimbo stance. This 

Mammy is in charge and fully capable of waging battle, even in the most modern of 

kitchens.4 

 
 
 
In the mid-1970s, Robert Colescott (b. 1925), a peer of Betye Saar, reconfigured Western 

canons with racially charged pastiches of Black stereotypes, including Eat ‘dem Taters 

(1975), a send up of Vincent Van Gogh’s The Potato Eaters (1885). Colescott remains an 

important figure in Black art worlds, but he also gained a controversial mainstream nod 

when he was appointed the U.S. representative to the Venice Biennial in 1997. His 

movement into mainstream art worlds presaged a major shift in the participation of Black 

artists in mainstream art worlds. 

 
 
 
Where the use of racial and sexual stereotypes by Black artists had begun as a way to 

satirize mainstream images in the 1970s, by the 1980s and 1990s, a volatile mixture of 

 
3 Kerns-Foxworth 1994: 102-103. 
4 Murray Depillar painted a three dimensional image, Pancake and Waffle Mix (1968), in which Aunt 
Jemima bears her naked breasts and threatens to swat the viewer with an oversized spatula. The side panel 
of his painted box lists the ingredients of its contents as: 16 October 1968 protest in which the victory of 
Black and Brown athletes was celebrated with a clenched Black power fist. That fist of protest also appears 
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race, sexuality, religion, and stereotype had become the primary language that young 

Black artists Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles used to express themselves. Some 

called the newly famous Black artists “tokens,” because they were the first Black artists 

to achieve mainstream fame without the support of Black communities. Others saw their 

success as an important cultural breakthrough. 

 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the artistic innovations of Betye Saar, Robert Colescott, and Jean-Michel Basquiat 

in the 1970s and 1980s, the satirical use of Mammy, Uncle Tom, Sambo, and other racial 

and sexual stereotypes transitioned from Black social critique to mainstream art world 

fad. What were the cultural politics of this transition? How did it occur? Through art 

historical references, ethnography, field notes, imaginary scenes, and real life interviews, 

this chapter introduces some of the primary players in this transition, and the responses 

that Black arts communities had to the popularity of Black racial and sexual satire. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

in Jon Onye Lockard’s painting of Mammy in No More (1970s). The usually friendly Mammy is angry 
and wears a tri-colored Black Nationalist bandanna. The caption of Lockard’s painting reads “No more.” 
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I 
 
 

PRESENTING NEGRO SCENES OR MS. NEGRESS: 
RACE AND SEX IN THE ART OF KARA WALKER 

 
 
 
 
 

I often compare my method of working to that of a well-meaning freed 
woman in a northern state who is attempting to delineate the horrors of 
southern slavery but with next to no resources, on hand some paper and a 
pen knife, and some people she’d like to kill. 

 
Kara Walker 1998 

 
I felt the work of Kara Walker was sort of revolting and negative and a 
form of betrayal to the slaves, particularly women and children; that it 
was basically for the amusement and the investment of the White art 
establishment. 

 
Betye Saar (1999) 

 
 
 
 
 

The first exhibit of Kara Walker’s images of racial history at the Drawing Center in New 

York in 1994 created a frenzy of response and offers to exhibit in major venues. Walker 

was the recipient of a $185,000 MacArthur “Genius” award in 1997, and was the U.S. 

representative at the São Paulo Bienal in 2002. Her controversial images also earned her 

the ire of Black arts communities. Unlike Renee Cox, an important Black photographer 

who was also causing waves in the late 1990s, Kara Walker’s attitudes were unclear to 

many. Where Renee Cox’s Black Nude Your Mama’s Last Supper, drew the ire of 

mainstream white establishments, including the New York City Mayor’s office and the 

Catholic church, Kara’s drew the ire of established Black institutions and morays.5 
 
 

5 Nudity has never been an easy subject for Black artists because the subtexts of Black art making in the 
United States are rooted in racial uplift politics. As Richard Powell has written (Powell 1997:146), the 
unclothed Black figure was  “a forbidden territory of black erotica that very few [Black) artists in the U.S. 
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In 1999, the MacKinney Avenue Contemporary (the MAC) in Dallas, Texas put 

advisories on all of the museum entryways that warned audiences about the strong 

content of Kara Walker’s Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My Passage Through 

the South and Reconfigured for the Benefit of Enlightened Audiences Wherever Such May 

Be Found, By Myself, Missus K.E.B. Walker, Colored. 

 
 
When I entered Walker’s MAC exhibition in 1999, the first image that I saw was a scene 

of a young Black girl in pigtails. On first view, Kara Walker’s images were almost as 

dismissible as the Silhouette romance novels that first inspired her use of profiles. The 

little girl arrives with a hobo sack in hand, stage right. Yet, in the nanosecond Walker’s 

images take to register, her images locate the desire/violence nexus of the pornographic 

subconscious. In the middle scene, the child engages in sexual intercourse with an 

enormous blond unicorn. On the other side of the horse, the final scene is of a young 

woman who is stealing away, stage left, with the mask of a White Woman’s profile 

perched atop her head. The scene is something about the artist’s subjectivity as a Black 

woman. She comes to the image as the Pickaninny with barely anything. The child 

represents her desire to have the same kind of taken for granted criteria of happiness and 

beauty as the White woman represented in the third scene. After her copulation with the 

White horse (her White “rescuer”), she achieves her desires. 

 
 
Walker’s technique is black silhouette, the German folk art style of paper cutting called 

scherenschnitte [pronounced Sharon-sh-net-ah] brought to the Americas by the 18th 

century Pennsylvania Dutch. The careful curves and angles of Walker's scherenschnitte 

 
dared to enter.” With the exception of Edmonia Lewis, May Howard Jackson, Richmond Barthé, Romare 
Bearden, and painter Eldzier Cortor (b. 1916), “few American artists, Black or White, concentrated on 
depicting Black nudes prior to the 1970s. Still, it is interesting to note that the Black art establishment did 
not shun Cox, possibly because her work more clearly defied the White art establishment, whereas Kara 
Walker seemed to thumb her nose at everyone, White and Black. 
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contrast in delicate relief from the white wall.6 The simplicity of black paper on white 

wall reaches the subconscious. The viewer admires and is, at the same time, vulnerable to 

the sublime way it is rendered. As such, the realization that the work is racial and sexual 

comes as a shock. The intent to create the kind of disruption and fragmentation asks the 

viewer to reevaluate, on very deep levels, unspoken and buried histories of enslavement 

era racial and sexual relations.7 

 
 
The childlike images, the nostalgia, and beauty of the silhouettes, combined with the 

artist’s message made it impossible for me to decide whether I liked the work. When I 

watched visitors view Walker’s images, I noted that their first concern was often about 

the racial identity of the artist. Relief in that identification, however, was always short- 

lived. If she were Black, why would she present such a view of blackness? In her own 

words, she has said that, “her work attempts to take those Pickaninny images and put 

them up there and eradicate them.”8 Yet, her work does anything but  negate  these 

images; instead, they cast haunting shadows that bring racial demons to life. 

 
 
Critics of Walker’s work suggest that the artist is distanced from Black cultural contexts; 

yet, Kara follows a distinctly signifying Black literary and visual tradition. What would 

happen, if Walker snuck up on the venerable old stereotype and stabbed it in the back? 

Other parts of Presenting Negro Scenes (1999) include the representation of an old banjo 

player, an image reminiscent of Henry Ossawa Tanner’s The Banjo Lesson  (1893). 

Above the banjo player, a Black angel floats with a trumpet lodged between her legs, and 

another girl has stabbed him in the back with a large wind-up key. 

 
 
Where her visual styles pays homage to Aaron Douglas in its flatness and line, her image 

 
 

6 Pindell 2002 [1998], Dixon 2002: 19-23. 
7 Adorno 1973. 
8 Sheets 2002: 127. 
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of the Banjo Player in Presenting Negro Scenes, makes visible a nostalgic Negro 

representation. Black anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston, for example, described the 

banjo player and Black stereotypes in “What White Publishers Won’t Print” (1950): 

 
The American Negro exhibit is a group of two. Both of these mechanical 
toys are built so that their feet eternally shuffle, their eyes pop and roll. No 
characterization of racial stereotyping is complete without those shuffling 
feet and popping eyes, the slow infirm walk from miles of walking, 
cramped in the middle passage, or endless labor on a plantation,  the 
eternal surprise at the wonders of the New World. One is seated on a 
stump picking away on his banjo and singing and laughing. The other is a 
most amoral character before a sharecropper’s [sic] shack mumbling about 
injustice. Doing this makes him out to be a Negro “intellectual.”9

 
 
 
 
Similar to Hurston, in Presenting Scenes Walker slyly signifies on genre conventions in 

Black American literary and visual art. 

 
 
Similar to Morrison’s Beloved (1987), Kara’s work is full of the rage of enslaved 

ghosts.10 As she has said,” I have not decided to not let them be quiet and to engage the 

potential ghosts, so I’m not sure if it’s just my own psychosis or if they actually hold the 

answer.”11 Walker’s renegade tactics invoke James Baldwin’s certainty, reproduced in 

the epigraph of this chapter. Mammy and Sambo are not gone, but are restless specters 

about to escape and “start some mess.” Walker anticipates this potential by strewing the 

walls of Presenting Negro Scenes with images of children who are in various acts of 

defecation. Unlike Baldwin and Morrison, Walker makes the rage and psychosis of 

enslavement visible on the walls of galleries and museums. Perhaps part of the reaction to 

her work is her gall at making the specter of racialized history visible. 
 

 
 
 
 

9 Hurston 1979 (1950): 171. 
10 Beloved is Tony Morrison’s remembrance of Margaret Garner who murdered her infant daughter in 
1856, rather than return her to a slave catcher. 
11 Golden and Walker: 2002: 49. 
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In the titles to her works, commentary shared with critics, and in her writings, Kara 

Walker often calls herself Ms. Negress. Ms. Negress fantasizes about being the wife of a 

slave master, and imagines dialogue between enslaver and enslaved. In Letter from a 

Black Girl, for example, Ms. Negress wrote: 

 
Now that youve [sic] forgotten how you like your coffee and why you 
raised your pious fist to the sky, and the reason for your stuning [sic] 
African Art collection, and the war we fought together, and the promises 
you made and the laws we rewrote, I am left here alone to recreate My 
WHOLE HISTORY without benefit of you, my compliment, my enemy, 
my oppressor my Love [sic].12

 
 
 
 
Here Walker articulates a third space of identity that is neither the subject who resists 

racism, nor the racialized object subordinated by it. Hers is an identity that embraces 

both. This identity notes the function of the past in her present-day Black identity. 

Ambivalent, much like the purported psychology of a battered wife, she finds herself 

enraged, dependent on, and in love with this historical torment. She also finds herself 

alienated from dictates that say she must wholly denounce her oppressors or the sexual 

compromises that made her present possible. Instead, Walker makes a fetish of her 

ambiguity, and her viewer is left uncertain of exactly what she really means by it. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
Field Notes 
Austin, TX 
Thursday, February 4, 1999 

 
 
 
Spoke [by phone] to Mary Nicolette’s Administrative Director (214) 953-1212 

 
 
 

12 Walker 1998 in Dixon 2002: 96. 
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She talked about the Kara Walker exhibit at the MAC in Dallas. Nicollette says that there 

was a round table to discuss the work of Ms. Walker, but does not give me the date. She 

seems reluctant to share the tape. It must have been a bad scene. The MAC also put up a 

talk back panel for the community. It remained empty, she said, because “people were 

too intimidated to comment.” Only Charles Hillman of the Afro-American Artists 

Alliance, Inc. posted a letter. Nicollette suggests that I speak to him, and perhaps copy 

his statement. She says that he will be sitting in the gallery on Sunday when I visit. 

Otherwise, she said, the community was “lackadaisical.” Nicollette also stated that Kara 

will be going to San Francisco to spend six months in residence at the Capp Street 

Project, and suggested that I call Linda Blumberg (415) 495-7101 to chat about ways 

that I could contact Kara. Kara’s show is traveling around (see Art in America Feb. 

1999). 
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Field Notes 
Austin, TX 
February 10, 1999 

 
 
Hillman was not at the exhibit, but his letter is posted on the comment board. The 

curators took me to their offices and shared their documentation and experience of 

showing the exhibit with me. They told me that they had invited the NAACP and the 

Nation of Islam to view the work to be sure that they had contact with the Black 

community. The only evidence of these organizations’ participation was the presence of 

flyers that had no comment about the exhibit, and could have been dropped off without 

anyone having viewed the images. The presence of these materials, along with a public 

program designed to air the community’s response to the exhibit, showed the MAC’s 

concern about presenting Walker’s art, however. Clearly, controversy plays an important 

role in art worlds historically, yet the antinomy, or differences in perception, in Black 

and mainstream audiences, added a thick layer of social and cultural tension to the 

exhibit. I was among a couple of people at the museum when I visited, and the shocked 

looks of the visitors were unmistakable. 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 

SCENARIO I 
 
[A museum auditorium--security, members of the Fruit of Islam scan the crowd for 
snipers. There is wine and fondue on a sideboard.] 

 
Audience  Member  #1 [eagerly]:  Why  Kara,  I  really  get  the  literary  and  historical 
references that you’ve cut on that black paper! [Spills wine.] 

 
Walker [excitedly]: Oh yes! Did you get the Zora Neale Hurston and Tony Morrison 
references? 

 
Audience Member #1 [a White man]: uhm...who? Chicken George? 

 
Audience Member #2 [a Black woman wearing a T-shirt that says “It’s a Black Thing 
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You Wouldn’t Understand]: Tssssttttttt! Kara you are just a sell out! [She rises and while 
the hosts try to restore order, the woman goes to the sideboard for cheese and crackers, 
and abruptly leaves cutting her eyes toward the podium.]13

 

 
Audience Member #3 [another White man]: This symposium is an insult to the Black 
community! 

 
Predominately Black Audience: [Silence, with a little bit of eye rolling, a few quietly 
leave for night jobs or to pick up children at day care.] 

 
END SCENE 

 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this scenario, based on a symposium that I could not attend and a video that the MAC 

would not show me, I describe the presumptions about racial identity and consciousness 

that I brought to this project, and to my study of Kara Walker. The voice of the first 

audience member notes the relative lack of familiarity that Walker’s audiences, Black 

and White, have with the Black histories that she takes as her subject, particularly the 

histories of Black women and the issue of enslavement. How would such limitations 

affect an audience? Would they “really get” the references that Kara makes, or would 

they revert to popular culture, and reference a television version of history as in Alex 

Haley’s Roots? Would that make the work more palatable and less offensive for an 

audience? Does the work then become simple postmodern satire, a revision of 70’s 

excesses, rather than contemporary social critique? 

 
 
The second audience member represents the general disapproval of Black publics to the 

work of Kara Walker. This imaginary viewer invokes the critique of primarily Black 

female visual artists, who whenever I mentioned Kara Walker, dismissed her as an artist 
 
 

13 In this scenario, the sound tsssstttttt, the kissing of the teeth, is a pan-Diasporic signal found from Dakar 
to Havana that signals the critical Black female power of disapproval and displeasure. 
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who have given up her identity and cultural integrity for mainstream success. The third 

party in this conversation is the often ambivalent voice of political correctness (defended 

by a liberal White ally) that cannot reconcile the right to creative expression and 

innovation in Walker’s work with its over-the-line content. Similar to all of the imaginary 

audience members, the third voice expresses a lot of the commentary that I heard during 

fieldwork. Its presence in this scene also notes that I presumed that only White or White- 

identified audiences appreciated Walker’s work. 

 

The Black community at the end of the scene says nothing. Their silence suggests that 

battles over the work of artists such as Charles and Walker have little relevance for most 

contemporary Black audiences. In Art on My Mind: Visual Politics, bell hooks notes that 

there is a gap between the Black public and mainstream visual arts, which exists in part, 

she argues, because there is a lack of accessibility its symbolic politics and the contexts 

in which it is shown.14 As Philip Yenawine writes, “This view of art as elitist and 

nonessential continues to cloud political commentary on the subject to this day.”15 While 

Walker’s work fascinates and amuses mainstream art worlds with its bold signifying on 

Black art traditions, the symbolic inversions in her work does not translate in the same 

way for Black audiences. Although the Black community is silent in this scene, the Black 

arts community did create an enormous response to Walker work. The aforementioned 

letter by Charles Hillman of the Afro-American Arts Alliance is one such example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14 hooks 1995. 
15 Yenawine 1999. 
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KARA WALKER EXHIBITION AT THE MAC 
RACE and CULTURE: Images by African American 
Artists Are they Constructive or Destructive? 

 
Submitted to the MAC 
by 
Charles Hillman 
Afro-American Artists Alliance, Inc. 
January 14, 1999 

 
 

WHO HAS THE POWER OR THE JOKE IS ON YOU 
 

After reading various interviews, articles and seeking the work of Kara 
Walker, I was both stimulated and offended. Her work speaks to the pain 
and atrocities of slavery as she interjects her sexual fantasies. Ms. Walker 
is erotic, offensive, and militant. She dares to encourage us to discuss the 
issues of race, culture, and sex. 

 
A friend’s reaction to Walker’s work was quite interesting. His reply was 
that in Ms Walker’s work she has placed herself in the position of power. 
She has imposed her sexual fantasies in the framework of the antebellum 
South. Forcing the audience to deal with the pain of slavery and the 
eroticism of sex. In the narrative of her work the “Master” is not in 
charge, the women (Ms. Walker) are. She has purposely chosen to be the 
victim. This is where fantasy begins and reality ends. 

 
 

The living legacy of slavery is very serious. Remnants from the institution 
of slavery are still with us today. One has only to take a drive to any 
African American community to realize we live in a very segregated 
city/state/country. The vast majority of African Americans live at or below 
the designated poverty level. Inferior housing, education, unemployment, 
drugs; hopelessness and despair are the order of the day. So can a work 
of art be more disturbing than the injustices of slaver[sic]. Clearly the 
answer is no. To make light of these historical and present day atrocities 
create controversy. 

 
It is my understanding that the majority of Ms. Walker’s collectors are 
elite and White. That she is being used to exclude other African American 
Artists. This is entirely possible. How many other African American 
Artists have been showcased at the Dallas Museum of Art or here at the 
MAC. Is Ms. Walker work being showcase [sic] here because of her 
images of African Americans? Indeed White people seem to be quite 
comfortable with these images. They serve to maintain the notion of White 
superiority. They seem to say that “We were right to enslave them and if 
we could do it again just think of the fun we could have.” Ms. Walker’s 
work does include some very racist notions; that blacks are akin to apes, 
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that we are over sexed, that we are nothing more than playful children. 
 

From an African American perspective, these images serve to remind us to 
never forget. To never forget the rape of our women, the castration and 
lynching of our men, the murder of our children. To remember the cruelty 
and devastation of what slavery did to everyone it touched. 

 
The courage of Kara Walker should be applauded. She has the courage to 
see history through different eyes. To force us to face these truths and put 
these truths in perspective. If there was ever a time for dialogue on race 
and the cultural arts, that time is now. After all art should evoke emotions, 
reflection, and desires that lead to personal development. 

 
Thank you Kara Walker you make my penis hard. 

 
 

For Hillman, Walker’s work is admirable because of the way that it addresses Black 

identity politics. Its greatest flaw, he argues, is that Walker’s art is too obviously infused 

with her personal sexual politics rather than with the more noble (and expected) politics 

of Black social critique. Hillman’s analysis, not unlike Walker’s work, is simultaneously 

angry and admiring, ending finally in a reference to a sexual arousal that at once evokes 

male chauvinism and the physiognomy of lynching. Dashed off in a fury, not doubt, 

Hillman’s startling commentary leaves just about the same measure of anxiety as 

Walker’s work. The reader is not sure if Hillman is serious or not.16
 

 
 
 
By the time museum staff copied his letter for me, someone had hand-written a note on it. 

The note portrays a thoughtful personality; yet, the extraordinarily mercurial lettering 

suggested that it was written during a highly charged moment, most logically just after 

viewing the exhibit. S/he wrote: 
 
 
 

The imagery is   a   sad comment 
that an artist. Black  person  still   has 

 
 

16 I was unable to reach Hillman for further comment. There was no listing for the Afro-American Artists 
Alliance, Inc in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, and the only Charles Hillman in the phonebook had his phone 
blocked to unidentified callers. 
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this to haunt them  - another reminder 
that we have so far to go to make 

things  - fair, equal, color blind [sic]. 
 
 
 
Both Hillman and the anonymous writer share a concern with how Walker’s  work 

reflects the status of contemporary racial and sexual relations. In contrast to Hillman’s 

irony, the second commentator speaks in terms of despair. We are not sure if s/he is 

commenting on Walker’s exhibit or Hillman’s letter, however, when she says that a 

“Black person still has this to haunt them.” Her/his concern is that the imagery haunts an 

anonymous Black person. Notably the writer does not comment on how the imagery 

affects their psyche. We do know, however, at least in these few words, that for her/him, 

the equivalent of fair and equal is color blindness-- some abstract state where Black 

difference does not haunt her/him. 

* * * 

Field Notes 
Austin, TX 
March 3, 1999 

 
 
 
Mary Nicolette sent me slides of Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My Passage 

Through the South and Reconfigured for the Benefit of Enlightened Audiences Wherever 

Such May Be Found, By Myself, Missus K.E. B. Walker, Colored; she enclosed a nice 

letter welcoming me to share my writings with the museum for their records. 
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I was attempting to tell this reporter from Maine the other day, there’s an 
assumption that I have about myself and, I guess, about the viewing 
audience, that there is a fair amount of African American history that has 
been absorbed and worked in strange ways. That’s what I wind up 
drawing from in the popular consciousness. Not just contemporary black 
intellectual thought, but popular black thought. So at times I just have to 
take a step back and be reflective of how self-absorbed the work can get. 
But on the other hand, I am pretty aware that socially and politically I’m 
pretty ambiguous.17

 
 
 
 

Kara Walker 2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Maine Event 

 
 
 
In early 2000, I heard that Kara Walker would be teaching at the Skowhegan [SkoW- 

Hee-gan] School of Painting and Sculpture for a few weeks in 2001. I got on-line for an 

application and had one sent to Zoë Charlton, a friend and artist interested in Walker’s 

work. Charlton sent her slides, and won a Camille Cosby fellowship. I did not have a 

working studio and was ineligible to apply as a visual artist. Nonetheless, I pledged to go 

to Maine to follow Zoë’s experience and meet Kara Walker. I called the school and told 

them about my project. The director, Linda Earle, was friendly and sent me a notice 

about a public gallery talk that Kara was going to hold in June. 

 
 
In late May 2001, I arranged to drive to Missouri to meet Zoë with a camera operator, 

Kevin Lee, to document her trip to Skowhegan. Her ride was 10 hours late, and while we 

waited, we interviewed in her studio. When Zoë’s ride finally arrived, there was no time 

for us to arrange to tag along. Lee had girlfriend trouble and needed to get home anyway, 

so we drove back to Austin, and I arranged to get a flight to Maine. 

 
17 Golden and Walker 2002: 49. Walker made this statement in an interview after we met at Skowhegan., , 
It is possible that she is referring to another “reporter,” however. 
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The Color Yellow 
 
 
 
Before I got on the plane, I called the kitchen at Skowhegan to see if they have any work 

for the summer, I thought that it would benefit my research to work behind the scenes. 

Touting my ability to cook vegan and vegetarian, typical artist cuisine, I inquired whether 

“there might be any workers needed in the kitchen?” The response was terse, and I had 

the feeling that I had made a mistake. 

 
 
While waiting for my flight from Boston, I called rental agencies to arrange for 

transportation. It is about 170 miles from the airport in Manchester, New Hampshire to 

Skowhegan, Maine. Greyhound only went to Bangor, Maine, so I decided to drive to 

Skowhegan from Manchester. I called for economy, but the operator urged me rent a 

truck because, she as said, my license was from Texas. It was 5 bucks cheaper than an 

economy car, so, I conceded. When I arrived in New Hampshire, I was glad. The truck 

was solid. A crayon yellow Ford, the color of caution light optimism. In the art world, 

Vincent Van Gogh’s overuse of this color in his paintings, including the Sunflowers 

series (1887-1888), is widely purported to have been a sign of his madness. 

 
 
I drove the yellow truck through New Hampshire to the border of Maine feeling bold, 

arrogant, and brash, like a Texan. At 95 degrees, the weather was unusually warm for 

Maine, and the scent of its old pine trees was intense. I was surprised to find a Puerto 

Rican radio station, then remembered a colleague who did his field work with the Puerto 

Rican communities in the area. Money was tight, so I parked for the night in the peace of 

a forest preserve and slept in the truck. The next morning I explored a bit, was lost, and 

finally found the town of Skowhegan. 
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* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
Field Notes 
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture 
Skowhegan, Maine 
Tuesday, June 25 2001 

 
 
 
I drove through the gates of the unguarded campus at a quarter to five. I was the first 

visitor to arrive for the 6 o’clock talk. I sat in the truck and waited. The auditorium where 

the talk was scheduled was next to a cabin named after Romare Bearden. People emerged 

from a dining hall and wandered towards cabins named for Georgia O’Keefe and other 

American artists. An Asian-looking dude rode by on a bike and stared at the truck; then a 

couple of White guys wandered by and praised its color. I said that I was there for 

Walker’s talk. They looked amused when I asked about a bathroom. More people left the 

dining hall and began to congregate by the auditorium. I saw Linda Earle and waved; she 

was less friendly than on the phone. I found out later that, despite her invitation, she was 

surprised to see me. 

 
 
Zoë Charlton, my friend from the University of Texas, wandered out and nearly yelped in 

surprise when she saw me waiting by the truck. Her first two weeks away from her 

husband had been traumatic and lonely, she told me. I pulled the gifts of juice and health 

food snacks that I had bought for her for at a granola store when I was lost. While Zoë 

and I were chatting, Kara Walker came out of the hall, walked up to me unsolicited. She 

commented on the beauty of the bright yellow truck. Her high pitched soft voice and 

bright-eyed look was at the same time passive and sly. She seemed suspicious of me, her 

gaze penetrating. Was I an admirer or detractor? 

Kara and I chat for a while outside of the barn before her talk. She discussed the bad 
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press that she has gotten and wished for better conversations with the Black art world. I 

urged her not to be nervous. I told her that I am a writer, and regret it. I amended, and 

told her that I was doing an ethnography about Black artists. Linda Earle herded us into 

the auditorium. Kara meaningfully kissed her German husband, Klaus, who came up, and 

then went to sit at the back of the large audience. I pulled out my tape recorder and then 

realized that I had not asked permission. I approached Kara again, and asked her if I 

could tape the talk. She said if it was okay with Linda. Linda said if it was okay with 

Kara. Kara said that I could obtain a copy of the proceedings. I begged off, saying that I 

would rather have my own copy than have to wait. I scanned Kara’s face. She was not 

irritated as far as I could tell, just nervous about her impending performance. After our 

conversation about taping the talk, she sat nonchalantly in the front row of the audience, 

fanning herself. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
Kara Walker 
Wednesday June 27, 2001 
Skowhegan, Maine 
Lecture at Skowhegan 
Untitled (Negress Notes) 
School of Painting and Sculpture 
The Old Dominion Fresco Barn, 8:00pm 

 
(Audience of 70 people, 11.4% Afro-U.S./Afro European; 5.8% Asian American/Asian: 
83% European American/European) 

 
 
 
[Audience Hushes as Linda Earle moves to the front of the room. Several fans blow in the 
Barn, but the space was still hot and uncomfortable.] 

 
LE: We are going to start now…thanks for your patience tonight. Uhm, I want to 
welcome all of our participants and faculty and staff and all of our neighbors who came 
to this lecture, as part of a series of lectures by, uh Skowhegan’s visiting, uh, faculty. 
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And since some of our neighbors are here, I will mention again that there will be an 
exhibition of the faculty’s work at Colby College Museum and we have a very happy 
partnership with Colby College Museum. I want to thank the staff that is here tonight. 

 
Uhm, it is a great pleasure to introduce to you, uh, Kara Walker. Uh, I think her work is 
just exquisite. I think it’s painful and dangerous, and hard and funny and really fierce. 
Uh, her work can be really dangerous, and uh, that makes me know that it is art. Uh, the 
depth and range of the reaction to it, my own reaction to it, uh, sort-of reaffirms the 
power of art. The power of art and the power of images to, uh, to move us, to make us 
anxious, to make us sad, to make us happy, or to confuse us, I guess, too. Uh, it strikes 
me that her work is…is about historical tragedy, but it is, more informally, it is about 
more than tragedy, it’s more about havoc. And havoc is even more scary than tragedy, in 
a way, uh, because its formless and boundless and, uh, profound and unpredictable, and 
that’s more involved and that, really does sort of, uh…describe, uh, some feelings I get 
near her work. Uh, it’s also…havoc approaches the, uh, subconscious level of the real 
damages done in our lives. Uh, it’s also really formally beautiful, and I hope we get a 
chance to talk about that. It’s quite gorgeous. She’s also, I think, a theatrical and literary 
artist, and, uh, if I were a better reader, I could read you, uh one of her, uh, titles that I 
think is great. It has to do with, uh, bringing back the earthly destruction…bringing back 
the destruction, uh, of her former masters. Uh, so she is a marvelous writer. And I’ve 
been admiring her work for a long time. [Earle stops abruptly, and looks at her notes.] 

 
She went to Atlanta College of Art. Recently, she has shown at the Center for 
Contemporary Art in Geneva, the Whitney, Penn Center in, uh, Philadelphia,  Capp 
Street, and Bard [College]. I recommend that you take a look at a publication that we 
have in the library about a wonderful project for the Vienna State Opera called Safety 
Curtain. Uh, it’s uh…there is some terrific writing about Kara, and about art and about 
public art, uh, in that publication. She’s won a Harn Art Fellowship, and uh, of course a 
MacArthur Grant. We are very happy to have her here to talk to you tonight. Kara 
Walker. 

 
 
 
[Audience Claps] 

 
Thin and tall Kara wears a gray nondescript peasant blouse with a skirt printed with red 
handkerchiefs. Her unprocessed hair is in small braids, but she had them segmented into 
Pickaninny plaits that stand up in six or seven defiant directions all over her head. When 
we were talking outside I hadn’t noticed, but from the audience it occurred to me that she 
was dressed like a Pickaninny. Although she later notes that she dislikes it when critics 
mention her husband’s national origin or her hairstyle, these details color her 
unconventional image. When she spoke, her voice had changed from the plain tones we 
shared outside, to a low tentative voice, as if she was playing at seduction. Perhaps she 
was listening for reactions from the audience or some personal muse who had her 
engaged in an important conversation. 

 
 
 
Kara Walker (KW): Hi, uhm, good evening. [Garbled]…such…is that appropriate for 
this heat. Uhm, I’ve got two kinds of selections or slides, really a couple of things going 
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on with my slides…and one, sort of segment of a video. And…the slides on the left, 
which will appear on your left, which will appear sporadically are just sort of reference 
materials, slides that have been floating around, probably since my, uh, pieces, uh, those 
of 1994? [Her speech ascends at the end, and at the last instant converts a declarative 
into a question.] Uhm, uhm, and the slides on the right are images of my work, and it’s 
kind of a bizarre grouping of images, because what I’ve found when I got here is I had, 
uhm, not all of the slides that I wanted, but other slides of work that I’m not crazy about. 
But, I think that part of my, uhm, sort of challenge to myself, when I started making this 
group, was looking at images that I, uhm, had no love for. So, uhm, but I needed the 
images of my own to come to look forward to. 

 
[She points to slides on the wall in front of the audience.] This is…I found something in 
the newspaper, I was…work…work…working on prints and uhm, painting, and it was 
deep. And the prints were very interesting and…next to this cotton picker. [The image is 
of a woman and a boy picking cotton.] This is sort of a recent drawing; the four images 
on this side are uhm, two recent drawings, and two old drawings. And, I work a lot with 
drawing and writing to get the ideas. Uhm, when I started out…in undergrad, I studied 
painting and writing to make sort of large and grand statements, big subjects, something 
having to do with mythology, not being completely clear. And, what I realized, I guess, 
just before I graduated, was that there was a kind of sense of denial built into my way of 
looking at things. Uhm, and that I consciously or semi-consciously was trying not to 
make a reference to blackness, uhm, because I thought that that was expected of me, 
uhm, from a lot of different sectors, uhm, there were White professors waiting for me to 
discover myself, uhm, for their own benefit, I guess. And my uh, other sort of comrades, 
uhm, Black people…African American comrades, really, uhm, working in a way that I 
felt…really didn’t feel a kind of kinship for, uhm. 

 
But was really big with my…[inaudible] at the time…[inaudible]. The work was very 
lovely, [but] my experience, I felt was not the experience that you typically hear about 
post-Civil Rights. [I felt] sort of removed from previous struggles, and left to fend for 
[our] selves, sort of broad, not being about race, not thinking about race, sort of assuming 
that what is past is passed, water under the bridge. [She shows a slide of her work with an 
image of a couple of Black woman in American plantation dress.] Therefore, in this 
image she says ‘So you never forget.’ And the [Black] girl says ‘What was I supposed to 
remember again…?’ 

 
So what I wound up doing, in order to investigate my denial, uhm, I started thinking 
about the ways art can sort of facilitate that feeling of denial, or over-romanticize, uh, 
history. You know there’s ….I guess some of the phrases that were in my head at the 
time were things like…’you don’t know were you’re going until you know where you’ve 
been’…or ‘the personal is politics’. And I was having a lot, uhm, of bizarre encounters 
with a kind of deep seated Southern racism a [19] 50s style, race-racism, that I 
hadn’t…well, which I hadn’t experienced, uhm, pretty much details of until we moved to 
Georgia from California. Which was all about multiculturalism, which was all about kind 
of a brand new day. But, I never have, uh, figured out a way to articulate it. 

 
[Here Walker’s voice becomes more resolved. She raises her voice with a conviction that 
betrays her original tentative little girl voice. This is where her most powerful energy 
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lies, in articulating her racialized experiences.] 
 
KW: So what I wound up doing...after undergrad, I took a year off. I was just working; I 
didn’t know what to do. And I…would have these, you know, these just ordinary 
encounters with people like in the coffee shop, kind of large red-neck type of guys 
[would say things like] ‘Yeah, I like my coffee like my women: hot, Black, and sweet. 
And his daughter is standing there, she says, “daddy!” And…uhm, and there’s me sort of 
standing on the wall. So, it was sort of interesting, me being there I was sort of being 
inarticulate, which I was anyway…uhm. But, to be inarticulate and to soak up those 
moments and soak up the tension that happens [is], I guess, what happens when we enter 
those spaces. It’s like the whole of history opens up. All of a sudden [there is] this whole 
chasm of cruelty…? Even in the space of a joke. 

 
So I guess for a year and a half or so, I collected these experiences. I didn’t do it in a very 
professional way, and I wasn’t even thinking that [about] making art, but I was always 
thinking about how can I…uh, change the work that I’m doing, that reflects this kind of 
tension? And, uhm, being uncertain. Uh, and some of the instance was extremely intimate 
and uh, very troublesome. Because what also happened, in my mind, I started thinking 
about the way that I’m sort of controlling these…sort of ruling the outcome. [Inaudible] 
the rudeness would have happened anyway. So, I was working at a bookstore and started 
picking up a lot of Harlequin romances. There was a lot of demand for romance, at the 
time. But, I started thinking about…its all about the relationship between the author and 
the reader and the heroine, and they also work together to bring about this feeling of 
desire…of relation. [There is a long period of silence as someone adjusts the machinery.] 

 
[In the period before the Q and A, Kara shows her new method of working with color and 
light projectors.] 

 
Audience Member #2: Where are the Projectors? 

 
KW: [Kara’s voice becomes very certain and deeper.] The projectors are on the floor. 
Those are red…the darker Black, that’s paper. 

 
Audience Member #3: How do people respond to your work, here and in Europe? 

 
KW: [Again Kara’s voice is remarkably different from when she started, it is very adult, 
professor-like.] They really…particularly African American people, differ in the ways 
that we interpret. Especially questions about the subjective. And in Europe, there is a 
kind of uncertainty. A whim or a gesture changes the temperature of the relationship. 
And I probably should have in such a heavy, extreme situation…uhm, delved into group. 
But like, in a charged sexual situation you have to say something. Racial access is taken 
away somehow. [They say] you’re insecure. [And they] judge. It is a deathly wrenching 
feeling on a girl, like [they are saying] you’re a very nice girl, and we’re terrible sorry 
but… 

 
 
 
 

* * * 
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After the talk, Kara and I chatted intimately and took a photo. She was jubilant that the 

talk was over. Linda Earle barely spoke to me; later Kara hung out with Zoë and me by 

the Yellow truck. She, Zoë, and I decided to go to town the next day and raid the town of 

Skowhegan. We met up the next day. Absconding with the writer/anthropologist in the 

neon yellow truck, the women broke some unknown Skowhegan rule. They were thrilled 

and defiant. 

 
 
We explored the small town and stopped at a used bookstore. Kara bought half a dozen 

nineteenth century books with titles about foreign exotica, children’s adventures, and 

strange tales of frontier rescue. We talked non-stop about our families, surroundings, and 

inspirations until we were tired. Kara told us that she and her husband were planning to 

move to Maine. I did not ask her a thing about the art world; I didn’t want to put her on 

the defensive. The intelligence and imagination of this age-mate “genius” was 

enthralling. After the bad press about her, and the anxiety about blackness that she 

expresses in her work, I found it strange that Zoë and I really liked her. 

 
 
I had to take the artists back to the School before curfew. Before we parted, Walker again 

lamented the kinds of engaged conversations within the Black community that she had 

hoped would have happened in response to her work. Her tone was sincere, although 

modified by an unmistakable half-smile. Did Walker really think that her work would 

evoke a benevolent dialogue with Black art worlds, or for that matter the general world of 

art? Just as I was leaving, Kara grinned mischievously and gave me her cell number. I 

tried calling but she has yet to answer. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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Raised in Black communities in California and Georgia, by all accounts, Kara fits 

uneasily into Black Public Spheres. Perhaps they are too constraining. As a classmate at 

the Atlanta College of Art, widely collected Black visual artist Radcliff Bailey, has noted, 

“she was never the kind who ran close with the African Americans.18 Other reports also 

suggest that Kara Walker is persona non grata in contemporary Black Public spheres. 
 

 
 
Black female artist Betye Saar, for example, waged a writing campaign against Walker’s 

exhibitions. She sent over 200 letters that encouraged her readers to avoid Walker’s work 

because it featured pornographic images of racial stereotypes. Saar's own work about 

would make it seem that she is the proverbial “pot calling the kettle black.” Yet, her 

commentary suggests that it is not the stereotypes in the work or the artist that she 

protests; rather it is her disconnection from Black art worlds that seem to be the problem. 

One of a number of outspoken Black visual artists who have protested her work, Saar 

also suggests that Walker has crossed the boundary of propriety through the influence of 

White mainstreams. In 1997, an article in the International Review of African American 

Art called “Extreme Times Call for Extreme Heroes,” after the subtitle of Saar’s 

Liberation of Aunt Jemima: Busy Bee (Extreme Times Call for Extreme Heros) (1997), 

Saar comments on the work of artists such as Walker: 

 
How do young persons just a few years out of school get a show at a 
major museum? The whole arts establishment picked their work up and 
put it at the head of the class. This is the danger, not the artists themselves. 
This is like closet racism. It relieves them of the responsibility to show 
other artists. Here we are at the end of the millennium seeing work that is 
very sexist and derogatory.19

 
 

18 Bowles 1997. 
19 See the International Review of African American Art 1997: 4. Although Saar has received government 
art grants since the mid-1970s, there is no glossy oversized art book devoted to her work. The text that 
accompanies her 1995-96 tour from Kansas to Washington state is spiral bound and about a quarter the size 
of publications on Charles and Walker. Saar appears for the most part in collections of Black artists and in 
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Others have argued that Walker’s imagery is the main problem with her work. Clark 

Atlanta University Arts Collections director, Tina Dunkley, for example, wrote the 

following statement about Walker: 

 
My colleagues and I here in Atlanta are trying hard to keep an open mind 
about just what Kara is trying to convey in her work. Her use of black 
stereotypes defies understanding, particularly when she augments her 
images with written statements like “All Black people want to be slaves 
just a little bit because it entitles them to heaping teaspoons of self- 
respect.” I get the feeling that she is assaulting herself with great 
contempt. I have talked with two people who have seen Kara Walker at 
public programs. When the audience asked what she was doing with this 
imagery, she had no response. There was no defense. 

 
 

Kara’s work smacks of the Clarence Thomas and O.J. hearings, blinding 
the arts establishment like a cobra so that it is entranced with her while 
setting off others with a venomous bite that’s intended to slay. The 
question that my colleagues and I have (both Black and White) is where 
will Ms. Negress (as she calls herself) go from here? If Walker is so 
committed along the lines of turning historical atrocities into racial parody 
and burlesque, then we should soon be seeing scenes like injuns and White 
folks fornicating along the misnamed Trail of Tears; Nazi storm troopers 
sodomizing emaciated Jewish children near the ovens at Auschwitz; and a 
traditional dressed Japanese [American] woman licking the nipple of 
another while her derriere is pressed tight against a California dentition 
camp fence, as a U.S. G.I penetrates her. Otherwise Walker sounds like 
Michael Jackson who sings, ‘It doesn’t matter if you’re Black or White,’ 
with no credible explanation as to how he became White.20

 
 
Although many Black art world denizens are vehement in their disapproval, a number of 

Walker’s colleagues are more or less ambivalent about her. Lynn Marshall-Linnemeir 

notes for example, “Her works don’t make me angry. That’s another way of looking at it. 

There’s always a pot to be stirred.”21 The way in which the International Review of 

African American Art covered the issue of stereotypes in contemporary Black art 

certainly stirred Kara Walker’s pot. In the subsequent issue, Walker issued a statement 
 

the documentaries such as Betye and Alison Saar, Conjure Women Of The Arts (1994), produced and 
directed by David Irving. 
20 Dunkley 1997: 8-9. 
21 International Review of African American Art 1997: 11. 
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about her work: 
 
 

Had positive imaging of the black body to date solved the problem of 
representing blackness and power, thereby ceasing the need for further 
discussion of the issue, the “Black” and “White” bodies in my work would 
be virtually silent. Unfortunately, repeated denials of racist stigmas have 
not killed them. Instead, the mediated black body in this “post” Civil 
Rights Act era, though distanced from “us,” is a complex, intimately 
familiar iconic form which continues to command significant power. A 
mainstream discourse of tolerance manufactured to quell dissent has 
yielded a superficial atmosphere of order, while forcing an internalization 
of messages of violent (self) hate, distrust, and resentment. In order to 
explore the nuances of this familiarity (in order to avoid insanity), varied 
approaches to visual iconography are necessary. Any sustained approach 
cannot afford to rely on the unstable terrain created by replacing negative 
absolutes with positive ones. Positive absolutes have served to romanticize 
an essentialist African American body politic easily captured, negated, 
even ridiculed by dominant (White) discourse as myriad hypocrisies befall 
impossible expectations of righteousness. 22

 
 
 
 

Walker marks her distance from her imagined Black community by putting quotes 

around the “us” at the beginning of her statement. Her critique suggests that her work is 

as much directed to the limitations of a Black art world that rejects her as a Black artist, 

as it is to the image of blackness in White mainstream art worlds. She also comments on 

Black art traditions by suggesting that an emphasis on romantic images of Black people 

had become delusional and “adrift” from the reality of racialization. Walker further 

argues that her work draws from images of blackness that circulate in contemporary 

culture. 

 
The (post) integration era mind is peopled with real, fictional, even 
fantastical entities brilliantly set adrift by certain African American artists 
and thinkers since at least the 1970s. At this historical juncture, 
consideration of the production of visual meaning can engage the 
fascination with abjection by enunciating the desire, contradiction, 
misperception, and fantasy that fuel history and society. Still racist icons, 
like resistant new strains of bacteria inhabiting the body, linger in our 
collective American minds... “Extreme Times” makes gross assumptions 

 
 

22 Walker 1998: 2. 



23 Ibid. 
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about my work intent, and self-perception based on rereadings of 
previously published materials with several excerpts taken (irresponsibly) 
out of context. I was never contacted in the writing of the article, thus 
never engaged in this discussion of my work or the issues it raises. 
Confronting the viewer with the contradictory desires and the 
interpretations that s/he cannot bear to acknowledge, my work reveals 
images that I too am shocked to encounter in the dark alleys of my 
imagination.23

 
 
 
 
Walker was also amazed to encounter such strong resistance to her work, and she 

suggests that a celebration of positive racial representation in the face of racial 

disparity is indecent. With this criticism, Walker strikes directly at the core 

impetus of Black art worlds. There is little surprise, then, that their response to 

Walker and her work is indignant. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The recently published, The Art of History: African American Women Artists Engage the 

Past, written by Lisa Gail Collins, is about Black Women artists who work with notions 

of Black history and images of the female body. While the Book chronicles key Black 

artists, including Betye Saar, Carrie Mae Weems, Renee Stout, Alison Saar, and Lorna 

Simpson, who have worked in the visual arts for the last two decades, Kara’s absence 

from the text is glaring. Although Black history and the Black female body are her 

primary subjects the book does not mention Kara Walker’s name or even hint at her 

existence. Perhaps her absence is a function of the ways that artists are packaged through 

separate galleries and art book publishers. Given the protest made by the artists featured 

in the text, it is the most likely that the participants in The Art of History simply refused 
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her presence. 
 
 
A new book about Walker, Pictures from Another Time, published in 2002 by Distributed 

Art Publishers, features a dialogue between Kara Walker and Thelma Golden. Golden, a 

ten-year veteran of the Whitney Museum of American Art and current Deputy Director of 

Programs of the Studio Museum of Harlem, like Walker, straddles mainstream and 

historically Black art worlds. Golden’s commentary acknowledges that Walker’s work is 

disturbing and confrontational, and not welcome in Black art worlds. In their dialogue, 

Walker and Golden suggest that although theirs is a dialogue outside of the majority 

Black discourse, their vision is nonetheless critical to contemporary Black identity: 

 
 

You and I are probably the least qualified people to talk about the controversial 
nature of your work in that I know that you don’t think it’s controversial because 
you make it, and I don’t think it’s controversial because, curatorially, my work 
has been based on the presentation of such work.24

 
 
 
MIT press will publish Kara Walker: Narratives of a Negress, by Ms. Negress herself in 

2003. Perhaps these texts will put Walker and her work into a clearer context and help 

edify the dialogue about her in Black art worlds. More likely, however, this book will 

help to celebrate her as the first “really famous Black woman artist,” and, at the same 

time, more firmly establish her independence from Black art worlds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 Golden, 2002: 44. 
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II 
 
 

GOOD TASTE AND THE ANTI-NIG(GAH): 
BLACKNESS IN THE ART OF MICHAEL RAY CHARLES 

 
 
 
 

In his eyes, African Americans are pawns, being moved around the 
chessboard of life; peep at the constant use of skull and bones...He makes 
you laugh while he’s killing you. That’s a real artist. 

 
Spike Lee 1998 

 
 
 
The postmodern blackness in Michael Ray Charles’ work takes on a distinctly different 

tone than the work presented by Black artists who champion the cause of the anti-nig 

[gah], who is freed from the media exploitation and degradation visualized in Black 

stereotypes. Born in Houston, Texas, and educated at the University of Houston, Michael 

Ray Charles draws from his training in advertising and his experience as a college athlete 

to produce paintings of minstrel figures, Sambos, Mammies, jesters, Black celebrities 

including athletes, and cartoon characters that play off of the Pickaninny origins of 

Disney’s Mickey Mouse. 

 
 
Charles’ representation of blackness is thoroughly ensconced in the twentieth century 

image of race as seen from the eyes of an unrestrained wise guy. His images of sarcastic 

Sambos and blond-wigged Mammies leave visual after-effects that are as carnivalesque 

and impertinent as a repeated television commercial. When Spike Lee, one of Michael 

Ray Charles collectors, says that for Charles “African Americans are pawns,  being 

moved around the chessboard,” he notes that Charles is signifying a wholly different 

perspective than that used by most other Black artists. Lee champions this perspective in 

a way that suggests that Charles is “telling it like it is.” While Charles’ work warns that 

post-integration politics have evolved into an elaborate game of masking in which Black 
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identity remains bound to racial stereotypes, many question his tactics. Is Charles using 

the mask of art to visually exploit the Black image? 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Much of Charles work plays with the question of Black identity in an era of capitalism 

and compromise. A white-faced Black male jester in a tin advertisement called (Forever 

Free) Coffeemate (1994) milks and suckles from the breast of a prone Mammy figurine. 

The text beneath the image reads “An integrated taste that’ll lighten the place.”25 This 

work references the sculpture of nineteenth century Afro-U.S. sculptor Edmonia Lewis, 

in a way that draws attention to the ironies of Post-Civil War Black politics, when Lewis’ 

piece was made, compared to present day (post) Civil Rights politics that seem to repeat 

the same struggles. 

 
 
The issue of Black Civil Rights and exploitation also appears in Charles’ work “Liberty 

Bros. Permanent-Daily Circus.” This work is peopled by tie-wearing Black Sambo 

clowns, a three-legged male Pickaninny, whose third “leg” plays off the myth of Black 

male sexual endowment, and a Black dog-boy, who sits up and begs a disembodied 

White hand. Charles work plays off the outrageous masks of integration, a reference to 

Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin White Masks, and the fear, called coulrophobia, which masked 

clowns can evoke. In his view, contemporary integration politics involve an 

unwholesome amount of clowning, masking, and self-deception. Another play on this 

theme of clowning is the notion of white facing that often appears in Charles’ work. In 

his To Be or Not to Be (1997), a Sambo character stands in a barrel coated with white 

paint called the color of money. The image smiles satisfied that he has concealed his 

blackness with the white paint flecked with dollar bills signs. His head is presented ready 
 

25 Tony Shafrazi Gallery 1998: 19. 
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to be served on a platter encased by a birdcage. He knows why the caged bird sings. 
 
 

Charles’ After Black and Before Black is a pair of contrasting paintings that include dual 

images subtitled Riding High, Toy Soldiers, and Special Delivery. After Black (Riding 

High) (1997) depicts a white-gloved Sambo cushioned by distorted balloons. The Sambo 

rides high above a three-ring circus to which his float is tethered. The accompanying 

piece, which despite its title appears to occur subsequent to the scene in After Black, 

Before Black (Riding High) (1997) depicts the Sambo falling from the sky after his 

balloons have burst. His upturned sneakers bear the words “SIKE.” in a play off of the 

similarity between the Afro-U.S. Creole word which means “fooled you” and the brand 

name Nike shoes that are a popular mainstream commodity in Black communities. In an 

interview with his representative, Tony Shafrazi, the artist explains, “The After Black 

panel shows potential, growth and accomplishment. The Before Black panel displays lack 

of control, no realization of a cause.”26 The second painting suggests that blackness has 

been mistakenly reliant on an inflated sense of support from White worlds. 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Plan “B” 

 
 
 
In person, Charles does not express the kind of sharp social critique found in his work. 

He is an artist after all, and his chosen form of expression is visual. In many ways, 

response to his work dismisses the notion that the visual artist produces work as much 

from his subconscious. Yet, as a Black visual artist, whose peers are anthropologists, art 

historians, cultural critics, a standard of incisiveness has been expected of Charles, which 

seems uncomfortable for him. In his 2001 public gallery talk at the University of Texas, 
 

26 Shafrazi and Charles 1998: 14. 
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Austin, he acknowledged the importance of scholarship to his work, yet, rather than the 

artist as intellectual, Charles more often evokes the machismo of a former athlete. 

 
Michael Ray Charles 
Center for African and African American Studies 
Gallery talk 
Untitled (Plan “B”) 
November 7, 2001 

 
 
MRC: You know it’s always difficult to stand in front of a room full of people and talk 
about your work, and I found that since I’ve been doing a lot of slide presentations it’s a 
lot easier to hide behind the slides in the darkness. But...I’m sure that a lot of you have 
some idea about what my work is about, having read something at some point locally or 
in arts pieces, and that is why the room is as full as it is. I’ll start giving you guys a brief 
idea as to how I got to the type of work that I’ve done, and I would like to field some 
questions to make this less one-way and more of a two-way dialogue. 

 
I begin by saying that when I seriously began taking art making serious [sic]--it was 
really my Plan “B.” My “A” Plan was advertising, and I could tell you at this point that I 
wasn’t prepared when I graduated from undergraduate [school] to get into any kind of 
position. There was a whole lot of seasoning that had to have taken place. I was not as 
exposed as I think I could have or should have been. 

 
So, my plan “A” did not work out as I had planned. My plan “B” was to enter into a grad- 
program to pursue painting-and I figured that I could live a decent life--make a salary 
that would allow me the money end [sic] to making my art. I could live and work in an 
environment that would allow me to be creative, that would allow me to continue to 
make my art. I had been out there doing the 9-5 and there was no time to make my art. 
On my lunch break, I was literally in the closet drawing in my sketchbook. 

 
So, after getting into grad school [I was] basically pressured to evolve as an artist. I just 
started to really paint, really, one year in undergrad because I never really took it 
seriously. It was something that I did when I was a kid and I always did it well. So, when 
I entered the grad program and started to think about what I wanted to paint about, I 
reverted. By my last year of undergrad studies, I completed twelve paintings. There was a 
time when I would start a painting in the morning and by the end of the evening time, it 
was finished. It was a time when there was no interest in basketball any more, that whole 
aspect of my life was done. I wasn’t going to go on beyond that level of competition. So, 
I began to do paintings inspired by Gordon Park's photographs. 

 
In my mind, I wanted to paint the African American experiences [sic]. Now in ‘91, 
entering into this grad program, I began to think about what it was that I wanted to paint. 
I began to go through this process of exploration [to] deal with materials and technique 
for the most part. And, as I proceeded to do that, I developed my own visual vocabulary, 
my own alphabet, if I may, my ABCs. And I began to revert back to ’89. But, when I 
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looked into pop culture, I was seeing concepts or understanding concepts that I didn’t 
particularly agree was that representational of myself as an African American. Concepts, 
I would refer to as lazy, any of the typical sort of adjectives used to describe the character 
of Sambos or the Tambos, uptown darkies, all those types. My first introduction to uhm... 
minstrelsy, Black face, well, in a literal sense, was while I was in grad school. But if I 
look back at my paintings in ’89, I was doing paintings like the World’s Greatest 
Musician [and] Jazz and the Ballerina, where the representation of the Ballerina had a 
blue scarf, and the only reason was that royal blue was my favorite color. It was a scarf 
nevertheless that accompanied every image of a woman I did. [I made] Paintings like 
Father and Child, paintings [where] I focused on Black or the African American male 
representation. I also ran across commentary in the Houston Post that ripped  apart 
African American men and I knew that wasn’t what I came from. I had a nurturing father 
and grandfather and I wanted to do something; I wanted to right these wrongs. Well, I 
turned to making images of African American kids against the flag. I was [looking] for 
some sort of American image. 

 
Well, I was given a Sambo doll, and I thought that I could use it. I knew nothing about 
this thing. I knew on a certain level what it represented at a certain point in this American 
culture, so I tossed it in a corner. As I continued to search for something that would 
be...that spark...I embraced that little sculpture and began to look within, to begin to 
question what it was; how it was produced; for what reasons; why the mask? What’s the 
lineage of the mask? What’s the evolution of the mask? How did it mean certain things in 
certain contexts? How are these ideas present in my day and time? How am I capable of 
seeing the comic relief in films? How am I capable of identifying in music the certain 
types that hark back to that (now I can say it) minstrel performance? As I began to 
research Black history, back in ’91 [there were not] very many publications or articles, I 
found, that dealt with the subject. A very complicated subject, I might mention. But, 
today if you go on the Web, you’ll find a whole lot, and I’d like to think that I had 
something to do with it. 

 
[Charles discusses the connection between Stratfordshire pottery that was made into 
minstrel figures, Mammies, and evolved into the Nigger head bank.] My thing is that 
these artifacts were significant and appropriated, taking into account the political climate 
of the post-World War; taking into consideration the influence of the caricatured 
representations of Africans from Europe. The exploration-can’t say this word- the 
physiognomy…the influence of minstrelsy, or its evolution. These images and or these 
artifacts were appropriated or pulled out of context into another context and something 
was added, something was edited, something was extracted. It was reconfigured, 
recontextualized, and reintroduced. 

 
[During his gallery talk, a young Black female audience member asks Charles a question 
that summarized the concerns that I had heard audience member’s voice at exhibitions of 
his work.] 

 
YBF: I think this is a great opportunity to talk to the artist and make some connections. I 
was interested in the practicality of the consumption. How, if I were to go to a White 
person’s house and see these on their wall, would it make me a little bit nervous? I’m 
wondering… who is your target audience? Who consumes it, and how do Black and 
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White people react to it differently? I think I’m just interested in who actually buys your 
work and how do people react to it? 

 
MRC: 

 
Which small percentage of America saw Bamboozled? 

[Audience Laughs] 

Because it was tested in the large Black cities and Black folks didn’t go out to see us. I 
had my concerns about that whole thing but that was not in my hands. Who buys my 
work? I struggled with that very early on. During my first trip to Europe, I tell this story 
all the time, I would ask anybody in the gallery why they bought the painting and they 
were saying some version of ‘I haven’t bought art since Basquiat in the early ‘80s. 
You’re young, you’re African American I haven’t seen anything like this,’ some 
variation on that. One guy, John John, he had taken a break outside to smoke, I 
approached him. He said ‘its nice to meet you, I bought one of your paintings.’ I said, 
‘Thanks. Why’d you buy it?’ He told me some variation of that [story]. I [asked] ‘did you 
guys all get together and figure out what you were gonna say, if I asked you a question.’ 
He said, ‘no, I don’t know anybody in here, what do you mean?’ At that point, I stopped 
asking. 

 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 

A chuckling Sambo sits at the center of a dartboard in Michael Ray Charles’ (Forever 

Free) Bamboozled (1997). Underneath is the inscription, “The Amazing Game of Deceit 

and Conquer.”27 Like much of Charles’ work, the image is brash and bold, made to look 

like a hand-made poster plastered on the side of a ghetto building. In the collection of 

filmmaker Spike Lee, the painting is the inspiration for Lee’s 2001 film by the same 

name. Lee’s Bamboozled narrates the rise and death of a Hollywood film producer who 

creates a minstrel show for network television. The film, like Charles’ work, intends to 

parody racial representations in popular culture. The television show in the film, which 

features Black Amos and Andy characters in blackface, initially shocks and then creates 
 
 

27 The “nigger-head” bank a cast iron representation, circa 1910s, of a black man with a slice of his head 
cut out for pennies. 
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strong devotion from his audience, much like the popular early 1990s television program 
 
Martin, which was critically derided by Black publics, yet commercially successful. 

 
 
 
Similar to Charles’ experience in art school, the film’s protagonist develops an interest in 

racial stereotypes through a collectible “nigger-head” bank, first given to him as a gift by 

an associate. With the commercial success of his minstrel show, the character’s interest 

grows into a fetish, and soon he is surrounded by racist collectibles from every era. By 

the end of the movie, the protagonist self-destructs after a pseudo-Black Nationalist 

group murders the star of his minstrel show. Despite its controversial and contemporary 

theme, the film was a commercial failure; its lack of substantive social commentary and 

senseless violence never captured an audience. The word was out, nonetheless. At the 

turn of the twenty first century, I heard the term “Bamboozled,” meaning, “to confuse,” 

surface in the vernacular of young Black people in Chicago and Houston. Charles and 

Lee were on to something, but something in the way that they presented their message 

just didn’t “fly” with Black audiences. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Invited by his former studio assistant, I visited Michael Ray Charles in 1999 at his 

suburban home outside of Austin, Texas. Charles was friendly, excited to share his studio 

and ideas with his audience. He brought us to his studio and office and showed us his 

plans to build a concrete home in a nearby rural area. Charles is an assistant professor at 

the University of Texas at Austin, regularly attends a local church with his wife and 

children, and for the most part, the people around him are supportive of him, if not 

always comfortable with his work. Although he is candid with me about his success and 

its ironies when we chat on campus at the University of Texas, Charles later became 

cagey around me. When he found out that I was seriously writing about Black artists, he 
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began to act as though I would expose him. Although initially open and chatty with me, 

Charles evades my offer to conduct an audiotaped one-on-one interview. 

 

In the untapped conversations that I did have with Charles, he made it clear to me that 

talking about his work with Black publics has been traumatic. He has experienced rough 

treatment at public conferences such as “Subverted Stereotypes: Michael Ray Charles 

and American Identities,” a panel discussion that accompanied a retrospective of his 

work at the University of Houston, Charles’ alma mater. Troy Gooden wrote, for 

example, that although “The reactions ranged from rage to feelings of empowerment 

upon viewing his work,” the audience was largely hostile.28 Panelists included Black 

visual artist Elizabeth Catlett, University of Texas ethnomusicologist Stuart Goosman, 

and Marilyn Kern-Foxworth, who authored a text on racial stereotypes in advertisement. 

Goosman and Kern-Foxworth sided with Charles in his assertion that his work exposed 

and expelled contemporary racial stereotypes. Elizabeth Catlett disagreed. She said that 

Charles’ methods were ineffective. 
 
 
 
Troy Gooden quotes Catlett as having said, “The symbolic impression [in Charles’ work] 

is too weak to counter the immediacy of the image.”29 As Gooden questions, “How does 

Charles’ work confront negative stereotyping of blacks by merely repeating it? Why is 

this type of expression from the emerging generation of African American artists 

singularly well-received among the art world’s power elite?”30 Catlett also asked whether 

it was appropriate to use stereotypes as a subject in the current era. Catlett’s point of view 

expressed the sentiments of many in the Black arts community who point out that Black 

artists who produce stereotypes are championed, while other Black artists are all but 

ignored. 

 
28 Gooden 1998: 62. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
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* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enmeshed in often covert “culture wars,” Black artists in mainstream art worlds act as 

translators whose representations move differently between Black and White art markets, 

and gain loaded significance in the transition. The mainstream entry of Black artists such 

as Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles has contributed to a renewed dialogue on the 

politics of representing blackness and the commercialization of Black cultural 

representations. The exhibition and collection of work that incorporates stereotypes is an 

example of the way in which politically ambivalent and historically charged  racial 

images have turned into commodities. The hitch is that these images are seemingly 

rationalized and disinfected for mainstreams because they are produced by Black people. 

Despite their intentions, these artists have ultimately no control over how their viewers 

receive the images that they use. At the opening of Michael Ray Charles: an American 

Artist, an exhibit at the Austin Museum of Art in 1998, for example, audience members 

expressed a range of emotions about Charles’s images of Black stereotypes. While many 

White viewers were silent or wore perplexed smiles, Black audience members were more 

vocal in discussion about the meaning of the work. People asked questions such as: Why 

reference the artist as simply “American”? Does the American art world want us to think 

that it is color-blind? Alternatively, was the absence of “African,” “Black,” or “Afro” a 

critique that such a racial designation would stereotype the artist? Discussions  also 

ranged from intense arguments that his work was “a critique,” to silent head shaking, 

wrinkled noses, raised eyebrows, and tentative queries about the race of the artist. 

 
 
In an interview about his work, Charles recalled the hostile comment of a Black viewer 
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who asked, “How does it feel to be the Clarence Thomas of the art world?”31 Charles 

recalled that this comment was particularly disturbing, but an inevitable consequence of 

exhibiting stereotypes. As he comments, “She believed that Clarence Thomas was a 

sellout and, by association, I was selling out, too. Her comment initially bothered me. 

But, ultimately, I found it more humorous than anything. Maybe she saw a part of herself 

in one of my paintings.”32 Compare this Black woman’s (and Charles’) comment about 

his work to that of an elderly White woman who linked her childhood memories to the 

grotesque image of a black child in Charles’ painting Little Black Sambo (1997). In 

conversation with art writer Stephen Heller, Charles recalled that the woman cried as she 

said, “’Please don’t make Sambo so ugly; I love little Sambo. I grew up with the Sambo; 

it’s so dear to me.’” While this woman’s response to Charles’ work was sincere, and 

probably not intended to offend. The woman explained that her love of the Sambo was 

not about racism, “She went on to say that she’s not racist,” Charles relates.33 The 

woman’s nostalgic response to the painting caused him to say that she “just didn’t get 

it.”34
 

 

Many viewers do not get “it” because the messages in Charles’ work draw an 

imperceptible boundary around those who encounter blackness as object, an abstract 

signifier of difference, and those for whom it signifies a specific social and historical 

subjectivity. Perhaps Charles’ White viewer saw no connection between the  Sambo 

image and blackness, but rather saw an object disassociated from the traumas of racial 

violence and segregation. Charles’ Black viewer on the other hand took his Sambo 

images to be a more direct representation of his, and her, own subjectivity and identity 

politics.35  Although at the polar extremes of response to his work, this variance is an 
 

31 Heller 1998: 69. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Heller 1998: 70. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Note that that racist collectibles are found from South America to Asia. Mammy collectibles are 
available in Cuba and Venezuela, for example. In Japan, recent controversy raged over the use of a 
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example of the kind of antinomy in the reception of the work of contemporary Black 

artists like Charles and Walker.36 Such diversity of opinion casts these artists in a dual 

role that simultaneously jests Whites audiences for their nostalgia for the past, and 

“messes with” Black audience for their politically correct boundaries around Black 

identity.37
 

 
 
While Michael Ray Charles’ art incorporates particularly charged images of Black 

people, similar to Walker work, the fact his work is predominately exhibited in White art 

institutions suggests that it is more often received as a representation of racial catharsis 

than as a critique of racism. Other Black visual artists, including Betye Saar, Murray 

Depillar, Jon Onye Lockard (noted above), and Gary Simmons similarly deploy racial 

stereotypes in their work, yet these artists’ personal politics and the dialogues that they 

have with their audiences presumably privileges a Black point of view that absolves them 

from any perceived wrongdoing. These Black artists have the Black codes and signifiers 

in the right place, where artists like Robert Colescott, Ellen Gallagher, Kara Walker and 

Michael Ray Charles are tainted by their close association with White art worlds. 

 
 
Black intellectuals have roundly criticized such success because, as bell hooks argues, 

Black “individuals succeed in acquiring material privilege often by sacrificing their 

positive connection to Black culture and Black experience.”38 Pindell notes that artists 

who use Sambo imagery feed a particular art market that is not Black. “Few African- 

American artists with affirmative stereotype-busting images/messages are allowed into 
 
 
 

minstrel image on a Colgate toothpaste product, and there is a Japanese Sanrio cartoon character who is 
dressed like a minstrel with textured dreads and a wide white grin on an abstract Black face/ Badsamaru, 
who says that “he’s a badass dude.” 
36 There is more discussion of a survey on the reception of Charles’ work in the appendix. 
37 According to Charles Major’s Juba to Jive: A dictionary of African American Slang, “to mess with” is 
defined as: to harass; interfere with; annoy; laugh at; to compromise someone; to intimidate or ridicule. 
Major, ed. s.v. “mess with,” 1998: 302. 
38 Hooks 1995: 160. 
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the same venues,” Pindell has noted.39
 

 
 
 
Gary Simmons is a good example of an emerging Black artist who uses stereotypes in his 

work in a way that mobilizes approval and widespread understanding in Black and 

mainstream art worlds. Simmons series Erasures (1995-8) uses Sambo figures drawn in 

chalk in the frame of a schoolroom chalkboard. The chalk suggests impermanence, the 

images threatened with dismissal, which reduces the stereotype to a historical diagram 

and teaching tool. The half-swiped impression of an eraser supports this reading of the 

work because it puts the artist in a position to say the images of Sambos are either half 

gone, or that he wishes them to be. Unlike the work of Walker and Charles, this gesture 

makes his agenda available to the audience. 

 
 
The difference between Simmons, Walker, and Charles is subtle. Although Simmons has 

exhibited widely in the mainstream art world, there is something in Simmons’ tone, 

something about his historical references and the direction of his energy, including his 

erasures, that makes him “alright.” He has the implicit approval of Black art publics, 

which is suggested by his recent Fall 2002 show at the Studio Museum of Art in Harlem, 

a Black museum that maintains its focus on Black culture even as it slowly becomes a 

major art institution. The exhibit revealed Simmons’ breadth of subject including neo- 

ancestralist references to West African Yoruba cosmology. His half-erased chalk figures 

exhibited in the 1990s, including Mickey Mouse and Sambo, were noticeably absent, 

however, in what may be a response to reception primarily Black audiences have had to 

work with Black stereotypes. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 

39 Pindell 2002. 



40 Pindell 2002 [1998].  207 

III 
 
 

SHINY, BLACK, AND NEW: 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BLACK ARTISTS WHO DEPICT 

STEREOTYPES IN MAINSTREAM ART WORLDS 
 
 
 

She seemed to have great aversion to the notice Nig would attract... 
 
Harriet E. Wilson (1859) 

 
 

How do young persons just a few years out of school get a show at a 
major museum? The whole arts establishment picked their work up and 
put it at the head of the class. This is the danger, not the artists 
themselves. This is like closet racism. It relieves them of the responsibility 
to show other artists. Here we are at the end of the millennium seeing 
work that is very sexist and derogatory. 

 
Betye Saar (1997) 

 
 
 
 
 
The mainstream exhibition of Black stereotypes by Kara Walker and Michael Ray 

Charles has irked a number of established artists in Black art worlds. In particular, Black 

art world denizens protested the admiring gaze and advanced placement that enfranchised 

provocative young artists such as Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles. The White 

patronage of the work was a critical issue, as was the ambiguity of the artists’ racial and 

sexual agendas. As Howardena Pindell, perhaps the most outspoken critic of Walker and 

Charles, has written about the new popularity of Black artists who produce stereotypes: 

 
This trend appears to have reached a hysterical pitch with the narcotic 
enthusiasm of the European and European-American public, as well as 
museums with a large European and European American membership, for 
the work of Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles. Both artists use 
demeaning images of African Americans. This enthusiasm has been 
further inflated by the collusion of wealthy European-American patrons 
and their sycophants.40

 



42Pindell 2002 [1998].  208 

Pindell’s voice, like that of Betye Saar, was among the first to publicly denounce Black 

stereotypes and artists who reproduce them in mainstream art worlds. In the mid-1990s, 

Pindell's writing was posted on a web site with commentary similar to a petition by Afro- 

U.S. artists in San Francisco, which, like Saar’s letter writing campaign, called for a 

boycott of Kara Walker’s work.41
 

 

The concerns of Saar and Pindell intensified in the Black art world, and by the late 1990s 

emerged in public events, including symposia at Hammonds House in Atlanta, Georgia in 

October 1997 and July 1998, and in mainstream art worlds at a symposium during 

December 1997 at The American Museum of Folk Art in New York City. Particularly 

well publicized was the reservations only conference sponsored by the Carpenter Center 

for Visual Arts and the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-American Research at Harvard 

University in April 1998.42 The conference, “Slip the Yoke, Change the Joke: A Series of 

Conversations on the Use of Black Stereotypes in Contemporary Visual Practice,” 

accompanied an exhibition at the Walker Gallery of Kara Walker’s Presenting Negro 

Scenes. 
 
 
 
In the exhibition catalog of Mirroring Evil shown at New York’s Jewish Museum in 

2002, Norman L. Kleeblatt reported on the conference and the questions that emerged 

during the discussion. 

 
At the conference, this generation of African-American artists who 
emerged in the 1980s and deliberately play with black stereotypes were 
pitted against an earlier generation that advocates the use of affirmative 
imagery. Reports and reviews of this two-day meeting made it clear that 
the meaning and function of racist imagery in art was still a contentious 
subject. Also at issue was the considerable White patronage of this 
ambiguous work. Moral considerations were particularly acute, given the 
current position of multiculturalism and the fragile state of affirmative 

 
 

41 International Review of African American Art 1997:14, Pindell 2002 [1998]. 
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action. Such racist representations intentionally carry multivalent 
meanings.43

 
 
 
 
Although the tone of the event was critical, according to Pindell it was staged as a 

“public relations event for negative racial stereotypes.44 Panelists included Black visual 

artists Betye Saar, Alison Saar, Michael Ray Charles, Lorna Simpson, Carrie Mae 

Weems, Harvard Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and curator Thelma Golden who were 

deeply divided in their assessments of Charles and Walker.45 Notably, the panelists more 

closely associated with mainstreams, including Gates and Golden, posed arguments in 

support of Walker and Charles. In an interview about his views, for example, Gates made 

arguments about the artist’s use of stereotypes: 
 

 
In drawing from this peculiarly American repertoire of debased, racist 
images--these artists are seeking to liberate [sic] both the tradition of the 
representation of the black in popular and high art forms and to liberate 
our people from residual, debilitating effects that the proliferation of those 
images undoubtedly has had upon the collective unconscious of the 
African American people, and indeed upon our artists themselves and their 
modes of representation.” 46

 
 
 
 
Gates argument that the artists attempt to liberate the residual effects of stereotypes by 

satirizing them was hotly debated at the conference. Do such images liberate? Do larger- 

than-life stereotypes overpower the subordination that they represent? Perhaps it depends 

entirely on the audience and the contexts in which the art is shown, who promotes it, how 

much money is made from it, and as noted by the young Black female audience member 

noted in Charles’ talk, the context in which hangs. 
 

43 Kleeblatt 2002. 
44 Ronald Jones, “Crimson Herring: Slant Ronald Jones on “Black Kike Who?”,” Artforum 36, no. 10 
(Summer 1998): 17–18. See also Lorraine O’Grady, “Poison Ivy,” Artforum 37, no. 2 (October 1998): 8, 
Pindell 2002 [1998]. 
45 A more complete list includes Hilton Als, Steven Beyer, Nayland Blake, Michael Ray Charles, Thomas 
Cripps, Edmund Barry Gaither, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Kenneth W. Goings, Thelma Golden, Michael 
Harris, Isaac Julien, Florence Ladd, David Levinthal, W.T. Lhamon, Jr., Glenn Ligon, Ellen Phelan, Alison 
Saar, Betye Saar, Peter Schjeldahl, Lorna Simpson, and Carrie Mae Weems. 
46 International Review of African American Art 1997: 5. 
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* * * 
 
 
 
A major concern about the success of Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles is the way 

in which they were selected for promotion. As MacArthur fellow Darice Wright has said: 

 
I do have a problem with how black artists become stars from sanction 
outside ourselves. We have to be defined by ourselves. We don’t create 
our own messiahs. People in the mainstream art world choose the one or 
two African Americans for major success.47

 
 
 

In the future, Michael Ray Charles and Kara Walker are likely to represent Black art 

making at the end of the twentieth century, if for no other reason than the fact that they 

are widely collected by prominent galleries, collectors, and museums such as the Tony 

Shafrazi Gallery, the Albright-Nox Art Gallery, Spike Lee, David Alan Grier, Whoopi 

Goldberg, Penny Marshall, Matt Dillon, the Drawing Center of New York, the Jeanne 

Greenberg Rohatyn Collection, the Peter Norton Family Foundation, the Vienna State 

Opera House, the Guggenheim Museum, the Baltimore Museum of Art, and the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art.48 I make this claim based on the fact that the fame of 

Black artists due to White patronage is not a new issue for Black artists. The same 

concern surfaced around Black visual and literary artists during the Harlem Renaissance 

in the 1920s and 1930s, and again during the Works Progress Administration era. The 

title of the Harvard conference, “Change the Joke; Slip the Yoke,” was borrowed from an 

essay by Ralph Ellison. Like Charles and Walker, Ellison suffered disdain and derision 

from Black critics for his representation of blackness. In the article, published in 1968 

during the height of the Black Art Movement, and sixteen years after he published 
 
 

47 International Review of African American Art 1997: 12. 
48 Pindell 2002 [1998], Sheets 2002: 126, Toni Shafrazi Gallery 1998, Dixon, ed. 2002. 
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Invisible Man, Ellison addressed criticism that he catered to the negative fantasies and 

artistic expectations of a European-American audience rather than to a Black social 

agenda. 49 In 1970, Black literary critic James Walker responded in "What Do You Say 

Now, Ralph Ellison?" that White critics praised Ellison highly, but "Black students of 

literature only grudgingly mention his name if at all and Invisible Man is not rated highly 

as a meaningful novel dealing with the Black experience.”50 The Black aesthetic of the 

Black Arts Movement expounded a rhetoric that tethered Black art to Black politics. You 

cannot be a Black artist, they argued, unless you were engaged with Black social 

resistance and a cultural politics of race pride. Critics such as James Walker expressed 

anger that Ellison had sold out, and that he dealt with Black experiences through White 

lenses. Such critiques did not prevent Ellison from being elevated as a first-rate Afro- 

U.S. literary artist, however. 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
As an audience member at Charles’ gallery talk noted, the way his White collectors 

display his images is difficult to conceptualize. Certainly the irony in the work would 

have context in the home of comedians Whoopi Goldberg or David Walker Grier, but 

does comedian Penny Marshall hang her paintings of the laughing Sambo in (Forever 

Free) Nut’s from Nut’s Leaves, “I Isn’t See Nut’s” over her sofa? 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Scenario II 

 
 

49 Ellison 1964: 45-59. The novel Invisible Man centers around the experiences of an unnamed Black 
protagonist, who won a scholarship to a Black college after winning a fight staged by White businessman. 
The protagonist eventually loses his prize because he showed a White person the wrong part of the 
campus. Ellison defends Invisible Man in the article “Change the Joke; Slip the Yoke, ” where he focuses 
extensively on the issue of racial identity masking. 
50 Walker 1970. 
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[Set in a Penny Marshall’s living room] 
 
Whoopi Goldberg and Marshall admire Marshall’s new Sambo painting (Forever Free) 

Nut’s from Nut’s Leaves, “I Isn’t See Nut’s”. 

Goldberg: Ooooh Chile! 
 
Marshall [in her New Yorkese]: Oh, You don’t like it? 

Goldberg: No, it’s not that…. 

Marshall: I’m not a racist… 
 
Goldberg: I know, honey, it’s just that… 

 
[Steven Allen Grier steps into the room and the audience gives a round of applause.] 

Grier [Grinning]: Chile, she just doesn’t’ want to insult your taste. [Sashays to the 

painting.] Because this [gestures to the painting] don’t match the sofa! What were you 

thinking! [Covers eyes with hands.] 

[Laugh track as lights fade to Black] 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 

Unlike the high-profile Hollywood comedians who collect the work, museums like the 

Guggenheim and the Baltimore Museum of Art can wait out controversy and pull the 

work out in twenty years when the heat of controversy has presumably burned out. Yet, 

collectors such as Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn, who, in a recent ARTnews, is reported to 

display Kara Walker’s silhouettes along an entire dining room wall, does not have such 

inhibitions.51 Displayed in a private home, such work takes on the exciting character of 

treasure looted from an exotic culture. Such displays suggest that the collector has 

somehow conquered racism, because, after all, they have collected the work of a Black 

artist. 
 
 

51 Berwick 2003: 30. 
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In a “post” integration era, however, such collectors and institutions have to consider the 

negative impact that collecting this work may have. Arts administrator Harriet Kelley has 

suggested that collecting controversial new Black art is unethical, particularly when it is 

at the expense of other more established Black artists such as Jacob Lawrence. In regards 

to Kara Walker she has said: 

 
Our financial advisor who collected Basquiat--his art advisor told him that 
Kara was hot. She was a student then. I told Sam [the financial advisor] 
that this shouldn’t be something that he would want to collect. He 
agreed.52

 
 
 
 
The concern that the mainstream success of artists such as Charles and Walker eclipses 

an older tradition of Black artists who have worked to create positive images of Black 

people is central to the critique of their mainstream support. Despite her more than sixty 

years as a revered Black visual artist, for example, the venerable Black sculptor Elizabeth 

Catlett is not featured in a recent PBS documentary about Black people in the arts of the 

twentieth century called “I’ll Make Me a World.” Instead, in a problematic rendering of 

history, Catlett appears only to comment on the work of Kara Walker. 

 
 
As I have noted, Black visual artists have addressed this new trend in mainstream art 

worlds with letter-writing, public outcry, discussion at conferences, and in their art. 

Recently the July 2000 edition of MS. Magazine, a magazine that refuses any commercial 

support, reproduced such an image. Betye Saar’s Youth Will Be Served from her In 

Service: a Version of Survival series recreates the kind of tin advertising sign common in 

the early part of the twentieth century. The subject is a Black girl in a pink dress with the 

standup pigtails characteristic of the female Pickaninny stereotype. The girl rides an ear 

of white corn drawn to monstrous proportions that is precariously positioned on an old- 
 

52 International Review of African American art, 1997: 14. 
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fashioned go-cart. Grinning and carefree, her blue-ribboned hat is falling off her head; 

she rides the exaggerated vegetable without watching where she is going. Under the 

image of the white corn, a caption reads, “Grow White for Extra Profits.” The image 

evokes Kara Walker’s Pickaninny in Presenting Scenes, yet, critical of the lucrative use 

of stereotypes in White establishments, the image warns that artists who carelessly use 

such images are in for an unpredictable ride. 

 

There is more. Beneath the carefree child in Saar’s collage is an elongated image of a 

sepia-toned slave ship. The ship is guarded on the right by a Mammy figure and on the 

left by an Uncle Tom figure. They grin looking at each other sheepishly. Mammy asks, 

“Pappy, wat’s wrong wit dez chillin?” He replies, “Dez don’ lost dez mother wit, 

mammy!” Given Saar’s public disapproval of the use of stereotypes by young Black 

artists, her art expresses a critique of the politics and social consciousness of Kara 

Walker and Michael Ray Charles. It is not the use of stereotypes in their visual language 

that is the question of concern. Saar uses these in her own work. The problem is most 

likely the way in which these Black artists impulsively use the implosive power of 

stereotypes with little or no engagement with their communities or elders. Saar 

disapproves with a clearly chiding voice--one that knowingly utters a long disapproving 

tsssstttttt.53 In many ways, Saar’s question as to whether these mainstream art world 

children have “loss they mindz,” finds an affirmative. From the head of an elder, the 

commentary asks these younger artists, “What is wrong with you?” Saar’s critique also 

extends outwards to Black publics in general. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

53 See footnote 20 on the meaning of tsssstttttt. This sound signals the power associated with the Mammy 
figure, who has little economic or class power, but who has extraordinary influence in her ability to  
critique and be taken seriously by the powerful. Herein lies the reason for her derision. How could such 
Black women with little social or political power, and the ignominious position of being a “mere” caretaker 
and cook, have so much influence? Hers is the power of disapproval including sass, willfulness, and 
displeasure in the face of her presumed powerlessness. 
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Fractured Black Identities 
 
 
 

When Black artists move outside of the institutional, intellectual, political, and cultural 

influence of Black public spheres they challenge a long-standing relationship between 

Black politics and Black cultural expression. Where the historically driven uplift and 

racial pride politics of Black art worlds were once closely linked to independent Black 

public spheres, with even partial desegregation Black artists (and Black people in 

general) are no longer as tied to historical Black agendas. Controversies about the work 

of Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles are metonyms, therefore, for the disengagement 

of contemporary Black identity from cohesive social agendas--the extreme times  to 

which Betye Saar refers. Disengaged from the continuity, leadership, and ideology of 

Black public spheres, they, like the rest of their generation, seemed to have lost the social 

and political coherence so valued by their ancestors and elders. That coherence, in truth 

always sought, but also always in flux and never fully realized, has been idealized and 

simplified (even stereotyped) in post-Civil Rights Black politics as a linear grand march 

toward Black freedom and identity. As a result, the complex realities of Black political 

struggle have been lost to the present generation. Instead, an essentialized version of 

Black identity and unity has replaced the complex dialogues of the past. Representational 

disagreements that such major Afro-U.S. figures as Sojourner Truth and Frederick 

Douglass and Booker T. Washington and W.E. B. Du Bois had, for example, have been 

ignored or glossed over in public memory. In many ways, this glossing of Black 

difference and the resulting loss of historical memory are the very conditions that Walker 

and Charles address in their work.54
 

 
 
 
As  evidenced  in  their  revealing  gallery  talks  (cum depositions),  neither  Walker  nor 

 
 
 

54 Michael Ray Charles and Kara Walker are, perhaps, extreme examples. In his Locations of Culture 
(1994) Hommi Bhabha talks about the disaffection of artist Renee Green from the Black Community, over- 
determined, by its, in her determination, false identity as an essentialized whole. 
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Charles set out to create a visual symbolism that would offend Black art communities. 

Both engaged in racial self-expression in an exploration of racialization that is time- 

honored in Black arts communities. By presenting racial and sexual stereotypes, these 

artists portray the traumas of racialization. Discharged and cathected in this way, their 

work settles its gaze not on the idealized subjectivity of diasporic people, but rather the 

flow of negations with which they contend. Regardless of the cultural context, the use of 

stereotypes by their intended subjects is sardonic. This mimetic process is a simultaneous 

masking and disclosure, a game of peek-a-boo that is born from the combined 

seriousness and sass of signifying. In this way, Walker and Charles have subverted the 

visual codes of domination and subordination of blackness through what cultural critic 

Mary M. Cain calls, “a bricolage that makes a parody of the privileged signs of class, 

race, gender, and nation.”55 The use of stereotypes by these artists describes fractures in 

ethnic and cultural logic, which, in turn, describes contemporary fractures in Black 

identity. An undefined Black agenda created the space for these artists to explore outside 

the boundaries, and to color outside its lines, and, in my opinion, the reaction to their 

work is as much an effort to redress this loss, as it is commentary about these artist’s 

work. 
 
 
Few argue that the role of the visual artist is to take great risks. Nonetheless, ensconced 

in mainstream art worlds, Walker and Charles are operating outside of Black art 

historical time. Without this context, their work becomes loose and licentious, 

promiscuous and open to the vagaries of late-capitalist markets, available to whomever 

wishes to buy them. Signifying about fractures in Black identity outside of a Black 

context is exhibitionism. Perhaps this is the deepest level of the critique leveled at Kara 

Walker and Michael Ray Charles and their work. These artists and their images are seen 

as runaways, pimped, like the rest of the Black community, by mainstreams for the 
 
 

55 Cain 1997. 
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commercial value of their blackness. Alienated from the politics of Black Public Spheres 

and taken out of context, from the view of Black art world denizens, these visual artists, 

like their counterparts in the “gansta” rap business, have benefited from a capitalist 

commodification of decontextualized Black cultures. They have taken a history of 

representational struggle outside of Black art worlds and profited from their removal, 

much like American culture machines continue to profit from the disengagement of other 

Black cultural forms (and people) from their social contexts. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As I have noted, the work of Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles suggest that they, 

like other artists have responded to fractures in Black identity and social politics in the 

last quarter of the twentieth century. Yet, they are not the only Black artists who have 

tried this experiment. The Yoruba-inspired artists described in chapter five challenge the 

allegiance to Christianity so often assumed of Black identity, for example. Their work 

suggests that, despite the essentializing tendency, there are fractures in the representation 

of blackness that suggest change and growth. In order to compare the politics of black 

visual representation in a transnational context, the next two chapters look at Black visual 

representation and Black identity politics in the United Kingdom and Cuba. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
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VIII. 
 
 

Yellow Circles and Positive Beautiful Things: 
Race, Identity, and Representation in Afro-British Art Worlds 

 
 
 
 
 

Meaning emerges only through the lay of differences in a closed system. 
 
 
 

(1983) 
Kaja Silverman 

 

Anthropology in Britain does not claim to compass social life in Britain as 
a whole, nor is that its aspiration: the diversity does not pretend to 
inclusivity. Indeed, I have contended that “Britain”--what it is, who 
belongs, and how--cannot be essentialised or absolutely defined: 
anthropologically speaking, there is no representative Britain. 

 
Nigel Rapport (2002) 

 
 
 

[They] know how to do it; how to be Black, that is. 
 
 
 

(2002) 
Stephanie Sullivan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

According to British historian Peter Fyer, the term “Black” has most often been used in 

Britain as a negative description of indentured, enslaved, or colonised African and Asian 

people.1 Just as “Black is Beautiful” was a late 1960s Diasporic slogan that resisted the 
 
 

1 The use of British spelling, consistent with the British writers who inform this chapter, also recalls the 
difference between British and U.S. speech. It lends this chapter the British intonation that I unwittingly 
and temporarily aquired in the field. At a conference in London, I met several New Yorkers who would not 
believe that I wasn’t British. In an attempt to remember this experience, in this text where American 
English uses -ise, I use the British spelling -ize. For me the written difference between the “s” and the “z” 
recalls the difference between the more lispy and flattened American English and the clipping and drawling 
that occurs in British English. In this chapter, I also recall these characteristics of tone and accent with the 
British spelling of words such as “coloured,” “inclusivity,” “essentialized,” “labour,” and “neighbour.” 
Note that citizen, prize, and size do not follow the -ise rule. Words such as “programme” and “shoppe, 
however, are not used because they are old fashioned, and I use which and that according to American 
English. Just as my reading of British culture is partial and hybrid, so too is my rendering of British 
English. Nonetheless, I hope that the effect  performs as intended. American English speakers/readers find 
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denigration of blackness in the Americas, anti-racist identity politics changed the 

meaning of blackness in the U.K. The term Black (as in dishonored) was adopted by 

members of collective African, Asian, and Caribbean organisations in Britain from the 

late 1960s to the early 1990s to represent pro-immigrant political identities. This kind of 

“Black” identity is currently in flux, however, as more specific ethnic identity politics 

have taken the foreground. Following this focus, I have studied blackness in this research 

as it designates Black Londoners of African descent. 

 
 
Londoninium 

 
 
 
On my first day in the grand old city of Londonium, I was filled with the usual pangs 

about the efficacy of ethnography, and, on only my second trip to the U.K., the difficulty 

of describing the similarities and differences between British and American culture was 

intense. Mr. Laskey the cockney manager of my accommodations, Blain House at 142 

Bedford Hill, in Balham, London, pleasantly avoided my chatter about how similar I 

thought the elegance of Londoners--the ubiquitous Black suits and umbrellas--was to the 

sartorial style of Chicagoans in my home town. “Right,” he answered with a pained look. 

From the basement of my Afro-U.S. female experience, I heard the echo of a familiar 

trauma, and roughly translated his twisted-smile look to mean, “Why on Earth do you 

persist in trying to talk about this with me?” What could I, an Afro-U.S. woman, after all, 

say of any importance, particularly to an Englishman about the British? Despite my 

disorientation and jet lag, I anxiously smiled back. Perhaps, I remember thinking, I 

should move to Brixton where there might be more Black folks. 

 
 
When I refrained from pontificating about the similarities and differences between the 

 
 

some of the word spellings and prepositions odd; whereas British readers note the foreign slant to the 
perspective, but they recognize the spelling and wonder why I used “which” in such a distinctly American 
way. 
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U.K and the U.S., my conversations with White Brits were generally quite pleasant and 

very different from what I often experienced with White Americans. There was neither a 

wide space made for my blackness, nor condescension, nor inquiry about my class and 

cultural affiliations. It felt strange to go to the library or a yoga class in London and be 

relatively unnoticed. In most places in the U.S., I would have been politely smiled at, the 

prerequisite disarming of racial tensions, or as sometimes occurred in my experience in 

Arkansas or Texas (or even Illinois or New York), dully scowled at to mark my 

difference. My relatively benign experiences made me wonder whether there was any 

racism in London at all, despite all that I had read. 

 
 
Because of the difference between my expectations and my experiences, the initial days 

in the field felt surreal, no doubt spurred by my presumptions about what I would find in 

the field. I also encountered many more Black folks than I expected. From my life-long 

affection for Britannia--from the literature of Shakespeare and Charlotte Brontë, and the 

British comedies Dr. Who, Red Dwarf, and Absolutely Fabulous, to the music of British 

Ska, Punk, The Who, and Afro-Brits Billy Ocean and Sade,--I knew on arrival that the 

island was inhabited by a variety of ethnic groups.2 Yet, for all of my Anglophilia and 

superficial familiarity with British culture, I never imagined that London had such a 

visible population of colour. Indeed the majority of the Black population in the U.K. live 

in London. As a result, there were enough enclaves of Caribbean, African, Arab, and 

Asian culture--shops, restaurants, religious and cultural events-- that, if I had chosen, I 

could have just about avoided White British culture altogether. With the exception of my 

preference for Caribbean and Asian food, I did not take too much advantage. I searched 

for Black art worlds in as many places as possible, including mainstream museums, pubs, 

and plays. 

 
 
 

2 Dr. Who and Red Dwarf are British television programs. 
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During my forays, I usually passed for just another Londoner of colour. My hybrid 

pronunciation, a combination of nasal-jawed Afro-U.S. Midwestern diphthongs with just 

a hint of Texas drawl, gave me away only when I spoke. Then I was identified by 

nationality, more than ethnicity. I was asked “Are you American?” instead of “Are you 

African American?” It seemed to me that being from “across the pond” was more 

interesting than my colour, or perhaps it was the combination of being Black and from 

the United States that evoked interest, because as a Black American I was a member of 

the least physically present Black community in London. If I didn’t speak, however, I 

could get away with turning my nose up at the U.S. imports that invaded British popular 

culture. For me the Afro-U.S. music blaring in nearly every venue, from shop speakers to 

television screens, was a travesty of American cultural invasion, the disneyfication of the 

world as one Londoner put it. Yet, because Afro-U.S. culture has had an influence on 

British culture since at least the 1940s, from the post-war Afro-U.S music that influenced 

working class Britons, including the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, to contemporary 

dance, fashion, literature, and visual culture, I could not ignore the influence of American 

house, rap, hip hop, and pop music in British popular culture.3 
 
 
 
Afro-U.S. social and identity politics has apparently played a key role in the development 

of Afro-British consciousness, as British cultural theorist June Edmunds writes, Black 

Britons were “influenced by events in America even if they could not adopt the same 

strategies for change.”4 From W.E.B. Dubois’ visits to organize Pan-African congresses 

during the first half of the century, Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, and Stokley 

Carmichael who lectured in England in the 1960s, to contemporary Afro-U.S. speakers, 

such as Louis Farrakhan and Collin Powell, Afro-U.S. leaders have been invited to speak 

 
 
 

3Sims 2002, Watkins 1998, West 1990. Sims, Watkins, and West discuss the marketing of Afro-U.S. 
cultures after World War II , which had its roots in the European “negrofads” and “negrophilias” from the 
first decades of the twentieth century. 
4 Edmunds 2002: 85. 
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to Afro-British organisations for decades. 5 
 
 

A number of Afro-Brits with whom I spoke also identified Black-U.S. cultural 

movements and heroes as their inspiration, and noted that they did not have any local 

equivalents. Errol Murray, an Afro-British BBC reporter of Jamaican decent, revealed to 

me that everyone that he knew imitated and tried to act like the members of The Cosby 

Show.6 Many Black Brits, including Murray, “did” their Afro-U.S. accents for me, which 

was not only disconcerting, but also riotously funny. At the same time, this realization 

was sobering. Black Brits relied heavily on the U.S. and, not surprisingly, the Caribbean 

for inspiration, from music, hairstyles, and television programs, to political strategy and 

identity politics. What was it about British culture that caused its Black folk to look 

elsewhere for identity? Jamaican-born, British-raised, and a longtime resident of Los 

Angeles California, Stephanie Sullivan, for example, outlined Afro-U.S. blackness as 

“how to do it; how to be Black, that is”--and explained that she preferred Afro-U.S. 

culture to what she described as Black London’s “mix-up” sense of blackness. 
 
 
 
On the second of May, 2002, Stephanie stands behind her posh counter in her salon, 

Positive Images. She runs a full-time beauty shop and Black art gallery from this space. 

She is implacable, as she says, “cool, calm, and collective” (not collected, she corrects 

when I show her my notes). Her eyes flit about without the benefit of head movement, 

like a bird of prey or a woman wearing a head covering. She smiles and laughs to herself 

often, and looks archly at prospective customers. A self-described cosmopolitan woman, 

born in Jamaica and raised in Battersea, London from the age of 12, she has lived most of 

her adult life on the West Coast of the United States. Her voice retains the lilt and 
 

5 Conversations with Liverpudlian Fatu Akinlana, introduced in Chapter Five, for example, suggest that 
Afro-U.S. speakers where an important part of anti-racist organising and conferences in the 1980s and 
1990s. 
6The Cosby Show (USA, NBC (The Carsey-Werner Company), Sitcom, colour, 1984)ran in the U.S. from 
1984-1992, and from 1985-1994 in Britain according to the BBC1 comedy timeline at 
http//:www.bbc/comedy/guide . 
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directness of Jamaica, with a slight rounding from living in England and the United 

States. Only recently has she returned to England for a few years to live near her children 

and set up her businesses. Stephanie always seems to be thinking and planning; as she 

says, “ I’m up an’ working, when you all are sleeping.” 

 
 
Although her salon is open seven days a week, and she is quite busy, Stephanie sets aside 

a few minutes to chat with me regularly. We become friends and confidants. Because of 

the paucity of Black art spaces, I was lucky to find Stephanie and her shop Positive 

Images. Her familiarity with London, despite the fact that she doesn’t particularly care 

for the city, helps to situate my project and provides me with a counterbalance to my 

adoration for London. In addition, my discussion with Stephanie yielded a number of 

foundational ideas, including the “mix-up” culture sense of Afro-Britains, the lack of 

institutionalization for Black artists, the “benign” racism of the British, and the lack of 

proper political representation, from which I built my ethnography. Stephanie also tells 

me about the Black art world scene, and she is particularly vocal about identity politics in 

London. As we talked, she often pointed to the number of Black and White couples that 

she saw passing by her salon window. “It [multi-ethnic relationships] is an obsession,” 

she says, clucking her tongue. This issue of multi-ethnic relationships is key for 

Stephanie, because she argues that Black Britons are losing their identities. 

 
Stephanie tells me that there have never been any tangible Black neighborhoods in 

London. When she grew up in the Battersea area in the 1960s, a white family lived next 

to her Jamaican family; next door, there were East Indians, and another Jamaican family 

at the end of the block. Unlike the segregated cities of the United States, there are no 

designated Black neighborhoods in London. Yet, I had always thought of Brixton as the 

Black part of town. In 1982 Afro-Brit Eddy Grant sang about Brixton’s “Electric 

Avenue,”  and  Jamaican  Brits,  Sugar  Minott  and  Jah  Son,  sang  about    “Riots  inna 
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Brixton--inna London town” in 1986; I presumed that these Afro-British artists were 

singing about Brixton in a way that was similar in its blackness to Chicago’s South Side 

or New York’s Harlem. This is simply not the case. The layout of ethnic borders is very 

different in London. As Stephanie Sullivan told me about Brixton: 

 
 
 

Jamaican  markets  are  there  and  Jamaicans  go  there  in  the  day.  They 
congregate, shop, work, and sell. The whites come there at night to live.7 

 
 
 
According to Stephanie’s explanation, Brixton was in some ways experiencing the 

gentrification of New York’s Harlem, minus some of the racial tension. With the growth 

of the U.K.’s population of colour, Brixton, and London, in general, is even more 

ethnically diverse than it was when Stephanie grew up in the city in the 1960s. 

 
The Papers 

 
 
 
Daily papers, weekly papers, and Afro-British magazines promised me entrée, a way to 

begin to understand what it means to be Black in London. On site, it appears as though 

the British are obsessed with reading. Everyone I saw riding the underground (the tube) 

had a newspaper or a thick book. Having something to read is something of a cultural 

accessory, it seems, even if the paper is never opened, and the book never cracked. On 

the hour-long trip from Brixton to Camden Town, where I met and interviewed some of 

the artists in this study, I saw countless underground riders stare at the same page, lost in 

thought. The pages of their newspapers created personal space for them, and cultural 

wallpaper for me. 

 
 
 
 

7 Stephanie Sullivan. Interview by author. London, U.K., June 13 2002. 
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This cultural wallpaper was as diverse as the noble Times, the populist Guardian, the 

achingly conservative Daily Mail, the Afro-British New Nation, and the Afro-British 

Voice (subtitled, Britain’s Best Black Paper), whose Black readers proclaimed the Mail to 

be racist. I gathered dozens of these papers in the months of my research and realised that 

the same questions were roundly debated over, and over, as if a group of neighbors was 

gossiping about the same old family dramas. During my studies of British culture, I had 

read Stuart Hall, Paul Gilroy, Kobena Mercer, Anthony Giddens, and Stuart Hall, who 

wrote about the same concerns as the papers: the dole, the immigrant “problem,” racism, 

the Tories, Labour, the Conservatives, youth crime, the rise of mugging, and drug use. 

After weeks of reading, I was clear that the content of the English news was far more 

politically in-depth than the banal reporting of murder and terror that has come to 

represent the U.S. media. 

 
 
 
One of the unique issues that came up for debate in the papers was the banning of Afro- 

 
U.S. Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan had successfully won a British lawsuit to 

enter the country after sixteen years of exclusion, but the British government overrode 

their courts on the grounds of post-911 National Security. Both Black London 

newspapers, the Voice and New Nation, wrote about the Black response to Farrakhan’s 

ban. While not all of the articles supported Farrakhan’s right to visit, many protested their 

government’s handling of the situation. As the Voice reported: 

 
 
 

Dave Weaver, chairman of the black think-tank the 1990 Trust, fumed: 
‘the decision is wrong. There’s no justification whatsoever for the ban. It’s 
an insult to the Black community, who continue to feel patronised by 
governments telling them whom they can and cannot listen to.”8

 
 

8 Agular 2002:5. 
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In contrast to the ban on Farrakhan, at the end of May, Paul Boateng was appointed the 

first Afro-British Cabinet member. A former hard-left barrister who had been fairly 

outspoken about Afro-British affairs in the 1970s, Boateng had slowly drifted toward the 

“soft-left” of Blair’s Labour party. Response to Boateng’s appointment was mixed, much 

like that of Collin Powell’s appointment to George W. Bush’s cabinet in the United 

States. While Boateng’s appointment was historic, many people questioned the political 

machinations of the party that appointed him. Boateng’s presence in the cabinet, like 

Powell’s, dampened charges of Black exclusion in the highest offices of government. 

Earlier in 2002, Prime Minister Tony Blair had called for Affirmative action in 

Parliament, and, in response, French President Jean Marie Le Pen called Blair’s move 

Machiavellian, and declared that Blair was an even bigger racist then himself. I was left 

with a distinct sense that Farrakhan was banned by the British government because he 

represented the spectre of Black social unrest and alterity in Britain, and Boateng was 

promoted because he represented a hoped for a political solution to ethnic unrest through 

cultural and political assimilation. 

 
 
Afro-Britishness 

 
 
 
These issues of assimilation, immigration, whiteness, British national identity, and racism 

apparently present a continuum of complex obstacles for Afro-Brits.9 In the last four 

decades, for example, the right of Black immigrants to live in the nation has made 

numerous legal and political transitions. Despite the fact that they she grew up in 

England, Stephanie Sullivan, the woman quoted in the last section, is not eligible to 

 
 

9 Note that emigration in this sense refers to the intention to relocate to a new country, often for 
employment, whereas immigration refers to the intention to resettle permanently. The distinction is 
important, particularly because, as contemporary Afro-British writer Zadie Smith’s character Samad notes 
in the epigraph, many of the people who came to Britain after 1948 did not intend to stay, but for economic 
reasons often did. 
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become a British citizen. Although citizenship rights were granted to immigrants in 1948, 

subsequent laws eroded these rights by 1968. Three decades later, British law accorded 

British citizenship to patrials, people whose parents were born or settled on the island.10 

Following the passage of several versions of the Nationality Act, by 2003 the Nationality 

and Immigration Directorate defined the conditions for the children of immigrants born 

on the island thusly: 

 
a) If one of the parents becomes a British citizen or becomes settled in the 
United Kingdom, the child will be entitled to registration as a British 
citizen but must apply before the age of 18. 

 
 

b) If the child lives in the United Kingdom for the first 10 years of his or 
her life, and is not absent for more than 90 days in any one of those years, 
he or she will be entitled to registration as a British citizen. There is no 
time limit for applying. 

 
 

c) If the child is a British overseas territories citizen, British overseas 
citizen, British subject under the 1981 Act, British protected person, or 
British National (overseas), he or she will be entitled to registration as a 
British citizen if he or she lives legally in the United Kingdom for 5 years. 
He or she must not be absent during those 5 years for more than 450 days 
and must not be absent during the last 12 months of those 5 years for 
more than 90 days. There is no time limit for applying. If the child is not 
entitled to registration in the circumstances described above, it may still 
be possible to register the child as a British citizen. Registration, in this 
case, would be at the Home Secretary's discretion.11

 
 
 
 
According to these stringent criteria, Stephanie Sullivan’s children may register to 

become British citizens, but she may not. Due to the complexity of British citizenship 

law, Black Briton’s have difficulty placing their identities squarely in the space of 

Britishness, whether or not they were born on the island. 

 
 
 
 

10 According to Princeton’s Wordnet, a patrial is a British word that designates “a person who has the right 
to be considered legally a British citizen (by virtue of the birth of a parent or grandparent).” 
11 According to the rules published on the website of the U.K.’s Nationality and Immigration Directorate, 
2003. 
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* * * 
 
 

Perhaps Jonzi D’s performance of Aeroplane Man at the Theatre Royal Stratford East 

best described the challenge of constructing an Afro-British identity in contemporary 

Britain. Black Londoner and hip hop poet Jonzi D. opened Aeroplane Man as a crucified 

Black Christ who transformed into an incongruous Black cockney who sang about his 

lost Rose, a White woman for whom his longing represents the alienation of Afro-Britons 

from their motherland.12
 

 
 
 
Heartbreak spurs Aeroplane Man to travel throughout the Black Atlantic in search of his 

identity. Mocked in Jamaica for his cockney accent, overwhelmed by Trinidadian 

cultural difference, and assaulted because he won a verbal battle with a rapper in New 

York City, Aeroplane Man only has a positive diasporic experience during a sentimental 

encounter with tribal culture in South Africa. In the end, the title character returns to 

London and reconnects with his “mix up” Black cockney identity. 

 
 
In an interview with me after a performance on May 11, 2002, Jonzi D. remarked that the 

play was about not being able to find a comfortable space within British national identity. 

He felt most comfortable identifying himself as a Black Londoner. Like his Aeroplane 

Man, Jonzi D. had ultimately decided to reformulate, as the Afro-British seem to do, the 

apparent incongruence of blackness and Britishness. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 

12Although the use of motherland is counter-intuitive here, Webster’s first definition of the English word 
“motherland” is the country of one’s birth, whereas the definition of “fatherland” refers to the country of 
ones ancestors. 
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Her Majestie understanding that there are of late divers 
blackamoores brought into this realme, of which kind of 
people there are allready here to manie… [sic]. 

 
 

Elizabeth I 

(1596) 

 
Phrases like ‘the Island Race’ and ‘the Bulldog Breed’ 
vividly convey the manner in which this nation is represented 
in terms which are simultaneously biological and cultural. 

 
Paul Gilroy (1991) 

 
 
 
Blackamoores in the Realme 

 
 
 
In There Ain’t No Black in the Union Black: The Cultural Politics of Race and Nation, 

Paul Gilroy connects contemporary British nationalism and racism to representations of 

Black people as outsiders regardless of where they were born: 

 
Blacks are represented in contemporary British politics and 
culture as external to and estranged from the imagined 
community that is the nation, [these] representations are, 
like the ‘racial’ essences on which they rely, precarious 
constructions, discursive figures, which obscure and 
mystify deeper relationships.13

 
 
 
 
While the majority of Black people arrived in England after World War II, a significant 

African-descended population has existed in Britannia for centuries. Although many 

were captives of the transatlantic slave trade, in Staying Power: the History of Black 

People in Britain historian Peter Fryer argues emphatically that Africans, many brought 

as Roman soldiers, were in Britannia since the third century B.C., long before the Anglo- 

 
 

13 Gilroy 1991 (1987): 153. 
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Saxons arrived at the islands. Fryer also writes that Vikings brought Moroccans and other 

Black people to Ireland and Northern England between the ninth and eleventh century.14
 

 
 
There are no verifiable records of Black people in Britannia between the eleventh and 

sixteenth century, and the history of Black people in Britain resumes during the rein of 

Elizabeth I (1558-1603). During this period, the rise of populations of African descent 

steadily increased over the next two centuries with the demand for enslaved labor in 

Britain and the burgeoning Caribbean plantation economies. 

 
 
Because of the triangular trade in African people, British manufactures, and Caribbean 

agricultural goods, the British slave ports of London, Bristol, and Liverpool have had the 

most consistent Black populations since the Elizabethan era.15 Much of this population 

included African seamen who were stranded in Europe after they replaced lost British 

sailors on the return trip of slavers from the African coast to Europe. Once they reached 

British shores, ship captains often abandoned these African men in favor of White British 

sailors.16 The Black population of these port cities descended from the children of these 

abandoned seamen, enslaved Black servants, and the indigenous British population. 

 
 
As anthropologist Jacqueline Massey Brown has written: 

 
 

[The city of Liverpool] owes its birth and growth as a city to its 
preeminent role as an imperial seaport. Providing easy access to Africa 
and the Americas, the city was a slave port of major significance. By 1772 
many of the 12,000 or so enslaved Black people in England were brought 
directly from Africa (and India), were independent laborers stranded on 
the island, or were brought by returning planters who had purchased 
enslaved people in the Americas. Although there are other migration 
histories that account for the Black presence in that city, the dominant 
narrative  centres  on  these  African  seamen,  whom black  Liverpudlians 

 
 

14 Fryer 1984. 
15 Fryer 1984, Brown 1998, Walvin, 1990. 
16 Brown 1998. 
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commonly  represented  as  the  founding  fathers  of  what  has  become  a 
Black community.17

 

 
 
Others sources for this population include variously enslaved and manumitted men and 

women who worked in Europe. As historian James Walvin notes: 

 
Objects of curiosity, employed as prized domestics 
(because exotic), Blacks could be found scattered--though 
in small numbers--throughout European societies. Black 
servants, many of them manumitted slaves, traveled from 
Spain to Spanish New World colonies, accompanying their 
employers, invariably as domestics. From the mid 17th 
century onwards, the numbers of imported Blacks grew 
steadily until they became unexceptional sights in Britain, 
most notably in London itself.18

 
 
 
 
Although a common sight by the eighteenth century, the British regarded Black people as 

uncivilised “others.” As Fryer observes: 

 
From the 1770s onwards, the empire and the pseudo- 
scientific racism that served it developed side by side. Even 
the cosmetic version of the doctrine--the idea of ‘imperial 
trusteeship’ for the betterment of ‘backward peoples’--took 
shape in the debates over the abolition of the slave trade in 
the years before 1807. From the 1840s to the 1940s, 
Britain’s ‘native policy’ was dominated by racism. The 
golden age of the British Empire was the golden age of 
British racism, too.19

 
 
 
 
Anti-slavery ideologies also existed alongside the burgeoning pseudo-science of race, in 

fact, Britain was the first nation to outlaw slavery early in the nineteenth century. 

Nonetheless, the kind of racism experienced by Black people in eighteenth and nineteen 

century Britain was expressed as anti-Black propaganda, sexual and cultural stereotypes, 
 

 
 

17 See Brown 1998:299. Brown wrote about British census-takers who attempted to categorise the Black 
populations in Liverpool. 
18 Walvin 1990:31. 
19 Fryer 1984:165. 
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legal, education, job, and housing proscriptions, anti-Black rioting, surveillance and 

policing.20
 

 
 
In response to this harassment, Black communities organised self-defense and 

improvement clubs and armed against rioters and lynch mobs. Organisations such as the 

nineteenth century African and Asian Society, The African Association, and in the 

twentieth century, the Pan-African Association, and the African Progress Union, were 

characteristic of ethnic activist communities. By 1900, Black activists including 

Caribbeans and Africans living in Europe, and visiting North Americans, such as 

organiser W.E.B. Du Bois, organised Pan-African Congresses in Britain where, among 

other issues, delegates discussed the illegal British colour bar and the discriminatory 

treatment of Afro-British seamen. Racial, ethnic, and anti-immigrant discrimination 

increased as the Afro-British population grew, particularly after the Second World War, 

and as the Black presence in the U.K. challenged the “law and order” of British 

citizenship, nationalism, and identity.21
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20 Fryer 1984, Solomos et. al. 1981. 
21 The phrase “law and order” were the code words used in the second half of the twentieth century by the 
British Conservative party to call for ethnic policing. 
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Postwar Black Immigration 
 
 

These days, it feels to me like you make a devil’s pact 
when you enter this country. You hand over your passport 
at the check-in, you get stamped, you want to make a little 
money, get yourself started, but you mean to go back! Who 
would want to stay? Cold, wet, miserable; terrible food, 
dreadful newspapers--who would want to stay? In a place 
where you are never welcomed, only tolerated, just 
tolerated. Like you are an animal finally house-trained. 
Who would want to stay? But, you have made a devil’s 
pact--it drags you in and suddenly you are unsuitable to 
return, your children are unrecognisable, you belong 
nowhere. 

 
 
 

Zadie Smith (2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mid-twentieth century Black emigration, conflict over housing shortages, jobs, and 

interracial relationships posed a new threat to fragile postwar notions of British identity 

and citizenship. An influx of new workers from the Caribbean, Africa, and Asia fostered 

a virulent everyday racism that added to the extant structural racism of limited Black 

economic and social access and the reality of social discrimination ,an illegal but 

operative colour bar, and housing prejudice. While the invitation to Commonwealth 

workers appeared to be a liberal change in public and colonial policy, in fact, the lessons 

of the war had taught the British government that its Black citizens could, and would 

labour for less money than its White population. 

 
 
In 1948, Parliament signed the British Nationality Act, which granted citizenship to 

people born in the British Commonwealth. Although not the first of the boatloads of 

labor-emigrants that came to England after World War II, the 1948 arrival of the Empire 

Windrush, at Tilbury Docks, London, which bore 492 Jamaican labourers, has become an 
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historical symbol of the waves of Commonwealth populations from Africa, the 

Caribbean, and Asia that arrived in the post-war period. Unlike the thousands of 

Africans, Caribbeans, and Asians who were conscripted for service during World War II, 

many of the thousands who came to work stayed because there was no work for them in 

the colonies from which they had come. 

 

Fueled by the United State’s passage of the McCarran-Walter Act in 1952, which 

severely restricted Caribbean work-based migration to the United States,22 Caribbean 

migration to the United Kingdom tripled the extant Black population. By the late 1950s, 

the number of Black people in Britain was approximately 125,000, or about four percent 

of the total population.23 In post-war England, the British government claimed that they 

needed workers because of a labour shortage, and considered legislation to actually draft 

Commonwealth laborers to fill jobs that would help rebuild the nation. Such legislation 

never passed, because it was not necessary. Highly skilled Black workers, particularly 

those who had laboured as munitions factory workers and ground crew for the Royal Air 

Force during the war, flocked to Britain. These labourers were, according to British 

propaganda expected to fill low-paid positions undesirable to the White working class. 

Nonetheless, Black workers were more than willing to leave jobless situations in the 

underdeveloped colonies to work for half the wages of their working class English 

counterparts in Britain.24 British political theorists Bob Carter, Clive Harris, and Shirley 

Joshi, argue that even as the British government encouraged Black commonwealth 

emigration, such encouragement was designed to improve the economy, not bring Black 

people to stay: 
 
 
 

While the government was systematically collecting 
information about black people to support  a draft 

 
22 Francis 1998, Fryer 1984, United Kingdom Migration Office, 2003. 
23 United Kingdom Migration Office, 2003. 
24 Castles and Kosack 1973, Freeman 1979, Fryer 1984, Solomos et. al. 1981. 
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immigration bill prepared in 1954, it was also opposing 
measures such as Fenner Brockways’s bill prohibiting 
racist discrimination, despite growing evidence that 
discrimination was widespread. Successive governments 
not only constructed an ideological framework in which 
Black people were to be seen as threatening, alien and 
unassimilable but also developed police to discourage and 
control black immigration.25

 
 
 
Despite their relatively small number, the newly arrived immigrants met with a growing 

resentment from working class White Britons and politicians. Conservatives, such as the 

National Front’s Enoch Powell, built a powerful nationalist agenda based on anti-Black 

anxiety. The notion that Black people were arriving too fast, were taking White jobs and 

housing, and changing the character of British racial composition and cultural “purity” 

evoked prejudices that illustrate a long-held anxiety about the presence of Black people 

in Britain.26 Enoch Powell led this populist anti-emigrant and anti-immigrant furor with 

arguments that Britain was being “eroded and hollowed out from within by implantations 

of unassimilated and unassimilable population--alien wedges in the heart of the state.”27 

In the 1964 election season, anti-Black sentiments took the form of negative slurs and 

graffiti that warned Britons that “niggers” would invade their neighborhoods if they 

voted for liberal immigration and citizenship acts.28 Outside of London, the Black 

population was very small, and this imagery warned that the rest of Britain would soon 

be as multicultural as London. With a post-war recovery well on its way, the British 

government slowly rescinded citizenship rights for Black immigrants, claiming anti- 

Black sentiment and civil unrest as justification. 

 
 
The legal rights of non-White people were, among other things, abused by policing 

forces, and neglected by magistrates. Decried by liberals as abnormal British behavior 

 
25 Carter, Harris, and Joshi 2000:22. 
26 Fryer 1984:10. 
27 Gilroy 1987:43. 
28 Gilroy 1987. 
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copied from “less civilised states” (particularly the United States), a de facto colour bar 

was evoked by prejudiced hostellers, pubs, renters, and shopkeepers, which  despite 

liberal protests was a centuries-old practice in Britain. Unlike the Untied States, Britain 

had no de jure colour bar until the Immigration Act of 1961 that explicitly based 

citizenship rights on perceived ethnicity. The act sought to “restrict coloured 

Commonwealth citizens, particularly West Indians, Africans, Indians, and  Pakistanis 

from entry into the UK.”29 Racial and ethnic prejudice existed in practice before the 1961 

Immigration Act, yet the 1961 act was the first to make ethnic discrimination legal in 

Britain. By 1968, new statues excluded emigrants from citizenship if their grandfather 

had not been born in Britain, and the Commonwealth Immigrants Act of 1968 restricted 

the entry of Kenyan Asians. Finally, the 1971 Immigration Act allowed only temporary 

Black migration, restricted to short term labor contracts. This last measure paralleled 

increased joblessness and anti-Black riots and violence among working class White 

Britons, which in the minds of many conservatives justified the new proscriptions. 

 
 
The riots and attacks of this period instigated the creation of a number of new anti-fascist 

and anti-racist organisations. Perhaps inspired by the African and Asian self-help 

organisations of the eighteenth and nineteenth century, Afro-British, White-British, 

Africans, Caribbeans, and Southeast Asians forged alliances through autonomous 

organisations such as OWAAD, the Organisation of Women of Asian and African 

Descent to  combat  an  increasing tide of  anti-Black propaganda and policy.30 In  the 

decades between the 1960s and the 1980s, multi-ethnic and multi-class organisations, 

including the London against Racism Committee of the Greater London Council, Rock 

against Racism, and the Anti-Nazi league, also created a public outcry against racial 

policing and discrimination. 

 
 

29 West Indian Gazette, December 1961, in Francis 1998: 149. 
30 Carby 1999: 229. 
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This movement drew from an emergent cultural groundswell that disclaimed 

conservative propaganda about Black and White incompatibility. In response to the 

development of a White racist culture of disaffected White working class youth, the 

music of Ska, for example, emerged from the cultures of the late 1960s British Mods and 

Rockers and the music of the immigrant Jamaican Rudeboys. The result was a fusion of 

Caribbean, British, and American music that asserted a harmonious Black and White 

cultural collaboration symbolised by a black and white checkerboard (also called 2Tone) 

on clothing and album covers.31 Despite the anti-racist cultural response to the racial 

manipulations of post-war British politics, Gilroy argues that this anti-racist movement 

was reluctant to face the “novelty of forms in which racism was expressing itself.”32 As 

Houston A. Baker writes, “a popular conservative racism--first outlined for national 

consumption by Enoch Powell in the 1960s and 1970s--was incorporated as [mainstream] 

nationalism by [Margaret] Thatcher during the 1980s.”33
 

 
 
New forms of institutional racism required a wholesale analysis of post-modern anti- 

Black pro-nationalist discourse. By the 1980s, the incisive cultural criticism of authors 

such as Stuart Hall, Hazel Carby, Dick Hebdige, and Paul Gilroy in the 1970s and 1980s 

analyzed the results of England’s colonial legacy, its racialised policing policies, and the 

cultural influence of its subjects of colour. In response to Conservative National Front 

claims of ethnic contamination and social decay, texts such as the Birmingham School’s 

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Study’s (CCCS) collaborative Policing the Crisis: 

Mugging, the State and Law and Order (1978), CCCS’s The Empire Strikes Back (1982), 

and Paul Gilroy’s There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack (1987), noted the economic 

 
 
 

31 Hebdige 1981, Hebdige 1989.. 
32 Gilroy 1991. 
33 Baker 1991: 5. 
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basis of the scare tactics of British nationalism. 34
 

 
 
 
By 1977, the African-descended Black population in Britain was just under two million, 

a steady four percent of Britain’s population. Writing in The Empire Strikes Back in 

1982, Solomos, Findlay, Jones, and Gilroy note that in the 1970s, the depth of the ethnic 

and racial problem in Britain was based on the way the imaginary of “race” had 

historically functioned as a part of the slave and colonial economies that enriched Europe 

and the Americas. The specter of racial difference had been used, they argued, to 

manipulate local and migrant labor in order to reorganise postwar European economies. 

 
 
The aftereffects of this manipulation of class and racial othering in the U.K filter through 

absences of commitment to Black people and anticipation of their departure. In the 

national imagination, the British Nation is not hybridised with its Black Others, it is 

temporarily infested with them. As such, anxiety about Black belonging in Britain 

remains fundamental to the Afro-British experience and the expression of Black artists in 

the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34 British Cultural Studies, or the Birmingham School, is named after its founding institution at the 
Birmingham University’s Centre for Cultural Studies. One of its founders, Stuart Hall, for example, played 
a decisive roll in the development of British Cultural Studies. Critical to Hall’s work is his restructuring of 
the Marxist maxim that equates racism with class conflict. 
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II 
 

I 4got to tell you that I use brown paper to act as my voice. 
When I was at university, I felt I could use my voice in the 
form  of  art  to  convey  my  story  not  just  of  negative 
happenings but of positive beautiful accomplishments. 

 
Anissa Cockings, Installation Artist, London (2002) 

 
 
 
Afro-British Art Worlds 

 
 

In Black British Cultural Studies: A Reader, Afro-British cultural critic Kobena Mercer 

noted that in the 1980s a crisis erupted in the absence of dialogue between mainstream art 

worlds and Afro-British artists.35 Much of this argument arose over the 1976 publication 

of Naseem Khan’s Ethnic Minority report, which, among other ethnic comparisons, 

defined the alienation of black cultural workers.36 Khan’s report and his book The Arts 

Britain Ignores: The Arts of Ethnic Minorities in Britain (1976), further noted the 

alliance between Afro-British, African, Caribbean, and Asian artists. Indeed, this alliance 

had been critical to the creation of a critical mass of colour that agitated for acceptance 

into or at least funding from mainstream British art worlds in the 1980s. 
 
 
 
In the United Kingdom support for visual artists is localised through community arts 

councils headed by the larger state agency, The Arts Council. Because of these 

conditions, Black artists who do not fit into specific arts categories or organisations rely 

on independent exhibition and patronage. The crisis that erupted in Black art world 

during the 1980s was the culmination of decades of Black marginalisation in art worlds. 

In the first part of the century, Caribbean-born Afro-British sculptors Ronald Moody and 

Aubrey Williams, for example, began to make art in London during the early 1920s and 

1940s, respectively. Each of these men began their career as an immigrant to London, 
 

35 Baker, 1996. 
36 Baker et. al. 1996: 37. 
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gained European fine arts training, desired to enter the mainstream, and eventually helped 

to form the Caribbean Artists Movement in the 1960s. CAM, the Caribbean Artist’s 

Movement, emerged in the 1960s, and lasted until the early 1970s. CAM paralleled the 

Black Arts Movement in the United States in that it called for a unique aesthetic and 

critical cadre of artists to represent the concerns of Diasporic Caribbeans in Britain.37 In 

the social contexts of rising anti-immigrant racism and anti-racist organising, CAM 

marked the beginning of a relatively coherent and independent Afro-British art 

movement. 

 
 
By the early 1980s, outspoken artists such as Eddie Chambers and Keith Piper created 

other independent Black arts organisations such as the Black Art Group, and the 

Organisation for Black Art Advancement.38 In 1986, Kwesi Owusu published The 

Struggle for Black Arts in Britain: What Can We Consider Better than Freedom?, and 

Rashid Araeen published The Essential Black Art in 1987 and The Other Story in 1990. 

The Other Story catalogued the first exhibition of artists funded by the British Arts 

Council that was initiated and directed by artists of colour, particularly Araeen who 

organized the affair.39
 

 
 
Just as in the United States, the “problem” of Black artists in the United Kingdom was 

their lack of support from mainstream institutions. As Kobena Mercer has observed: 

 
Black artists have not had their work taken seriously because the space for 
critical dialogue has been constrained and limited precisely as an effect of 
marginality. The spaces provided by reviews in Black community 
newspapers and journals created by earlier generations of Black 
intellectuals, such as Race Today, Race and Class, or in the muddled 
multicultural “ethnic arts” policy of a magazine like Artrage, have been 
limited  and  limiting,  either  because  of  promotional  purposes  or  by 

 
 

37 Walmseley 1992, Poupeye 2000. 
38 Baker et. al. 1996: 36. 
39 Poupeye 2000. 
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conducting criticism as if it were a matter of toeing the party line, in 
which case it becomes reduced to a kind of ideological policing of 
“politically correct” or “Right-On” attitudes.40

 
 
 
 
Baker also notes that government agencies threw money at “ethnic artists” during the 

1980s in order to address accusations of funding bias. Mercer’s critique suggests that the 

way in which the money was distributed had the effect of further segregating and 

stereotyping the Afro-British artists from the mainstream. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
With the surprising ubiquity of Black people in London, I thought it would simply be a 

matter of a phone book, or a call or two, or, at least the guidance of a Black art world 

insider in order to find Black art spaces. Instead, I faced bewilderment. “What Black art 

galleries?” was the usual response. I was at least lucky to have stumbled into Stephanie 

Sullivan’s gallery space, and, in June 2002, I found a notice in the Nation that sought 

Black artists for a Black gallery. There was no address, however. In July, Victoria 

Turnbull answered my emailed query about the notice: 

 
 

Ether Gallery 
7/02/02 
Re: Call for Black artists 

 
Dear B. Harrison, 

 
I am an artist/curator and I am organising this exhibition. The line up of 
artists is complete now and I am fundraising for money to hire the venue. 
Our Black History Month is in October and I am looking to hook up with 
other local events for this exhibition. I started this with a friend because 
we had a lot of ideas about what was lacking for black artists like 
ourselves in the art scene. She has since decided to move in a different 
direction so I am the sole curator now, but I am working with all the 

 
 

40 Mercer 1994: 238. 
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selected artists. Speak to you soon. 

Victoria Turnbull41
 

 
Victoria Turnbull’s cordial response to my query says a great deal about the difficulties 

that independent Black artists and arts administrators face in the United Kingdom. While 

Turnbull had found enough artists to present an exhibit, she lacked funding and 

institutional resources. Her partner had left, perhaps because of financial limitation, yet 

Turnbull still hoped to produce the exhibit. Faced with the daunting task of building an 

alternative art network outside of the official state-funded British art world, Afro-British 

artists and administrators exhibit in alternative spaces and cobble together artistic 

networks from disparate resources outside of or on the margins of the mainstream art 

world. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
yBas 

 
 

By the 1990s, only a handful of Black artists, including Chris Ofili and Yinka Shonibare, 

emerged from the “ethnic arts” label assigned to artists of colour. Ofili, known for his use 

of psychedelic colours and animal dung, and Shonibare, who creates photographs of 

Victorian dandies dressed in African fabrics, are a part of the wildly popular and 

outlandish 1990s Young British Artists (yBa) generation. These two artists of colour are 

well known in part because they have received or been short-listed for the prestigious and 

highly publicised Turner Prize, annually awarded by the Tate Galleries since 1983.42
 

 
 

41 Unfortunately,  I heard nothing more about the proposed exhibit or the artists involved. 
42 See http://www.tate.org.uk 
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Since the early 1990s, the Prize has been awarded to largely Goldsmith College graduates 

who produce an apolitical art obsessed with the grotesque functions of the human and 

animal body. Ofili’s No Woman, No Cry, an image of a Black woman that he painted 

with animal dung acquired from the London Zoo, for example, fits well within the yBa 

generation that includes leading yBa Damien Hirst’s vitrines of quartered and rotting 

animal parts, Rachel Whiteread’s sepulchral baths, and the Chapman brother’s sexually 

“different” mannequins. Shonibare’s saucy scenes of Black and White Victorian 

dalliances, also fit in with the corporal obsessions of the yBas, but his use of African 

fabrics in his pastiches of Victorian life suggest just the bare hint of a social politics that 

the other yBa artists work hard to avoid. 

 
 
Described by Carnegie International as an artist who combines “parodies of 1970s Black 

exploitation movies, comic book super heroes, and ‘gansta’ rap music, Ofili’s work 

addresses a complex matrix of issues that challenge Black stereotypes.”43 Ofili’s work 

became controversial in the United States art scene at about the same time that Afro-U.S. 

artists Kara Walker and Michael Ray Charles were arousing interest in Black stereotypes. 

In 1996, enraged New York City mayor Rudolph W. Guliani threatened to cut city 

subsidies of the Brooklyn Museum of Art that was showing Ofili’s The Holy Virgin Mary 

(1996) in an exhibit called Sensation: Young British Artists from the Saatchi Collection. 

The offending painting depicted a “Black Madonna with a clump of elephant dung on 

one breast and cutouts of genitalia from pornographic magazines in the background.”44 

The collage also drew ire from New York City Cardinal John O’Connor and the Catholic 

League for Religious and Civil Rights. Ofili, a Nigerian-born Yoruba, has responded that 

animal dung is sacred in African culture, but art critics argue that Ofili satirises Western 

concepts of Africanity by signifying on the symbols of Black identity. 

 
 

43 See http://www.carnegie nternational.org/html/art/ofili.htm (March 2003). 
44 See http://www.blackpresence.co.uk/html/ofili.htm (March 2003). 
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In contrast to Ofili’s transnational, if controversial success, Afro-British artist Sonya 

Boyce has had considerably less exposure. Nonetheless, in 1997, the Art Council of 

Britain’s Institute of International Visual Arts funded the publication of a glossy 

catalogue of her work. Boyce began painting narratives of Afro-British life in the 1980s, 

and, in the 1990s, her focus on Black identity paralleled that of Afro-U.S. photographer 

Lorna Simpson. Both Boyce and Simpson often photograph faceless images of Black 

people with a focus on the hairstyle of the figure. Boyce also creates braided sculptures 

that identify hair as the ultimate signifier of Black difference. Despite her generation, 

Boyce is not a celebrated yBa, however. Although she has received funding from the 

British Arts Council, aside from the council-funded publication, she has not received any 

major press or gallery representation. Instead, Boyce is one of the young Black artists 

who, according to Veerle Poupeye, along with Keith Piper and Eddie Chambers, 

“questioned British racial politics and [Black] marginalisation in the British art world.” 

 
 
Boyce is perhaps the best example of an Afro-British artist who primarily circulates in 

Black art worlds, assisted by newly available government funds and private  grants. 

Unlike the handful of Black artists linked to Goldsmith College and the yBa movement, 

most Black artists in Britain are isolated from mainstream publics because they do not 

have to depend on mainstream art world markets in order to produce their art. Similarly, 

the artists and arts administrators that I interviewed for this study are artists with 

mainstream art school training who primarily show at independent art spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Yellow Circles 
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I called Yellow Circler Andrew Sinclair immediately after seeing his work on Black 

superheroes at Positive Images. Sinclair, an enigmatic ivory coloured second generation 

Afro-Brit of Jamaican descent, has exhibited in galleries around London and the Jahnose 

Gallery, in Pecs, Hungary. On our way to meet with Brian Channer, the force behind 

Yellow Circles, at Souls of Black Folk, an Afro-British coffee shop and bookstore in 

Brixton, I noticed that several Black men were openly selling marijuana to passers-by 

with a couple of British officers standing within eyesight.45
 

 
 

During our discussion, Channer and Sinclair recalled the image of the brothers selling 

drugs as characteristic of the problem of Black identity in Britain. The creation of Yellow 

Circles, he said, expressed his groups desire to create an international Black art 

institution to address these very issues of identity and representation. In the past two 

years, Yellow Circles has planned exhibitions, poetry readings, and parties and worked 

with youth, including Bridging the Gap, a part of the Young People’s Health Project, to 

reach out to the community. According to Sinclair, who quit his job in marketing to 

develop Yellow Circles, the group is primarily about using art to create a positive 

beautiful Black image. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Tape 17/Side B 
Interview with Yellow Circles 
Brian Channer 
Andrew Sinclair 
By Bonnie Harrison 
May 2002 
Brixton 

 
 

45 Apparently, the British government was trying an experiment to save public money on criminal charges 
by occasionally confiscating but not prosecuting Cannabis dealers, but only in Brixton. See Tony 
Thompson’s "The dealers think they're untouchable now..." The Observer, (Sunday February 24, 2002). 
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Souls of Black Folk 
Café 

 
 
 
Bonnie Harrison: What is Yellow Circles about? 

Brian Channer: Yellow Circles is primarily about art. 

Harrison: What is art to you? Tell me about your grand image. 

Channer: What is an artist? [Tit] 

Harrison: What is art? [Tat] 
 
Channer: It is creativity, the ability to touch many people with one vision, and as wide a 
vision as possible to create an emotional reaction. That’s it. Second Question? 

 
Harrison: The second question is… what is your grand image? 

 
Channer: Grand image? I think that in 1997, [the Black image is] really 99 percent 
negative, and 1 percent positive. The negative talk has gotten out of proportion. And 
what our grand image is trying to [do is] redress this reality. We believe, and correct me 
if I’m wrong [addressing Andrew Sinclair]…I don’t believe that TV reflects reality in a 
positive light. It shows everybody else’s story, but us. Stereotypes have gotten so bad 
these days. They’re so unrealistic, it doesn’t fit anyone. And, I mean, I can’t relate to any 
Black characters on TV, at t’all. And I think we’re trying to redefine images that would 
be more reflective of us. Am I making sense? 

 
Harrison: Mmhmm. 

 
Channer: I think there’s a theory that if you do something, if you're trying to do 
something you have to be against society. You have always to have some form of enemy. 
You can’t just be. You can’t just want to be productive. Our idea is to just try to be 
positive. And our essence is to just be positive, to create positive images of ourselves. 

 
Harrison: To create positive images of yourselves? 

 
Channer: We are very poorly understood. Like, if you go to a matinee, you have a good 
guy and a bad guy. In Europe, what they will do is show you the good guy, and the bad 
guy. More than likely, they will show you [that the] bad guy is not just bad for the sake 
of it. Black [British] people on TV, we ‘re just minions, and we’re just bad because we’re 
told to be bad. We don’t have any intelligence--we have no direction, no drive, nothing. 
We just do. You know? We’re given our definition. In order to respect us, therefore, we 
have to be more than these things. 

 
In Brixton there is a possibility of the negative, and you know, but when you go to, like, a 
poetry event and you really see creativity at its finest…it’s beautiful, wonderful. There is 
so much love in the house, and it’s almost like church. And you say, yeah…that’s us. 
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You know that “fill-up” moment, when you look at everyone, and you are so happy, and 
you notice and you feel it and you look at your friends and it’s a shared experience. And 
it is, and you go, yes! 

 
Andrew Sinclair: And it’s like a 100 percent perception, no conception, nothing, its just 
reception. Right there. You’re just experiencing what’s happening. 

 
Channer: And at that very second, that crucial moment, that is what we wish our grand 
image to be. If you read our stuff, and look at our stuff, (I want you to look at it), it 
doesn’t matter what colour you are, [if you] just say yes, I feel that! If we can do that then 
we have achieved our goal. 

 
 
 
 
Like the yellow orbs created by the optical illusion of non-intersecting blue lines drawn 

on a yellow background from which they take their name, Yellow Circles aims to create a 

multi-dimensional Black image despite a lack of connection with mainstream art worlds. 

One problem that Channer and Sinclair brought up in a series of conversations that we 

had since our initial meeting was the question of choosing between an Afrocentric or 

more mainstream multicultural market. The indecision of these arts producers suggested 

their awareness of the ambivalence of the mainstream to Afro-British artists who do not 

produce controversial Black images. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Sinclair spoke with me again on a rainy South London afternoon in June, on a 

day when, as he said, “the sun is terrified to rear its head for more that thirty minutes.” 

In an interview, Sinclair told me that he makes art to create his reflection, and that of : 

 
other people that resembled my reflection, my 
environment, and love. I guess art was a means of self 
discovery, but I realised that I wasn’t discovering myself, I 
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was creating myself.46
 

 
 
 
Sinclair’s paintings have a rarefied cosmic air that reminds me of the Yoruba-inspired 

work of Afro-U.S. painter Marcus Akinlana. Ocean, a depiction of a numinous Black 

woman, contrasts sharply with the image of a Black male whose complex and 

contradictory character traits of community-sacrifice and personal evil are cryptically 

noted along the lower half of the image. 
 
 
During another showing of his work at Positive Images, Sinclair and I took turns video- 

taping the responses of the patrons to the paintings. Two, in particular, are memorable. 

The first, a goateed white Spaniard who I videoed, stood leaning over Andrew’s 

paintings of mystical Black superheroes and suddenly proclaimed that Andrew wasn’t 

really Black because he had not suffered. The other, an elderly White woman said that 

she liked Black art, but added that she did not understanding how quickly the “Blacks got 

to England; They came too many; too fast,” she said uncannily echoing Elizabeth I. 

Andrew simply rolled his eyes and looked uncomfortable. He said little about the event, 

and later mumbled that these people’s comments were not unusual. When I asked 

Sinclair to explain, he put it off and instead cryptically said: 

I don’t think I actually chose this profession, I think that it was destined 
from the very moment the universe decided to experience itself. But the 
things about art that makes me profoundly happy is being able to recreate 
beauty over and over, being able to share this visual beauty with others, 
and just being able to heal myself with nothing more than paper, brush, 
and imagination.47

 
 
 
 
He also recommended that I meet with Anissa Jane Cockings, a fierce but physically 

delicate Afro-British woman, one of his “superlative colleagues at Hertfordshire,” where 

 
46 Andrew Sinclair, interview with the author, London, U.K., June 2002. 
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he graduated from art school. Cockings, a painter, sculptor, designer, and textile artist is 

not a member of Yellow Circles. When I traveled out of town to interview Cockings, she 

made sure that I was clear that she was not a Yellow Circler, although she has close ties 

to the group. Her clarification, which I interpreted from our conversation and her tone, 

implied that she wanted to distance her artistic identity from the group because she had 

her own vision of what she wanted her art to convey. 

 
 
 
Cocking’s work expresses a distinct approach to materials and subject matter that could 

best be described as womanist. While Sinclair showed female superheroes in his work, he 

and Channer felt comfortable, or at least did not seem to question the approach of 

traditional Western art. Rather the concern of Yellow Circles was the content of Western 

art, and its narrow expression of Black identity. Cockings work, on the other hand, 

expressed a more interior exploration of identity, one not aimed at challenging the 

viewer’s perceptions, but instead committed to recording the inner life of a Black woman. 

 
 
 
At her exhibition in Hertfordshire, Cockings showed plain brown paper transformed into 

two sculptures of elegant life sized jackets that recalled the work of Yinka Shonibare. In 

the dark ambience of her installation space the installation, called Wo-manifestation 

(2002), recalled two suits of mourning mounted for display on mannequins in a window 

shop. Standing in darkened rooms filled with Cocking’s taped stream-of-consciousness 

about Black identity, the figures invite the viewer to inhabit the physical and mental 

spaces in which Black female Britons live. Unlike Yinka Shonibare, however, Cockings’ 

work does not suggest the Africanity of English history. Rather, Cockings' images evoke 

 
47 Andrew Sinclair, interview with the author, London, U.K., June 2002. 
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the anonymity, the unknown, and partially lit back rooms where Afro-British women 

artists work within their own communities and with the hope that, like the fated 

Hollywood starlet, they will be discovered, or at least someday appreciated. 

 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On a positive note, I think that it is critical that I restate that there is a vibrant Black arts 

culture in which these and several other artists that I met, participate. It is my sense that, 

buoyed by a more supportive art grants and funding structure than that of the U. S., many 

serious artists such as Sinclair and Cockings are able to practice their craft with a kind of 

independence not possible in the United States. Such artists contribute vigorously to the 

backroom art shows, poetry readings, coffee shop openings, and living room cocktail 

parties that create lively cultural exchanges relatively free from the rules of the 

hegemonic mainstream art world. I conclude with the thought that independent Black 

artists, arts organisations, business people, and administrators, such as Sonia Boyce, 

Stephanie Sullivan, Andrew Sinclair, Brian Channer, and Anissa Jane Cocking provide 

fresher and more in-touch representations of Afro-British identity than their counterparts 

in mainstream art worlds. 

 
 
 

* * *
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IX 
 
 
 

Los Ojos del Arco Iris: 
 

A Visual Ethnography of Afro-Cuban Artists 
 
 
 
 
 

I imagine there are many people who really love my work and I know 
there are many who are maybe not interested, but it's important I go on 
painting for my people. 

 

Manuel Mendive (2002) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter describes issues of ethnicity and racial identity in contemporary Cuba 

through the lens of Cuba’s art worlds. In the first segments, I address the issue of 

Cubanidad based on an analysis of blackness and racism on the island. In many ways, 

blackness conflicts with a wider Cuban racial discourse that suggests that racism, and 

therefore ethnic identity, is not an issue in Cuba. However, much of Cuban identity 

politics has emerged from African retentions and politics of resistance, despite the 

submersion of these strains in contemporary Cuban ideology. 

 
 
There is a tension about Black representations in Cuban art worlds. In the discussion, I 

note art historian Guillermina Ramos Cruz’s experience of alternate Black art worlds in 

Cuba from the 1970s to the present. Descriptions of the work of Cuban painter, Aisar 

Abdalá Jalil Martínez, who is not Black, suggests the scope of acceptance of Black 

stereotypes, submerged under an anti-racist ideology, in contemporary Cuba. Gloria 

Orlando, a Black Cuban videographer exemplifies the ways in which Afro-Cubans seek 
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alternative forms of expression that are more specific than those designed by the Cuban 

government. Painters Manuel Mendive and Alexis Esquivel suggest the scope of 

Afrocubanidad in the visual arts. Esquivel’s critique of a crystallized or stereotyped 

blackness in Cuba exemplifies concerns about the representation of blackness in the 

Black Atlantic. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 

I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical Descriptions 

 
 
 
In the year 2000, Havana is populated by people who would look at home on the South 

Side of Chicago or Harlem in the 1970s. I am not intentionally placing Cuba back in 

time, it just that with its 1950s American Chevrolets and 1970s issue Soviet cars, its 

colonial buildings, and street markets, it is impossible not to see the city in anachronistic 

terms. Since 1959, Havana has been a rogue city on the maroon island of Cuba; it is a 

nation that staunchly resists capitulation to the kind of landscapes that its capitalist 

neighbors would bring with their offer of international bank credit.1 Cuba renews itself 

only on its own terms. 

 
 
Many of the central neighborhoods are coated with new paint to make them palatable for 

incoming tourists, who more generally frequent the areas of Havana with shiny modern 

 
 
 

1 Cuba does in fact owe the international monetary fund as a result of the economic depression caused by 
the post-Soviet crisis. Cuba has not yet begun to pay back this debt, however. 
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government buildings and hotels and venerable colonial buildings and churches *in Viejo 

Habana, El Centro, and El Vedado. The neighborhoods that I visited in the southern part 

of Viejo Habana, however, exuded a kind of “ghetto” reality. Buildings stand in 

disrepair, many of which have decades of peeling paint, and people look a little 

desperate. More impressive to me is the way that Havana feels like a chocolate city as we 

call them in the U.S., a Black metropolis created by the racialized economics that 

produces crisp White city centers surrounded by Black communities were new growth is 

slow to develop. 

 
 
When I visited some of my friends in southern Old Havana, the cityscape reminded me of 

the neighborhood around the corner back home. In Cuba, almost everyone that I met in 

Havana was Black by U.S. standards. The two and three story storefront buildings remind 

me of 47th street in Chicago where ads for RC cola, wigs, bell-bottoms, and $24 dollar 

suits are still faintly visible on the sides of buildings boarded up for decades. Even the 

Malecon, the concrete walkway that fronts the ocean in downtown Havana reminded me 

of the Lake Front in Chicago. Perhaps the way in which folks hustled to get to their jobs, 

to sell things on the street, and to slow down for a minute to chat and joke with each 

other made me feel the most comfortable--this is what I think of when I reminisce about 

my hometown. I was also familiar with the way folks “looked.” The crowds of colored 

folks, the neighborhoods, and even the sounds and smells of the place were so 

reminiscent of other “chocolate” cities in the English-speaking Black Atlantic that a part 

of me kept was shocked when people spoke to me in Spanish. 

 
 
I have traveled to other Caribbean islands and other predominately Black cities, and 

Havana had just the kind of self-contained Black aura that, from my ethnographic line of 

vision, clearly made Havana part of a familiar African Diasporic ethnoscape. Yet, I had 

not expected that I would have this racializing response to Havana’s people based on my, 
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undoubtedly, Afro-U.S.-centric notion of racialized urban space. The statistics that I had 

studied about the island before I came noted that Cuba was only about a quarter Black, 

mostly bi-racial, and about a quarter White. In my mind, this had suggested that Havana 

was more like Puerto Rico. Yet, while studying racial discourses in Puerto Rico for the 

Master’s degree, I noted that in San Juan many people looked, to my eyes, to be of some 

African descent, but I had to go to outside of the city of San Juan to Loisa Aldea in order 

to see Black and Brown people in the majority. The urban reality of San Juan was not the 

same as the kind of blackness that I found in Havana, however. Fortunately, such 

disorientations were instructive, capable of disrupting, if not displacing, my embedded 

Afro-U.S. notions of race and identity. 

 
 
Afro-Cuban scholar Pedro Pérez Sarduy’s writings underscore another major difference 

between Afro-Cuban blackness, resistance, and identity, and those of the Afro-U.S. 

realities. Sarduy argues that from the mid-twentieth century Black Cubans have lived in a 

unique political, racial, and ideological context. 

 
The problems [of the Afro-U.S. experience] have been many, and are still 
many, though not the same as before. The problems are perhaps many 
more than you imagine, but not the type of problems I’ve seen in train 
stations, bus terminals, subways, streets, schools, and neighborhoods of 
U.S. cities. There the poor, the sick, the neglected, those who haven’t 
found that “American dream,” in their great majority black, are humiliated 
by a system that convinces them of their own inferiority, assimilates them 
into the very philosophy that scorns them, and implacably eliminates those 
who would dare challenge their second-class citizenship--until the next 
generation comes along to take up their ideals. A slow but persistent 
process of elimination, it is not without its dose of philanthropy, yet it 
begins with the high infant mortality among the black population of this 
country. To a greater or lesser degree, this was also the Cuba we left 
behind in 1959.2 

 
 
 
Yet,   my   experience   of   Cuba   disagreed   with   Sarduy’s   analysis.   Although   the 

 
 

2 Pérez Sarduy 1990: 35. 
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governmental structures and ideologies of Cuba are overtly anti-racist, in practice 

racialization has invaded or, perhaps, reinvaded. Some of this may be due to globalized 

images of blackness, or the necessities of distinguishing between tourist and native. In 

either case, racialization is in practice. 

 
 
In Havana, I observed racialization as an ethnographer, and because of my skin-color, as 

a quasi--native. Unlike the White acquaintances with whom I traveled, my brown skin 

placed me under the nearly automatic suspicion of hotel manager and tourist 

shopkeepers. I may have simply been identified as a class interloper, but like racialization 

this was also supposed to have been a casualty of the Cuban revolution. If I wore a 

sweater around my neck, due to the often arctic air conditioning of some privileged 

spaces that I entered as a tourist, Afro-Cuban acquaintances clucked at me to take it off. 

They seemed to view my dress as pretentious. In their eyes, I was an Afro-Caribbean. 

Yet, if I claimed to be from the U.S., Afro-Cuban acquaintances clucked at me. As long 

as I avoided looking too preppy, or speaking my accent-tinged Spanish, I was an 

unquestioned part of the Afro-Habenero crowd. My ability to “blend in” created a 

disconcerting mixture of belonging and displacement that was useful in my observations, 

which recorded the dissonance between Cuban anti-racist ideology and Cuban 

racialization in practice. 

 
 
These ethnographic experiences drove me to consider my present research biases. How 

would I study racial representations in a city where I originally thought that Cuban 

blackness would be foreign and distant? At the root of the question was my perception, 

perhaps bolstered by the White Cuban presence in the United States, that Havana was a 

whiter city. Instead, I found a city that was more Black than I had expected, and even 

more challenging to my notions of alterity and blackness. Yet, this part of my 

ethnographic  project  produced  a  valuable  space  for  me  to  begin  to  understand  the 
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complexities of race and identity in Cuba. While Afro-Cuban scholars disagree about the 

relevance of racism in Cuba, my experiences clearly reinforced the fact that race does 

matter on the island. 

 
 
How does a nation that according to scholars has a pro-Black ideology imbedded in its 

national history contend with racialization? 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Racism in 
Cuba? 

 
 
 
On January 1, 1959, the 467th year since Christopher Columbus’s “discovery” of the 

Americas, Fidel and Raúl Castro’ rebellion forever changed the course of colonialism, 

racism, and economic exploitation in Cuba. Not originally intended as a socialist 

revolution, Fidel Castro and his cadre planned a rebellion against Afro-Cuban Fulgencio 

Batista Zaldívar and the prostitution of Cuban economic sovereignty by U.S. business 

interests, including the leisure trade. Fidel’s leadership would eventually draw from the 

rhetoric of Cuba’s lengthy revolutionary history, often focused on Black liberation. 

 
 
As Pérez Sarduy argues, Cuba’s revolution was: 

 
 
 
 
 

a reformulation of 19th century independence struggles as not the 
patrimony of the patricians’ but a popular history of resistance, whose 
protagonists were slaves, freed blacks, and coloreds, peasants, workers, 
men, women, and children, has obvious parallels for the 1950s 
insurrection and beyond. Race, class, gender, and religion have become 
crucial  categories  of  analysis  for  the  contemporary  civil  society  and 
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polity.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Aponte rebellion of 1812, for example, has been called one of the best planned 

rebellions of enslaved people in the Caribbean. Each of the revolutions of the late 

nineteenth century (the Ten Years’ War, 1868-78, the Little War, 1879-1880, and the 

War of Independence 1895-1898) included leadership who argued that race did not exist 

in Cuba. Revolutionary leaders such as Antonio Maceo and Jose Martí are exemplars of 

this ideology, and their names are often deployed in the historical literature in arguments 

about the lack of racism in Cuba. Maceo, for example, is presented as an example of an 

Afro-Cuban who reached heroic status as a warrior who won battles and died for Cuban 

independence, and Martí who espoused the notion that race was a divisive concept and 

rejected its relevance to a nation whose multiracial fighting forces were united on the 

battle field. As Ada Ferrar has written: 

 
Rhetoric made racial equality a foundation of the Cuban nation. Espoused 
by white, mulatto, and black members of the movement's civilian and 
military branches, it asserted that the very struggle against Spain had 
transformed Cuba into a land where there were ‘no whites nor blacks, but 
only Cubans.’ It this condemned racism not as an infraction against 
individual citizens but as a sin against the life of the would-be nation. 
Revolutionary rhetoric made racial slavery and racial division concomitant 
with Spanish colonialism, just as it made the revolution a mythic project 
that armed black and white men together to form the world's first raceless 
nation.4 

 
 
 
Despite an ideology of racial unity that characterized Cuban ideology and rebellions 

since the mid-1860s, the subalterity of enslaved Cubans created an alternate cultural and 

identity base. Some have even argued that the conditions of enslaved Africans were so 

geared toward the production of sugar and other crops, that they were isolated from 
 

3 Pérez Sarduy 1990: 35. 
4 Ferrar 1999: xxi. 
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Spanish Creole (island-born) culture. Ada Ferrer of Insurgent Cuba: Race, Nation, and 

Revolution, 1868-1898, opines that, “Under brutal work regimes, many continued to 

speak African languages and to have only minimal contact with the creole world outside 

the plantation.” Ferrar notes an example from the El Cobre rebellion in 1864: 

 
When the would-be rebels were captured and tried in a Spanish military 
court, translators had to be hired, for the enslaved suspects spoke no 
Spanish. In this context of slavery and division, the colonial state and 
many influential white creoles asserted that to risk expelling Spain was to 
invite a more horrible fate. Cuba, they said, would either be Spanish or it 
would be Africa; it would be Spanish or it would be another Haiti.5 

 
 
 
Hence, in the case of Afro-Cuban identity, a notion of africanidad offers an alternative 

identity to a notion of a multi-racial cubanidad. By 1912, race was central to La Guerrita 

del Doce (The Little War of '12). As Aline Helg has written, this conflict was in response 

to the Partido Independent de Color (PIC), which armed against government censure.6 

Helg suggests that La Guerrita del Doce was a twentieth century race war aimed at 

controlling the development of an Afro-Cuban political power base some twenty-six 

years after the legal abolition of slavery in 1886.7  Under the aegis of the United States, 

which occupied to help quell the Black rebellion, President José Miguel Gómez met the 

armed revolt with force, and over 4000 Afro-Cubans, mostly PIC members, were 

massacred to quell dissent.8 

 
 

5 Ferrar 1999. 
6 The revolt occurred in response to the Morúa Law passed by the Cuban Congress to prohibit Black 
political organizations including the PIC and the Independent Colored Association. 
7 1842 Cuban census reports 1,037,624 inhabitants: 448,291 white, 152,838 free blacks, 436,495 slaves. 
Between1868-1898 over 300,000 Europeans immigrate to Spain under a program to “whiten” the island, 
which until that date had been at approximately 67% Afro-Cuban. Literature on the population of Cuba 
from the time of Castro’s insurrection in 1957 to the present, focus on the number of immigrants, 
approximately 1.1 million, mostly Euro-Cuban elites who left the island between 1959 and 1980. In 1980, 
an estimated 125,000 people left Cuba in the Mariel Boatlift, many of whom are marginalized and 
"criminalized" Afro-Cubans. By 1997 between 30% and 70% of Cuba’s population is estimated to be of 
African-origin, the wide gap in the number is based on the reluctance of self-identification for some 
Cubans who gain social and economic advantage when self-identified as White or biracial. 
8 The return of U.S. Marines occurred fourteen years after the first U.S. occupation at the end of the 
Spanish American War, and ten years after the first U.S. troops left the island. 
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Nonetheless, many anthropologists and historians underplay racism in Cuba. Terrence 

Cannon argues that there was very little racism in Cuba and suggests that it was the 

United States that brought racial segregation to the island after 1898.9 Pedro Serviat, for 

example, suggests that there are only two documented lynchings of Afro-Cuban in the 

early part of the twentieth century when lynching of Black people was widespread in the 

United States.10 Such examples note that the kind of racial segregation was never 

possible in Cuba. Richard R. Fagen writes in agreement with Clifford Geertz, for 

example: 
 

 
There were, of course, problems of national integration, but they did not 
approach in magnitude the typical problems of Asian, African, or many 
Latin American states. Cuba was not rent by what Clifford Geertz has 
called the “primordial attachments” of language, tribe, race, and 
geographical separatism that so often condition the politics of 
development in other nations.11

 
 
 
 
Certainly, the kind of apartheid that existed in the United States was not feasible in Cuba 

where most people were and remain of African heritage. However, characteristic of the 

Caribbean and Latin America, Cuban racialization is not overtly based on absolute 

categories of blackness or whiteness. Instead hybrid categories such as mulatto and 

mestizo described color, class, and caste-based differences, but also perpetuated a bias for 

White class rule over a racialized economy that subjugated blackness. Hence, in 

comparison to the United States class mitigates identity more so than race. 

 
 
With the advent of Castro’s rule, many Afro-Cuban realized through their newfound 

liberation through the medical, educational, and other professions. A dialogue about 

racism, however, was subordinated to revolutionary politic that from about 1963 was 

founded on a Marxist reading of racism as a function of economic access. By 1975, Fidel 

9 Cannon 1981: 113. 
10 Serviát 1986. 
11 Fagen 1969: 21. Geertz 1963. 
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Castro, who appears to be White, would claim that Cuba’s involvement in the Angolan 

War against South African invaders was because “the blood of Africa runs deep in our 

veins.” This metaphor plays out more so in relation to the political and symbolic power 

of Black liberation struggles, and not because of Cuba’s political base or the core of its 

intellectual leadership.12
 

 
 
In the early 1990s, when predominately White Cuban exiles were able to send money to 

their relatives and the increase in international tourism in Cuba became more divided 

according to racial categories, and White Cubans once again had an advantage. In the 

extremely lucrative tourist industry, a four-dollar tip made as a waiter in a hotel bar is 

half a monthly government wage. This is not intentional racism, but racism by 

unintentional proxy, and if this proximity is linked to the tourist industry in many ways a 

preference for Whiter-looking Cubans is an extension of transnational racial ideologies. 

Cuba’s long history of anti-racist rebellion and multi-racial leadership would suggest that 

class is as much an issue on the island as race, and in the present day, political ideology, 

modified by racial and class positions, probably has even more of a role to play in 

Castro’s government. 

 
 
In an island where at least 70% of the inhabitants are of African heritage, by 1993, Afro- 

Cuban hero of the 1959 revolution, Juan Almeida Bosque became one of six vice 

presidents, and in 1997, six of the twenty-four Politburo members were phenotypically 

Afro-Cuban (including multi-racial).13 At least superficially these percentages suggest a 

kind of marginalization or tokenism in Castro’s elected government, on the one hand, and 

on the other, they suggest that ideological position may be more important than blackness 

 
 

12 Despite Castro’s affirmative claims to the Africanity of the island, Black cultural liberation ideologies 
and cultures remain peripheral and subordinate to the prevailing socialist ideologies, nor do Black people 
hold a majority of high positions of political power. See for example the relationship between socialism 
and Black religions and cultural beliefs. 
13 Pérez Sarduy and Stubbs 2000: 6. 
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to Cuba’s Communist party. In either case, the socialist elevation of the previously 

enslaved and economically subordinated from subalterns to enabled participants in 

mainstream society, is represented as one of the triumphs of the revolution. 

 

Nonetheless, recent writings by and about Afro-Cubans who have lived on the island 

during Castro’s reign focus on the realities of Black racial and cultural alterity on the 

island. Afro-Cubans such as Carlos Moore and Pedro Pérez Sarduy deeply disagree about 

the subject. In articles beginning in the mid-1960s and his book Castro, The Blacks, and 

Africa (1988), Afro-Cuban of Jamaican heritage Carlos Moore has criticized Cuba’s pro- 

Black stance and interventions in Africa, when, he argues Afro-Cubans suffer from 

racism at home.14 In “An open letter to Carlos Moore,” Pedro Pérez Sarduy contends that 

Moore has spent little time on the island, and that his perceptions of the anti-racist 

struggle in Cuba are skewed by his absence. As Pérez Sarduy writes: 
 
 

We Cubans, especially Black Cubans, who defend the 
revolution, at home and abroad, know full well who we are and 
why we do so. We’re not about to trade our gains for 
international bank credit. 

 
 
 
The difficulty of expressing the subtly of this issue for Afro-Cuban scholars is made 

evident in the way that these scholars concede to the other’s perspective in the last 

decade. In a 1990 New York Times article, Moore agreed that Afro-Cubans have 

benefited under Castro, and Pérez Sarduy recently co-wrote Afro-Cuban Voices: On Race 

and Identity in Contemporary Cuba (2000), which presents discourses about racialized 

experiences in Cuba. These examples and other works out of Havana, such as Sandra 

Morales Fundora’s El Negro y su Representacion Social (2001), suggest that racialization 

is of concern for Cuban scholars and governmental policy, but it may not play as 

important a role as other concerns such as the economic survival of the nation. 
 

14 Moore 1964, 1988. 
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Despite the ideological uplift of Black people in Cuba, their slow but steady gains on the 

island have been threatened by the current post-Soviet “Special Period,” Black people 

are economically disenfranchised relative to their White counterparts, in part because the 

later is more likely to have economic support from exiles, and Blackness is still viewed 

as a criminal element at worst and a condition of subalterity and otherness at best. As 

Alexis Esquivel has noted about the ideological and experiential difference between 

perceptions of blackness on the island, "People would say something like, 'Those blacks, 

they're horrible.' Then they'd turn to me and say, 'Oh no, Alexis, we're not talking about 

you, you're fine.' Imagine what that does to a person."15 In this case, blackness does not 
 
carry the neutrality claimed by people who deny racism in Cuba; instead, blackness 

presumes difference, alterity, and therefore disruption necessarily modified with 

benevolent adjectives. Just as “Eres negro pero con una alma blanca,” is sometimes 

used in Puerto Rico to describe a Black person who is considered OK, Esquivel’s friends 

excused him from the otherwise denigrating category of blackness, and at the same time 

reinforced their perception of Black subalterity. 

 
 
This suggests that there are at least two distinct places of identity available to 

people of African heritage in Cuba. Afro-ethnicity, deployed as cultural retention, 

and therefore cultural resistance, allows for nuance and hybridity that is not 

common in the United States, and takes different forms in the United Kingdom. 

Cubans of African decent who adhere to an Afro-ethnic identity can also claim a 

mestizo identity. Some forms of Afro-Cuban religion, Santería and Lukumi, for 

example, hybridize an African cosmology with European Catholicism. 

 
 
 
 
 

15 Robinson 2000. See also Harrison 1994, for a comparision with the way in which blackness is described 
in Puerto Rico. 
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Yet, there is a tension therefore in Afro-Cuban identities between blackness and Cuban- 

ness. Tethered to an ancestral past, and regardless of the ethnic or political identity of the 

social subject. African cultural practices are viewed alternately viewed as obstacles, 

either physical, cultural, or ideological, to Cuba’s development as a modern socialist 

nation, or, in some arguments as an idealized past that prepared Cubans for communism. 

However, the Black people and culture that lend Cuba its unique cultural identity are 

founded on an alternate hegemony that comes not from resistance to capitalism, but 

rather resistance to whiteness. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Afro-Cuban Ethnic and Cultural Alterity 

 
 
 
As a part of the resistant practices of trans-Atlantic African transplants to the Americas, 

Afro-Cuban maintain degrees of African cultural practices and identifications from at 

least the eighteenth century to the present.16 Lukumi, Palo Arara, Abbakua, Carabali, and 

Congo identifications, were markers of cultural alterity, not only from European 

identities, but also within free and enslaved Afro-Cuban populations. Cuban fraternal 

societies and ethnic self-help groups, sometimes called cabildos de nación, and often 

based on ethnic identities were sanctioned by the Cuban government in the nineteenth 

and twentieth century, such organizations were the basis of Black cultural practices, 

social organizing, and political power.17 In The Autobiography of a Runaway Slave, 

Maroon Afro-Cuban Estéban Montejo, for example, clearly disdained White treatment of 

Africans, considered white society and culture to be, as written in his translated words, 

 
16 See for example Murphy 1993:23 and Brandon 1997: 55. 
17 See for example Ortiz 1992 and 1993, and Murphy 1993 for the deployment of the term cabildo in 
relation to Afro-Cuban ethnic associations. 
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“insipid,” and instead focused on the social and cultural politics of the rebellious African 

community to which he had escaped.18 Rather than his former enslaved condition, his 

Lukumi ethnicity was the source of his identity, rather than his formerly enslaved 

condition. Born in 1860 in Las Villas, Zulueta, a rural village in the upper part of 

Western Cuba, Montejo defines himself through descriptions of ethnic heritage. He 

writes, “My godfather was called Gin Congo and my godmother Susanna. My father was 

called Nazario and he was a Lukumi from Oyó.19 Montejo notes his Oyo ancestors with a 

certain amount of pride, and his sense of history focuses on the relevance of Cuban ethnic 

religious history. 
 

 
 
In contrast to Montejo, Juan Francisco Manzano Produced Autobiography of a Slave 

(1870), several years before Montejo’s autobiography. Francisco produces very little 

description of Afro-Cubans other than the terms Creole and Mulatto.20 Although his story 

of enslavement is almost identical, born in an populated area near Mantanzas in the most 

northwestern part of the island, Francisco is the son of relatively privileged multi-racial 

handmaiden. In the words of his late twentieth century editor, Ivan A. Schulman, 

 
What predominates in Manzano’s self-portrait is the desire to achieve 
freedom and thus participate fully in the dominant (white) society. To 
make the leap to the “master” culture was not an uncommon aspiration in 
the nineteenth century. 

 
 

18 Barnet 1968: Montejo, Estéban, Miguel Barnet, article ed. “A Cuban Slave’s Testimony,” in Slavery and 
Beyond: The African Impact on Latin America and the Caribbean, Darién J. Davis, book ed., Wilmington, 
DE: Scholarly Resources, 1995. 
19 The Kingdom of Oyó is a Yoruba stronghold in Western Nigeria. Wars with neighboring ethnic groups 
between 1820 and 1840inducted thousands of Egbe Yoruba into the African Slave trade, particularly to 
Cuba and Brazil According to Joseph M. Murphy, The Yoruba arrived in significant numbers late in the 
Slave Trade during the late nineteenth Century, and their late arrival allowed for a somewhat more 
cosmologically intact and perhaps influential ethnic culture, than the Congo, the dominant ethnic group in 
Montejo’s area. That is not to say that Congo cultural influences were not well rooted in Cuba by the late 
arrival of the Yoruba, that is only to note that the Yoruba are situated in a somewhat different historical 
timeline than the other ethnic groups that arrived on the island. In addition, the ethnic signifier Lukumí, 
according to Murphy, is a Yoruba word that translates to “my friends,” and more literally in Yoruba lu-ku- 
mi,“those-of-mine.” This meaning hints at the distinctive and selective practices of ethnic identification in 
Cuba. 
20 Francisco uses the much-contested word “Creole,” instead of the designator Criollito that Montejo 
describes as the term used for enslaved Afro-Cubans people born on a plantation. 
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Schulman compares Manzano to Montejo, but focuses on the question of rebellion and 

freedom, where my comparison is in the ways that they describe ethnic differences in 

nineteenth century Cuba. This historical footing is part of an understanding of ethnic 

identities, and the community organizations that would form around them as a precursor 

to events that led to La Escalera (1842-1844), in which enslaved and free Afro-Cubans of 

multiple classes and ethnicities rebelled against Spanish Colonial control and nearly took 

control of Cuba. What is critical to note about the contrast between Manzano and 

Montejo is that they represent two disparate concerns for cultural alterity and cultural 

assimilation that characterizes Afro-Cuban identity politics, even in the twentieth 

century. Such differences are in many ways defined by cultural beliefs, class and caste, in 

much the same way that the small twentieth century pre-Castro Afro-Cuban middle 

classes are in many ways the descendants of Montejo and the resistant core of Afro- 

Cuban ethno-religious communities are descendents of the rebellious Manzano. 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Writings about Afro-Cubans from the 1910s to the 1940s, typically celebrated Black 

cultural creativity and at the same time constructed stereotypes about lower class Black 

people as illiterate, primitive, and criminal. Social scientist Fernando Ortiz, for example, 

first studied Afro-Cuban culture of through psychosocial studies, which argued that Afro- 

Cubans had poorly assimilated to mainstream European-based Cuban culture. However, 

by the mid-20s, Ortiz came to recognize the African epistemologies of Afro-Cuban 

cultures and began describing Afro-Cuban cultural expressions of Africanity. As Ortiz 

wrote, “El estudio objectivo, científico,  y artístico, de las música afrocubana requiere 
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ante todo limpieza completa de prejuicios, así los racismos misonegristas como de los 

ruitinarismos acedémicos y de los vulgares, que anublan las mentes.21 Just as Janehiem’s 

Muntu inspired Black cultural producers during the 1970s in the United States, these 

writings helped supported a fashion for africanía, Afro-Cuban culture during the 1920s- 

1940s, and later developments of what came to be called Afro-Cuban folkloric culture in 

the 1950s.22
 

 

In the 1950s, Wilfredo Lam, who drew from his ancestral Lukumi religious traditions in 

his work, became a prominent Afro-Cuban/Chinese abstractionist. Lam’s innovative 

marriage of Afro-Cuban and European cultural forms, more than anything else 

characterized the Afro-Cuban dilemma.. The fad for africanía was passing, at least for the 

White and Black Cuban middle class, as Lowery Stoke Sims interprets history, “the 

continuing discomfort of the Cuban bourgeoisie with Lam’s evocation of the more 

mysterious and esoteric aspects of Afro-Cuban culture.”23
 

 
 
 
During the 1960s and 1970s, Afro-Cuban artists built from this transnational discourse 

about blackness and their own africanía and Afro-Cuban traditions of social and religious 

alterity. By the 1980s, Black visual artists in Grupo Uno, at ideological odds with 

essentialized notions of blackness attempted a self-proclaimed postmodern direction in 

the production of art by Afro-Cubans. The transnational force of art world markets, 

however, continued to support that fetishized notions of Black religious and physical 

alterity. As Solimar Otereo has observed, “African aesthetics, (especially Yoruba/Lukumi 

traditions), make up an integral framework with which Cuban cultural productions are 

 
 

21 Ortiz 1973:216. The objective scientific and artistic study of Afro-Cuban music requires the complete 
removal of prejudices, first of all, because anti-Black racism numbs the minds of academics and common 
people. 
22 Note, for example, that Cuba’s most famous U.S.-based entertainer, Desi Arnez brought an Afro-Cuban 
Orisha to transnational attention with his famous song about Babaluaiye, the Orisha of the forces of disease 
and social decay that bring massive shifts in populations and societies. 
23 Sims 2002:110. 
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built. Whether it be religion, dance, music or film, the aesthetics that refer to Cuban 

nationalism are African. Yet, Afro-Cuban Religion exists outside of the boundaries of 

Cuban political culture, except perhaps as it represents Cuba’s difference from the rest of 

the West. 

 

In “Grupo Antillano and the Marginalization of Black Artists” an interview with 

Guillermina Ramos Cruz describes Afro-Cuban arts organizations created outside of the 

official UNEAC (Union of Cuban Writers and Artists). The theme of her discussion is the 

way in which Afro-Cuban artists developed a tradition based on the Afrocubanismo of 

Afro-Cuban Wilfredo Lam, who sought to make art work rooted in his ties to Black 

symbolism.24 Ramos Cruz joined Grupo Antilliano in 1978, along with painters and 

sculptors Rafael Quenedito Morales, Rogelio Rodríguez Cobas, Ramón Haití Eduardo, 

Arnaldo Rodríguez Larrinaga, Leonel Morales, and Angel Laborde, Manuel Coucerio 

Prado, Miguel Ocejo and Pablo Toscano, who developed in dialogue with the work of 

Wilfredo Lam, and other Cuban painters Afro-Cuban Painters Roberto Diago, and Mateo 

Torriente who had developed themes of africanía in their work from the 1920s. Although 

Grupo Antilliano was not an official group, it was distinguished in its endeavors by its 

development as an independent Black arts movement in Cuba. 
 
 

Although there had been other groups of a similar nature, Antilles Group 
was different from the rest in that it was a group of artists who wanted to 
take up that theme and develop it much further. In effect, it was a cultural 
movement. Exhibitions were organized with a conceptual unity as a way 
of broaching the history, and present, of the African Diaspora in Cuba and 
the Antilles, although each artist expressed this differently. There were 
also lectures on identity, in a dynamic sense. We had moved on from 
slavery and the middle passage. Now we were offering a concept from our 
optic: the flora, the fauna, the strength of African culture, and how this 
translated into the revolutionary context.25

 

 
24 Robin Moore’s 1995 Ph.D. Dissertation “Nationalizing Blackness: Afrocubanismo and Artistic 
Revolution in Havana, 1920-1935 describes the  early days of Afrocubanismo. See Chapter Five of this 
dissertation for more discussion. 
25 Ramos Cruz 2000:148. 
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In the 1980s, a new arts collective, Grupo Volumen Uno formed to address the 

prevalence of a limited repertoire of Black representations in the aesthetics and themes in 

the work of Afro-Cuban artists.26 Hence the themes of “flora, fauna, and the strength of 

African Culture,” were seen by Grupo Antilliano as acquired typifications of the 

European as civilized and the African as primitive and magical. Cruz describes the 

development of Grupo Uno in the 1980s as based in opposition to the aesthetics of Grupo 

Antilliano, which sought to address what art critics and the official Cuban Ministry of 

Culture had called the exhaustion of ethnic themes in Afro-Cuban art. Instead, Grupo 

Volumen Uno desired to make art that expressed a postmodern anti-essentialist blackness 

based on the multiple heritages of Afro-Cuban culture. Backing by the Cuban mainstream 

art world was problematic for the group because of their governmental influence, 

however, this support also made it possible for Group Uno to exhibit transnationally. 

 
 
Transnational audiences received the excursion of Grupo Uno into post-modern 

expression as a diversion from africanía. Mainstream art world audiences expected to see 

what had come to be stereotypes of Black culture and a focus on Afro-Cuban African 

religious themes. 

 
In late 1989, postmodernity in Cuban art was successful in Paris, New 
York, and Madrid, but then the theorists began to take an interest in the art 
with African roots, because the theme was of interest to international 
foundations. All that Antilles Group had started to do was taken up by 
other artists who had realized that what was of interest at the biennials and 
in big galleries and museums of the West was the imagery of Cuban 
religious culture. A subtle and complex story began to unfold, which was 
an incursion into black culture without the Afro-Cuban artists.27

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

26 Robin Moore and other historians has written, for example, that a fascination with Afro-U.S. culture is 
not a new phenomenon in the Cuba from at least from the time of the Harlem Renaissance Moore (2001) 
27 Ramos Cruz 2000:149-150. 
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She concludes by arguing that the subtle racism in Cuba, which according to the national 

ideology should not exist, proscribes the way in which Afro-Cuban social actors are 

treated when they create alternate visions in separate organizations. As and Stubbs write, 

“when black intellectuals and artists meet and try to organize as a group to reach a 

common set of ideas, this generates concern. . . . There are certain subtleties, things that 

are said between the lines, translated by racial prejudice. And there are many omissions.28
 

 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Los Ojos Del Arco Iris 

 
 
 
At the Atlanta Premier of "Roots of my Heart" interviewer Jené Watson asked Afro- 

Cuban filmmaker Gloria Rolando about the cultural and symbolic politics of her work. 

 
JW: In what ways do you see your work as being the same as, and then too different from 
what is being produced in other parts of the African Diaspora? 

 
GR: I think that we have many things in common. The problem is that sometimes the 
recognition is not there. African Americans do not know Afro-Cuban history, and Afro- 
Cubans also are not aware of how many elements we have in common with African 
Americans. The different countries had different processes of colonization, different 
patterns. There are many things that are constant in the African Diaspora. We share a lot 
of common ground. Our families, our ancestors, all of them were slaves and they had to 
struggle to retain their culture and make society look upon them as respectable people. 

 
 
 
Rolando has also written that the story of Afro-Cuban culture is not told well at all, even 

in the government sponsored Cuban film industry. As she has observed: 

 
In the world of images there is very little concern with discovering the 
true stories, with discovering a way of being, with respecting the elders 
who are the source of popular wisdom. After a century in which a 
homogenizing cultural model of generalized violence and consumerism 

 
 

28 Pérez Sarduy and Stubbs 2000: 14. 
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was  imposed,  authentic  values  and  ancestral  knowledge  struggle  to 
prevail.29

 
 
 
 
In another interview in Afro-Cuban Voices, Rolando notes that she began her 

independent video group because of the lack of support from the ICAIC, the Cuban film 

institute. 

 
Because I simply didn’t have any support from ICAIC, they weren’t interested in 
what I was doing; but that didn’t mean I wasn’t going to do it. The presence of 
the black man and woman in Cuban cinema is irregular because no directors, 
except Sergio Giral, set out to develop a whole them and characters in either 
features or documentary.30

 
 
 
 
When I visited Rolando’s in her home in Old Havana, I had met her once before on tour 

in the United States. I was surprised to find posters from the 1970s Black power 

movement on her walls. I think of Rolando’s portrait of Afro-U.S. exile Assata Shakur, in 

Eyes of the Rainbow, and how different her images of this Black nationalist were from 

Blaxploitation films like Coffy (1973). Eyes of the Rainbow is not strictly an 

autobiographical documentary. Rather the film takes on the metaphorical and structural 

aspects of a slave narrative, in which the main character is liberated from the United 

States in order to find liberation in Cuba. The story takes on the character of an itan, a 

Yoruba historical narrative, as well as the features of a Lukumi pataki, in which tales of 

historical figures relate the human embodiment of the numinous Orishas. The title of the 

film, Eyes of the Rainbow, for example, probably refers to the Orisha Oya, sprit of 

female aggression and marketplace savvy, or Oxumaré the spirit of the rainbow who, the 

cosmic entity of peace and restoration after a period of turbulence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

29 Rolando 2002. 
30 Rolando 2000. 
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* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When I arrived at Rolando’s door, the air felt as though a storm had just passed. She 

arrived at the door dressed in red, and said that I had just missed a big ceremony. We had 

a laugh, because I arrived at just the right time after a serious religious ritual. Rolando’s 

home felt comfortable, the abode of a woman warrior. She had beautiful Afro-centric art 

on her walls, and I exclaimed as I noticed that we each had a print of a Senegalese 

woman from an African American woman from Texas. The image of dignified Black 

female leadership reminded me of Rolando’s own social status. Despite Cuba’s pride at 

having eliminated prostitution, Cuba’s reality conflicted with our idealized image. The 

images in Rolando’s films worked hard provide an alternate version of reality. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
Jineteria 

 
 
 
One of the social facts that fueled Castro’s ideology to free Cuba from colonizing 

influences was the sex industry, which drew organized crime to Cuba from the turn of the 

nineteenth century until the end of the 1950s, and thousands of tourists from the turn of 

the century to the present. Cuba’s racial alterity and tropical location offered Caribbean 

desires to willing American and European consumers to such an extent that Castro’s 

speeches on liberation emphasized that Cuba would no longer be the world’s prostitute. 

By 1984, Fidel had proclaimed that the revolution had triumphed over prostitution and 

other social ills, “We have no problems of unemployment, begging, slums, prostitution, 
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gambling, or drugs.31 As a result of the economic hardships of the post-Soviet Special 

Period, however, Cubans again became involved in jineteria, literally riding customers 

and hustling. Many people talk about it and point to it with their eyes. In my case, I saw 

the most obvious example when two very young teenage girls showed off in front of two 

very middle-aged Italian men at the beach. All of the people that I saw on the street 

hustling were Afro-Cuban, which notes that in the Special Period despite the best 

intentions of the government, the tourist industry that it was hoped would revitalizes the 

ailing 1990s Cuban economy had exacerbated the racialized nature of contemporary 

Cuban economic relations. 

 
 

* * * 
 
Caballo Caliente 

 
 
 
The work of Alisar Abdalá Jalil Martinez’s Caballo Caliente (1998), could well have 

been the inspiration for the Stallion and Pickanniny in Kara Walker’s Presenting Scenes. 

Both images are sexualized representations of a horse with Black girl. Jalil includes 

additional riders, one Spanish Conquistador guiding the elongated horse, and two other 

cloven-hooved “clients” one naked from the waist down, the other fondling the girl’s 

backside. Another image by Jalil Martinez mirrors the work of Michael Ray Charles, 

particularly the latter’s images of Blond wigged Black women in American flag-inspired 

tight-pants. In this image, the Black woman is the central figure who contemplates a 

naked, animal masked, and cloven-hooved White male who stands over her in a sexually 

suggestive posture. The presentation of these images in both the work of Cuban and U.S. 

artists, suggests the transnational scope of Black racial stereotypes, or at least the 

symbolic power of narratives of black primitiveness, where bestiality becomes a 

metaphor for interracial sex. While Jalil Martinez’ and the politics of subordination 
 

31 Elliot and  Dymally 1984: 206. 
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around Black women’s body politics—are powerful and contemporary. 

A duo of images in Jalil Martinez’s series, Días de Leche y Miel queries the relationship 

between White males and Black wives or perhaps Black concubines. The latter is 

historical reality given the prohibition of interracial marriage in Cuba (until the 

revolution). It is not exactly clear, how these images relate to the sexualized Black 

women in the series. These women are presented romantically and demurely, in contrast 

to the bare and available women of the other images. One shows a seated couple, poised 

as if to take a photograph. The White male sits on the left with his voluminous trench 

coat in folds and his hat held out an obscuring his lap. His worried gaze and firm mouth 

belying the arm he holds tenderly around the Black woman. She is dressed in white, in a 

costume typical of the early 1900s with an elegant hat decked with a bouquet of flowers. 

She holds one hand behind her (or perhaps buried under the man’s coat) and the image 

looks blotted out, as if to leave the reader to interpret exactly what is transpiring in this 

idyllic scene. In front of the couple an aardvark, looking very much like an enlarged rat, 

slouches by nose buried to the ground. Behind the couple an elegant and upright white 

parrot poses for the photograph. The background suggests the kind of fake setting that 

photographers use to set the mise-en-scene. Another idyllic scene sets the same couple in 

a Garden of Eden in contrast to the sensual hell of the first images. The Black woman, 

now on the left, covers her self. A squat and pot-bellied white male, naked except for a 

feathered hat, approaches her offering a red flower. The woman’s exaggerated features 

and stature, and her stand, a plump half-human pig, suggest both an Aunt Jemima/Jezebel 

hybrid set as a statue in an idyllic park. Most of Jalil’s work returns to themes of Black 

female displayed in front of desirous and aroused White male. 

* * *
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Much like Víctor Patricio Landaluce, the nineteenth-century Spaniard who painted 

satirized images of Black people, Jalil Martinez’s work and his reproduction of Black 

stereotypes suggest the ways in which phenotypically White Cubans deploy Black 

cultural forms and representations with a measure of impunity because of the idea that as 

a multi-racial society such images could not be racist.32 However, criticisms by Afro- 

Cuban artists about the way in which racism is experienced and ignored in social 

discourse suggest that Jalil’s work may not be racist in a U.S. sense, instead Jalil 

Martinez may take for granted that he will not be accused of offense in his use of Black 

images. 
 
 
 
Although Jalil Martinez is not critiqued by the writers in Afro-Cuban Voices, Pérez 

Sarduy and Stubbs introduce the discussion with an argument that Black stereotypes have 

existed in Cuba since the seventeenth century, and that they have not ceased to be 

reproduced despite the hopes of Castro’s government. Jalil Martinez visually represents 

these contradictions, but they remain ambiguous in their representation of Black 

exploitation.33 Exactly why Jalil Martinez made the cover of the Cuban Journal 

Extramuros is not clear, however, in my search of several book shops and art galleries, 

his was the only image of Afro-Cubans that I could find in journal form. 

 
 
Queloides 

 
 
 
Manuel Mendive, perhaps the most internationally famous Afro-Cuban artist, was 

educated in Cuba's prestigious San Alejandro Academy of Fine Arts in the early 1960s, 

 
 

32 Ramos Cruz 2000:152. 
33 Pérez Sarduy and Stubs 2000. 



34 Mendive 2002: 127. 
35 Ibid. 
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significant because his ability to attend this institutions due in part to Castro’s policies of 

desegregation. Mendive is inspired, however, not by Spanish or European, or even by 

Modern American canons, rather his focus is Afro-Cuban identity and religious culture. 

As Mendive has observed, his aesthetic focus distinctly marks him as a transnational 

representative of a culturally representative Cuban culture: 

 
It worries me that things are done in poor taste, perhaps using elements 
from a painting, to sell cheap on the tourist market. That's bad. I also 
know many people have taken this path of the Orishas, this magical world 
of ours, of our identity, our mestizo culture—some because they get drawn 
in, others maybe because it's the fashion, but, well, I'm one of those who 
believes that, though it might take a long time, all that's bad will come to 
an end. Two years ago I was in Ouidah, Benin, and I had the honor of 
being invited to restore the temple of Jebiozo, of Shangó. It was a 
wonderful encounter with the people, the roots of that whole world of 
color and cowries of Arará culture, which is the same in Cuba.34

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And although Mendive is internationally known for his representations of Cuban 

culture, he notes that he has yet to be commissioned by the Cuban government to 

create public work in Havana. He notes, that his work remains somewhat 

marginal to mainstream Cuban culture: 

 
Now and then my work has been used in Cuba, in events, in a very 
interesting experiment in textile design, but little more. I would love to see 
a huge mural or stained glass of my work in some hotel or place of 
prestige. I'd like to be there and I'm not. It's all very complex. We can have 
endless objectives and each takes a different form… And so I imagine 
there are many people who really love my work and I know there are 
many who are maybe not interested, but it's important I go on painting for 
my people.35

 
 
 
 
One  of  the  first  exhibits  that  focused  on  racial  identity  in  Cuba  Queloides,  which 
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translates to mean “keloid,” a kind of scar tissue particularly prone in people with high 

levels of melanation. The exhibition, curated by Alexis Esquivel and Omar Pascual 

Castillo, was exhibited during the Winter of 1997 at the Casa de Africa at a conference 

on the anthropology of transculturation (hybridity and cultural diffusion). As Washington 

Post journalist Eugene Robinson, who interviewed Esquivel, wrote about the exhibition: 

 
One artist, Manuel Arenas, showed two paintings that dealt with black 
Cubans' experience in the streets--one titled "Look Out, There's a Black 
Man," and the other titled "ID Card" and showing a black man, set against 
the national emblem, opening his identity card as if to show it to a 
policeman. Another artist, Rene Pena, played against the stereotype of the 
Cuban black man as sexually voracious with a photograph of a black 
man's nude torso in which the penis is replaced by a knife blade. 

 
 

Arenas’ Look Out, There’s a Black Man references Fanon’s “The Fact of Blackness,” but 

adds the dangerous caveat, “cuidado!” [Careful, look out!] to the more benign 

objectification that Fanon experienced in the streets of Paris. In fact, despite the obvious 

social criticism in Arenas’ ID Card, and the sexual stereotypes in Pena’s photograph 

(Ritos II), the exhibition was reviewed by Granma the official government newspaper, 

which was unprecedented for a non-official exhibition of its kind, and was exhibited in 

2000 at the Centro de Desarrollo de las Artes Visuales in Havana.36
 

 
 
 
In a complex reading of the position of Afro-Cuban artists Esquivel wrote about the 

exhibit: 

 
Es ya tradicional en el campo de las Artes Visuales en Cuba una 
preocupación de los artistas por acercarse a los procesos de integración 
(hibridación, o sincretismo) cultural desde un punto de vista etnológico, 
etnográfico y en el peor de los casos folklóricos (y/o folklorizantes); dar 
una visión "otra" desde un punto de vista sociológico es la preocupación 
fundamental de los artistas jóvenes aquí reunidos, para intentar 
manifestar una arista poco reflejada (explícitamente) por el Arte, pero 
que no por ello resulta menos sintomática a la hora de penetrar en el 

 
36 Robinson 2000. 
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análisis de estos tópicos, y que por demás permite una postura de 
distancia crítica que posibilitan figurarse el problema como proceso 
continuo y presente, No como pretérito investigable.37

 
 
 
 
Esquivel argues that although a focus on Afro-Cuban culture characterizes the 

representation of Black artists in Cuba, similar to Mendive’s point, these representations 

of blackness can be deployed for cynical stereotypical and commercial appeal. Instead 

Esquivel, organized an exhibit that looks at Afro-Cuban culture within a more hybrid and 

shifting cultural politics that sometimes, but does not always point to Afro-Cuban 

religion. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
Agosto Negro 

 
 

Although I was not in Cuba to see the Queloides exhibit and I was too early to see its 

acceptance for official exhibition by the Cuban government in 2000. On August 13th, I 

did get to go to Augusto Negro, the third annual transnational Cuban hip hop conference, 

which like Queloides II began as an independent project that was later recognized and 

supported by the Cuban government. Such events suggests that the Politburo is well 

aware of the need for Afro-Cubans to express their connection to a transnational politics 

of black resistance.38  In the Program flyer dedicated to Assata Shakur and Vieques, 
 
 
 

37 A preoccupation traditional in Cuban visual arts is the fundamental preoccupation of the Cuban artist 
with the processes of integration (hibridación, or sincretismo) from an ethnographic point of view, and in 
the poorist folkloric examples, to give a vision of "the other" from a sociological point of view. The artists 
here[in this exhibit] try to show an edge too little reflected (explicitly) by the [Cuban] art establishment; 
but for that reason it is not less symptomatic to penetrate an analysis of these topics, and that beside the 
point it allows a position of critical distance which they make possible to imagine the problem of a 
continuous and present process [of othering]. Esquivel 2003. 
38 Or more to the point, Afro-Cuban youth are looking for additional ways to express their transnational 
Black identity, because the group Orishas, a nationally and internationally popular Afro-Cuban hip hop 
group, who begins their self-named CD with a Lukumí prayer and refers to Afro-Cuban religious culture 
throughout the CD’s selections. 
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Puerto Rico, concert organizers explained the purpose of the festival read: 
 
 
 

Por Qué el Agosto Negro? 
 
 

La tradition del agosto negro fue establecido durante la época de los 70s 
en el sistema penal de California (EEUU) por parte de los hombres y 
mujeres del moveimento de la liberacion de negra/nueva africana como 
una manera de reconocer y investigar la herencia de resistencia en las 
Américas. Por ejemplo: la llegada de los primero africanos por el 
proposito de esclavitud fue en el agosto del 1619, la revolución haitiana 
fue en el agosto del 1791, la rebellion de Nat Turner fue en el agosto del 
1831, el “Ferrocarril clandestine” (La red clandistina que dio apoyo a 
los esclavos escapado) empezaba en el agosto del 1850, el nacimiento de 
Marcus Garvey fue en el agosto del 1887, la gran marcha en Washington 
(del moviemiento de derechos civiles en el EEUU) fue en el agosto del 
1963, los rebeliónes de Watts (en Chicago) [sic] fueron en el agosto del 
1965, y el asesinato del activista George Jackson fue en el agosto del 
1971. El concepto del agosto Negro se localiza la cultura de hip hop en 
un contexto histórico y político, de lo cual nos creemos que se pueda 
informár, inspirar y orientar nuevas generaciones en cuando nos 
confrontemos las problemas de nuestros comunidades, nuestro sociedad, y 
nuestro mundo. 

 
 
 
 
 

Even given the lengthy explanation of the provenance of the Black August concept, it 

occurred to me that this Afro-Cuban embrace of Afro-U.S. resistance politics was more 

important than criticism of the details. In some ways, it does not matter to the organizers 

of this conference, Balesy Rivero and Carlos Zulueta of Grupo Uno, that Watts is in Los 

Angeles, or that there is a contradiction between the notion that liberation movements 

began in August, but Black activist George Jackson was also executed by the state in the 

same month.39 What matters is that these are the symbols of resistance that are tied to a 
 
 
 

39 The music centered Grupo Uno is, as far as I know, a different group than the visual arts group Grupo 
Uno. Cuban rap and hip-hop culture has been an alternative form of Black expression that had proliferated 
on the island since the 1980s. In 1994 the Cuban government has paid close attention to the development  
of this musical culture in the form of conferences with Afro-Cuban musical artist in the 1990s, for  
example, and began sponsoring the Festival Nacional de Rap Cubano in1994. Anthropologist Marc Perry  
of the University of Texas is currently writing his dissertation on the politics of official incorporation of the 
Afro-Cuban rap and hip hop culture. 
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narrative of resistance as seen through the narratives of the transnational Hip Hop 

language of Black resistance. 

 
 
Although this event demonstrated some of the nature of transnational Black cultural 

identity politics in Cuba, and the fact that these politics were important enough for the 

Cuban government to sponsor the 2000 concert, I ran into another ethnographic problem. 

I was in Cuba to learn and write about Afro-Cuban visual culture, and I was at a concert 

where people kept looking at me to learn the latest Afro-U.S. Hip Hop. It was bad enough 

that I was not the perfect model, but my disorientation reappeared. Was I in Cuba or on 

the South Side of Chicago? Even as we tried to get home after the conference Havana felt 

like chocolate city, anywhere in the Southern U.S.--Well, let me be a bit more 

cosmopolitan than that, it felt like any other metropolis in the Black Atlantic. we walked 

out to uncharacteristic street violence--folks acting out the gangsta culture--and the ride 

home in one of the extra long buses that are so overstuffed with people that a Cuban 

friend said that people called it the middle passage. Back at the concert, other 

contradictions abounded. The popular Afro-U.S. socialist hip hop group, Dead Presidents 

played to much acclaim, except for their staunch veganism, which they rapped about 

while showing images of fruits and vegetables on an overhead projector. I am sure the 

group did not realize. They had flown in for the day, and probably did not know that the 

tantalizing images of juicy fruits and vegetables that they showed on screen were 

relatively scarce in Cuba and even during my made me wistful. 

 
 
Perhaps this notion of wistfulness is appropriate, however. This suggests a desire for a 

coherent and powerful Black transnational identity that would salve the marginalization 

of blackness even in ideologically pro-Black Cuba. The crowd shimmered with the 

mesmerized faces of connectedness when the Dead Prez sang the lyrics to “I’m an 

African”  from their  album Let’s  Get  Free. Although many in the crowd of several 
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hundred knew the English original, the concert organizers had translated the song to 

Spanish in the program flyer: 

 
Mi vida es como Roots, es una historia real 
Es demsiado violenta para las fábulas de cable-televisión 
Soy un enclave fugitivo mirando la estrella del norte 
Grilletes en mi brazo, corriendo con la pistola en la palma de mi 
mano 
Soy africano, nunca fui afro-americano 
Más Negro que lo Negro, vuelvo a mis orígenes 
La misma piel que odian los hombres del Ku Klux Klan 
Nariz y labios anchos, caderas y nalgas grandes, bailando. 

 
[Coro] 
Soy africano 
Soy africano, uhh! 
Y sé lo que está pasando 
Soy africano 
Soy africano, uhh! 
Y sé lo que está pasando 
¿ Tú eres africano? 
¿ Tú eres africano?, 
¿Tú sabes lo que está pasando? 
Soy africano 
Soy africano, uhh! 
Y sé lo que está pasando.40

 
 
 
 
Names of dudes rapping in Havana on that Summer night was a powerful moment, the 

collective experience of being Black in the West described by the argument that we were 

not Americans, but Africans. It was moving, even I do not agree with this notion of being 

because I know that Diasporic histories have transformed people who were once African, 

both on the continent and especially in the Black Atlantic, into something else altogether. 

We descendents of Africans in the Americas including the Caribbean, Afro-Cuban and 
 
 
 

40 Dead Presidents 1999. My life is like Roots; it is a true story. It is too gory for them televised fables on 
cable. I am a runaway slave watching the North Star, shackles on my forearms, running with a gun in my 
arms. I am an African, never was an African American. Same skin hated by the Ku Klux Klan. Big nose 
and lips, big hips and butts, dancing. Uhn. I am an African, I am an African, are you an African? Are you 
an African? Unh. Do you know what is happening? I’m an African. I’m an African, and I know what’s 
happening. 
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Afro-U.S. alike, were now African Americans, post-African, hybrid, and inextricably 

caught up in the unending process of figuring out how to be Black in these new worlds. 

 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outside of U.S. contexts, the visual arts play an important enough role in national culture 

to be the subject of feverous debates about cultural identity and symbolism that played a 

role in the attention paid to the support and maintenance of visual artists. In the Cuba, for 

example, artists are careful not to openly contradict state ideology, and in Britain, many 

artists received or took advantage of government support, a stipend or dole, as it is called, 

in order to work fulltime as artists. Nonetheless, many Black artists often created non- 

governmental agencies when the official state arts agencies did not address their specific 

concerns, even if the national discourse claimed inclusion. I also found that Black people 

in these nations often turned to U.S.-based cultural concepts in order to express their 

alterity in both U.K. and Cuba. However, these concepts did not find expression in the art 

of these cultural workers, who were more intimately tied to local questions of identity 

and, although they were often left out or wrongly contextualized by mainstream art 

spheres, both nations have national arts traditions with strong influences on local artists. 

 
 
How then do Black artists produce ideas of distinct Black cultural forms in a nation that 

has incorporated blackness as a part of its liberation ideology, and where distinct forms 

of cultural alterity, which depart from the national ideology, could pose a threat. 

Certainly, my own sense of Cuban heroism was modified by the kinds of self-censorship 

and Bloc politics that I experienced. In a naïve movement, a major ethnographic error, I 

agreed to take a message from a University scholar in the United States to a scholar a the 

national library in Havana. The scholar was not at work when I traveled to see her, and I 
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left the message with a colleague. My friend, the scholar in the United States, was 

appalled. They had been doing extra-governmental research, and I may have given too 

much information to the wrong person at the library. It is very possible that the scholar in 

Havana lost her job, or faced a write-up, as a result. It was difficult not to see that Cubans 

were cautious about their dealings, and that I made a serious mistake when I took for 

granted that Cuba was the free state it claimed to be. It was also clear that I had at least 

been clear enough on the vagaries of racial identity to be cautious about applying Afro- 

U.S. notions of race to Cuba. At least I had been careful enough to hear what Afro- 

Cubans were saying about the unique character of a racism that has emerged in Cuba not 

as much from the politics of racialization, but the realities of economic access. It was also 

apparent that an impulse to make Black art outside of mainstream institutions points to a 

need to carve a space of expression, un grito visual, from the difference that lies between 

Cuban anti-racist ideology and the real experience of being Black in Cuba. 
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CONCLUSION: BLACK OR POST-BLACK ART? 
 
 
 

The modern Black Diaspora problematic of invisibility and namelessness 
can be understood as the condition of relative lack of Black power to 
represent themselves to themselves and others as complex human beings, 
and thereby to contest the bombardment of negative, degrading 
stereotypes put forward by White supremacist ideologies. 

 
Cornel West (1990) 

 
With modernity, we enter the age of the production of the Other. The aim 
is no longer to kill the Other, devour it, seduce it, vie with it, love it or 
hate it, but, in the first instance, to produce it. The Other is no longer an 
object of passion, but an object of production. Perhaps, in its radical 
otherness or its irreducible singularity, the Other has become dangerous 
or unbearable, and its seductive power has to be exorcized? Or perhaps, 
quite simply, otherness and the dual relation progressively disappear with 
the rise of individual values and the destruction of symbolic ones? The fact 
remains that otherness does come to be in short supply and, if we are not 
to live otherness as destiny, the other has to be produced imperatively as 
difference. 

Jean Baudrillard (2002) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through methods that included historical research, ethnography, case study, and 

interview, I interpreted some of the late twentieth century discourses that are 

produced when Black visual artists create Black representations in the United 

States, the United Kingdom, and Cuba. I queried the ways in which socio-cultural 

politics and institutional relationships influence the creative output of Black visual 

artists, and I examined the relationship between the development of stereotypes in 

Black art and contemporary Black social and cultural politics. 

 
With the nuances of historical and contemporary events articulated through this 
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project, I was able to track the role of Black artists in Black public spheres, 

recognize exceptions to the original questions that I asked, and create a more 

complex picture of the Black artists and visual representation in the three nations 

that I studied. I found that Black visual artists have historically struggled to find 

both political and individual voice, and that contemporary conflicts around the 

institutional politics, economic/commercial viability, and expressive practices are 

the central arenas in which these politics play out. At any given point in their 

career, a Black artist may contend with any combination of three major 

influences: 

 
 
 
1. The history of Black visual production as modern racial uplift project within 

historically Black or Black-focused institutions; 

 
 
 
2. economic viability, including commercialization through business ventures 

and/or the production of “blackness for sale” outside of Black communities and 

political concerns; and, 

 
 
 
3. the artistic will to experiment with Black representations to challenge our 

perceptions or connect with our deepest sensibilities. 

 
 
 
While these three influences are in flux, I also found that regardless of their 

institutional, commercial, or artistic objectives, numerous contemporary Black 

artists continue to make Black images that continue with issues of humanism, 
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resistance, and difference. 
 
 
 
 
In the sixth chapter, I discovered that the emergence of Yoruba-based Diasporic 

symbolism suggests a cultural politics of alterity in which an affiliated group of 

Black cultural producers find connection to the aspects of Black cultures that 

clearly symbolize Black epistemological difference. While these artists were able 

to prioritize the first and third influences described above, they also had to come 

to terms with the viability and commercialization of their work. In keeping with 

their social uplift politics, John Yancey, Victoria Meek, Marcus Akinlana and 

others found solutions through teaching, public art projects, and businesses that 

allowed them to control their relationship to commercial markets. In contrast to 

these artists, in the seventh chapter I encountered artists for who focused most on 

the second and third influences. These artists focused on the commercial viability 

of their work, and their individual artistic expression. At the same time, these 

artist had unintended conflicts with community members who thought that Black 

artists should focus on the politics of racial uplift. Comparing the artists in these 

two chapters revealed a common commitment to representing blackness, but 

divergent identity politics and institutional affiliations. 

 
 
 
In the seventh chapter, I described an exhibit produced by Michael Ray Charles in 

which the subtitle “An American Artist” was suggestive. By excluding the term 

“Black” or “African American” was Charles pursuing the later goals of Alaine 

Locke,  who  suggested  that  Black  artists  deserved  a  place  in  the  hegemonic 
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mainstream art world without racialized labels or was the absence a tactic to 

underscoring his racialization since his work clearly described it?1 Evidence 

suggests that Charles was signifying by evoking both possibilities and that the 

emergence of this new kind of signifying politics and use of stereotype was an 

effort at a new political conversation, even if it didn’t go over well with the old 

school of Black artists. 

 
 
 
Afro-U.S. curator Thelma Golden coined the term “post-Black,” in 2001, in order 

to describe the emergence of such deconstructionist impulses by Black artists who 

“were adamant about not being labeled as ‘black’ artists, though their work was 

steeped, in fact deeply interested, in redefining complex notions of blackness.”2 

Although it did not go over well in the Black community either, these artists used 

a signifying strategy that was a time-honored part of the politics of Black cultural 

resistance. In Golden’s conversation with Glenn Ligon he describes post-Black 

cultural politics as a way to combat “the ridiculous ways the art world categorizes 

things-- the way the press releases about work by black artists are written, the way 

words get put together, the way museum directors giving toasts to Black artists 

say things that have nothing to do with the work and get wrapped up in this notion 

of authentic blackness.”3 Hence, even when the work of a Black artist is accepted 

into mainstream art worlds, the work and the artist is often, though not always, 

racialized and commodified. The way in which these Black artists have come, the 

 
 

1  Locke 1983: 475. 
2 Golden 2001: 1. 
3 Golden  2001: 2. 
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ethnographies and case studies suggest, to deal with this phenomenon is through 

tongue in cheek signifying. This situation is further complicated by the ways in 

which people read their meanings. The protest and the “post-“ attached to the 

blackness of these artists helps us to see that alienation. At the same time, the 

emergence of these new forms of Black representational politics also helps us to 

enlarge the definition of blackness. 

 
 
 
In chapter eight, I wrote about the ways in which Afro-British artists content with 

the major three influences described above, and I found that these artists were 

deeply invested in the history and politics of Black representation. In the United 

Kingdom, I noted that Black artistic production focused on representing the Afro- 

British presence and its connection to transnational Black identities. Support, if 

marginal, from British organizations, and the State’s Arts Council, were less than 

fully supportive, yet their intentions and minor support of Black artists made 

viability possible and commercialization slightly less critical. This, ironically, 

made it possible for the Afro-British artists, including Eddie Chambers, Keith 

Piper, Chris Ofili, Yinka Shonibare, Anissa Cockings, Andrew Sinclair, and Jonzi 

D, to focus on transnational Black culture and politics, and the central theme of 

blackness in conflict with national politics, including historical lack of support of 

Black culture in Britain. The work and ideologies of Afro-British artists were 

particularly concerned with exactly how Black people fit into contemporary 

British society--from the politics of citizenship and national identity to the 

burgeoning transnational and Afrocentric movements. Similar to Black artists in 
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the United States, Afro-British artists varied in the representational politics from 

heroic to signifying forms. In their representation and reauthoring of mainstream 

images, Afro-U.S. and Afro-British artists questioned the very basis of Black 

identity in nations where blackness remained the marker of subalterity as 

historical and cultural difference. 

 
 
 
In contrast to the United States and the United Kingdom, Afro-Cuban artists, 

described in the ninth chapter, made art in a national context in which blackness 

was acknowledged and centralized, if not in actual political fact, at least in the 

construction of Cuban identity. For Afro-Cuban Artists, therefore, the first and 

second influences are the most prevalent. The first influence, based on the support 

for Black visual artists within Black or Black focused institutions and politics, 

was made evident by the independent efforts of Gloria Rolando and Manuel 

Mendive. At the same, commercialization of Black culture and the selling of 

blackness was also evident in commercial venues and to some extent the 

adaptation of alternative Black cultural exhibits and venues by the state. In fact, it 

was perhaps the third influence that was most challenging for Afro-Cuban artists 

for whom censorship and the expansion of Black representations outside of 

stereotypes was a major issue historically and for contemporary artists. 

 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
In each of the nations in this study, Black visual artists contend with the fact that 
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their work reproduces long-standing anxieties about racialization, cultural, 

institutional, and identity politics. In the United States, concern about the 

institutional politics of Black artists highlighted issues of social and economic 

access and anxiety about the loss of a distinct Black identity politics. Their 

productions evoked varied response from Black and mainstream publics. Where 

many Afro-U.S artists were committed to the production and reconstruction of a 

positive Black image, a subgroup had begun to produce Black art that examined 

racial and sexual stereotypes, much to the surprise and dismay of the more 

traditional Black arts community. 

 
 
 
The cultural and political discourses that arise around the production of Black 

visual representations make it possible to obtain a glimpse, at the very least, of 

multiple politics of blackness, including what it means to identify and be 

identified as Black in the African Diaspora. While this process is inevitably in 

flux, it responds to national and social conditions, and contends with the issue of 

being “Other,” and the attempt to represent that difference. Although visual art is 

a relatively elite form of communication, the vigorous debate about the artists in 

this study reinforces the relevance of Black visual art to competing discourses 

about Black identity. 

 
 
 

* * * 
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It occurs to me that the impulse to reproduce blackness in the form of artistic 

representation is a deeply flawed, if heroic, act. This process is flawed because 

once produced, the work of the artist does not belong to the artist or to the Black 

community. This is the power of art and the root of its contentious role in cultural 

production. Once Black representations, in particular, are produced, they tend to 

belong to an historical era and it social and political movements, rather than the 

individual artist. Although Black visual art is a powerful medium, and an 

important mirror of Black identity politics, it cannot contain blackness and it 

cannot protect it from misinterpretation or misrepresentation. In this way, even 

Black artists who hope to escape from racialization are, nonetheless, bound and 

contained by it, regardless of their intentions. At the very least, the existential 

quarrel between constructivist and deconstructionist impulses in contemporary 

Black visual art suggests the vitality of contemporary Black identity politics and a 

window into the cultural and social politics that Black visual art presents. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

AFRO-U.S. VISUAL ARTISTS 1948-2002 
 
 
 
 
1949 John Yancey born in Chicago (November). 

1950 Vicki Meek born in Philadelphia (March). 

1952 Charles White, whose drawings and paintings affirm the humanity and beauty of 
black people is included in an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

 
1954 Brown v. Board of Education, Supreme Court decision that declared “separate but 

equal” in public education unconstitutional 
 
 
 
1959 The National Conference of Artists (NCA) was founded March 28-1959, at Dean 

Sage Hall of Atlanta University at the Atlanta University Eighteenth Annual Art 
Exhibition. 

 
 
1960 Jean Michel Baquiat born in New York City (December). 

1967 Michael Ray Charles born in Houston, TX (December). 

1969 Kara Walker born in California. 

 
 
 
1961 Birth of the DuSable Museum of Black History in the home of Dr. Margaret 

Burroughs on the South Side of Chicago 
 
1963 African-American artists including Charles Alston, Romare Bearden, Norman 

Lewis, and Hale Woodruff, form the group Spiral in New York dedicated to 
defining the problems faced by Black artists and to linking art with social 
responsibility. 

 
1966 Marcus Akinlana born in Washington, D.C. (February). 
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1967 Twenty members of the Organization for Black American Culture (OBAC) paint 

a mural called The Wall of Respect including a depiction of Black male and 
female notables, including Billy Holiday, Malcolm X, and Louis Farrakan, on a two-story 

building at 43rd and Langley on Chicago’s South Side. This act, following the 
indoor mural-making of Aaron Douglas, Charles White and Hale Woodruff marks 
the  beginning  of  the  contemporary  outdoor  community  mural  movement 

(August). 
 
 
 
1968 The Whitney Museum of American Art opens The 1930’s: Painting and 

Sculpture in America. In an exhibition of over 100 paintings and sculptures. No 
works by Black artists are exhibited. 

 
1969 Studio Museum in Harlem established in New York City. 

 
1969 The  Artworkers  Coalition  protests  New  York’s  Museum  of  Modern  Art  for 

inadequate exhibtion of African-American art. 
 
1969 Black Panther Fred Hampton gunned down in his apartment by Chicago Police 

(August). 
 
1971 Larry Neal and Addison Gayle write about the Black Aesthetic. 

1971 Elizabeth Catlett writes about the “Role of the Black artist.” 

1971 Genesis of the Chicago Public Art Group. 

1972 Faith Ringgold founds Women Students and Artists for Black Liberation. 
 
1973 As a result of community organizing, the DuSable moves to current location in 

Washington Park in a Chicago city park building. 
 
1976 The  African  American  Museum  in  Philadelphia  (AAMP)  is  “dedicated  to 

collecting preserving and interpreting the material and intellectual culture.” 
 
1980 John Yancey enters the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 

 
1981 Ronald Reagan recommends a 50% reduction in the budget for the 

NationalEndowment for the arts. The budget is eventually reduced by 10%, from 
$158.79 million to 143.79 million. Community arts organizations take the brunt of 
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the cuts and begin to appeal to private funders to remain open. 
 

1981 South Shore Community Arts Center (Chicago) seeks new funding sources, and 
receives a $5,000 grant from McCormick Foundation. 

 
1982 Community art spaces in the United States reduce services due to lack of 

funding. 
 
1984 Marcus Akinlana moves from Washington D.C. to attend the School of theArt Institute of 

Chicago aware that Chicago is the birthplace of the community   based   mural 
movement. 

 
1985 The October Gallery opens the Philadelphia Arts Expo of African American Art 

to showcase a burgeoning market in Black and Afrocentric images. The Expo 
grows from a patronage of 900 to 40,000 by 2001. 

 
 
 
 

1983 Basquiat shows at the Whitney Biennial. 
 
 

1984 Basquiat dies of a drug overdose in his apartment in New York. 
 

1985 Michael Ray Charles graduates from McNeese and looks for work in the 
advertising industry. 

 
1985 Michael Ray Charles enters McNeese State University in Lake Charles, LA; 

he considers leaving the school to play professional basketball. 
 

1985/6  Racial antagonisms heat up between Black and White students at the School 
the Art Institute. Black students continue their call for better representation in the 

school’s  faculty  and  support  for  the  multi-cultural  Student  Union.  Marcus 
Akinlana works at the Boulevard Art Center. 

 
 
 

1986 Kara Walker enters the Atlanta College of Art. The author enters the School of 
the  Art institute of Chicago in Documentary Film. 

 
1987 Jean Michel Basquiat dies from complications due to a drug overdose. His paintings 
sell at record speed   at upwards of $100,000 (August). 
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1987  Mayhem ensues at the School of the Art Institute over the display of a painting 
of Chicago Mayor Harold Washington in drag by a white artist, David Nelson. 

 
1987  Marcus Akinlana joins the Chicago Public Art Group. 

 
1987 John Yancey administers Chicago Public Art Group, but decides that he prefers to 

work strictly as a visual artist and instructor. 
 
1987  Howardena Pindell publishes a study, Art (World) & Racism):Testimony, 

Documentation and Statistics, on the marginalization of Black artists in 
mainstream art worlds. 

 
1987 The Multi-cultural Students Union presents the School of the Art Institute with a 

list of demands. 
 
1988 Chicago Artists/Action Committee for Positive Change (CACPC) created at theArt 

Institute. Independent from the Student Union, their symbol is a Black power fist 
with a paint brush. 

 
1988   John Pound, Olivia Guide, Marcus Akinlana, and 103 community members 

complete  I  Welcome  Myself  to  a  New  Place.  This  is  the  first  public  mural 
directed by Akinlana. 

 
1988 SAIC declines to give Akinlana his diploma because they say that he owes money 

and has incomplete credits. When challenged by Akinlana, they are unable to 
substantiate this claim. family and fellow activists contact local media and leaders. 
SAIC finally gives Akinlana his diploma when leadership from PUSH (People 
United to Save Humanity) leadership calls the school. 

 
 
 
1988 Dread Scott shows What is the proper way to display an American Flag?, which 

aggravates existing antagonisms at SAIC. 
 
1988 The School of the Art Institute of Chicago hires John  Rosell  and Joanne Scott 
and  other instructors of color, most on short-term contracts. 

 
1989 Sculptor Martin Puryear represents the US at the São Paulo Biennial in Brazil and 

wins first prize 
 
1990 Charles enters graduate school at the University of Houston. 
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1991 Elizabeth Catlett restates her views on her Black arts Aesthetic. 
 
 
 
1991 Michael Ray Charles exhibits a the Community Arts Collective in Houston. 

1993 Charles shows at the Phoenix Triennial. 

1993 DuSable Museum opens new Harold Washington Wing with city and federal 
funding. 

 
1993 The Tony Shafrazi Gallery, a gallery that represented Jean Michel Basquiat, calls 

Michael Ray Charles after viewing the exhibition catalogue of the Phoenix 
Triennial. 

 
1994 Charles shows at the Shafrazi Gallery (and again in 1996 and 1997). 

1996 Kara Walker shows at the Renaissance Gallery of the University of Chicago. 1996

 Marcus Akinlana is commissioned to do a mural/sculptural installation, Mile High 
and Rising, at the Denver Airport. 

 
1997 Betye Saar’s Extreme Times Call for Extreme Heroines appears on the cover of 

the International Review of American art’s MONTH issue on racial stereotypes 
in Black visual art. 1971…! 

 
1997   Betty Saar mounts a letter-writing campaign against the exhibition of Kara 

Walker. 
 
1997 Michael Ray Charles has first one-person museum show at the New Room of 

Contemporary Art at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo, New York. 
1997 Kara  Walker  awarded  a  $190,000  “genius”  award  from  the  John  D.  and 

Catherine T. MacArthur foundation 
 
 
 
1997 Kara Walker show at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. 
1999 Michael Ray Charles shows Michael Ray Charles: An American Artist, at the 

Austin Museum of Art . He also shows at other venues in the U.S. and Europe. 
 
 
 
1998 Harvard University hosts Walker’s exhibit, along with a conference called, “Slip 

the Yoke; Change the Joke: A Series of Conversations on the Use of Black 
Stereotypes in Contemporary Visual Practice. 
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1999 Kara Walker shows in Dallas, warning signs and flyers from major Black 

organizations including the Nation of Islam and the NAACP, are displayed for 
visitors. A conference is organized by the museum. 

 
1999   Marcus Akinlana is commissioned to do a mural/sculptural installation, 

Flyventures, at the Philadelphia Airport. 
 
1999     Vicki Meek shows Opon at Women and Our Work in Austin, TX 

 
2000    Vicki Meek shows “Bad Mammy Jammas: Black Women Defying Category,   Ida 

B. Wells,” at Our New Day Begun: Black Artists Entering the New Millennium, at 
the University of Texas at Austin, which inexplicably leaves out major local 
artists including John Yancey. 

 
2000    Betye Saar shows Icons,  which feathers assemblages about memory and emotion. 

None of her images include her new Aunt Jemima or Mammy images at Women 
and Their Work in Austin,Texas. (MOVE TO CHAP 8) 

 
2000   Marcus Akinlana is commissioned to do a mural at the Philadelphia Airport. 

 
2000  MS. Magazine publishes Betye Saar’s new work Grow White for Bigger 

Profits:Deez Children Done Lost they Mindz on the cover of  their  August 
edition. 

 
2002 David Simmons shows Erasures at the Studio Museum of Harlem in cooperation 

with the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago. 
 
2002    Kara Walker is on the cover of Art in America  (April). 

 
2002    John Yancey is promoted associate Director of the Department of Art 

and Art History at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the first African 
American in a managerial position in this department. (May) 

 
This chronology covers the major events relevant to this study. Sources Akinlana 1999, 
2002, Art Matters Group, NEH Funding reports 1971-1990, Yancey 2002. The 
International Review of African American Art, 1997, Hoban 1999, Tony Shafrazi Gallery 
1998. 
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AFRO-CUBAN ARTISTS IN ALTERNATIVE ART WORLDS 1948-2002 
 
 
 
1948 Afro-Cuban/Chinese painter Wilfredo Lam participates in Forty Years of Modern 

Art 1907-1947, an exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Art, in London. 
 
1952 General Fulgencio Batista (widely recorded as biracial) stages a coup and take- 
over    of the Cuban government. Batista reinitiates economic programs that allow the 

exploitation of Cuban resources by extra-national interests. 
 
1955 After leaving Cuba to live in Paris in 1953, Lam returns to the island and holds an 

exhibition at the University of Havana in solidarity with the students against the 
Batista dictatorship. 

 
1956-7 Fidel Castro begins victorious rebellion against General Batista the leader of 
Cuba   whom Castro's group considered to betray Martí’s 1933 revolution 

 
1959 After two years of guerilla warfare, Batista leaves the island, and Castro is 

declared the Prime minister of the Revolutionary Government. 
 
1959 Creation of Cuban Institute of Cinematic Art and Industry (ICAIC) 

 
1960 Shunned on a visit to the United States by the Shelbourne Hotel in midtown 

Manhattan, Castro moves to the Hotel Theresa in Harlem where he meets with 
Malcom X, Langston Hughes, and Ghanaian President Kwame Nkrumah 

 
1961 U.S.-backed Cuban exiles stage a coup-attempt at the Bay of Pigs. The failed 
attempt ends in U.S. embargo. Castro declares Cuba socialist state and declares intention 
to join the Soviet Bloc. Redistribution of resources seen as the solution to racial disparity, 
followed by increased exodus of White Cubans headed for the most part to the United 
States. 

 
1962 U.S. President Kennedy thrown into crisis about how to respond to Soviet 

missiles sited in Cuba. Soviets remove missiles and U.S. agrees not to invade 
the island. 

 
1965 Castro’s government creates the official Communist Party of Cuba. 

 
1961 Castro’s government creates UNEAC, the Union Nacional de los Escitores y 

Artistas Cubanos (Union of Cuban Writers and Artists), in Havana. 
 
1966 After returning to Cuba, Wilfredo Lam paints The Third World. Until his death in 
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1981 he would support Castro’s Cuban government. 
 
1970s Establishment of Grupo Antilliano, a collective of artists, theorists, and art 

historians dedicated to africanía, the expression of African themes and heritage in 
their art and writing. 

 
1980 Approximately125,000 people leave Cuba in the Mariel Boatlift, many of whom 
are marginalized and "criminalized" Afro-Cubans 

 
1980s Establishment of Grupo Uno, which is ideologically at odds with Grupo 

Antilliano, this collective of artists, theorists, and art historians hoped to establish 
a new postmodern direction in the production of art by Afro-Cubans. 

 
1970s  Gloria Rolando joins ICAIC. 

 
1986 Castro publicly criticizes the problem of racism and racial stereotypes in Cuba 

after more than twenty years of silence on the subject. Despite an Afro-Cuban 
population of upwards of 50% of the island, racism is not considered to be a 
priority. 

 
1989 Fall of the Berlin Wall and the dissolution of the Soviet Bloc ends Cuban support 

and thrusts Cuba into an economic decline and austerity dubbed the "Special 
Period." 

 
1992 The U.S. Torricelli-Graham Act sanctions nations who conduct business with 
Cuba 

 
1993 Founding of the Pablo Milanés Foundation, a nongovernmental arts organization 

in Havana 
 
1994 30,000 Cubans attempt to leave the island often via hand madeboats 

1994 Cuban government supports the first Festival Nacional de Rap Cubano 

1994 Gloria Rolando creates an independent filmmaking group called Imagines del 
Caribe. 

 
 
 
1995 Pablo Milanés Foundation, an independent Afro-Cuban music-centered artists 

collective, dissolved by the Cuban Ministry of Culture. 
 
1996 Helms-Burton Act expands the sanctions on nations who conduct business with 
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Cuba. 

1996 Cuban Ministry of Culture funds a transnational festival of rap music in Havana. 

1997    Gloria  Rolando  makes  The  Eyes  of  the  Rainbow  about  former  U.S.  Black 
Panther, Assata Shakur, who escaped from the United States penal system in 1979 
and has been in exile in Cuba since 1989. 

 
1997 At this time, between 30% and 70% of Cuba’s population is estimated to be of 

African-origin. The wide gap in the number is based on shifting definitions of 
blackness. More than half the population could be classified as multiracial, 
however, artists such as Alexis Esquivel claim a Black identity as part of their 
progressive politics, although he is probably externally classified as a mulatto. 

 
1997 A total of six out of 24 Politburo members are phenotypically Afro-Cuban. 

 
1997 Queloides I during the Winter of 1997 is one of the first, and most certainly the 

largest visual art exhibition on racism ever shown in Havana. 
 
1999   The Dead Presidents an Afro-U.S. socialist hip hop group makes an apperance at 

the yearly rap festival in Havana along with several local rap groups. 
 
 
 
2000 Queloides II shows with official government sponsorship at the Centro de 

Desarrollo de las Artes Visuales in Havana. 
 
2001 Instituto Cubano del Libro publishes El Negro y Su Representación Social: 

Aproximación a la Estructura Social Cubana actual. 
 
 
 
Sources: Ruiz 1968, Transcription of Treaty of Peace Between the United States and 
Spain; December 10, 1898,Pérez Sarduy and Stubbs 2000, Knight 1989, Moore 1997, 
Helg 1991. Afro-Cuba Web. 
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Appendix C 
 

CHRONOLOGY OF AFRO-BRITISH ARTISTS IN THE UK (1948-1998) 
 

ADD MOODY’S ART, PIPER, EDDIE CHAMBERS, AND SHONIBARE TO THE CHRONOLOGY 
 

AND TO THE TEXT. REMOVE CHRONOLOGIES FROM APPENDICES. 
 
 
1948 The S.S. Empire Windrush arrives in London bearing more than two-hundred 

Jamaican emigrants who have come to fill a British labor shortage (July). The 
1948 Nationality act grants them life-time residency. 

 
1950 Guyanese Frank Bowling arrives in London to study visual art, he begins at the 

Royal College of Art in 1959. 

1952 U.S. immigration legislation severely limits Caribbean and African immigrants. 

1952 Guyanese Aubrey Williams arrives in London and drops his engineering for the 
St. Martin School of Art. 

 
1954 Guyanese Donald Locke studies at the Bath Academy of Art. 

1954 Zanzibarian, Lubaina Himid arrives in London as a child. 

1959 Ronald Moody serves on the London Committee for the second conference of 
Negro Writers and artists, Rome. First Caribbean Carnival in St. Pancras Town 
Hall. 

 
1962 The Commonwealth Immigrants law passed to limit immigrants from to the 

commowealth to 8,500 per year. 
 
1962 Yinka Shonibare born to wealthy Nigerian parents in London. 

 
1962 Black Co-ordinating Committee Against Racial Discrimination (CCARD) is 

organized in Birmingham, and the Afro-Asian-Caribbean Organizations 
(CAACO) in London. 

 
1963 CCARD organizes a solidarity march to the U.S. embassy to support Martin 

Luther King’s Peoples’ March on Washington, and to protest racism in Britain. 
 
1964 Martin Luther King and Malcom X visit London (December). 
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1965 Campaign Against Racial Discrimination (CARD) formed in response to Martin 
Luther King’s visit, Racial Action Adjustment Society formed in response to 
Malcolm X’s visit. 

 
 
 
1965 First Notting Hill Carnival mas. 

 
1966 The Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM) founded in London. 

 
1967 Stokely Carmichael visits London for the Dialectics of Liberation Conference 

(July). Black groups participate in anti-Vietnam rallies in Trafalgar Square 
(October). 

 
1969 CAM begins to work more closely on social movements. 

 
1974 Festival of Black artists held at the Commonwealth Institute to select artists for 

the Black Arts Fesitval in Lagos 1976. 
 
1976 The Ethnic Minority Arts Report written by Naseem Khan reports that if the Arts 

Council does not support Afro-Asian artists, then their cultural diversity will be 
lost. 

 
1977 Ronald Moody serves as chairman of the UK Visual Arts subcommittee for the 

Festival of Art and Culture ’77, Lagos. Moody also serves on the Council of the 
Society of Potrait Sculptors in London, and is awarded Jamaica’s Musgrave gold 
medal. 

 
1978 Black Phoenix, the first radical Black arts journal in Britain (January). Publication 

ends in Spring 1979 due to lack of funds. 
 
1978 Arts establishment debates multinational style and whether art is political at the 

Institute for Contemporary Art (ICA). 
 
1978 Andrew Sinclair born in London. 

 
 
 
1981 Eddie Chambers and Keith Piper organize Black Art an done at the 

Wolverhampton Art Gallery (June). 
 
1981 Yinka Shonibare enters Goldsmith College of art. 

 
1983 Genesis  of  the  Organization  for  Black  advancement  and  Leisure  Activities 
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(OBAALA),which opens the independent Black-Art Gallery. Chambers and Piper 
show at the first exhibition, Heart in Exile. 

 
1984 Ronald Moody dies in London. Anissa Cockings born in London. 

 
1984 An independent group called the Patrons of New Art create the Turner prize to 

bring public and transnational recognition to the stars of the British art world. 
 
1985 Following the 1976 Ethnic Minority Arts Report on the dismal state of funding 

for ethnic artists, and faced with an overwhelming number of applications from 
ethnic community arts groups, Arts Council’s Community Arts Committee reports 
that it will have to revaluate its guidelines in order to find more support for ethnic 
artists. 

 
1987 Keith Piper displays an image of Margaret Thatcher at the Hayward Gallery, 

which the British press roundly criticizes. The first issue of Third Press, a journal 
of third world art and culture, is published in London. 

 
 
 
1988 Eddie Chambers presents, Marcus Garvey, the Blackest Star and Plotting the 

Course at the Africa Centre, Covent Garden. 
 
 
 
 
1993-5 Rachel Whiteread and Damien Hirst (who produces installations of vivisected 

animals) win the Turner in 1993 and 1995, respectively. Setting of a phase of the 
YBA, young British Artists out of Goldsmiths College, London. 

 
 
1998 Afro-British artist of Nigerian-origin, Chris Ofili applies elephant dung to 

painting of the Virgin Mary. Mayor Gulliani protests the image when it shows at 
a gallery in New York. 

 
1998 Yinka Shonibare commissioned to install Diary of a Victorian Dandy (1998) in 
the London Underground.Shonibare wins   the British Turner Prize, the most 

prestigious award, something like the Academy award, for British artists. The 
awards ceremony is watched on television by millions. 

 
1999 Anissa Cockings and Andrew Sinclair enter art school in Hertfordshire University 

2001 Yellow Circles formed by Brian Channer  in London. 
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2002 Positive Images shows the work of Yellow Circles artist Andrew Sinclair (April). 

2002 Hertfordshire University exhibits the work of Anissa Cockings. 

2002 Ether Gallery scheduled to show an independent exhibit, Art in the New Voice, in 
celebration of Britain’s October celebration of Black History Month. (October) 

 

 
 
Sources: Aareen 1988, Arning 1998, Holmes 2002. 
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Appendix D 
 
 
 
 

U.S. Census Bureau  Chart No.593. Employed civilians by Occupation, Sex, race, and 
Hispanic Origin: Writers, artists, entertainers, and athletes 1983 and 2000 

 
 
 
 

(Y1983) Total Employed Female Black   Hispanic Org. 
(1000) 

 

Painters, sculptors, craft-artists, 
and printmakers 

 
 

186 

 
 

47.4 

 
 

2.1 

 
 

2.3 
Musicians and Composers 55 28.0 7.9 4.4 
Athletes 58 17.6 9.4 2.3 

 
 
 
 

Total Employed Female Black Hispanic Org. 
 

 
 
 

(Y2000) 
 
 

Painters, sculptors, craft-artists,  
and printmakers 238 46.5 6.8 4.2 
Musicians and Composers 161 34.1 13.5 6.0 
Athletes 90 19.8 10.9 5.5 
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Appendix E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURVEY  RESEARCH: 
 

RACIAL IDENTITY AND ATTITUDES ABOUT STEREOTYPES IN VISUAL ART 
 
 

In 1926, W.E.B. Du Bois presented a survey about racial representations in The Crisis 

Magazine that Henry Louis Gates reconfigured in 1987 Gates reconfigured the survey 

and presented it to audiences of Black American Literature Forum. Both survey’s were 

responded to by male literary audiences.1 In the Fall of 2001, I took the opportunity to 

work with Dr. Norval Glenn to create a survey about the work of Michael Ray Charles in 

order to study racial identity and stereotypes in Visual Art. The resulting survey was 

given to an undergraduate audience, which was more balanced in its gender ratio and in 

the inclusion of visual artists. The results are included in the appendices because their 

preliminary findings lent support about audience response to the findings of the 

dissertation. 
 
 
 
The survey that I developed is based on dissertation research about how racial identity 

influences the perception of racial images. In this appendix I introduce the role that I 

think the results of survey that I have designed will play in my analysis. This is followed 

by a discussion of the two main hypotheses that drove the survey that I designed, and 

1 Collins 2002, Du Bois 1926, Gates 1987. 
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other corollary research findings. Lastly, I discuss the particular concerns that I 

encountered when designing and pre-testing the survey, “Racial Identity and attitudes 

about stereotypes in visual art.” This third section considers the course text Survey 

Questions: Handcrafting the Standardized Questionnaire, and the course appendices, 

“Faulty Sample Survey Questions,” and “Rules for Question wording and Questionnaire 

Construction.” 
 
 
 
 
 
A survey is an ideal methodological tool to measure broad contemporary attitudes toward 

the challenging racial representations that are a part of transnational popular cultures and 

have begun to appear en masse in contemporary Black art. This study is a based on a 

nonprobability sample, meaning the group studied was a classroom of people with similar 

interests in Black culture and not a sample of the population at large. . In additions the 

study was presented in a classroom to an African American studies class, and the results 

should be considered that the audience was already engaged in the topic of African 

Diasporic history and culture, but not Black art history. Nonetheless, the study yields 

helpful results useful to evaluate the presumptions and hypotheses of the dissertation 

research. 

 
 
Preliminary Hypotheses 

 
 
 
What are the appropriate questions to ask in a survey designed to measure attitudes about 

how racial identity influences the perception of stereotypes in visual art.? This question 
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has two components. First, I am asking how the racial identity of the viewer affects their 

perception of racial images in art, and secondly, I am asking how the racial identity of the 

artist affects the way in which the art is viewed. 

 
 
Racial Identity of the Viewer 

 
 
 
I base the first question, how the racial identity of the viewer affects attitudes about 

stereotypes, on ideas explored in my literature and media reviews of Michael Ray Charles 

work, as well as interviews with museum and other related professionals. White an Black 

identified audiences have tended to vary in their perception of art that displays images of 

Minstrels mammies, and other racially charged representations of Black people. White- 

identified viewers were more reluctant to engage the art, and many were baffled by the 

presence of stereotypes in Black art (Harrison 1999). Black-identified viewers had a 

diverse range of responses, few of which were as muted or as neutral as those of White- 

identified viewers. Black viewers tended to see the work at two ends of a broad spectrum. 

They saw the work as politically charged and socially meaningful, or at the other end of 

the scale, as completely unacceptable and offensive. I would claim that this second 

position is based on the new genre’s variation from Black art traditions, which Black- 

identified audiences have come to expect would produce realistic representations of 

Black identity. 

 
 
Here, I must briefly mention that my definition of race is critical to the reason that I use 

the  terms  Black-identified  and   White-identified.  My  discipline,  anthropology,  is 
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historically responsible for the categorization of humanity by racial definition. However, 

it is largely accepted today that racial and ethnic identity is not the “immutable product of 

one’s bloodline, phenotype, or some other biologistic notion” (Sawyer 2000). Race is not 

a reliable independent variable because it has no measurable basis, other than the often 

subjective historical, ethnic, and cultural identities that are constructed by communities 

and individuals. This is quite apparent to the Census Bureau, which must contend with 

the unfixed subjective nature of racial identity in each successive decade. Race is, 

however socially-constructed, a category with which people self-identify. It is a way that 

people define their values, ethnicity, community membership, relationship to nation and 

history, and their cultural heritages. Race, is therefore a reasonable indicator, though not 

a predictor, of some attitudes. Based on the precedence of survey’s that have addressed 

this question, I feel that open-ended self-identification is the most accurate way to report 

attitudes influenced by racial identity. 

 
 
Racial Identity of the Artist 

 
 
 
The second hypothesis, which influenced the survey study, suggests that the racial 

identity of the artist affects the way in which the art is viewed. This hypothesis is based 

on historical research, literature review, ethnography, and interviews with artists and their 

audiences. 

 
 
 
When museums and galleries display the work of Michael Ray Charles or Kara Walker, 

another Black artist who uses Jezebel and Antebellum images in her art, they often make 
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it very clear that these artists are Black or that the work has been reviewed by Black 

community members. The MAC in Dallas, for example, organized several community 

meetings where the public was invited. They organized a table-display with information 

from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). They 

took great pains to clearly note that the racial images in the art were not intended as a 

racist message. 

 

 
 
 
There have been a number of occasions when White artists have also shown art that 

includes Black stereotypes, and often for the same reasons that Black artists show these 

images. White artists are rarely allowed to show this kind of work in public, however. 

The dual cries of racism of the exhibiting institution and a public suspicious about the 

artist’s intentions usually cause an institution to reject or withdraw such work. In 1999, a 

young White-identified artist at UT displayed an image of a Black Barbie with drug 

paraphernalia that was sharply criticized, and the exhibit was withdrawn. This artist, was 

in fact a student of the artist Michael Ray Charles, and he had some of the same political 

commentary about the way in which Black people are viewed in the U.S. as part of the 

reason that he did the work. Nonetheless, there was less tolerance for his exploration of 

these racial images than usually given to Black artists who work with stereotypes. There 

are also a number of other examples in the art world of White artists who have been 

ostracized for using racially charged images. This is an interesting post-integration 

development, which places social constraint on White exploration of race and racism. 

While there is racial censure of White artists, ironically stereotypes images are now the 
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possession of Black artists, instead of the mainstream advertisers that created them for 

White-identified audiences. 

 
 
Other Ethnographic Research Findings 

 
 
 
There are a number of other research findings that informed the development of the 

survey. I am aware that viewers, who know the race of artists who use stereotypes, are 

often still offended by work that uses Minstrels, Jezebels, and other offensive imaginary 

racial characters. In recording comments from viewers while conducting ethnography 

about the work, for example, a young Black-identified employee of the University of 

Texas, stated that she did not understand or like the work before she heard the artist give 

a speech about it. Hence, I am aware that she may have been influenced by knowledge of 

the artist’s racial identity, but also by an awareness of the political and social 

commentary that his work intends. 

 
 

Attitudes about Michael Ray Charles’s work have tended to frame it as more politically 

than technically or aesthetically valuable. However, much has been said about Michael 

Ray Charles’ technical ability. I used this knowledge to hypothesize that viewers would 

rate the work as more significant politically than aesthetically. I also wanted to test the 

notion that people who are more involved in the art world would be more aware of this 

movement in Black art, and would be more positive about the work. 

 
 
Handcrafting the Questionnaire 
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The design of the questionnaire is intended to measure how the race of the viewer and the 

artist affect attitudes about art that includes stereotyped images. This means that the key 

questions would be those that asked hypothetical questions based on racial identity of the 

artist, and the self-identification of the survey respondent (10, 14, and 17, see Appendix 

F). The second group of questions would be those that measured attitudes about specific 

pieces of art (4, 5, 6, and 7, see Appendix F). The third group of questions asked viewers 

to identify their level of participation in museums and galleries, to rank the aesthetic, 

political, social, and historical value art for one of the pieces, and in general, and to 

identify their attitude towards the use of obscenity, stereotypes, and violence in art (1,2,3, 

8,11,12,13, and 17, see Appendix F). Finally the fourth group of questions was designed 

to measure respondent attitudes about race in contemporary U.S. society. 

 
 
In Survey Questions: Handcrafting the Standardized Questionnaire Converse and Presser 

point out a number of proven guidelines and general strategies to eliminate mechanical 

failure, and instead to produce a survey that is clear, precise instrument that measures the 

“specific design task.” In this section, I will address attitudes, hypothetical questions, and 

question order, followed by specific examples of where I was able to correct faults in the 

survey. 

 
 
Attitudes and Intensity 

 
 
 
One of the points made clear by Converse and Presser is the importance of designing a 
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survey that is useful instrument for the design task. In this case the purpose was to 

measure attitudes about racial identity and racial representations. That is, I was not 

looking to measure facts and most of the questions were followed by a five point Likert- 

scale to measure attitude. In fact, most of the questions in this survey were designed to 

measure the intensity of attitude, and hence I followed the guidelines to use closed 

questions that gave response options instead of open-ended questions. In retrospect, it 

would have been useful to offer an open ended space for respondents to freely write their 

comments about the art that they viewed. However, I did use three other types of 

questions: open-ended demographic questions, a dichotomous question, and a rating 

scale. 

 
 

I used the open ended demographic questions to ask the respondent how they self- 

identified their race. This is in accord with my theory that race is a matter of identity 

politics rather than biology. A closed question, therefore, which offered set racial 

categories would not allow the respondent to choose their own identification actively. On 

the other hand, this allowed for practical open-ended answers about age, but also gender. 

The latter was open ended-not for theoretical, but for practical reasons (Glenn 2001b). 

 
 
With attitude it was necessary to measure intensity, which is to measure the strength of 

attitude in toward the independent variable, the stereotypes in the art. In my first draft of 

the survey I included a middle alternative option to answer with the adjective 

“sometimes” for degree of agreement. Dr. Glenn, however, advised me to remove this 

option as much as possible. As Converse and Presser also advise, I took this option out 
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except in questions like 11, 12, 13, and 17 where it did reflect a degree of interest greater 

than no interest at all. In addition, I changed wording to add superlative forms of negative 

and positive, in the form of “Offensive” and “Supportive” in the Likert scale, because I 

believed that these emphatic forms were necessary given research that suggests the 

degree of emotional response to art in general, and to art that includes stereotypes, in 

particular. It seemed important here to test the emotional valence of the art, rather than 

the words, or to provide words that were less descriptive. In addition, instead of a no 

opinion option,” I used neutral, to serve as a non-emotional response. (Converse & 

Presser, 1986) 

 
 
Hypothetical Questions 

 
 
 
According to Converse and Presser, hypothetical questions can be difficult because they 

ask the viewer to imagine scenarios and counterfactual possibilities (Converse & Presser 

1986, Lieberman 1985). Instead of asking respondents to imagine stereotypes in art, the 

survey was conducted in a room in which the art was displayed. The test images included 

an image of a Minstrel, an image of a Mammy, and two images of OJ Simpson labeled 

“Guilty” and “Not Guilty.” 

 
 
This answered the first of Converse and Presser’s recommendations to “1) append to the 

hypothetical battery at least one question on actual experience.” The second 

recommendation that they make to “2) prove at least one of the hypotheticals for the 

respondent’s referential frame by asking questions about the respondents investment in 
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art, museums, and galleries.” Questions 10 and 14 also set up a hypothetical question that 

ask the viewer to rate their opinion about the images in the art. A closed Likert scale asks 

the respondent to rate their answers on a scale from “Offensive” to “Progressive,” 

including less extreme “Positive” and “Negative” responses, and the no opinion option of 

“Neutral.” 

 
 
Question order 

 
 
 
One of my primary concerns was to order the questions so that I could measure attitudes 

about the racial identity of the artist. I accomplished this by presenting question 10 first. 

This question asked how the respondent would feel if the artist was White who had 

created the art with stereotypes that the audience viewed. Four questions later, the survey 

asks the respondent to rate their attitude about the art if they knew that the artist was 

Black. The question order is important because these questions appear after the 

respondent has been asked to rate the art in general in questions 4, 5, 6, 7. In addition, 

preliminary research suggests that attitudes would be more neutral to negative if the 

respondents knew that the artist who created these Black stereotypes was white, and treat 

the would be more neutral to positive if they knew that the artist was Black. 

 
 
In order to add a quasi-experimental component to this survey, I pre-tested the study with 

a questionnaire with responses ordered from positive to negative, and the other half from 

negative to positive. I did not test the responses if I switched the order of question 10 and 

14, however, because I was satisfied that the order tested would actually be the most 
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useful and perhaps the least biased. This appeared to be the most logical order because in 

fact the artist is not White, and that means that the survey presented the counterfactual 

hypothetical first, and followed it against a measure of attitude about the factual 

question.. 

There are two additional issues that I have yet resolved about these questions. First, is it 

best to ask the respondent to rate the image, which is often a stereotype, or to rate the art 

overall? Secondly, the rating scale from “Offensive” to “Supportive” is somewhat 

abstract. It may be better to scale this question differently using a scale of “Politically 

incorrect to Politically correct,” or some other measure. However, this does not allow for 

a five point scale that measures intensity. The scale that I chose measures attitudes about 

whether the respondent views the images presented by the artist as progressive, which 

many critics and the artists argue is the case, or whether the images can not escape their 

racist origins, and are perceived as offensive. 

 
 
Correctives 

 
 
 
In Dr. Norval’s course appendices “Faulty Sample Survey Questions,” and “Rules for 

Question wording and Questionnaire Construction,” there are several correctives that I 

added as the survey was developed. In Appendix D, the suggestion to “1.) Place 

threatening or sensitive questions at the end of the questionnaire,” (Glenn 2001) guided 

the survey as much as possible. The first questions begin very neutrally by asking the 

respondents to identify their level of participation in art worlds including visits to 

museums and galleries and their ownership of fine art (1—3). The second group of 
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questions asks the respondents attitudes towards different art (4-7), the third group to 

rank the aesthetic, political, social, and historical value art for one of the pieces, and in 

general, and to identify their attitude towards the use of obscenity, stereotypes, and 

violence in art (8, 9,11, 12, 13). The fourth group, strategically interwoven with the third 

asks the hypothetical questions about the respondents opinion about the art based on their 

knowledge of the artists race 10, 14). Finally the fifth group of questions was designed to 

measure respondent attitudes about race in contemporary U.S. society, and to answer 

open-ended questions about their race, age, and sex (15, 16,17, 18, 19, and 20). This 

ordering was the best possible organization that I could develop, because in retrospect, 

most of the questions on this survey could be considered threatening or sensitive, because 

they deal with the slippery, subjective questions about race and racial perceptions. 

 
Another corrective to the survey was added after comments made on the pretest. It 

follows Converse and Pressers directive to avoid double negatives (and Glenn’s advice to 

avoid double barreled questions). I found this problem in Question 16, because it is 

unclear whether it is positively or negatively stated. Nor is it clear whether I am asking 

about the importance of Race today or the importance of Race in the past. 

 
 
16. Race is not as important today as it was in the past. 

 
_ Strongly agree 

 
_ Agree 

 
_ Somewhat disagree 

 
_ Disagree 

 
_ Strongly disagree 
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I remedied the problem by removing the negation "not" in the question. 

16. Race is not as important today as it was in the past.

_ Strongly agree

_ Agree

_ Somewhat disagree

_ Disagree

_ Strongly disagree

Note that I debated about retaining the use of somewhat disagree in this question 

because of “no or neutral option” seemed to offer a too safe response to a difficult 

question. Wisdom about the neutral option prevailed, however. 

Preliminary Test Results 

Results of the test survey suggested that the racial identity of the view was a variable in 

the way in which audiences received the work. Viewers who self-identified as 

Black/African American and Hispanic/Chicano showed a high level of diversity in their 

response varying from strongly negative attitudes toward the racial stereotypes in the 

work to strongly positive attitudes to the representations. Because I conducted the survey 

at the University of Texas where the painter is an associate professor, I surmise that the 

more positive responses were the result of strong familiarity with the artist and the work. 
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On the other hand, respondents who self-identified as White/European 

American/American showed highly negative to neutral responses to the racial stereotypes 

in the art, many citing that the images were offensive. Based on the in-group dynamics of 

the group and conversations with the participants, this findings suggest that survey 

participants who identified as Black/African American had strong reactions to the work. 

Those more familiar with the artist were able to put the work into the context of 

contemporary art trends and social critique. Those who viewed the work for the first time 

responded with strongly negative reactions to the work. This response is similar to that of 

Black audiences who I observed in mainstream exhibitions of Charles and Kara Walker. 

These viewers often comment that Charles’ work as offensive to them particularly in 

mainstream contexts. Participants who self-identified as White/European-American, 

shared characteristics with white audiences who view the work of Charles and Walker in 

mainstream institutions. Often these audience members are shocked by the images and 

have no precedent with which to respond to them. I observed such audiences as either 

neutral with a nonchalant attitude about the art, or mildly confused by its meaning and 

message. 

 
 
In order to further investigate these responses in future surveys, I would add to the 

questionnaire questions about the familiarity respondents had with artwork and the artist. 

In addition, I would create space for open comment on the work to add insight into the 

emotional response that respondents have to the work. These additions would help to 

clarify the nature of positive and negative responses according to social and emotional 

factors not originally tested in this version of the survey. 
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I have discussed the purpose of the survey in my dissertation research and I have I 

introduced the theoretical and historical reasons that helped me to design a survey that 

would help to measure racial identity and attitudes. Although my hypothesis were shown 

to have validity by this pretest, I propose conduct more surveys with a more 

representative sample (though most likely a nonprobability sample) of the target 

population of art audiences. I am aware that different interpretive communities respond 

differently to the art, whether it is a community identity based on race, by regular 

membership in art worlds, or by national region. Therefore, it will also be important to 

test this survey in different geopolitical regions. Analysis of the survey statistics remains 

somewhat out of my area of expertise. I may decide to consult with a more experienced 

statistician to derive more complicated results. However, I will use the basic results of the 

survey to inform my research, and to conduct focus groups and interviews to yield more 

information about racial perception, in general, and how stereotypes are viewed in Black 

art in particular. 
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Appendix F 
 
 
 

Survey: Racial Identity and Attitudes about Stereotypes in Visual Art 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. How often have you visited museums or galleries in the last year? 

 
 
 

_ Never 
 

_ 1-2 times within the last year 
 

_ 3-6 times within the last year 
 

_ More than 6 times within the last year 
 
 
 
2. Do you have fine art (original, hand-painted, or limited edition prints) in your home? 

 
 
 

_ Yes 
 

_ No 
 
 
 
3. How important is art to you? 

 
 
 

_ Not very important 
 

_ Somewhat important 
 

_ Neutral 
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_ Important 
 

_ Very important 
 
 
 
4. Looking at this painting called The Great White Hope, how would you rate the image 

on the following scale? 

 
 

_ Offensive 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Highly Supportive 
 
 
 
5. Looking at this painting called Wonder Woman, how would you rate the image on the 

following scale? 

 
 

_ Offensive 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Supportive 
 
 
 
6. Looking at this painting called Not Guilty, how would you rate the image on the 

following scale? 
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_ Offensive 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Supportive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Looking at this painting called Guilty, how would you rate the image on the following 

scale? 

 
 

_ Offensive 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Supportive 
 

_ 
8. LOOKING AT THIS PICTURE CALLED WONDER WOMAN, PLEASE RATE ON A SCALE OF  1 
FOR MOST IMPORTANT, 2 FOR SECOND MOST IMPORTANT ETC. FOR WHAT YOU FEEL ARE 
THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE ART. 

 
 
 
Beauty    

 

Social meaning    
 

Historical memory    
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Politics    
 
 
 

9. Some fine art includes nudity; do you agree that some forms of obscenity, stereotypes, 

and violence can also be considered fine art? 

 
 

_ Strongly Disagree 
 

_ Disagree 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
 
 
 
10. If you knew that the artist was a person of European descent, or was "White," how 

would you feel about this art? 

 
 

_ Offensive 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Supportive 
 
 
 
What is your opinion of the following statements?: 

 
 
 
11. Artists make art to influence the way people think. 
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_ Strongly Disagree 
 

_ Somewhat disagree 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
 
 
 
12. Artists make art that always reflects their ethnic culture. 

 
 
 

_ Disagree 
 

_ Somewhat disagree 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
 
 
 
13. Artists make art that always reflects the movements of art history. 

 
 
 

_ Disagree 
 

_ Somewhat disagree 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
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14. If you knew that the artists was a person of African descent, or was "Black," how 

would you feel about this art? 

 
 

_ Offended 
 

_ Negative 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Positive 
 

_ Supportive 
 
 
 
What is your opinion of the following statements? 

 
 
 
15. Race is as important today as it was in the past. 

 
 
 

_ Strongly Disagree 
 

_ Disagree 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
 
 
 
16. The United States is a colorblind society 

 
 
 

_ Strongly Disagree 
 

_ Disagree 
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_ Neutral 
 

_ Agree 
 

_ Strongly agree. 
 
 
 
17. On the following scale how influential do you think that visual images are on 

society? 

 
 

_ Not influential at all 
 

_ Somewhat influential 
 

_ Neutral 
 

_ Influential 
 

_ Very influential 
 
 
 
18. What is your Racial Identity? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19. What is your Gender? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20. What is your age? 
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Thank you for your participation in this survey. 
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 Appendix G 

 

REVISED SURVEY 

 
Session Code 
Art Survey 

 
   

 

 
1. How often have you visited museums or galleries in the last year? 

 
_ Never 
_ 1-2 times within the last year 
_ 3-6 times within the last year 
_ More than 6 times within the last year 

 
2. Do you have original (hand-painted) art in your home? 

 
_ Yes 
_ No 

 
3. How important is art to you in your life? 

 
_ Very important 
_ Important 
_ Somewhat important 
_ Not at all important 

 
4. Looking at this painting called The Great White Hope, how would you rate the image 
on the following scale? 

 
_ Favorable 
_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Unacceptable 

 
5. Looking at this painting called Wonder Woman, how would you rate the image on the 
following scale? 

 
_ Favorable 
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_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Offensive 

 
6. Looking at this painting called Not Guilty, how would you rate the image on the 
following scale? 

 
_ Favorable 
_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Offensive 

 
7. Looking at this painting called Guilty, how would you rate the image on the following 
scale? 

 
_ Favorable 
_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Offensive 

 
 
 
 
 
8. LOOKING AT THIS PICTURE CALLED WONDER WOMAN, PLEASE RATE ON A SCALE OF 1 
FOR MOST IMPORTANT, 2 FOR SECOND MOST IMPORTANT ETC. FOR WHAT YOU FEEL ARE 
THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE ART. 

 
Beauty       
Social meaning     
Historical memory    
Politics    

 

9. Some  classical  art  includes  nudity;  do  you  agree  that  some  forms  of  obscenity, 
stereotypes, and violence can be considered art? 

 
_ Strongly disagree 
_ Agree 
_ Disagree 
_ Strongly Disagree 
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10. If you knew that the artist was a person of European descent, or was "White,"
howwould you feel about this art? 

_ Favorable 
_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Offensive 

What is your opinion of the following statements? 

11. Artists make art to influence the way people think.

_ Strongly agree
_ Agree
_ Disagree
_ Strongly Disagree

12. Artists make art that always reflects their ethnic culture.

_ Strongly agree
_ Agree
_ Disagree
_ Strongly Disagree

13. Artists make art that always reflects the movements of art history.

_ Strongly agree
_ Agree
_ Disagree
_ Strongly disagree

14. If you knew that the artists was a person of African descent, or was "Black," how
would you feel about this art? 
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_ Favorable 
_ Positive 
_ Neutral 
_ Negative 
_ Offensive 

 
What is your opinion of the following statements? 

 
15. On the following scale how influential do you think that visual images are on society? 

 
_ Very influential 
_ Influential 
_ Somewhat influential 
_ Not at all influential 

 
16. Race is not as important today as it was in the past. 

 
_ Strongly agree 
_ Agree 
_ Disagree 
_ Strongly disagree 

 
17. The United States is a colorblind society 

 
_ Strongly agree 
_ Agree 
_ Disagree 
_ Strongly disagree 

 
 
 
18. What is your Racial Identity? 

 

 
 
 

19. What is your Gender? 
 
 
 
 

20. What is your age? 
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Thank you for your participation in this survey. 
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Appendix H 

DU BOIS SURVEY I 

1. In general,  how do you feel mainstream gallery owners and museum curators handle 
the work of Black artists? 

 
2. Is the artist, black or white, under any obligations or limitations about the kinds of 
racial representations they present in their work? 

 
3. Should an artist be criticized for exploring racial, sexual, or religious stereotypes in 
their work? 

 
4. How do you compare the experiences of Afro-U.S. artists with those of other Black 

artists in the African Diaspora? 
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Appendix I 
 
 
 

DATA SURVEY FOR PROFFESSIONAL ARTISTS 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: THIS SURVEY SHOULD TAKE APPROXIMATELY 20 MINUTES. PLEASE CALL BH: 
HARRISON AT 512-389-1008, OR EMAIL ME AT SOJOURNERTRUTH@MAIL.UTEXAS.EDU. 
PLEASE RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENCLOSED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, 
OR BY FAX (512.707.8005), ATTN: BH: HARRISON #633. THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR 
TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. WHAT IS THE DATE THAT YOU FIRST BEGAN MAKING VISUAL ART? 
 
 
 
 

2. WHO OR WHAT WAS THE MAIN INSPIRATION FOR YOU TO MAKE ART? 
 

3. WAS YOUR HOME TOWN A VERY ARTISTIC PLACE? NO YES 
DESCRIBE YOUR HOME TOWN: 

 
 
 
 

4. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE REASONS THAT YOU CHOSE TO BE AN ARTIST? PLEASE 
DESCRIBE THE REASON YOU CHOSE ART AS A PROFESSION. 

 
 
 
 

5. WHAT IS YOUR DEFINTION OF AN ARTIST? 
 
 
 
 
 

6. HAVE YOU  ATTENDED  ARTS  WORKSHOPS, TRAINING, AND/OR ART  SCHOOL? 
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NO YES 

 
 
 
 
 

7. (IF RELEVENT) WHERE DID YOU ATTEND AND WHEN? 
HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE EXPERIENCE:  EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE 

GOOD POOR 
 

DESCRIBE: 
 
 
 
 

8. WHAT WAS THE YEAR AND VENUE WHERE YOU FIRST EXHIBITED? 
 
 
 
 

9. WHERE WAS THE VENUE FOR YOUR MOST RECENT EXHIBTION? WHAT WAS THE 
APPROXIMATE  DATE? 

 
 
 
 
 

10. (IF RELEVENT) WHAT IS THE YEAR AND NAME OF THE FIRST EXHIBITION WHERE 
YOU WERE THE SOLE ARTIST, INCLUDING GALLERY SHOWS BY THE ARTIST’S 
STUDIO. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

11. NAME OF FIRST PIECE OF ART SOLD. DATE. BUYER (IF POSSIBLE)? 
 
 
 
 

12. NAME OF THE MOST RECENT PIECE OF ART SOLD. DATE? BUYER (IF POSSIBLE)? 
 
 
 

13. NAME OF MOST RECENT MURAL COMMISSIONED. DATE? WHO COMMISSIONED 
THE WORK? 
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14. NAME  OF  FIRST  MURAL  COMMISSIONED. DATE? WHO  COMMISSIONED  THE 
WORK? 

 
 
 
 

15. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF AN ARTS ORGANIZATION? NO YES 
 
 
 

16. WHAT ARTS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE YOU BELONGED TO IN THE PAST, INCLUDING 
COLLEGE-BASED   ORGANIZATIONS? 

 
 
 

17. ARE YOU A CURRENT MEMBERS OF AN ARTS ORGANIZATIONS? NO YES 
 

18. IF YES THEN: WHICH ONE/S? 
 
 
 
 
 

19. DO YOU PLAN TO JOIN AN ARTS ORGANIZATION IN THE FUTURE? NO YES 
 

20. IF YES THEN: WHICH ORGANIZATION WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN? 
 
 
 
 
 

21. DO YOU CURRENTLY HAVE GALLERY REPRESENTATION? NO YES 
 

22. IF YES THEN: WHAT IS THE NAME OR NAMES OF THE GALLERY/IES? 
 
 
 
 

23. HAVE YOU HAD A STUDIO VISIT BY A PROFESSIONAL ARTS ORGANIZATION OR 
INSTITUTION? 

 

 
 

24. DO YOU CURRENTLY HAVE GALLERY REPRESENTATION? NO YES 
 

25. IF YES THEN: WHAT IS THE NAME OR NAMES OF THE GALLERY/IES? 
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26. HAVE YOU HAD A STUDIO VISIT BY A PROFESSIONAL ARTS ORGANIZATION OR 
INSTITUTION? 

 
 
 
 
 

(IF RELEVENT) PLEASE DESCRIBE THE VISIT: 
 

27. HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR EXPERIENCE OF ETHNIC ARTS ORGANIZATIONS? 
 

EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE GOOD POOR 

DESCRIBE: 

 
 
 

28. HOW DO YOU RATE THE REPRESENTATION OF BLACK ARTISTS IN ETHNIC ARTS 
INSTITUTIONS? 

 
EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE GOOD POOR 

DESCRIBE: 

 
 
 
 

THE FOLLOWING ARE DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH STATISTICS: 
29. YOUR YEAR OF BIRTH? 

 
30. SELF-DESCRIBED  ETHNICITY? 

 
 
 

31. APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT EARNING INCOME FROM ARTS RELATED 
PROFESSION. 

 
 
 

32. APPROXIMATE   PERCENTAGE   OF   YEARLY   INCOME   FROM   ARTS   RELATED 
PROFESSION. 
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33. APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF INCOME FROM ARTS RELATED PROFESSION. (PLEASE 
SPECIFY  £ OR $) 

 
0-10,000 10,001-25,000 25,001-50,000 50,000+ 

 
 
 
 

THIS IS THE END OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS. 
 
 
 

34. NOW I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOUR OPINION WITH THREE MORE QUESTIONS. 
 
 
 

35. WHO ARE YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS? PLEASE DESCRIBE THEM. 
 
 
 

36. HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR EXPERIENCE OF MAINSTREAM ARTS 
ORGANIZATIONS? 

 
EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE GOOD POOR 

 
37. How  would  you  rate  the  representation  of  black  artists  in  mainstream  art 
institutions? 

Excellent Fair Average Good Poor 
 
 
 
38. What is your favorite arts institution--museum or gallery? 

 
 
 
 

* * * 

NAME OF RESPONDENT 

 
 
 
 
NAME OF INTERVIEWER (IF NOT SELF-ADMINISTERED) 
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DATE AND LOCATION OF INTERVIEW

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY. PLEASE RETURN TO BH: HARRISON, 4900 
E. OLTORF  #633, AUSTIN, TX 78741 OR FAX TO  512-707-8005, ATTN: BH: HARRISON
#633. 
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Appendix J 
 
 
 

THE ARTIST’S PROCESS 
 
 

THE ARTIST’S PROCESS 
(ARTISTS NAME) 

 
PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS THAT YOU USE TO CREATE ART. 
Describa por favor el proceso de hacer sus nimagines. 

 
(Add to the following if necessary.) 
(AGREGUE POR FAVOR LOS NÚMEROS SEGÚN LO NECESITADO): 

 
 
 
 

1. 
 
 
 

2. 
 
 
 

3. 
 
 
 

4. 
 
 
 

5. 
 
 
 

6. 
 
 
 

7. 
 
 
 

8. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12.
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Appendix K 

SURVEY OF ARTS ADMINISTRATORS

DATA SURVEY FOR ARTS ADMINISTRATORS, GALLERY OWNERS, MUSEUM CURATORS
NOTE: THEIS SURVEY SHOULD TAKE APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES. PLEASE CALL BH: 
HARRISON AT 512-389-1008, OR EMAIL ME AT SOJOURNERTRUTH@MAIL.UTEXAS.EDU. 
PLEASE RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENCLOSED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, 
OR BY FAX (512.707.8005), ATTN: BH: HARRISON #633. THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR
TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY. 

1. WHO OR WHAT WAS THE INSPIRATION FOR YOU TO WORK IN THE ARTS?
(PLEASE  EXPLAIN): 

2. WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE ARTS INSTITUTION--MUSEUM OR GALLERY?
(PLEASE  EXPLAIN): 

3. HAVE YOU ATTENDED ARTS WORKSHOPS OR CONFERENCES? NO YES 

4. WITH WHAT ARTS ORGANIZATIONS OR INSITITUTIONS HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED AS
A MEMBER OR STAFF?
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5. HOW MUCH DO YOU WORK WITH BLACK ARTISTS? 
 

 
MINIIMAL MODERATE MAJORITY 

 
 
 
 
6. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE REPRESENTATION OF BLACK ARTISTS IN BLACK ARTS 

INSTITUTIONS? 
 
 
 

EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE GOOD POOR 

PLEASE EXPLAIN: 

 
7. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE REPRESENTATION OF BLACK ARTISTS IN MAINSTREAM 

ARTS  INSTITUTIONS? 
 

 
EXCELLENT FAIR AVERAGE GOOD POOR 

PLEASE EXPLAIN: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE FOLLOWING ARE DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH STATISTICS: 
 
 
 
8. YOUR YEAR OF BIRTH? 
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9. SELF-DESCRIBED   RACE/ETHNICITY? 

 
10. APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT EARNING INCOME FROM ARTS  RELATED 

PROFESSION, I.E. 5/HRS A WEEK OR 5 MONTHS A YEAR. 
 
 
 
 
11. APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF YEARLY INCOME FROM ARTS RELATED PROFESSION. 

 
 
 

0-25% 26-49% 49-74% 75-100% 
 
 
 
 
 

THIS IS THE END OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS. 
 
 
 
 

YOUR NAME: 
 

NAME OF INTERVIEWER (IF NOT SELF-ADMINISTERED): 

DATE AND LOCATION OF INTERVIEW: 

ADDITIONAL  COMMENTS: 
 
 
 
 
 
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY. PLEASE RETURN TO BH: HARRISON, 4900 
E. OLTORF  #633, AUSTIN, TX 78741 OR FAX TO  512-707-8005, ATTN: BH: HARRISON 
#633. 
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Appendix L 

CONSENT FORM

January 2001 

Consent Form: RACIALIZATION, REPRESENTATION, AND RESISTANCE:  
BLACK VISUAL ARTISTS AND THE PRODUCTION OF ALTERITY

Dear Participant Name: 

I am writing to you about the research project that I am conducting to finish my 
dissertation on Black artists, representations, and race. As we have discussed, I have 
invited you to participate in the study because you may contribute to the development of 
knowledge about my topic. If you choose to participate in this study, your perspective 
will add to my analysis of the role of Black artists in social history. If you participate you 
will be one of approximately 50 participants. I have already discussed the parameters of 
our interview before we began, this letter is a follow up to that conversation. 

The study will run from June 1, 2001 to April 30, 2002. During this time, I will conduct 
interviews with participants. These interviews will be audio taped except when I am able 
to use video tape during a public event or to document the participant in a relevant 
workspace. Because this interview process is relatively open-ended, some of the issues 
that we discuss may be personal or sensitive. The participant does not have to answer 
every question that I ask, and you should feel free to tell me so. In addition, I will create a 
transcript of the audio and video interviews. If you wish, I will send you copies of the 
transcript that will be used in the published dissertation. 

As a researcher, writing about you and your art work will be considered with the opinions 
of others, in the aggregate and individually for my dissertation. The dissertation and any 
published work that comes as a result of this study will be available through libraries and 
other public sources. As a trained visual artist, I offer a professional and informed 
perspective on Black visual artists and art worlds, which enhances my sensitivity and 
responsibility to represent you fairly and accurately. It is my hope that this work will help 
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us to better understand the role of Black artists in social history and to contribute to the 
general body of theory, history, and practical knowledge on the subject. I hope, for 
example, that my findings may be useful to you as well as anthropologists, cultural 
analysts, historians, collectors, museum, and galleries. 

Please note that I will keep the audio and video tapes in a secure location to be used only 
under my supervision and for the purpose of research and documentation, and will be 
retained for possible future analysis. Examples from the tapes may be demonstrated at 
scientific or ethnographic conventions, or as an example in a classroom. The tapes will be 
heard or viewed by me or my associates, and will only be used for research purposes. 
Your permission will allow the tapes to be academic proof that demonstrates the validity 
of my research. The tapes and transcripts may, at some later date, be donated to a 
museum or library, but I, or the institution, will contact you for further permission if that 
becomes the case. 

Consent Form Con’t. : RACIALIZATION, REPRESENTATION, AND RESISTANCE: 
BLACK VISUAL ARTISTS AND THE PRODUCTION OF ALTERITY

My interview with you may be extensive, including where relevant, some life history that 
you may wish to share. I agree to manage this information ethically. In addition, I will 
retain confidentiality when you identify areas of discussion that you do not wish to be 
made public. I may also write ethnography as a result of our interaction, which means 
that I will write about my experiences with the cultures, peoples, and contexts of your or 
our shared environments. 

You may obtain additional information about this study from the University of Texas 
Department of Anthropology or the office of the Dean of Graduate Studies, Phone: 011- 
512-471-4206, or from the Office of the Vice President and Dean of Graduate Studies, 
University of Texas, United States, at : 011-512-471-4511, e-mail 
gradschool@mail.utexas.edu. You may also reach BH: Harrison at 011-512-389-1008 or 
sojournertruth@mail.utexas.edu. Please note that your decision whether or not to 
participate in this study will not affect your current or future relationships with the 
University of Texas at Austin. Please keep a copy of this consent form. 

You are making a decision whether or not to participate in the research for Racialization, 
Representation, and Resistance Black Visual Artists and the Production of Alterity. Your 
signature below indicates that you have read the information provided above and have 
decided to participate in the study. If you later decide that you do not want to participate 
in the study, simply tell me and you may discontinue your participation at any time. 
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PRINTED NAME OF PARTICIPANT 
 
 
 
 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT DATE 
 

 
 
 

PRINTED NAME OF RESEARCHER (PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR) DATE 
 
 
 
 
Please Sign below if you are willing to allow me to include the tape of your voice and/or 
image in video documentary. 

 
 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT DATE 
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Appendix M 
 
 
 

Who Exhibits and collects Black Art? 
 
 
 
Another finding of this study is that there is marked difference in the ways in which 

Black artists are exhibited and collected in Black and mainstream art worlds that may 

impact their appreciation by art world critiques and histories. Surveys and interviews of 

Black artists who work within Black communities show that their patronage comes, for 

the most part, from work made for public spaces and for organizations. For example, the 

majority of time that Yancey and Akinlana is spent creating art for murals painted in 

public spaces such as libraries and airports. Meek reported that she rarely makes “a lot of 

private stuff.” The majority of her art is, by and large, exhibited in alternative museums 

and spaces. Yancey noted that he was warned in school that his art would not be taken 

seriously if he made public art, because, it was believed, the artist must negotiate their 

symbolism and therefore the resulting art is considered compromised. Research shows 

that Black artists who work in public spheres are involved in an intense dialogue, not 

only with their funding sources, but also with their audiences. Nonetheless, public art is a 

critical resource for Black artists Akinlana described his experience as a Black Gallery 

owner as one in which he was disappointed that Black people did not invest in Black art. 

His solution was to create a line of framed cards, which his wife, Fatu Akinlana 

commented, was the base line of a steady but financially limited $5 to $200 market. 

Arlene Polite, an Austin-based visual artists who worked on this project with me, also 

suggested that audiences in general do not appreciate what it takes for her to make the 
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work, and that the majority of her work is sold in the $50-$195 dollar range at festivals 

and to friends and co-workers. My experience of the Positive Images Gallery in London, 

also demonstrated that Black publics will come to look at and experience a Black art 

show, but will spend little money to support the art. Of the two pieces at an exhibition 

that I attended in May of 2002, the gallery owner purchased one, and the gallery owner’s 

son bought the other. If these conditions are common to Black artists, then it would seem 

in private Black art spheres would seem that the expectations of Black publics do more to 

compromise the livelihood of Black artists than the process of making public art. 

However, I would not attribute this to the prevalence of Black public art, but to the lack 

of disposable income that characterizes Black publics. 

 
 
On the other hand, as Olivia Gude proclaims in Urban Art Chicago, public art is closer to 

the ideals and needs of Black communities, because it requires discourse with the 

community and the art made from the artists as individual may be seen as more purely in 

line with the traditional privilege of the artist to share a unique vision. However, an 

inversion of this paradigm, seen from the perspective of African Diasporic epistemes, 

would suggest that the former condition of production is more valuable in that it engages 

the consciousness of the public sphere and the latter condition poses the limited 

perspective of an individual. The notion of community, however, is privileged in the 

African Diaspora, as evidenced by the profusion of community-based institutions that 

organized to foment Black social power. These include, for example, civil Rights groups 

and ethnic associations found throughout the African Diaspora. Without this kind of 

community-base, from which to create social blocs, Black social subjects face complete 
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abjection and little way to remedy their social subordination. The individual is not 

privileged, therefore, with the exception of organizers in social movements, who are 

exceptionally well represented as the heroes of Black communities in the work of Black 

artists. Note that when such national heroes are absent, as in the case of the U.K., 

Diasporic substitutions are made to fill the void and this process consolidates the 

transnational character of Diasporic identity. 

When Black social subjects do not participate in this discourse, as in the case of Michael 

Ray Charles, they are recast as villains, whose recourse is, ironically, to revert to Black 

mythologies about alterity and resistance, such as the bad-nigger who dares speak truth to 

power, and the powerless Black woman who compromises herself for financial gain. The 

outsider role, however, worked well for Jean Michel Basquiat, who in mainstream art 

words is the most highly collected Black artist. Charles and Walker are also 

extraordinarily popular with White audiences “with money,” and, as is described by 

Annette Lawrenence, associate professor of painting and drawing in the school of visual 

arts at the University of North Texas, Denton, their popularity is due to support by a 

mainstream White galleries with primarily White patronage. 

In discussion about the work of these artists, Black audiences often query why White 

patrons collect art about Black stereotypes and social trauma. 

Claire,  a  white  housekeeper,  shared  one  answer  with  me.  In  discussion  about  her 
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experience of White patrons of Black art in the homes that she cleans, she suggests that 

they may collect Black art to show their liberal attitudes toward race. My own 

experiences with White patrons of Black art in Dallas, gallery owners in Houston, and 

audience members in both cities suggests that this is likely to be true. The display of 

Black representations may function as catharsis of the shared social traumas of 

racialization, however, they do not necessarily represented a deep understanding of the 

multipositional symbolic politics in the art of Michael Ray Charles and Kara Walker. 

Such patrons, are unlikely, on the other hand, to display the heroic or romantic imagery 

of Black art, however, probably because this art has little affective impact for White 

social subjects whose social access is not dependent on heroic action, nor lacks positive 

representation in mainstream spheres. 

 
 
Nonetheless, Black art and White art worlds are growing closer together as the social 

rules of integration draw Black and White publics in closer proximity. I make this 

argument based on the fact that differentiations between Black and White art worlds are 

more difficult to make in contemporary art worlds, than they might have been for 

Howardena Pindell when she studied the institutional politics of mainstream art worlds in 

1988. When I planned to follow up on her study, and look at the representation of Black 

visual artists in different Ethnic-based, Gender-based, Public, and Private art spaces, I 

had to quibble with institutional definitions, because most Black art worlds are funded by 

a combination of private and public resources. I decided that ethnic and women’s art 

spaces would be best defined by the social agenda and identity politics of their founders, 

however, institutions like the Dusable Museum and the Studio Museum of Harlem, are no 
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longer small private spaces, because they have garnered Public funding for expansion and 

are now public institutions. While this may suggest social progress in terms of 

integration, it made it more difficult for me to create absolute categories of institutional 

identity. 
 
 
 
 
 

III 
 
 
 
What if Black artists were not excluded from mainstream spheres? Would they continue 

to produce images of blackness, and would they endeavor to create independent Black 

arts institutions? This hypothetical presumes that the posed conditions include 

racialization and racial exclusion to be social facts in Western societies. It is a reasonable 

question, however, based on the fact that Black artists do, at times, find marketability in 

Western Metropolitan art worlds. Given the desire to produce art about Black identity and 

what it means to be a Black person in Diaspora, I suggest that Black artists will continue 

to create alternate institutions, whether or not they are included in the mainstream art 

world. I base this assertion on the case studies that show that Black artists represent the 

alterity of Black social subjects that is produced in Black communities as a result of 

histories of difference, and substantial differentiations in the amount of power that these 

communities have to appropriately represent themselves in social, cultural, and political 

contexts. Black artists, like most artist, also express frustration with the limited 

opportunities of the art world gallery-system. Unlike White artists, however, Black artists 

have a history of institutional alterity and precedence in the creation of Black art spaces 
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and public art funding. It is likely, therefore that Black artists would continue these 

traditions for as long as they look to their specific institutional heritages as productive 

ways to create support structures. 

I also suggest that the impulse to make art about Black alterity will also continue, for as 

long as blackness remains a politics of representing cosmological and social difference. 

In other words, if White artists were to reflect on the cultural politics of African 

Diasporas from similar subject positions, if they were, as Sheila Walker writes, to engage 

their identities through the “Africanity of blackness and the blackness of whiteness” in 

the African Diaspora, and Black social subjects were equitably represented in the social 

and political power dynamics of the mainstream public sphere,, then perhaps the 

objective of Black representation in the nineteenth and twentieth century would be met 

and the institutional and cultural politics and representations of Black visual artists would 

be won. In this case, Black artists, would perhaps, continue to represent Black cultural 

politics, but would turn to other social problems. 

The likelihood of this happening would require an understanding within global publics of 

the histories and dynamics of Black people in the African Diaspora. In other words, it 

would require more than the absence of racial stereotypes and the denigration of 

racialized subjects; it would require their empowerment and an understanding of their 

alterity within the public imagination. This public would have to include all of those 

societies exposed to the marketing strategies of   Western markets, art and otherwise, 
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because the burden of capitalism is that it reproduces unequal representational and power 

relations. Ironically, these markets often depend on the commodification of difference to 

create marketable differences to expand. Some of the case studies explored in chapter 

three, for example, reveal that when Black representations are emptied of their politics 

and removed from their social contexts, Black representations become highly desirable. 

The nostalgia for Black stereotypes expressed by an art patron, for example showed just 

how far removed Black representations can be taken from the experiences of Black 

social subjects. This, of course, does nothing to remedy the problems of racialization or 

racism, nor does it uplift Black the social position of Black women and men. 

 
 
Another way to answer the hypothetical question about whether Black artists would 

continue to produce resistant Black representations and create alternate Black institutions 

can be examined through comparison with the processes of Black artists in the U.K. and 

Cuba. In the U.K. the presence of Black subjects is treated differently than in the United 

States, in that it is seen as both the inevitability of the of a post-colonial history, the 

Empire Strikes Back, as it were, which in London is tolerated as evidence of the 

cosmopolitan nature of this global city. Blackness is represented as one of its many 

flavours, which must be kept in appropriate proportion to the rest of this White-identified 

nation. As such, blackness is seen as an exotic ingredient that, however desirable, is not 

essential. These factors are in public discourse because of intellectual (including the work 

of visual artists) and political activism. However, and the case is similar in Cuba, racism 

is considered to be a social problem, but not a priority. In both the U.K. and Cuba, the 

state has set a social agenda that focuses on economic relations in which the qualitative 
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experience of race is subordinate to quantitative material concerns. As a result, the 

alterity of Black social subjects is rendered a function of class rather than a function of 

racialization, antinomy of experience, and epistemological difference. Until these 

conditions are clarified, Black artists in these nations will continue to respond to the 

absence of their identities in their representational and institutional politics. 

n conclusion to chapter seven note that my research suggest two ideas. 

That there is an impulse to make Black art outside of mainstream institutions that points a 

need to create alternate cultural space. 

These cultural spaces, however, are highly contingent on specific cultural histories, and 

these are deeply connected to modern representations of blackness as the social other. 
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